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PREFACE

After He conaqlldfttioa of tlie Rritish power iaXiidiatUq

'Old ord^ in Xndifiiti Kdaeation jiPAd nalfy clumped jieldicg

place to new. Before tbe Britiali period Samkrit leaTziing

was pstronired ptinees^ sardarc, drli men. Jmd se?e»l
Acharyas of Deaths* jet priToio mdenvotir wa.-? tbe main
feature ol this education. After iht a<lTeat of tlie Engliili

yrtem of education Sajuekrit J earning liegon lo dwindle
day daj owing to He lc«> of He former support. At He
heglnnlug of-jU adminlrtratiou tbe Eii$t India Company
finding He knowfedge of t lie IXindn Xuiw Lndisponaabje tu
the deciiioa nf Hindu cimefi eitconraged in 4 rmall mrasurc
Pandita and BanHrit J earnings 3!bi9 enoonmj^emtnt,

towereri teem 5 to liave been gieeii particdtarlj with the

{HiUtical aim of reconciling the IliitduB to the new GowernH
ment, since the Fandfta and SnnHrli learning had exerted

a great mural influence orer He Hindu societT. With His
end in vjetr the Oovernment estahJlahed Sanskrit Colleges

at Bcnarca (ITOI), PcKma
( 1821 b CaleutU ( > and

other pkees, encouriged fJic piiblJeatlou of Sanskrit works,
conferred titles on He Fandlk and granted pecuniarj aid
to them. The Faadits were, howcTcr., left to Heir ancirnt

metbed^ of instmciion, which did not undergo anj change.

From Hr ITH century A, B. oiiwarda the European,

missionaries and Bchokr^ who had developed Interest in

Haoskrit learniDg translated into European languages joipor*

tant pioeticab phLlDHDpl![i4:>a} and legal works In Sanskrit

wrote books on He grammar of Sanskrit, puhlldird tba

Rigveda with traslailous and Sajana^v c<i{naieiJ,tarj, edjteJ

JSJid translated iii.^crjptli:ins, colk-rted SaRskrit niatiuncripls

from Hr various imrls of He coufifry, pnbliHed catalogues

m



of mmiuerlpi^p, nttempted to trrile wsnji on different.

Sb&ilns, part i«ti]iirly the Vedas* and pubHsUed worka an
the klstorj of titer.ilnre. It ipiu Sir ^Villittin Jones-

( 1784 ) wlirj first reiiiiied the importance of SanisJ^rit. as the

molt poifi-erftjl ipstnnnent for the development of CompariL*

tive Philology, and after him lluropean eohnlLur? like Cole^

brooke, Schlege], Bopp, Hnnuboldt^ H, H. Wilaon, Both,
Mai MnUer, BohtUngk* Anfrechi* Tkibaut and several

others matie valuable conlribntiotii to the rariona deport-

meiittiof ^ifiTMltrU learnings All these scholafs Irierl to apply
the cTitieali. eomparatiTO and bistoricu.! uietliods of Kurop^
to the Sanskrit literature In general and to the Vedto
literature in parMcnlar, engaging ihemselTes more in the

chrouologienl and plulologioal uttidLes^

In spite of the?e ottempti of some Western sdiolars to-

shoTT the cnltnml s jilne uf Sunflkj-it leaming* the British

Government tlionght of gradually obnnging from, its former
policry of pnironizing r^riental lore to that of intnxltioLn^

Western knoifrled ge. This i^njte natural from tbe viev-

point of the foreiitu t Jovernmeiit which liaiJ not properly

recQgniied the eultnra] vaine of Sanskrit and bad plaeed in

the forefront the ntlUtariau volnc of education in tJie ^enae
of tbe needs of lidutiaietration and troveruoient service.

a natural reitnlt of all this, there arose between the Orient-

alists and the AnelieMs a great controversy regarding thr

relative merits of the Eastern and Western learning and the

edncntional polity to be adopted in India, it wm at lut set

at rest after niaiij yean by Ijord Maomnlay^t famous educa-

tional illnate ( 1835 )
which uuderralned Sanakrit learning

and laid down the general policy that tJir di^sion of West-
ern kriowlcilgc through the medium of English should be

the chief oancern of the Guvcmment, Jt may, therefore, he
said that hlnoanUy wins ibe first to Jay the foundatioiu of the
present Njiwtem of edneation ond establish the predoiniiirvncn

of English in India, though some rhrangei were subaequentfy
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introduced Ln tb*t fiystcm Irtm time to time- Tlie eduatiood
iT’efpii Loll of Sir ClmTlej Wood 1 18^4 howerer, niT^guisohJ

ttc 'f-due of Orient Jil leflrnitig *^fojr tiisdoncd nod uitiiiujJiriBxi

purpoje?, for tljc study of Lato und for the ^Titical cullivKlioo
mod impniirmeiit of the reirminiliir Maoinliy
hiiTiflelf cotijd ^tnesf with joy how iEaglish edue-Btioo w*a
thri^-injt with revolts fAro^rjibJe to Uie itoTerniiieat As m
eonsequEiice of thii wide dLEnajon of estern knowledge
the unrvet^ilies of Colrotta, RombAy and Hadrs* were
e$t»U11shed in nnd iu their cnrrioqJuin Sanahrit waj
given m aecotidary jijnce in aceordanee wilb the foLicr Injd.

dovit in Wood's Uespatoh. Il wm mcfely on finfienmcc
that the Britiuh tiovemincat allawed SamJtrit to reujHiii
either *3 the ohjef eabject to he itndled in the then existing
f^xnskrit Collegnt or as one aioong tiumy mbjeiits preacribed
in the ant^ersitirs, though It had not fotJy rr»lf;t«l its

velne. The literary aetivitjea ot the Wettem jieholarsabovo
indicated j>erhnp& coDvjDcied the (iovermnent of the v*loe
of SaDstrli as an indispeisjsable aid to bhlorioal, critical and
pkilologiuaJ studies; and though ihinafcrlt W45 prescribed
ai a aubjecl in the UnivrrBltics, it began to be imdted
there through ibr medium of English, jiartioularlj from the
hintoricaj, rriticol and philological points of view- Thus the
Westenj niethods of study l>egan to be applied to Sanskrit
language and literature and eminent Indian eeholmrs liie

Dr- R. O- Bhandarkarg AIM. Qangaijath Jlia and MM,
Hurjk Prasad Shastxi, who had Imbibed those WcAlcm
metliodst came forth aa the products of Universities,

i^anihrK literiitore 1 tins began t* be taught in ieeondnry
BcluKjJa and colleges on Western lines, while the traditional

methods! of the venerable Siiaaliij, though they bad proved
riftcacioos for centuries froiu the {mint nf view of intensive

tudy, were thrown Into the bacltgroiind to the extent of
being considered obsolete in English srhixjlB and colleges.

Satukrit Lext-books frcffcribed in the univctsities vontinned
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to be edited or written ptvtliflQlttrij w\ih the mpplki^tkiTi ef

Western ujethodi by several Indimi flJjd Hnx^pean utltoUri

for the use of sobools und colle^es^ Ur, ft. Ci, BbuJiciiirkjirj

to whom all lovers of Sao^krit ffloet be greally indebted for

his vdliiihle aorriees to the cause of Sanskrit Jearniiits wrote

many b i*tnr

,

pb Jul og icnl^ ebroauJog ic sJ and criliefiJ essays

(jQ Sanikrit llierature in Uit ligtil of Westerti methods, and

pnbliibed critical editions of Sansiril elassics for the uae of

Orieiitftl scholars and advanced alndenU in ^^oUeges, Again,

the demand for scLfwl texi^hucihs serring mainly the philo-

logiQiil and etyniolujjica] ends wafl nat orally felt; and in lliij

eaae also Ur* Bbondarlcar, adopting from the Writ the

(jrAmaijir-traiislaticif] method of leaching Greeh anil Latin

current at that time^ wrote, through llie medium of EugJiih,

big two fanii>u5 text—hooks ( ldll4 and ISfiS )
for jtciiooli

according Ui the plan laid down by itr. Hao^-

Am time pa=&ed, the dcTtlopuicut of paycholagy ia the

West and the attempt* ot the Western IvdncationiBli to

pivcbojoglrc Kduetvtion cDDnootisly modided our outlook.

The principles of language study, which ore a uatnra!! out*

come cl researches into child psychology, are now ml opted

in the West with great suoaess for language teaebin^ by

O. Jeaperaen, H. B, Paliner and others and even for the

teaching of clasiical lougiiages like Greek and Latin by l>r,

Boose in the Ferse School (
Cambridge ). The aoLUe trend

In eUncation ha^ induced Indiau loverfi of Sanskrit like

Fmf- F. Bokd to employ tho*e pritiinplea In the teaching

of a similar cla^Jcal language like SnmkriU Obvintisly tlie

Si^^calieiJ Dirwrt, Steihod uf iraohing yatiskrit is an icnitation

of Use up tfi-datc method* of teaching classical languages tu

the West, imt ai L'r. Bhandarlkfir's 1jratn.;UAf—iranslalion

method wni also au imitation of the Closaicoi Method car rent

in Europe eigiirf-five year* ago* TJiere ji nothing wrong in

* imitation ' if it U not blind n)id if thii^ imitated ore

good. On the other hand, according to the modern psycho*



I
rincipln af e^q^tiou 'imltatiun* Is a povr^rfol faetur

in I he Je&tniti^ pmte^s. Whc-ij. aJI our eRi^^1:iv^3Lr« lo itO|irf!ve

ciiucatinTi hure ptftcuetJcd up to thii time ou Western

it » hui iiMtDral that ludlAti HduCfttlaiiiats should tr^ to

imprn’re the ieiLolitug ot Baiiskrit mainly atari:]; the litres

indicated by Weatera scholan of cto^icol Prof.

Jkikil nod others have found in LUc light of psychology and

ooDsidcrablc cijjcrienco that ihc Coii'rmatjonal or l>irect

Sfethod u£ torching in eehooJs, if adopted tivith sotno

modificatiaits^ urLLI JiclueTa results mors satisfactory than

those achieved by tbe {jjammoj'- 1 ronsljLtiou method, tiut

in. spite of scjzte good fcatarej ol ihia method tbe

adoption of it Is not as yet recommended.. These aiivutales

of the Xcw Method arc now dimly begfnalng to realize the

iujrrtl» of thr Bboslrl Method end acknuwirrlge that a few

features (if the latter are in eorusonotiec with the onxlem

prfneijilfs of languogc-^itudy. Yet* to rert satisfied merely

with what the Vf'eatern scbolitni have done for ns oa rej^artls

the methoda of stedy am! tcoolilng would be inBafl&cient. It

la high lime now to show in detail the dehnite points of

similarity between lU* Kustem a.nd Westena methcwli. and

corry on furtber reseurches so os to trace the former aa

recorded in Sanskrit literature or handed down liy oraJ

tra^itioo.

The preienL u'ork is a uiodeat attempt to tiemonstrate

this fact. The detailed Ulde ol contents and the Conclusion

(Beeilon XVIH, Pp. S3 1-544 ) of my compreheiiffiTC essay

an * Hindu Met bodulogy ’ are calculated io give an adei|uate

iden of the nutare and scope of my work* T may, thereloreii

hriedy state here that I liaise adopted tbruugbout the work

* comparative view of the Kustem and Westeru methodology

and of the theories of both about language, bringing out at

tnuny places tJieir psycbologica!, phlfcwophitraJ, *es I be tie and

eduiiationik] implications. The speciality, if any* of tho

prcsCDt attempt may not iie merely in the Tcprodnction of
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tbe unoJcnt and modeTj} priBOiftles^ but Xies, |i»Uaps, in Ibe
eiploration of anlMtlden paths ud harinoniiitfon tli&

KiMiern and WesterD thoughts for the purpose of placin;; the
reformed teaching of Sao<(krlt In $,cJiCHo]ifi and coJJfgta on a
sounder and permancnl Uo^lt.

This work undertaken by me in IB3^7 wheo I wmn
temebiog ;MeUtodti in Sanskrit to B. T. sludenta In the S. if,

T, Ti College, K-ulhapur^ At that time ati idea airnek me
that the modem tnrthoda of teaobin^ SaiiskrttfL language and
liternture bore the Bemhlonce of method aciually

empfoyod in Sanskrit cotumenLanea, 1 wm* rrqii tided of «n
utjpnbliihed Sanskrit t-ominentary which

had employed the method. The use of ihii manu-
script in ou-t* po^ossion wus recouinieiided to me nl the
eiementiiry fttjige by my revered father at wh^Ht feel 1 had
the prom I privilege of learning Ban^krit litcratort and
Shastraa To uiy sarpriw 1 found llwt ihcSanikril qnertigna
and answers used in the Kew Method of inoliing ^itTsskrit

literature were just like those in the abovo—mentioned
commentary, I thnn eearehcfl for other published or
onpubliahed catnmentariey

( of the type ) <m other

Sanskrit Claisics and discovered that (Im method had been
much in vogue before who followed the

meihodj I thaaghij might not hare been so

widely recorded in Sanskrit literature, unless it Imd been
lurtuuUy employed in oral leaching in aiident times. I then
began to search for the theoretical inuds of thw method in
the Sanskrit Shastros And literature and eomc to the t;oiiclii~

hIdil that it had been alrongly boeked ap br the amalganiatec]
theories of and ^atl that there had existed

in the Hindu Sliastrq:s a soaud, consistent and universal
joethodology, which would compare favourably with the
AVeatem methodulogy, I was alio backed uj) by the detail^



tJie |iTeoioits SIiflLSi.ric Ltrtdltloiiut lutnde^ down td me bj

oral traJELAmL^^jun. For tuv ifJMiaJ [njrpoM 1 ransacked tbe

eitemiTP wtiIUii materia] avaiLable ta maC in tliie printed or

matmjidopt form oil tlic Slja9tra» iUte Lbe

*nol It U needJta^ to say here that I

availed myseif aUu of notable works In English ou p5yeh<>»

Icigy, langoage-learning ainloUier relevant subjeoiat and tbivt

I ttUlised a coniiideralde time to arrive at tbe al>iive contilu-

aiou&A I iben pnblUhed a Sanskrit ijiiejtiQniiiiirB on ILe Ffob-

lem ol t^anskiHt Tewjtilcg and sent it to many Sanakril aalio-

larj ail over India for The purpose of Inviting their opinion*

xbdot this jiroblem. It however met with a scanty r<ajH>nst,

I then Qontributed lotne i^anskrit essays Vo Sauskrit periodi-

eai*, expressmg my settled view* on tbl* prohlcui and desire

iJig to know how far uiy hLurmoniiRtion of the Kadern and

TV cj tern principles wcaU apped. to the oJd^typed £iha<trts»

?ro lUT great snlisfaolioii I foitnd that they appealed to many

notable iSkutris and modern Aeholari, But realising that the

cimuJation of ^^anakrlt {fciJodicalA aas limited and that the

EngHth niediam would have a wider appeal I let myself to

Uie (a^k of writing in English, and oonVritioted a few articles

to English periodicals. All those Sanskrit and Kugliah esHaya

with an extensive addilioimJL matter have been ruihwlied lU

tbe present work, the major iHirtion of wliich, however* haa

not been published anya^bere*

It will thus be noticed that though I begun with inveati-

gatiom into the method* of Sanskrit ieaelung ctjrreat in

Training Colleges, T had to widen the icope of my work lu

the light of my experience in the Art* College. 1, thcreforoj

concent rated rnyadf apon the wider prtjblem of Sanskrit

atndica both In Arts and Training Colleges iJid also upon

the higher Wotern methods of iiiiveatigallonT his-

torical, compaTwl ]'
ve, pbUaloglca), and crlticul or (icieiitido

melhods that liavc engaged the attenlioa of Sansjirit sciiobiri



in the Eiwt os elj ik Itie 1»Vesi. I think that tho^e T^estern.

Tuethods, tijESuyi^ good in .ecnir res^ecis, ImTe their sjwil

hmitjit juid ih^t the tmdiiioinil methiMls of tlie ^hotalrlis^

DntwiihHtii ruling « flnwit in thetn^ «re v^ell irorthj of

the nxjprecijttrre n^Litjee of iucH:1mi (chotaTs. Being brought

Up lit the Bh4*tric iTAditions i deptcre their decpiy enured by

poIiticiiiloiroiim^Ances And their undvierved eoDdeniiintioa by

some nnxlern seholar^, I uti of lium.bje 4)pijiiou tb4t a hoppy

eombluntititi of the best part« of the EuHtern itnti WMtera
methods in the atody and teiHliitig of Biuttkril 'flu ensnre

lifttLer TCsulls Ln futtire. J Lave thtiJ made my vnrk compTe-

heoiiivc by devuiirg my attention nf>t unJy to the methuda

of teaching BaOiikrit at the initial atagC} but idir> to those at

the higher at age; fttr, 1 think that there in organic unity In

the stndy and teoebing cf Sanskrit at alJ the aiogts. This la

the iTJvson irhy in the x^e^ent work the jiortion dealing nitb

the theoretical basis of methods of general metbodetogj

( Parts I ds IT ) is much larger ihiui that deallnc; with the

proctwe of teaching (
Parta I it TTT b The treatment of the

latter, which ei«t>odic5 mj x^raotical ejcj>erience of many yeari,

ia* however^ full and i|itite adec^Qate to the requiremehts

of atudcEiL^ nuEler training. The prespJit work is, thcrelfire*'

ealeujated to l>e Useful not only to B. T, liudents but also to

the student? of higher cluaei tn Art' CoUegm and to oU

genenl readers interested In ButiskrJt, The future -will

decide how far this Uumlde attempt of mine wiE be nppre"

elated by the: ciutiKljaiu ofBunpkrit learning. It will notj

however^ lie tinbcoatniDg to neek their pleasure in the aiJt

words of Kalidasa; ^ ^ JX^-
*. ^ ' ** yeanj siace I began this lalmur of

Iotct and it is purely by the grace of the Aluiigbtj that I

could pergcveriugly come to the end o| The projected task in

spite of the unforeseen tialamitics in my tile during thli

period. I shall feel myielf amply rewarded, if my labour ita



way ptoT&i kutnuncratAl to tin: rtriavmmtiaD and
populnrixAtion of t be study of

The SiuiBkrit Seetlon (Part I ) tn my »otk, it u hoped,

will api^eaj to flliust4~if and modem i^JoD&krjj; ^clioliLfs, and
the English SocUon (Pu-tt II &, 111) to oh reHilerr Imoving
Eogiiah. it mav be noted here that the ELOgiiik Section a
not the tronsJaUDD ol but is aomplementaz^^ to^ the Sanskrit

Sect ton, as the same vein of thoeght ron*!. through the whole

irorkd The San^hrit mediuni in this 'work is p&rlty adopted bj

me with no other motive than that of bringing the Fandita,

not kntj^LiLg Engliali, into line writb ihe mudeni trend* «£

SanskfR studies, hforeover. Hue hterary liialwrv of India

iiidtcsies that Sanskrit has been reoogiuzed up to the present

day bj aeholars os a fit nLedimc for regarding their valuable

and pertnaneni thonghit^ It i* my humble opiulon tliai iu

free tndiii, where Pngllab is [osing ground, Sanskrit} the

fmacLortol speech will and shoold Tea lime its

former promlnenl position as a lit tneditim for conreying

important thought* at least to the learned pubile all over

India, though Hot oa the &aiU^ of India. Dr, 3?,W.
Tboiua* says : '*1, therefore, do nut feel that the idea of

Sanskrit
(
in a further timpliiied fi^riEi ) reaumijig its place

at n entumott Literary tuedium for India is a hojieles^lj lost

oanic. 1 abo wish that in tlie teaching of Sanakrit at all

the atage* the medium of instTuotjon should be Banskrit a*

irell a* the mother-tnogne. 1, houever, think that the

internaUonal importance ofEnehsh should not be minimized,

Tl Is no^y my pleasant duty to express my heartfelt

obligations to all person* concerned with the prugross of my
wurk. 7n the Orsl jdaer, I heartily express: my indeht.ednes*

io all I be noLliors ncii) editors whose works and pubht-jiMfjne

T have eunsuhed. 1 a deep dnbt of (;ratl(uiir to lllti

Holiness the fiUree Vidy* -Shankar- UJiarati

Swaidi uf Karweer Perth} who hny graciouuly recorded his

blessings f^r this ^^urk End '^hM^e revered feet I had t.lm



proad privilege of learning works on tbc Nyaya and the

Mremansa. I have been laid under heavy oLllgatiou# by my
Guru-bandhos Rao Bahadur B. I. Powar and Raja-Valdya
Bhankarrao Jagtap, who gave me immense solace during my
hard times, and who, realising the imporianoe of my work,

urged me on to progress. Had Rao Bahadur Powar not In-

aisted on me, this work might not have seen the light of day.

1 am, howcs'cr, gries’ed at the lad demise of Baja-Vatdya
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rV ( |JlRj4^i a^^:rg|

), { 3155^“

^ 4Rtir^^—j)H 4fSH I^H £1^1^,

y, Vi> '?^5*T^-<rr'*mj vt qfbr^*
a?3^

),

yt- W5TgjRn^raT%.

V* tfWljsTBTrfST^w^^

^
I^R'I' i f« ppf-^ I E«

J \l 'jsf [444

( X\i qTT?l«FTRifnm-fWi^, \\



(Jl)

wusiiitw,

^ ( f^), ‘'».^-

4 " TO^snflwn-w^-

t,i 'stTpawT-BTR^, W&^»iwia

*

»>

jpjreiTtK ('‘^. # ),
=.«

qg<i!
i^t!<i^-4ft»nr^, 85as=5irt»w^, (^T^,.

STRft) ao «ci!7TO!^r?r-?iiw-<w™fl, ot

nr^n {
=a^i ), a’i

»l^i'
^_^^pt7V, aV ^!0=a1iFS-

{ ajHta^a^ ).
gjiiwm-*i^n5ew

( IWIT, ^ ),
"^115

Printed Boofct of tlifl fijUoving Schools of

Sooskrit OiaTOTnat

^Tc?=5r, 5*^^,

ft Tt4l*5Tgi^^

Sanskrit Mflnuscripts

^
^ sJmr.<ra-3^-

( 1612 ^ 1701 A. D, )i t <»

English Books

1 Art ol TeMting And Studjing tiangiusw-^* G^uiaj

a Brnnguriiem-M. West; 3 BiogrmphU Litfr»rl»-S, T. Cole-

ridge; 4 Clinics in Educmtion-Alicpcrt < H. M, SUtionerj



(32)

Office, Lutidflu
)j 5 QoUected Works of Sir li. G. BhaJidar*

tikr-Tcl, 1; 0 CoaatntctiTe Survey of the TTpuusliads^H, B,
BwiadCj T D»sa Rttpafc*

{
Eng, TriJii. )^G. G. O, Baum;

S Defence of Poetry^P. B. Sliilley; ^ Bewriptivc Caalognei
of iISS, OD Grammar and Kiivy.-i; 10 Discourse on Method-
Descartes; 11 DMtriue of Mava-P, B. Blvutrl; 12 Edo.^
cation in India (ilodem Period 8. Vakil, 13 Ednention,
its Bali and Pir^sL Friofiiplw-Knim; 14 tJronudwork «f Edn-
eationai Pflyokology-Itos*; 15 History of Indian Lllrratqre-
M. Wintamibr; JC History of Indian Logio^Saascliadra
TiiJyabiityJiatiJi; 17 Hisiory of Indian Philosophy, Vols. I
^ Da^aGopta; 10 JTisUiry oi Sanskrit LiteraiDrc^
A, B, Ke]tU; 1& History of Sanskrit Poetics, Yol. TI-8. K,
Be; 30 How teach a Foreign Langun-e-O. Jespersen;
21 IndiaD Philysophy, Tola. I emd II^. ^Tt.idlmkriBlman;
23 Intermediate IjogiO’Weltoa <k Mo&aLnii; 23 Intro^
duction to Social PsychoJogy-McDougaP- 24 Introciuotloa to

Wahjtyaditrp.iaa^P. V. Eate; 25 Inifodnetion to the
Vedanta Suiras^. Thlbant;2fi Karm-Mimatisa-A. B, Keith-
27 Hangnage in Eductitwm-M, West; 28 Ladgnoge. iu
Nature, Derelopmcnt aud Origin -D* Icfpenen; 20 Latli-jt*
Place it Value Jn Eduoatlou^C W. Taicj^e; 30 Utin on
the Direct Sfethod- Rouse di Appleton; 31 Learning to Read
a Foreit!uLangu^ge-hr. Wet; 33 Mimansa
(Enj W^F EJgatM: 35 SI,Kl»n Unaioj*a™ C««d.. T„l^ 1 in < PabJiutioB. »£ ii,e Amerb:«,Md Ciu..d^ Com«ilt.n«, Modtrr L.B|u.ga ); U

u W OLtliM af

« n 3S OnliJnB <,{ PiyetotoCT-
UcDoagmlljSi Pmlsl-Oojditiiobsr; 3S rhllcoouhv uf Smukrit
<}rmmM-F.C. ChdtniT«rti. 30 Edgnm Sk. Cijle|e t Pre*.
pect.i^ K. Eef.rfW, 40 Prinalplg, o{ I«gtt,ge stadj.

j
'( Literatj CritioMm-L A«ieb,rd^ 4* ProjreM «f EdaMtioa, Voli. I to XII 43 Pro-«r<Mnrc Metbod. ol Tcoohing-lUrtin J. Stormsuid 44



< 33 )

Record of tlic Buddhift BeJlgioii-I-ttlng, 45 Selenliflo Study

4t Teiobing ol L»iigu*g«-H. Ti. Palmer, 45 Six Syiteroa

of Indlmi Philosophy-MitiMtiller, 47 S|vMliil Reports ou

Edaoatiou»J Siabi«ti. Vols. X &, 8, 20, 28 (B.jard of Edtioa^

tion, EngUnd), 43 Studies oaPatiinfs Gr4inniar-B. Faddfr

guo, 4fl Substitotion TuWea (I00)-n. E. Pfclmur, 50 Sjatema

cfSim^lt Grummor-S. K. BdTuIkur, 51 Syate® of the

Tedunta^Panl Deussen, 52 Twfka-Bwisrahik-y^ T, Atbdye,

B3 Twioiaug, yds* n, T, TH, (Articles by T, P. BokU), U
TcAoMngt its y*tiiTe'i Tarielies-B. DiaiDTiJle, 55 Tbeorte*

of TUm k Dh™i-A, Sankn^r This Ljtngttugfr-Lcurnia^

P-lmerA H, T. Kedmeu, 6T YedsaUSutius-

Virtftlivmnund*, 5$ H. S. Jones, 50 TViboii

Philologicd L«turS-B* G, Bhandurkur. 60 Ynnn CbTuag'a

TriTcla in lidi»-T. Wntt™

/

I

A
, ^

' f n



^m. *r^i¥.:

l<r c

tY

V?

V'a

n
V

^19 H
R-;:

Hd

\c

M9

<t

wv lo

l>*t

yyd

\a\ n
€f>

*TFT^^

ftr^T^Rq^

JRTT

^?Jt

^rR'ftr 1

^lafeq

mipTig

JTRW:

3^Rni^

3Firri

^TfN"

^rft^ii=in;

fMt-



C»5)

gsR;

^<r ? mHT ^

«Hiyyi-^

ERRATA
*

Liii6 Incorrect Comet
95 10 Eorms form

0^ 33 Thorndjiie Tbomdike
30 0 tbe longer is it tbe longer it is

109 1 in tJie aenior jears froEOi Uie senior yesji

115 31 in eoTfinAticn in canvenAtioii

136 IS etn«tin» emotioiui

141 32 md tbe

143 54 ooniioauess CODSCioOBDCaS

150 37 KSiutnai osanmei

190 . 33 ^
176 3 for some^ for, some-

176 n do-exlaiucfi oo'-ejtisten^

195 16

905 50 qenerliutioii genersIltAijon'

210 30 of ibe root ^ t ajir of the roots sj^nt gj^
223 14 A proae senteoi A |tios« aenteoee
•OJ^

17 ^4Rl^r 55lfl*TW

243 -3 ^
351 12 viiUtbe with the



Page T.iTift Inconect Oorrect

252 16 while principal thing ^hile the prirf-.

oipal thing

^66 20 wboU whole

25S 28 3?^^
275 1 i

276

288 23 the seren the ftbc

291 6 «fit

800 10

307 24 ihe negation the negation

308 25 X/panlshandi TJpanishadi

310 13 W
810 15

813 31 melhd ology methodology

343 30 froms .
forma

347 IS i^jeettres adjeetiTes

413 28^^ jjrjT

423 S obiect objects

443 17 amfrar

451. 28
"

475 20 inchsipirT WiIT

503 18 dlcMirf^

541 3 by higher' by advanced

553 12 compound oomponnd

1^4 33 langnge language

607 9 rytional rational

630 31 snoeesi nooen

650 83 acr are

653 13 A Aa

[
Misprints easily reoo^nliftble are left oat. ]



[ The Prabicffl ol Sanskrit Teaching ]

ffnlBiqrn^nfbin^ nfr^rmr; I ^-
3?^^gttn3‘aT«rr^^f>Tai»i’^w^g f^l^-

f^:
|
^i^ Sfi iiFi«f34Mcfi

€?frni«rrT^nT^a \ sflem? ^^inf^1%^*prftrR<n«re^! ^
9fr (

ptriodi
J 1

Qi^wjtSiTtitnr-

I ^ Wh;
a3ttf?f ^}%i I

wPr a f^; ail^ #?pf*

^ITiTT%t:, irr^t^«I*It’^II«l^^, 5TRnn^ft *l [ Mt *T|T3Cf^U

'ift-

fiRqirRciw I ^Rl^T^§^K^^^^k1

Tf^^^Tn^l®qi girrra^Trj^ iraT^fef?ETl%^ni^*jR^N^^^iU

eiTTwft«iT

=%cq?t :T I ^

Sjoqql^f^qii^qf^n, ^ M f%qWi I ^ 3

R?r^ H 3 4 [RsH^qiqT ijar^K^nr^iq^a,

^ erfn^q^^rqi i



f^f?niid3»4 w^it ^ ^rtf^^Br ^ i

«i^^i?tH ^'s ^mw <j?T €^r^u«ir^-

5^^?n; «Rf^WTTI^ KUlftn.

^ ««ra<?r^r: i
ef4R«.

q-^R: ^ I

nqedRi rq?i>i ^a^3??^s«njHriqrRi41: i
e^afa

qiBT^i qi^4mlqqrn<j5«5^^^

fl^d^aisqqci< at^fa^ a[=^Jiatoa?^f^3^aw a^,

3n5FR®aT?aii«Ta ^i3^*TiaT5aa<Ra5«r«ai^i'*Ji^^^aiaaaTar

a^RfjH aRc^qa i anf^i

9^aNRaacRe1a:^wnarq<t ^q? aamaq^nr-

^,f^ra»iq«ra<5T^ ftiw^aatajiaa i
snyTssarsarTwa §

«?^r«RiaFi and ^«f aa-aR^ai: 4tfjc!r-

wiaa ftpqRqaiaRareaqw^ I
3?a«nT»»fa^aRi^ e^f^mnar

qraf^af%aq%^5ai^ ?^a?aaqqTafqil ^^aRtan I

q^RRR5^aq^[Rrqf*«^l?** gataqf^fr^q spa«r»q-

fRi fa^q, «^m«qqqT«aqa^cq?arqT

vniq aRdq’HqRifqaRr^ egr^afwnqqq^fafqqqsRiaai^-

Rian^df aqr aiafqq'metfh^rtip??! * at^ivaiaqa^tap!: *

aqVeq>itaiiiqfai4?, qr raqaininRi fasat qiaaq^^a

qtg^Ta>?fq aawqRaaarj^^^^ ‘aftar, i^afaw ^ a^-

fiicn^e'K I
a'lfpqqr'q^kia^rat f^^at aatacfn: mf.n^

aiaar, arerHaiuRzaiaqr, ftfaw^'ts^raqRr aal^-

flT^a^^aarfa aRmPf acaf^a
i affiat-

rnifi aaaat fq^aq*; as^ar^fta:, 5«?^5ftq:, 5t a?r.

aq a afiafeai; «P?r i 3aRaqft?ai af^qi?



^Cjtlj ^ Ifm^i «T% arq^cfR^i^

uc^tn iPj l^fa^rr i

siw: cW^t^ * 5f??TrwTifii^?iffe;
*

#i?RiTg^iFnJt^ «tt\69iV esij^Pi^MR |
*Ri-

aw^^r

I

I (ar) ^ ^ EWJW-
*T[^ ifl^J’*jiTT'^j<Tf&^^! ^fkar bwf#^ ^i ^ftti

f% ^ n^^'TqT'nrnriil'^^ f 1

(srr) ^^f^^^^TT^^^^^ t rnR^T^ 1

1

^ 14^11^ { 14 5[[3FH g^fe ^*TRr 1

1

^ ijgrqf at^[«nqaql^i€^

fRint r^=p??7^ !j*ifqir f i

^
%fii^^E2nq^i ^fras^qRl

^;^ttTTflt i?fi^sr5n^qT®if*?w?^ ai ariR ^n^iiifstq

aqi^ia: s^ [
^ 3if^ ^1w n^^-w^m^lkwk

g^^nsR^fsf Bq^5=W^r^ ^
6?C^ ^T15na\f^?JR!3^«I (Child pavcJwjJogy)

a^ijinfeiRr ^ 1
aqi^q^jwr^

(
CoavcTF^liDatl method ^

1

1



Y «?f^r«R;nc**r f^qirro^ qs: t

er*rr ^Wriwii«r w ^OfiiT f |

S (»?) f4 RTmoi «^lT^3nq^^!T

*?NT! ^WT<^W»llVt|

(an) «TRFT^q|ill4^^^qqJI^5rnj aqi^R^qf-

% «nq!^ftnriif«ncqmqi?: f i

(T) eVqh^tnrFdT sn«»if^nmrnrTOr?^ ^^r^qfn:

«*fWk: wp^:? I

(i) fjayqsTR^snxrra^^'t: nww; w qsr^; f

)

(3) 3miq%;T Hi gWqAqq raitVtT

qjRRtn^if,h ^ m ! |

(^) 1 1

^ (9r) a?f^ ‘ RPjqmrjqri; * nrfPTqrqnrqmr^^
m^spPL 1 emrf^ ^i^qrrfn mf^ f |

(an) nr^nmn^an^i ^nqrqf?^f |

(K) ^ q^; V^i^,

qr ? 3^11^:5^4117*1 nnrntti^ f
1 1

(i) *n^ppn*p an^'wqcnqr qr nffr̂ s^q iq ; nmnn*
f^q?qRnin4t'?%K'i; f ?qiiH%; ^qr:%^ an^gf^nraq^
apwRiw: ^ Ocnr ^qr'EqRpmsq: t

\^

wr^nnviTO:
I

« («) ^qVMHWnn f%

( DUconneoted centcoccs
) ^ ^nrnqr^.

^nqpmf;
(
Coooecccd passage#

) { f^qn ^ 1

1



tv

(an) %^T (
MeJium

) apt^iRf^*

»!T^W ^ t

(^) (t)K^'m^ ( OtiwiiDnins),

(^) afg^KS'ilIsfl (
Traailadon

(
TelUog

)

%^5n: ^ irqVn: t tr^tRT^I%^<»nF?r

Wrf»r> rt^thw ^ f ^ t

f^ ^ ! I

(f)
si^^

^^,l I

(3) m: ^n: ^
^ ! I

(^) 'Pitqns^t (
Svootsynjs

),

a*^T:
(
HomonvmB

)j {
Idiome

) W
1 aTm»ft1ajH^N ; ^ ^ mh 1

1

(arr) trrM3^a%g irmr % ^ fh^ ^'t-

t 3rfi?^^J?iF?mrr
(

Cliaaictl hoiat^c
)

51^: t 3ifS^^^rip^RfiT«rre: Snarf mk
m eiiajr (

\

{t) ^,tRr^w^s f^i^^rsHTO

in^Ri ^^issn sf?n?iiij ? f

(t) <?!^*i5?era3 ^r
^ e^qi! I I

(^) m»f ft

^F^Rnf^ ^5|fl3HR^35a^tf?I (B<3ok» for Rmpid RcicUna)



I

ftqfeOT r 3T# f^rjq

t -5 ^f^cj^iEqT?E^iif^; ^ %^tn: ipp^^sTr: amoJlsn

^rcqri^f
[

l ! 5
^ (

Curri-

culum construction
J ^ t %5 ^

i ^ fi^rqf
:
^icql

^ t 5:sr’^?jiir^%5T f TOi’CEiiiri: %mk'. [ i

lqTn^<i^fr(^^F[f55|ts«nTO a;iwnRqii^5[ m 4f^iTmT

m i I ^Ei^acn%i^Vfl^qsf^=^5i35^
? |

%?f,ci4iJH!El|i<5Tfffsijq I}|j|qiiTSifl^

tiT5**i®i flffrr^

Jf qT«tHiqf!I^9n: qfenj^Fyr ^ gq^R^W glqtoiqj^

^ j ?Eqf cl^

^TtrfmfS7tww»ir iftqrwfhRsr^ mii ^RTtR^rrf^ S^")-



I iTWI^=fT 'Jf^^

im\ I

«rn?5IJ?imif^=l ^ q^RdtU^IFW^-^

qfoTT; ^feiUTr^t Trf&TcnRTT ffa i ^'‘i^n.lt

^ w *11 r^ J ^ ^f^?^iiTwrs^i^*ir

si^'Tf^ *i^

*f ^ iRft I
gn^fS^wj'T

m

rh 'l I ^r

ft^^iTr^if% 5^*51

fq?T«ra%5f^ I

R^t^^TT I
5 BRlfl^Sflf!

5iT*ii nfiiftR 4T^srE^g’?^5 ^ f^7?^^s^R5iMW=ir^ ^^*rw

»?f*T EimT x^ x^i r^^*ir

^ cTRf “ aifj ^ *'^
^rs I «ti.a*^Kc*ni h^^it^-

*1^ i7r^t0qwc^t i

3^5^111^3 g^^?TF*T^13^R qi^FCRFf^l ^w ^

jnRPj^lT^RlS q7i\^?5>ff^'fJCp!Tf^T^I5T^: Rfs^^T:

\
0Ff>5Ti^5^^ t51Wl ST fl^Tf^t JT^*H

?TW^3:Rr^'ir^€Wn*=T^'T^1^T*^'i

3?7^i*itTT^^Kf%2T'^1 flf^tlK F-^ T
Rj

^tSRT



^Tf^^imr^^rq^srPr sT^ra^, ^qif

*iT^nTT^rwg^< Hr^i^nr:
j

l^^lTlftf^i^iT ^ l^trTfXfl R*?f%j
) ^ #^fi?RT3^rR0Rr

hr) mh I Btiicjrg^r?i^ "Rlsjia afiJi^
3Tr^i?7qNft-^>

I fw^f^snsjRtrfhjTs

r B^fTRRi^utr^
I

rfif«fg?n«4lmri5f siqqT^JRr ^^mj iJTl^ifkRfiiTniT.

iT
I qiwi^^ f^f^er; s^ftf^sii^irr

arf^ f^^a ?irei«f^w^:
|

i>iTiij^T?rn^rsRr R^^irgsr^feajnqr^Ji^r

?jr^ai a €Kj^^^>=t04
r iim ^r^t??^i jirfl^^r wfti

4i.fcP?<ljars
( «^^^o^^iiRS!Rmr

gR^ii^Tre an^r^Tra--

I i^ai^ %^k-
g'Tq^n^ ^i^nisTf w=rr ^r^::^f7?jqr5'5rr«3i^ *3Wf?iTtii*nf^i^^V

?Ti;i 3RIR«RFq^ W ^OT: WT?I t

^TRR^fs?w*iTu?5fr^ tr^T ^I'^ji^TPR^tr^rr Tfter-

I in^^sTf jfi^fojiijF^ ^rs^rraritt ^tn
31^^ ^nfsR^iT a^T^^n^RRmr^tfi^^ifT# hT^SR^Rir^fc-



'Tra^es^Tt; I art; writer ii?Tl^rfJr

^sftIclS^im'\& I «1ri| l

51 1 Roi1^'^i4iti^vH:;j^-

?WR'\w^^'^ri^iT?^i iRai^ fefe

5aiiftk(H would ti confltdcrslilv VbOTe vafiv tJjm it it> if

therti wew mfiin eduoud Eb ouf Eugliib Co!l*Sf4 to tcicb

it* '-acjaf

i^i 1 1%^ 3Ti

tl^'^ft^IT ^ ITTWf^ 3c?T»rfi^ I
¥<1^51=1

iTrtX*?Fn*tirT^f^?pi^^^ 353^^1 ^ iK^nr-

tqfqisriii ^

af'^rar^*

5tgvifQt^n5;^?i’J ^

q(tml?^: etl^iT^rf^^ntSqT ^r ^fa^to^^^lT l^^P^’ftf^i|^?l

5T ^^‘^w^a^f^aa^: i
^

fq^Fsat liar: 1
qie^f^fl^fri’rnf?

^

I
esf^msrn f^j %

JT?35ir: MRRa t%^^^^^Tw »fl^Wvn^?pr€R^

(flifqi i



I anf>«fl»ir3ii3 aj^iwpRer feftair
'ItaaWI HiatHI «WPass>?^iilt aqfa^o,.

ft 1 nunnuuFJinmfVarc'RK^W f|«>i?a^!w.
ffam^aaRw «l^a«nw»ihwmftwH»i«i?!atRiq
a5?iir}laa4(j,„,«[^^ a^arsiTO i w >n3aii;q: aiqi.
"iRt 5%qaf a ssiimt aqia rs hrj uWiaiq^l

nRHURtiRitrt araiJRRt qfimst a *giRwt
iwi Ristisfli sraj^

I aitip!i40r^o,t sfilgj^i^aaatR
wf^araiWTft^awRa ‘5<Jrw5>wr!«r<iafa«mRwnTOia Rag
R^jrnnnaaRtaaR

|

5immi imtaiopR etn»w>n<nii RfiftwBqj ag^jw
^fiatjai at a^aaraaifta'Rfflaata 8«?attaa5t;!i aRaiaa |

ft'sftareaaflsrtftaia
«.?:tntw.a TO^qt^

*"* "«¥!n3^<«at^ at atqqi^-jTiqftqHqcin:
ai*«iqgr«vq^^q,.

BawiqqqtfqttqJaeBiqtina, faftiptr-

«B<i=fl«nqfeiBfj;a1gti fitftRttBfSBuwtqdai-

I Ratqtit: irwn B^faigaiqRwn^ amttnt:

a B^saamtiaarB.

-Ri^anqijg^is: ira:
| Baf^af^qq^^rql g af^tanqtrent:

m«ipq«eiHioii far-gqg^: fj: , sti^qroTOar Btfaivqm%
Bharat mijaiai m aaitrerii ajmt «?fi aq^qiaR;

|

a^ aiaamtss^Bjjtiaat at tcw^atatg.
atsis^ona:

, S.5’«raaaftntma Bjfsi^<s^ft et^„

<lBiit.qiacatVam
i Raa ^aiaraataaiita Bi|«intaiaf



fli H I '1 1^ t t ?

> It
^

y ffl^Wif^sirfifiTi a^fWp'

!T?iT^n fiierw

ifl^I^wi'7T*JT: Tr^(^5^T

feTPWW'TIT ^ RLffItar l^^T^^H‘^^t^ S33 ^F?5^^-

ifq?P?r i
3ferfff\55T^T^ ^ i h^i i^5

^ irf^ 1
5?]^t?5iTiT^

0*Tff^?rT ^5f?t I

“ f«sr f^^T I

?ig ^ 3t^[^r(%^ <x^ li

^ g»: ]
5^ri ^gi^rn?^'

^tf^r^a'RcTf B^*i^%mn 1
3^f^*T3-

^r^ns^^FiTR^t iiif^i^5'?fn^f3 ^jt^h I

f^rarr-

5<l!I5T^^ I 4t^°im^TFTT: €3 rig Hfrwe^^r^f^"

^sraj^TFtTT'J^i irf;fwsJi*TRf srs^m^^Fr^Tl

% g^iEHRT ^^T^rmr=^f^.

fra !J

^ emiT^(%^!a7R’^H<;i^sT Jiin^ ^ptfRrfffs t

^r?i?n Ba\ I
EqT^qmrt;



ft ^ ,,pp^
>ft^!<TO-Tr«R<i*^ ejgai^l Htw aniw fimwi «%-fm dift-rt ^ gnuaaii^n^nt jn !>aa;fliin

i

fww%i Kreftqranaqw e«j>*vjnn«iN%a *sraai!
ar*^RimJ«ift q«inat

i aiaiftwwaqiRsttB
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The Problem of Sanskrit Teaching

[
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1

Part 11

THE CLASSICS versus THE MODERN SUBJECTS

The value of a classical language liie Sanskrit

AS an aid to culture is unqueationaMe; liut its

immediate utilitarian value for servinq Ihe daily

needs of life is seriously questioned by persons of a

practical bent of mind. Paycbologlcai Investigatians

have again acknowledged Individual Differences"

and pointed out that an average pupil couatituting

the maiority has less apiitudd for a classioal

language than for practical arubiacts like handwork,

<JrewIng, carpentry etc. Nay, a vast majority of

pupils have been found to have a very weak lingui^

allc ability: L e. they have no aptitude even for

Jeamlng a modem language tike French, English,

Germon r etc. . Hence li is suggested hy sons that

o highly inflected clesafcal language like Senaknt/

should, on account oi Us inherent difficulty, be

either dmpp^ cItogetKer from Ihe curriculum or

Be made optional. On the other band, the advo-

coles of classical learning are trying ihelr utmost

to maintafn the position of Sarmkrit aa a compulaory

subject for all. A big controvra^y was raised over

this problem in the West, and the edvocatas oi

mcrdem subjecis have v;on in the end. Thus in the

^Vestem countriss the classical languages are

gradually receding from the curriculum, and are

studied only by o chosen lew who have an aptitude

lor them. The same thoughts are echoed by those
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ludian educaUanists who in imltatloii of the
Westerners^ have changed the University curri-
culmn first by making the ciaasical languaaes
optional and then by combining the classical and
modem languages under one head. It is interest*
Ing to note here how the OassiciEts and the
Modernists^ the two parties in the West as well as
in India try to defend their own position and refute
the view of Ihe other party by putting forth various
ergumsDt&i

When the Classicists majjilafn that acquaint-
ance with the fimdamenlals of ancient cultum
enshrined in the clasaical languages la the sine quu
non of complete educafloHi the Modem: sis answer
that the study of modem literature aJone will
suffice, since the same ancient culture has been
absorbed in the modem languages, U again, any
one is more interested In that culture, he should
read the frauslatioiiB of the classical works.

The Classicists reply to this argumenf by
asserting that the first-hand knowledge and mtimate
appreciation ol the master-minds oi oid can In no
way be compared to the second-hand knowledge
from transiations. Translation can never be anad^ate suostitute for the original. Though the
subjectmatter of a literary work is in some way
tianBlatable,^ the enchanting manner or the unique
style oi a particular author Js untranslatable.
Prose rather than poetry Is, perhaps, trana la table,
^ougb with partial loss of ihe original beauty
Nooody, therefore, would rest satlaiied unless he
drank deep at the original founlain.

The Modernists argue against this that the
immediate needs of the present most be looked to.
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and that the study of modem sciences and training

in ciUzenship are more uaetuJ then the classics*

The Classicl^s refute this aigmuent by slating

ihat the present has no meaning opart irom the

past and the future^ As the present is ever linked

to the past and the future, there must be continuity

in the experiences of the three.

It can further be added that there need be
no hostility between the luodern sciences and the

classics, since science exists in the forms of

medicine, chemistry, astronomy, mathsmaticaH archi-

tecture, logic, grammar, etymotogy. politics, econo-

mics, law, etc*, even in Sanskrih Modem sciences

need not sever their connection with the ancient

ones if the latter are even now useful in Iheir own
v/ay and supply data for further research. Here,

those Indians who deprecate ancient sciences

and advocate the utilltaiian value of modem
sciences to the detriment oi the classics should ba

asked to consider how much of modern science

they have been able to collect under the present

educational system, and whether that amount of

knowledge has proved adequate io the solution of

the difficult problem of the daily bread. They

must know that the ideas of citixensMp, politics and
law are found embedded In the the of

the all of which are indispena-

eble for the comparative study of those subjects

BS treated of in modem works* Moreover, the

study ol Medicine
( ),

Law ( ),
Politics

( )(
etc., the utilitarian value oi which is

indisputable even at present, is calculated to be

more fruitiul. If all of them are studied through

Sanskrit. The study of the Hindu Law, as it is
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carried on in the Law Course in a roundaboutmanner throi^h English translations^ not only
entails much loss of energfy on the part of the
fl^dente, but ^ves them vague impressions, unlessthey^ to understand the Hindu outlook and theimport of original words in Sanskrit works.

basing thair argumentson the Faculty Psychology maintain that the
classics provide a better mental gymnastic th^tlM other subjects do; that the various laculHes oftte mind, v^., memory, attention, reasoning,obse^atlon, etc., are well trained by exercS™ in

training ", '' transfer of training " or i

discipline", as it Is variety d4ona,^‘®^?{f‘
Faculty Psychology which has lost ^aht olne^ary unity of the mind by treating «,e variou!asp^ts or funcUons of the same mind as se^^a
facuUles, but which holds its swav ov»r

'

people, has been discredited bv^,3tr
«lsts. The underlyin ^^bolo-
"Transfer of training" is^^ H a
specific faculty in a speeffle „av ha
power of that faculty V„peaem/'t^ «

develops the

of mental activity.V InsC^ -If^'rv^b^fotrote memory is exercised, the tiwAr
° ^

in general is developed In Siisa
memory

“ar.irr ti- ""'I
( nmon" for , ..an o| M„„
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has ezperimentalty' proved that no transference cf

the one io the other is possible. If a man has
developed his ' verbal-mechaDicai--rote ' niGiiiorY/

there is no evidence to say that this activity is

transferable to the functions of " true memory,

"

which depends upon the understanding of telafiODS

and interest.

The same can be said of other faculties such
as observation, atteniion, reasoning, etc. . We have
no adequate ground to say that careful observation
of grammallcai forms In a classical language like

Sanskrit will make a pupil more observant in general.

For, observation also depends upon understanding
and interest. We observe only such things as

znatler to us-as Interest us. In translation a pupil

has to think out, sometimes by inference, the
accurate meaning of words in a sentence. We
cannot, hov/aFver, say with certainty that he
will use this sense of " accuracy '' in other depart*

ments of knowledge where he is not required to

translate. Training in reasaningx which the pro*

cess of translation ia supposed to bring about. Is

also a specific traininq in the choice of words
and In the observance of the rules o! synttnr; and
it cannot be transferred to the forms of true rea-

soning which proceeds from cause to effect, Thera
are various tyi^ of reasoning and only a specific

reasoning power is developed instead of the general
one in translation. True reasoning Is developed by
the study of logic and reading of books in the mother
tongue rather than by the classical studies-Accuracy,

reasoning, attention, observation^ memory, etc,, can
be developed by several other subjects bolides the

classics. Again, attention which is forced and without
interest does not result in any kind or fruitful work;
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but inkellGctual eiiort coupled wlih ieeiing anti
interasf is bound to laad one to success. Thus
Experiment ai Psychology has demonatrated the
futility oi the theory of " mental gymnastic or
tntoUectual diacipline, " The modern psychologigfs

admit, however, that a slight tranaferencs is possible
in cases where there are klentical elements, allied
languages or auhjecta, common content, or correla-
tion oi studies. With iull faith in this theory of
'' Intellectual disctpllns " seme classicists lay stiess
on the iormal ralhex than on the functional study
of grammar^ which becomes drudgery fo the puoiis
of tender age- [f the training thus received is/ as
indicated above, specific, the theory oi ''intellectual
discipline " cannot be said to stand on a lirm
footing

.although the psychalegicaj truth of the fore-
going argument be avowed, we find discrepancy Iti

its advocacy of the study of logic instead ol the
classics tor the development of " reasoning What-
ever might b© the case of Western Logic, we think
that the study of Indian Logic cannot be p/op^rly
conducted except through Sanskrit. In spite of Ih©
existence of vernacular and English tranafalions of
some Sanskrit manuob of logic, the same Sanskrit
logical terms have to be used tn explanation, and
ultimately, ii any pcrrllons ol the original manual
con be translated into the mother tongue or English,
they are only the Sanskrit inflectiorx^ and a few
minor words. We shall have thus to acknowledge
the fact that the knowledge of Sanskrit is
Jndtspensable for the proper understanding and
study of Indian Logic at leaaL iLv^n the beat trans-
lations of Sanskrit works on Logic do not much
enlighten U3, unless v/e approach the original for
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the understanding of which the knowledge of San-

skrit has to be presupposed. In shorh logic can-

not be divorced from Sanskrit.

The classicists again maintain on the basis of the

theory of " Intellectual Discipline *' that the very

difficulty of the classics is a valuable aid to the

training of the mind. The harder a subject, the

closer the attention that has to be paid to it/ and

the longer is it remembered

The modern psycho/oQfsts say here that even

after realising the Inherent difficulty of Sanskrit/

the formal study of its grammar in the initial stage

can on no account be defended; and that no per-

son can be forced to attend to a difficult subject/

unless that subject matters to him-interests him.

Solution of a difficulty or a problem interests a pupil/

if there is proper motivation or the placing of a

worthy aim before him. The humanistic aspect of

language-study places a worthy aim before young

pupils rather than the formal one. Moreover/ a

difficulty, if it is really worthy of solution, awakens

intrinsic interest and further leads one to sponta-

neous work and progress; but it must be distinguish-

ed irom bewilderment which is due to the In-

herent dryness of a subject and leads one nowhere.

This makes quite clear that the incessant grinding

at grammatical forms in the absence of a worthy

goal-lhe enjoyment of literature-is bound to create

disgust in the minds of juvenile students. Of course/

it ia partially true that every subject is difficult

in the beginning, that enforced attention to it

is occasionally necessary, and that intrinsic

interest in it can be aroused gradually and not all at

once, it Is also true that some time in the begin-

ning has to be devoted to the mastering of the
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fundamsntala of language before pupila come Idto
touch vfith rich ideas in Jlterature. Yet there' Is no
reason why this mastering of fundamentals alone
should he continued for years together and why
ideas tn literal Eire should not be introduced side by
side with the formal study of language. The bene*
fits of studying Sanskrit, according to the present
^stem, can be had only at an advanced stage.
Pupils ot tender age, therefore, cannot but grow
impatient, when the study of literature is unnece^
ssarUy postponed by an Indefinife period, and when
they are made to plod their weary way over non-
essOTtial grammatical technicalities as preparatory
TO the future joy.

The again affirm that the classics
have stood the test of time end that nothing but the
best has to be studied in them. On the other handm^em literature ts full of trash from which it is
difficult to select a work of considerable merit

Thei7iode™;sfs leiorl against this by stating
that the ancient literature is narrow in its outlookand not varied or wide like the modem one The
ancient authors did not even dream oi the engaging
problems and guesHons discussed In modem litera-
ture, and those problems are of more direct interestand use to US. If again, modern Uteratuie is full of
trash, ancient Literature ts not devoid of it

*. literature is
noi without a little fresh; yet we cannot say that it
is not varied. When the European Sanakrltists have
ungrudgingly acknowledged the variety oi Sanskrit
lltareture m thought and form and also its substantial
TOnlributlon to the various dsparhnenlB ot know
ledge, the modernists simply betray Iheir ignor-ance of Sanskrit In underrating it os narrow in out^
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look. The present day problems are. bo doubt, of

more direct intereat to us; yet it is unjust to say

that none of them was dreamt of in anoieni times,

if history repeals ilsell, and ii human is

everywhere the samen we need not doubt ”
least soma of the present day problei^ once held

the attention of ancient people in a diIterant for^

Is It not then desirable to seek solutions oi the

in<^em problems in similar situations or thoughts

as recorded in ancient literature? Would it tnen

be wise on our part to ignore Sanskrit literature

which is our national heritage ?

The modemi^fs still declera that the classics

are after all dead languages. ' None wiU be the

loser lor being ignorant of them. On account oi

their Inherent difficulty there is a very small return

in proportion to the time and energy wasted over

their study.

The class; cists object to this assertion and say

that the terms ' dead ' and ' living ' are relatiw.

(^nerally the languages that have ceased to ba

spoken are termed as ' dead *
;
end this might be

true in the ease ol Greek and Latin, This foise

analogy is not applicable to Sanskrit, which is not

so dead to the Hindus as Greek and l^tin are to

the Europeans. In the first place, Sanskrit was once

a spoken language and is still the language of our

sacraments. Secondly, Sanskrit Pundits of ths

diiferent parts of India are even now found f*

converse, write works and conduct periodicals^
Sanskrit on varied aub)ects. Thirdly, a

derable numbar of poor students deprived oi me

benefits of English education are still studying

Sanskrit alone in Pathashalas and Sanskrit Coiieges

scattered over all parts of India. They are lurther
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availing fhemselv^ of Ihe Oriental Title Eiamms-
tions conducted by the Govemmant and the bodies
ol Pundits through tho m^tum 0/ Sanskrit, and
are solving the problem ol Ih© daily bread in their
own way. Is it nof then for irom being true to f^ail
Sanskrit ^ dead ' and ^ useless ' ? If ji be objected
that this activity is limited only to a small field, canwe not say the same in the case of English edu-
cation ? When the percentage of literacy in India
does not exceed 9, how small must be the number
of p^ple knowing English ? It it Ihen wrong to
say that affairs conducted in EngUsh, notwithstand-
ing the spread of English education, eie limited
only lo the EngUsh-bio™g Indians who have been
alienated from iha vast population of India ? Iss not
then English relatively dead to the masses ? Even
in ihe case of educated people we may slate that
English (8 nol so ' living ' to them as it is to the
^gllsh people, it being their mother tongue-
tenershy the literary form of English is known byeducal^ Indians rather than the coJloouial one,which is known only by those that have lived in
England Moreover, fating info account the number

t

consumed by English In the time-fable
of educational Insfitutiobs, th© number of years

^rend3r value of that

ddfJcult than English* If the utillfarfan value of
Sanakril 13 questioned, then we may ask : What is
the market value of English education received at

CJoss it bring returns adequate

^ the time, money and energy wa spend over it ?Of course, the international importence of the
of keeping pneseUtoloach with world affairs and of enrtohliig modem
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Indian llte-atures with new material cannot be dis;

vt. Ushonld OCCUPY an equal nunibar of

tn die time-table with Sanskrit or any second

language ^nd mother tongue,

Sanskrit not

f°fdmns oaX il^Sly teamed by them than

E^nq^h. 8ii.cemaw

directly taken
(
a<«q 1

« derived (
ff.s 1

Crft -tnd sino= their structure also moaflv depends

®
.v,»t niW«U Moreover, to suit out prasen

on that oi bans
^^^TjnnfltisW {rom Sanskrit

needs we «e coming “nim^ J^Y ^
new woiosand technical

in

current in or^ '= ''
living ' language,

& way tieating Sangikr.t j
, vio^ ?

*

though only tn tba case ot
.

‘ Eristics oi

would miQUteVy observe the
_ ^

“fs. '»»£.« -i »?»

”2.£S
upon the rmmoital ^1?^® ^

San=^ „^nni
raolhet tongues ^“**2: ' J^iUl Ol course, the
-fc,..*-,! irt be wiinout a modicuiii ol ^ ,

supposed dlHlculty of Sanskrit
b^g^-

K^tng mfusS?.
inq concreteness and the h4iTia

, . .u tritelli"

The sUv of Sanskrit thus not only

gent grasp cl the mother tang
o¥»"re35lo^

dispensable for the cMmdandje,^^^^^

Sranmgs'^d l"ii.’le shadJ of words and sentences.
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Th^ of ihe classics, therefore, is

itaS, LJS*" “* ‘“"•ii**. 1.

tongue aloner v/ould make otis proficient in if

thA
etymobgicai lum may be given tothe ^tudy of the mother tongue, for which nooetailed study of Sanskrit is required-

The classicists refute this argument by advocat

S ofpossessing the knouTedgJot at bast upto the Matriculalion EiamiTi^.lion for learning well the mother tongue, the Prakrits
language like Hina, Ben^h

, since all of ^em depend more or less

delJt^lhi
vocabulary and stnicturiro

» the of even this mintmuiiiof Sanskrit for
^®-"^ved from Sanskrit is tobuild dn edifice on sands. The senarat!on iU^

mother tongue from Sanskrit by offering the former
option Jortheiattor.or tho ooSlfion o?boA

or^m^TT *" the school sfago.as the UnlvorelS
several times capriciously done Is^

SaMkrtt*“bu7' taiuetici toSanskrit, but rsjulls m the desultory knowbdn»-

Maro-faVwri^nT'th'’"^''®'
*° incorrect

lists will
graduates and iouma-

once that students knowing Sanskrit writs morB
correct Mardthf than those studying Marathi to the^elusion of Sai^.kril. He has, mo^over, noricStod, some modern Marathi authors, who haddeprived of the benefits of learning Sanskrithad ever by their side Sanskrit diotionar^lookto, up CP, „ be u,ed in S jw
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writings, but who, being ignorant oi the suitability'

and context oi those words in the Sanskrit language^

sometimes used due to this dictionary habit, such

words as would be obscure even to Sanskritlsts I It

should further be noted that certain ancient authors

use a high percentage of Sanskrit words fn their

works in the mother tongue^ and cannot be under*

stood and appreciated well unless a minimuni

amount of Sanskrit is known. All these facts will

prove beyond doubt the necessity of tcowingj at"

least, as much of Sanskrit as should be known by

a Matriculate,

Etymological study of the mother tongue cannot

be relished by students unless they are equipped

with this amount of the knowledge of Sanskrit, In

other wards, the etymological aspect of language-

study which In the main splits words Into their

components
(

and )
is an analytical pro-

cess likely to disgust young pupils whose study ol

language must first be synthetic and then analytic-

To explain further, ready-made forms of words ae

they occur in language should, for a few first years^

be treated as independent words and learned in

their synthetic form, attention being concentrated

on the ideas in the language. Occasional reference

to the etymology ol particular words may be made
gradually according to the growing understanding

of pupils; yet too big a do5e of etymology in the

Initial stage Is sure to retard the progress of

students. When the stymological teaching of

Sanskrit is abhorred even by young pupils taking

Sanskrit, It need hardly be added how much boring

It would be to students ignorant of Sanskrit. Beally

apeaking, the etymologl^^^^ study of language

Suited only to the advanced stage and may b&
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commenced with advantage in the senior years of

coll&ge education ^ when etymoIooiCfll inter ©si Is

likely to grow among students. This remark may
disc apply to the study of the Prakiils which provide
us with a valuable dlue to th© etymological and
hlstoxicfll development of the mother tongue. But
unless there Is suillcisnt grounding m Sanskri! upto
the matrioulation standard, neither the advanced
sludy of the raoiher longue nor that of the Prakrits
is likely to thrive

The modernists, nevertheless, contend that
the present curriculum of she Indian Uruversities is

predominanity linguistic and lhat three languages^
the motile r longue^ English end a classical language
being requhed fo be studied, none can be mastered.
They further add that the pressing demand oi Hindi
as a national language mu^t be supplied by prescrib-
ing it in Ihe curricuJuin, and that Sanskrit should
make room for it» /According to them the mother
tongue, English and Hindi, being utilitarian subiects,
must be compulsory: but a classical language Ilk©
Sanskrit, which has no utility and does not help
the study ol the mother tongue, should be banished
from the curriculum, ao that more time can be
devoted to the mother tongue, the neglect oi which
has seriously afiedod the study ot English.

The ciossicists maintain that \h^ curriculum of
the Faculty of ArEsin. the UruversUies of any country
is bound to be pradomlnanlly linguistic: that is

to say, il is generally found to make provisions for
fhree languages, viz., the mother tongue, a modem
ioieign language and a classical language. If none
oi these languages can be mastered, ihe fault lies
in the educational policy and the methods of leach-
ing employed. Why then crov/d this curriculum
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itfith technical subjects^ which should find suffi-

cient: scope in special inaiitutes or other Faculties ?

Furihermore, the utilitijTian value of English has

already been discussed above and there are no two

opinions as to the importance of the mother tonQue*

It the neglect oi the mother tongue la sa!d to afiei^

the teaching of a foreign language file English, it is

really hard to understand how, according to the

mcdemists, the study of Sanskrit does not help the

study ol the mother longue which is closely related

to it t It can be affirmed he^e that the syslemsUc study

of the mother tongue in ihe primary and secondary

stages not only prepares the pupils lor the Introduc-

tion ct Sanskrit and laciiitates its ahidy, bui is, in

return, substantially assisted by the growing know-

ledge of Sanskrit,

!i Sanskrit is not a utfiltarion sub] set, the uti-

litarianiEin, as meant by the modsmists, is nothing

less than the ‘ Bread-and^Butter ' aim and hence i?

very narrow in outlook. To earn cn^s^s living Is not,

of course, an unv^orthy aim; but this Is not the only

aim in life. We are hern not merely to /fVe, out

we live for nobler aims which can be achieved by

our acquaintance with the ancient culture aiong

with the modem one. Direct contact with Sanskrit

makes the forme? possible. If. again, Sanscrit is

not directly UEeful in after-life, how muen useful

are algebra, geoicetTy and higher mathematics-lhe

other subjecls in th© curriculum ? it is difficult lo

understand why Sanskrit alone should be an eye-

gore to the modernists posing to be educationists I

The demand of a national language like Hindi

need not be underesllmated. Yet, there is no

necessity oi prescribing Hindi as a regular subieef

in the ajmculum v/hlch i5 already over-crowded.
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The knowJedge of Samkrlt upto ihs matriculatfon
standard is sure to help one to learn In a short
time Hindi or any modem Indian language derived
from Sanskrit, independently of schooling. The
writer himself could, with the immense help of
Sanskrit, acquire ability to understand and appre-
ciate Bengali literature within the period of six
months. This personal experience will, perhaps, be
of some use to those who are so keen on the intro*
duciion of Hindi In the curriculum, Ihe banlahment
of Sanskrit from the curticuluni is no real remedy
for v/idenlng the scope of the mother tongue and
English or providing for Hindi.

Apart irom the utilitarian value in lb narrowest
sense, the cultural value of Sanskrit Is Inestimable.
For, in its comprehensive sense, what is ' cultural

^

is ultimately ' utlMiarian '

: and Me would not be
worth living ^vlthout culture. The influence exerted
by Sanskrit Literature over the thoughts, customs
and manners of the various ancient nations of Asia
was considerable; and that exerted over modem
European scholars, specially interested in the Vedic
and linguistic studies, is great. They are convinced
of the fact that Sanskrit literature is the oldest
monument of Indo-European culture. Its distinctly
ethical tone ennobles an individual builda his
character and provides blm with a clear outlook on
Me, Besides, the aesthetic or artistic branch of that
literature cames a profound appeal trains the
imagination of the reader by making him live^ for
some time, in the rich past and thus helps him to
ba iLfted-at least for the lime^abovo, to a high plane
ct existence.

The modemJsFSj however, aver that there are
several means, other than the classics, of enriching
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GUI aesthetic find Ircaoinalive Uie. Let the interest

of pupils be awakened in the fine arts like iQUSic^

painting, etc., which are easier of access to ordinary

people than the study of the classics-

The ciossieists here agree that the fine arts

enrich the aesthetic Ufa of man: yet they differ

from the modernists in thinking that the words
* easy of access ' and ' ordlnaiy people ' would

admit of other interpretations also, Whal is easy of

access to a rich person might not be so to a person

ol ordinary means; ’while what is easy of access to

a person with sufficient mental gutfit will not be so

to a person of less than ordinary mental equipment.

Thus those who ars unwilling to pul in e’ven the

least amount of intellectual effort, buf are materially

better off may take to music, painting, etc,, which

entail much expenditure; ’while those, who cannot

afford to spend on them but are willing to exert

'themselves mentally, will study the classics and

enrich their aesthetic life by enjoying the poetry

contained in them. Moreover, if the fine arts

like music and painting add to our aesthetic joy,

more so does poetry, which is also a fine art more

removed irom physical things than the other arts

are. The farther we removed from the physical

osp-ect of Beauty, the higher is our aesthetic delight

There is then no reason why the classical literature,

which contains some of the best poetry fbe

world, should not be studied for the highest delight.

Cne more thing must be remembered that poetry

and muaic being sister arts, music will sometimes

heighten the enjoyment of poetry. Furthermore,

in Sanskrit there are valuable scientific works on

muaic, painting, sculpture, etc., the original study

ot which would immensely help persons interested
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in thsnL in addition to ths fmo arts there are also
many usetui arts, which have been enumerated to
be sixty-iour. Scattered references to them in
Sanskrit literature or Independent Sansfcrii manuals
on them, would supply data for doing much
constructive work, in the absence oi which those
arts have become obsolete and are now supposed
to be non-esislenl.

If it ia agreed, say the moderni^s. that those
v/ho are unwfUinq to esert themselves men tally
should take to subjects other than the classics, if
inevitably follqvrs that the oiassies cannot be made
compabory for ah. For. in the first place, a large
maiartty of the pupils ol average abilities and
insufficient means cannot continue their education
after the Matriculation E^idmination. and conaS'
Quently they have not ihagood fortune of receiving
the benetita of classIcaJ learning which can be
availed of only in colleges. In England, the pupils
continuing college education are 6 percent, only,
and tliQse entering the Faculty of Arts are 3per cent'
only. In India the percentage of students getting
the chance of college education must be still lower
than Ihis, Secondly, many students oi this majority
ars not go linguistically mindsd as to feel a liking
for the classics* Tnis fact proves beyond doubt
that a large majority of students have more aptitude
for taking ‘ teclmical Bubjects and that ojilv a
select few have the aptitude br classical langoagW.
Thirdly, the non-Hindus are lass Inclined to take
Sonskiit than other languages. All such students^
and iheir number ir not jiicGnBidereble'’Will have lo
be excluded from the number of students learning
Sanskrit* If Is, iherefoie, impossible to piescrfbe
Sanskrit as a coTtipuleory subject for all.
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The peril truth- say the clossidsts, of tha-

impossibility ol mating Sanskrit a compulsory sub-

ject, may be admitted; but on the basis of modem
pisychology, they contradict some oi the iallscious

arguments put forth by lbs modernigts. The assump-

tion of the modernists that all pupils do not possess

the same degree of lioguietic ability- is largely

grounded on their faith in heredity, According to

the theory ol Heredity.differences among individuals

are held io be innate and cannot be account*

idd for ercepl by assuming ihal they have bean

fransmitted Irom generattcn to generation. But

recent scientific researches demonstrate that the

theory oi the transniission of hsTcditaiy' character*

IstlCB cisunot be conclusively proved. The fact is

ihot individual tendencies that are popularly

credited to lamlty herediiy are mainly due to sooal

heredity or environment- Some allowance may. of

course, be made fcr the transmission of familY

iralls; yet the environment, in which an individual

13 brought up, has a greater influence over his

development Ihan mere heredity haSm Thus the argu-

mer^t of innate linguistic ability carmol stand^ to

scrutiny. II proper environment is provided, habits

of clear and correct speech can be cultivated- If

the children oi bachward ciiflsos. who have rare

opportunities for correoi speech,, are supplied with

a suitable environment, they develop the language

sense to a high degree. The weak linguisHc ability

found among a majority of average pupils is more

due to their uncongenial home conditions; while

the better linguistic ability of the pupils of advanced

classes owes its credit to their linguistically la^ur^

able surroundings. If the mcdernfats maintain that

they alone, who have d better lingrnistic ability.
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should atudy Sanskrit, then their argument appears
to smack of the conservative altiludo of the orthodoi
Yaldikfis to bar Ihe backward classes out of the
Vedic studies ! In view, therefore, of the possi-
lislity of more and more backward boys taking Sans-
krit, it is highly destrable for the educator to seek
to create better educative forces for develoDina
linguistic abilities.

Tt is quite natural thai the pupils of average
obilftifiB and Insufficient means should discontinue
their education after they are matriculated. But it is
useless to adduce conditions prevailing in England,
unless adequate provision haa been made for ihe
further education of such pupils in technical or
other useful subjects, juel as it is done in the
^ Continuation Schools' of Engianti Everybody
knows well enough how hard such students have to
struggle through life. In the absence of ' Contiiiua-
fion Schools ‘ why shouJdaludenia tioi study, uplo
the Matriculation E^carainatjon, os mudi Sanskri! ea
would enable them to understand and en^ ^
themaelvea verses from the irur^m and the ^i^fSTRg

the great epics of India, and prose works of the
type oj the and the

I Why should
raafriculates not receive, at Isast, this much beneiit
of the classical learning earlier than they do now ?
Is it a very high demand ? If the matriculates cannot
reach even this levoh should it not be concluded
that the fault lies with the methods of teaching
rather than with the languoqe Itself? The non-
Hindus may or may not study Sanskrit; but it io
certainly not unreasonable to hope that the Hindus
al least will aiudy Sanskrit as compulsorily as they
do algebra and geornetry. Our main aim of teaching
Sansicrit in Ihe school course should be to introduce
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in average matriculate, as ©arl7 as possible, to the

rich Ideas and thoughts in the tv/o great ©pics, so

as to enable him to appreciate them and pass his

deisure houiE in life in an esalted way*

HINDU METHODOLOGY OF EDUCATION,

oi

The Ancient Methods of Approach to Sanskrit

literatare.

No innovations in education, howsoever faacl*

natlng they may bo, wOl be successful, nnle^ t^y

are based on the best traditions of the past* The

best method of teaching Sanskrit carmot be evolved

by simply adopting the Western met^ds, unl^

we take into account the nature ot the Saiiskrri

language and literature, and the methods Ol im

leaching as employed by the Shastria so^
that nature* So, before dispensing with the Patha-

shala method as useless and unintslligenb It womd

be advisable on our part to observe and examinQ

its various details and tr>^ to preserve the best parts

of it. It is, therefore, high time to discover

of similarity and contrast betv/een the Shastn

method and the New method, and try to effect a

happy combination of both, lor making the unproved

teaching of Sanskrit bear permanent fruit.

The methods of the Shostria have not only h^n

useful in teaching the young, but have ^o be^

applied to the higher study of literatuis and
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Shastrfifl. Among them ther^ ar© tU‘o fradilional
ragardlng the order in which grammar and

literature should be taught fo beginners While
fliB Pandits of Northern India are in favour ofbeginning the study oi Sanskrit with ' or
Qrammar as a soienco and introducing Jiteratuie
altenvaros. fnose of Southern India favour the
feachirig oj •rm' or literature first, accompanied by
lha inininup of pracHoal giaromar necessary for Its
Ufuteslanoing. Of course, in the Deccan, the study ofgrammar as a science ihtough the Faffirairsat follows
the study of literature. It will thus be seen that tii«.

Southern Pandits is more in keeping
with the modern principles of language-study and
also the Pandits of Northern India have begun toacknowieogs its efficacy and superiority in luvenlla
teaching. ^

From l\m child's point of view, z flaw tha^ lasupposed to ©Kist in fhe Shaetrt method is thatin iha
very tepmoing pupfis arsmade fo undergo the pro-
cess of learningby role Ihe

( in some cases ) . ond a f©v; and
This cours* goes on for aboul ahi months,

after v, hich Ibe study of literature begins. The uillifY
ofthis jnemonzation is reaJiaed by pupils later on,
v/hzTt fb^ aclually oegfn to study Hteramre, Thoucih
fhe study of fiferature helps them afterwards to
^pimilat© vrith comprehension what they haveleamod formerly by rote, the procedure in. the ini-
tiaJ stage is somewhat unintelligent and tedious.

Vet this flaw need not he much magnifisd. Evan
11 we tcKe into conalderation the up-to-riaJe researches in Experimental Fay'ohobgy, fhta learning
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by rote should nof be laken to bo much harmful or

unscientiUa Though ' habit-mjemory ' is involved In

this process rather than ' trj^ memory * habit

memory eccording to psyehologistB, is not ailogC’

ther imegeless- The forms in the are not

non“sanBe syHables or Imageless words. There iS/

moreover, a sort of rhythm In the repetition of Those

terms: and ibis rhythm indirectly helps pupils to

memorize words. IJ ths lorms in the hdve to

be retained in memory throughout Ufe for keeping

some contact with Sanskrit literature, it 13 most

essential tor habfinformation or organization oi

proper disposition to got them learned by heart in

childhood, which is the most favourable period tor

retention or ' prolonged memory It is already an

established fact that some amount of Intelligent

tnemortzfng is necessary for the ready grasp of

any language. If then we desire pupila to kam
by heart these forms with comprehension, the

lem^y to be adopted lor lessening the evil of

uninteJligeni memorizing would be first of all to

give ai the initial stage some ^ conversation lessons

in Sanskrit so as to make the pupils acquainted

with the types of a Sanskrit sentencai and to let

them urEderstand through conversation the function

of cases Of inUesdons in that sentence. It must bo

remembered here that the unit of language is.

according Id the Modem Principles of Language'

study, a sentence and not a worcL Of course, any

new languag© should be Introduced through

sent^ces employed hi coveraalion and not through

disconnected words. After such 'conversation

issBons ' it v.'ould be advisable to make the P^Piia

compare and contrast the Sanskrit iniJeriona wl h

these in the mother tongue and llien lo supply
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vernacular meanings of ' model words the forms of
which the pupils would learn. To facilitate this
memory-work the ' principle of analo<gy " may be
employed to lead the pupils to observe similarity
in the various forms of Sanskrit words. Besides, from
the point of view of simplicity, frequency and utility,

wor^ in the will have to be re-arranged.

Despite the tedium of rote-leaming, a relieving
feature in this method is the emphasis on " oral
work before written work or reading, ' which
shows us how a principle of language-study has
been unwittingly followed by the Shastris. Ihe
learning of the forms of nouns and verbs gives
pupils ample phonetic drill

( ) which
decidedly helps them to Improve their Sanskrit
pronunciation. Another good feature of this memory-
work is that the Shastris, instead of tiring their
pupils ' energy in the beginning with the drudgery
of the formations of nouns and verbs as in the
Grammar-translation method, stress the mastery of
readymade forms of frequent nouns and verbs in the

and HTSWinfe; and hence'the study of llte-

rahire, with the knowledge of this minimum of
grammatical materialis started in the Shastri method
much earlier than It is done in the Grammar-trans-
lation method. Sanskrit literature shows its peculiar
predilection for the Nominal rather than for the
Verbal Style*. In other words, it abounds In the
forms of nouns and derivatives rather than in the

* '*
If the treacisea of Paniai and others had perished,

and we had to construct s grammar of the Sanskrit from the
classical literature ( distinguished for its Nominsl Style )

.

our Verb and the Taddhita porcioa would he very meagre.**

—Dr. R. G Bhaodarkar : W, P. Lectures.
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/sctufll tonus of finite verbs; and the tnethods of

the Shastris are cjuit® tn consonance with this

nature of SanskrlL Obviously/ as more stress is laid#

in the Shaatri method/ on the hmcUon ol the cas^

fonxis of nouns than on the verbal fonns/ the energy

of puplls/ without being unnecessarily wasted in the

derivation of verbal fonnS/ is reserved and better

utilized for the mastery of other important aspects

of functional grammar/ which directly help the

understanding of literature, and which are quite

sufficient even for the advanced study of the

In this respect/ the viewpoint of the Shastris

is inat the finite verb occupies a modest position im

a Sanskrit sentence, since the major part of it gen^

rally consists of the subject and the object with

their various adjuncts. They/ therefore# say that It

is enough for average students/ not wishing to bo

specialists In grammar# to know in a broad outltao

that such and such a verb is In such and such a

tense, mood, person and number. The relat^n,

say the Shastris# existing between a verb ^^d a

noun In a sentence being chiefly denoted by

case-forms, the knowledge of

or case- relations is more important than tlmt ^
the finite verb. Thus the detailed knowledge ol

and a nodding acquaintance with verbal forms

directly help pupils to understand the meaning ^
a sentence, and consequently, literature. Tn

practical outlook of the Shastris sufficiently

accounts for their emphasis, at the Initial sta^, oa

the detailed knowledge of case-forms. Agato#

since compounds are mainly bwed on case-re a-

tlons, and since a sound knowledge of the function
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of cases is pi-esuppossd for their dissolution, tho
study oi the in the Shaatri method alter that

of the is a natural gradation.

Moreover, as many of the provincial languages
of India have ineen derived irom or influenced by
Sanskrit H they contain the same number of inflexions
as the latter. Hence, the knowledge of inflexiona
and their function, which the pupils acquire while
learning their mother tongue, serves them well ior
knowing the same in Sanskrit* Again, the study of
the mother tongue, particularly of Its pO€ try, makes
the pupils acquainted with a few sandhJs and
compounds, Thua it will be seen that the knowledge
ol the mother tongue is oi Immense help to pupils
for the study of Jonksrfl, and that the Shastris
intutilvely follow the paychological principle of
proceeding from the known to the unknown.

It would, therefore, be presumptuous to suppose
that the Shastiis knew nothing of Ihe psychology of
langucge-'leamiug and the principles of language^
study- The views expressed by the

^

sjfiqtfl^s and about the denotative

function or import of words
( ^

are fraught

with pregnant suggestions which could be culled
as principles of language-^udy. When the Sanskrit
language has perhaps been one of the most perfect
and scientific expressions of the human mind, and
when we actually find that Hindus have made
substantiai contrlbuticms to the dliferent branches
of the linguistic science, vLr. phonology, gTammar,
etymology, etc., there is nothing strange If the
various schools of thought In ancient India should
aniidphate some principles ol philology and lang-
uage-study as propounded by Western Scholars.
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The various modes of learning the

function or import of words as recognized by a

schools of thought in India are*;—

(1) Srammar, (2) Comparison, ^3) I^ctionw,

(4) Statement of a trustworthy person, (5) Usage oi

elders, (6) Context or supplementary statement

(7) Explanation by synonyms or pwaphrase and

(8) Contiijulty with a well-known word.

Vishwanalha Nyaya-Panohan^ana

ideas can be conveyed even through gestures,

iacial expressions, etc.t
. , j it,„

Out o! these eight modes, the fourth and the

filth are the most important, as they are representa-

tive of tha Direct Method of the West, and jdlow

full olav to the ' spontaneous capacltips oi

child to leam a language; while ‘*1®

him to use his ' studlal capacities which «® 9®“^

rally developed In adult age. According

fifth mode, a child learns the import of

iMlIy from tha observation of the acti>ntiM a

^ge ot elders, and terms the

a'Srectbond' between words and

psychological process of ' unconscious asslnula.ion

find ' imitation.
' x »u

Particularly the oi the

school recognize the ' usage of ^ders ' “ the cWe

mode of language-learning, mu
fence is the unit of language and not a word ,

iL s,ter,a.=^ca>ils of the same school say that the

, oteif
•

f ^ 5 itmtA a? mi, aawHsft
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senses of Indlvlduei words (tjs) ats combined to
form tho l^Q&t sense of ^ sentence as a v/hcle* and-
recasnizeijT^jT^r fexpeclancy), fconsistenci^),

{contiguityj and
( purport ) of words as

tne means of understanding a sentence. The
who propound the theory of by holding a non-
eternaf word to be 1he manfiested form of the unmani-
feated or eternal word ( pels ) ^

acknowledge
or the indivisible sense of a sentence as the chief
one

:
yet ior facilitating the understanding of pupils

they sanction the existence of individual words and
resort to the analytical process of separating words
Into their foriginai fomiB] and irw^is t suffixes f.

The amalgamate in general all these
views about language and acknowledge
( suggested sense ) along with ( expressed
sense ) and ^^]iq

( secondary sens©). These are,- In
short, the Views oi the Indian schools of thought
about fhe relation between a word and its meaning
and the modes of learning both of them.

As indicated above, th© regular and intelligent
study of literature according to the Shastri method
Is started after the thorough learning oi the minimum
of functional ^^ammar and the lexicon for about
six months. Generally fhis study begins with the
reading of ihe or and the second canto
of the The Shasf ris are here in complete agree-
ment with the modem rmethodists in starting with
connected passages irom lilerature and not v/lth
disconnecied sentences %vhich in ihe Grammar-
translation method are Introduced simply to
lUustraie the rules of grammar. But some Shastris,
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instead ot beginning with stories in prose from the

Of 3nd with simple and interesting

teach first of ail which b for pupUs in

the elementr'r/ stage a hard nut to crach. Ln the in-

teresi of beginners the introduction of simple prose

rather than of poofryj then oi concrete and interest-

ing and then of poetic passages from the

gtjrqq and the rather than of cantos from the

would be a better gradation in the tcach-

iuq oi llteratore. The high-flown style of the later

and Sanskrit prose being beyond the comp-

rehension ol young pupils, original passages from the

classical literature will have to be adapted or mmplm’

ed to suit the capacities of beginners* Shastria with a

progressive bent of mind agree to this: princip^ of

gradation, and preferring, 2t the outset j
the teacGing

of the or to that of the have

improved upon ths old ordsN Further, to develop

enough language sens© and improve pronunciation

they ask their pupils to learn by heart, along

with the etc*# a large number of the

meaning of which can be easily understood by the

pupils without any escplanatlon, owing to the occim-

lenoe in them of many ( Sanskrit ] words

current in the mother tongue.

In accordance with a well-known Sanskrit say-

ing, w- even a dull person does not begin any work,

unle^ h© knows Its purpose or motive* Natorally,

when the study of any literary work or Sheslra was

commenced, four requisites or a^g^gs | ware dis-
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-cus5yi: (i) the competency of the student to under

ton between the aubject-metter and the work to bestudied and (iT) the motive or induoemeaf to enteru^n the study. It is worth while noting l^r <^oi these lour rMtes the student and Ms oa™Xbeing the most important are given the first

beginning of SSnybooM appear the aignlftoani words * ’

( for the easy grasp of beginners h
‘*'® capacity of o student was aof the totemosi consideration. Again the four

lives

Hsra oua cannot resist the i

f^eri^arfian steps of tsachino

KrC“A".s'sy,KKr
3 Kras
Herbartto stepsi; in bt

t= the

SL nod hen^ they’ wer^^mo™
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ShasUas were mo« Io'JIm' 'han

wore «iaiylic !han ayntbetie, aa ihay

Su^la who had reached the

oHhe perceptual level.
ci,-=.+t*

Now the steps for the teachtog o£ '

parlicalarlr (^fCSn o1
( E ) Bsason, ( in )

£3campl®. ( I
Appucanoa

exsmpls and C V )
Conclusion/

Those lor the teaching cl Meemansa and

Ved^ta W6re--10 Stetemenl of the topic,

(iii) Objection. U-t t^
Triew, and ( V )

Consistency of the topic v.lt

preceding and ioUowmq ones. 5

In regard to the fifth

to ascefSin the consistency of ® /“P''
,

socttori, of a section with a

chapter with the whole worn or Sha^lra.t In ine

lest step helped the student to look at a aubiec

mainly from the synthetic point of view.

To make sore oi the purport ( niiW )
ot a coo

or a subiBct in a synthetic manner the Meemansakas

have Snnced s« steps, and asked us to IcoK at

a work or a .ubtect from the following poml^

e ai?!S«!i,S!«>'>iwwPi<w=iiPi ysera^sii— I

I
fk^ft PrrAs I

ernfisih <isgiTiT n

f sn«iwifn am w i

jiiwftftrk wa traisiffiiw^tn. ii
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(I) UnJ^ of the beoinnitiQ and ooncJusionof a work, (IIJ Hepefltlon oi the main topi>

as ^i7'' remarka

fvn
'I'e main theme and<V1) Argumenla m favour of the main toplc.t

It i^t_ be noted h^ere that the five steps ofas inoicatec! above, being based on thegeneral pro^s and sequence of human thouahtare emplored in the study of many Shastras Thoselogical steps along vrith the Law of Causal Fl=Wio7Wtawntre) ^d the Seven Categories (sf^^er^a)
with their sub^visions have oontrfbulsd much to

area'^^ri^r
treatment of many Shastras, andore o ^ahncf achievement from the point of view

Qrammor hold aprominent ploce among the Hindu Shostra*;scmnoos of wider application, Ihe stu^^f Togi

"

bemg quite indispensable to the study of any ot^rShastra. Instead of those five stepa some thinis^Tqre^ogmae three steps only by dispensing with^d Etace a&?rr ( assertion
) is the same as

ftnrH i eonolusion
) . and since jvn, by mere repe-

tifion immes
53, and ««t in the form ol a slate-men. But Inference

divided into 'infe.
rence for one 3 seif '

( Rivig,,;, j a„d , jnjerence for
others The fimt consists of three

composed of five stepsis utill2ed for damonstrating a topic to otlisiB Tbrademo^tratlon i. readily co^erted Lto^' sJ^s

^ 1«^iT rr(iigihiiT%
||
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oi logical leaching and is conflated ths ateve

Epscfal steps of other Shastras- The modem
metli^oloqy too enuncHateJ ir/e Hetbartlon

which are grounded on Ugic as well as Psychobgy-

The modem technique oi teaching therefore,

not only logical but psycfl^logical also. Again ^ th&

Hindu syllogism of five steps is not merely a ' deduc-

tive ' but a ' deductive^induenve ' process; for,

the third step or general propositioTi with an

example ' f3 a brid lacord of the actual

^observation^ of facts. The^ or geneErdisotions

which the arrived at by employing the

Logical Methods of Agreenieni and Diiference

^
& sqfg^ ) are also tie records of ihe lingui-

stic phanomena actually observed* It may thus bo

stated that the us&d the logical methods of

'Induchon' and "Deduction' In. expounding grammar.

in spite of the five steps fallowed in the teach-

ing of ShaEtraa. the logical procedure that was

generally resorted to In the actual espounding of a

Shastra consisted of three steps, vi^.

andtrfttgi, (I I means ths " enumeration ' of the

topics to be dealt with in their auccessfom

(li) the " dahnition' d ^ thing; and It ought to

be free from the faults of C non-pervaslon J,

3rfeir% (ovsi^extension) (total abaenc©)

of the aitrlbutes of that thing. ( III J Lastly,

or "examination' is thei sattlenieTil of tho true

nature of a thing by the epphoation of four means

of valid knowledge, vi^ sf?i^ ( perception ).

( Inteiar-qe ), 3>rai^ (
co^ps^aon ) and ap? ( rerbal

testimony ).
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From this we resd not suppose that Hindus

L
Logic aions to thedetent o. PsychoJogy. Uaring aside Ibe distant

^atfei^ references to psychological problems In
the vast range o. Sanskrit Wsrature. The LIpanishads
describe Mrnd as A otcanism unifying in
itseli its own lunctions as etp {dssirel, (v,,£Uj,

! doubt or discrim inabon ), { fgah
atssT ( absence of faith

( confidence, content’
msnt, constancy

1, [vrant of confidence, etc ),
shame or bashfulnsss

J. dl ( understanding or
reason ) and ii'i [ fear )S, Ihaae functions, being
the manifestations of ihe same organic unity fmind)

eoropare with the instincts propoundedby modem psychologists. It musi be noted thidthese various phas^ of the mind are not describedhers as distinct FaciJties coming sevoralfy into

n™n ''
Lmolions of the same ' Uvingonja^sm

, ( )
as waves on the surface of the

sea. arom ibis we eleariy comprehend that the Uoa*mshadlo sagas do not ose sight of the inherent unifyfte mind, as Ihs Faculty Psychologists lose. In spile
functions of the mind, iLtSansrrrt works like the sr^rfSsir, the

ihe the and others recoonised as
the shortest cut to Self-Realisation, four lunctions
of toe mind, vm .

fR
^ ^ 3. )

« JR
I Note that ^ t £3

eUiguiar oiunber mapite of its manifold functions.
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four functions are called or the internal

organs oi the to hold communion with th^

envirctimenl through the senses, connection can

be esiabUshEd between CKtemal Nature and the

Self by means ot these Internal organs
(
«ma),

vfhlch lead an aspirant gradually to the highest

legions of the ultimate goal oi all beinga-

orv the ascending scales of f^Trand

In ancient times the highest aim oi education was

tha t^aliishon oi the Self in the innumerable thin^

of the Universe. In other words, this is not the weal

or emfincipation of ihe Individual Soul but also ol

the Community; and the functions of tbs mind. o3

mentioned above, were enumerated to be four

only with this parficular end in view. These

Junctions come into operation on the conscious

levelr yet they do not sever connection with

the unconsofous level of the mind, which is the

maEn spring of all conscious behaviour. Although

they do not quite conespond to the threefold

activity (
Feeling. Thlnting and Willing ) of cons-

ciousness as propounded by modern psychology,

yet !T«w can be compared slightly with Affection or

Feeling" and Conation or Willing. Einca iun*

ctions through ai^d

or the transient (passing) phases of Will and

Emotion. The phases of JUfection and Ccnalion

can .be found in and respectively, yet

both oi them do not exhibit so much stability a^o^

reach the slat© of determination for action, Ihe

power of thinking or reasoning is, on the other

hand, connected with which predominates

in the nlcetiss Logtc, or Memory connect-
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ed v/iib tha fixperienc&s of fhe past and works
in alliance with the Imagination

( ^:f^r or srfbrr )
•ol poafs. This wlil clearly show that Hindus ha^a
iormed definite views on the psychology of Self-
Realization, or in modem terminologyn on the
Sublimation: oi fnatfncls.- and have made use of this
psychology fn their educational efforts. Among

four functions of the mind each laller is more
internal than the former: end hence these funclions
serve as graded steps to Self-Realization.

W& cannot say that the threefold Western dis-
tinction of Consciousness into Feeling^ Thinking
and Willing is superior to the foregoing fourfold
distinction of the Hindus. The inadequacy of this
threefold distinction has been sufflcienllv proved
by ' Psycho-Analysis. ' which ventures to probe into
the unconscious level of the mind. Although this
tmconscious level cannot be precisely described as
§5% or deep sleep, it being intimately connected also
VifRh the nnconsciousness in the wakstul state, yet
deep sleep mostly consists ol this unconscious level
The ^ tfi fin his commentary on the
SRo^^^rR^sT) analyse the v/aksful state info

( watefulness-comoiousness in the wakeful state h
i reverie or day-dream h and (sleep

or uncDiiBCiouane^ in the wakeful statej. Thus
fee state of forgetfulness or sob-consciousness in
the wakeful stale ts i^r3r^% ( deep sleep In the
wakehd state ). Hence w© can epproiinjataly cem-
pare the tmeonacuous level of fee Psycho-Analysta
with deep sleep

^ 5^% )
eilher in wakefulness or in

deep sleep itsall, or with both of them. The
attempts ol the Psycho-Analysts, therefore, have
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dockledly not procooded tefond gropltig in the

dork oi
* deep sleep '

( ),
which tha

,
Hiodua

ha^ tong ogo transcended by pointing to the Self-

luminous and Eternal Seer ( WTit^lTj

)
of all the three states of the Enind. This

Seer Is the unifying principle not only of on to-

dividual but also of all beings and the Universe.

He is the unifier of individuality
( )

and totality

( ). This again shows that the Hindus have

^voted their attention to the Pyschology of the

Individual as well as oi the Group.

The Will or that is aesocioted with

is Indeterminate; yet the Will that Is allied with^
(Reason} is of the nature of determinate action

latter form of Will Iransforma

itself Into human activltias^ religious and secular.

The activities that are performed with various

vforldly ends in view are secular; while these that

lead one to the Eternal Bliss era religious* According

to this Iwo-fold manifestation of Will sdsneoa

dealing with several branches of knowledge are

also classified into worldly sciences and the Trans*

cendental Science. Worldly sciences
( 5rpr )

lead human beings to worldly prosperity {

while the Transcendental Science { qrr
)
deals

with the inner progress of a human being towards

his original dnsllnatlon, and leads him to the Eternal

Bliss ( I5r:«^ )
Ihe Reallsaiion oi the Sell. H need

not be supposed from thia classification that the

Hindu thinkers concentrated their allention on
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alone by lanortng worldly prospeiitr
worldly scJances, The progress of worldly sciences
In India can be seen in the deyelopment of sixty-
four Arts

(^ )
and fourteen branches of Human,

knowledge
^ flRiT )i» This lore has found expression

in Boma written works on the respective subjects
and has been handed down by oral tradilion from
generation to generation in several lamilies and
cloases noted for speciality in it The paucity of
written works on it, modem tuachineTy, industriali-
sation and general apathy have, however, given
a serious set-hack to ail of it, and the woildly
sciences In India in their struggle ior existenca ore
on the point ol being eitinet

The Individual Will, that transforms ifself into
memfold human activities and branches of human
knowledge, is a fraction of the Universal Will or
Energy which emanates through

i the iltumi-

nant of the Cosmic Dream > who is a mafllJestation
of the Eternal Seer. The Universal Will or energy
of HrrnpTrf is Ihe same as the Will of an Individual,
and manlfeab itself in ihe same way In which it

does in an individual lust as human actions, bsiore
they come into operation, are of the nature of Wlif

( ),
BO this ' Creation I before il comes info

being- is of the nafure of ihe Universal Will. This
phenomenon of the tranaformation ol the individual
or cosmic dream inlo the Individual or cosmic
wakefulness is constantly going on through the
energy (^) of the Eternal Sser {^^^^j
who illumines every Individual or cosmic activity
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and inactivity, and unlftaa all the threa atatea ©f

beings^ viz. WaJtaluln©s3/ Diaam and Sleep, ot the

present, the future and the pajrf. This is. in short,

unity in diversity. The same Cosmtc Will that

creates this universe unfolds ItseJf through innumer-

able forms oi the Individual V/ilL It prompts a

person with a particular motive or will lo achieve

success or at lain proficiency in a particular thin©,

and enables that person to concen Irate all aclivitiesi

ediiCfldional or nqn-^ucatlonaL on that motive or

will. When the original urxity of the Individual Will

with fh^ Cosmic Will Is re-eatabllshed, success in

maiters, religious and secular, or educalional and

non-educatloaah is not far off, since It immediately

leads one either to worldly prosperity
( )

or

to the eternal emancipation
( ),

All forms

of human activity are thus roofed in this Will

and its atabilily* A special science, named

which haa been baaed on the potency of this Will

and on Its transformation into actions, has

been developed In India and is worthy of being

studied as the Psychology of Action or the science

of training the WlU,

Out of the four functions of Ihe internal organ

( sRfjwr )
the ego or makes every being con*

sclous ol himself end leads him to ealabllsh his own

IndividuaLlty In the scheme of the universe. This

may be called the Instinct oE self-aaserflon or the

flolf-Instincl, This ego or consciousness of Indivi-

duality* la not dlflerent irom the Eternal Seer, as a

drop from water. In reality, it is merely an attribute
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sup9rlmposed upon tha Eternal Seer
^ 551

who iJlumiDiate^ conscious oa wall aa unconjsclcua
phases of tho mind It again intarlLnka the Subject

( )
with the Object or tha internal nature

)
with the external one ^ ), Whan

this ftolf“Con3ciousnes3
)
merges la the eter*

5lTriT*I. or the Highest Self^ the state of emancipa-
tion or Realization of the Self is manlfeatad* The
Eternal Self or Sesr Uluinlnes Innumerable indvi'*
dual souIb or minda, and the aggregate

j
of

aU such minds being JUumlned b7 the same Etemol
Seer can be termed - Group Mind ' according to
modem psychology* This group mind con be con-'
celled only when fimalarity or unity ^oi fndiylduol
souLs or mlrids iJ postulated .

Western Psychology hoe not as yet achieved
succeBS In proving the exialencs oi Ihu unit?, or In
ocoountlna for il. It ia up fo now enaaged In dos-
cribiog in dsloll Iha Tarioui manifestation a of the
moods of mind rather than in pointing to (ho sub.
etratum ( sjfhspi )

of ail of them. It dsUghta in
counting the waveg on the surface of the saa rather
than In fathoming wafer. It seeks to dejorfbe mind
rothor than dellns it. This trend of Western Psycho-
Jogy furos a thinker awoy from the aubstratum and
leada him to commit the blunder, as the Ultra-Beha-
vIoudBla do, of conoeh-ing mind es not apart from
physical behaviour. Psychology carmot hope to
reach the stags of psrfeohon, if it departs from
the flubstralum of mactal activities end ccncan-
tratea only on the external monifeatations of
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tha mind The Etenial Seei (
greft. 53t )

is th»

substratum of aU conscious and unconsoio.^

phases of the mind and in him the Una of

Uon between the 'Conscious' and

clous' vanishes, no scope being afforded for

todescrtbatho'Saer' or the ' L
Iha ' object which Is not originallY

sublea, is dissolved In. the Istler, the

of the Eternal Seer or the Absohite is '

leaving no room for any kind of verbal

or definition. It is this Eternal Sser who lUumlnatM

the individual minds as well as the group mind, and

removing all differences of Individual souls or minds

establishes the unity or unUormity of the ^up

mind. Thus the oriental thinkers have gone ahead

of the Weslemera In respect of

resoaTcbes. It is then beyond doubt that Iho H^ind ,

without leaving out of account the substratum O

mind, have subsl antially contributed to the edu-

cational principles based on the psychology ot tne

individual as weE as of the groups

An attempt has bfeen made above to show in

a broad oulUno Ibe main features Hindu

logy- It must be noted here that sciencefl that

lead us to tnowlsdaa can be correlated with one

another from a comprehenalve point of view- though

the detailed tieataent oi a particular branch

of knowledge obliged us to dissociate one science

from another. The truth of this statement Is rea tied

especially In the case of psychologY and philoso*

phy, which, though they are dlBlinguIshed from
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each olh« for IhomU of conventonl oxpoailion,W '11"^®
!..

*o ^ inMtaly di.anoffrom each other. Paychology and Philosophy are,however, so Inseparably connected that onewald remain Imperfect without the aid ofthe other. Philosophy, which la the science of
sciences, teUeves Itself from pure abstractions
byresorlino to psychology and describing the

-S! L**® *o“o waycoimeoled with the Inner soul; while the real aim ofPWbology I, end oughi to be, to culminate in phl-losophy. HofUtag says, "In many ways philoso-Pteal research has ployed into the hands of psy-

omL
consctously or unconsciously

Pbiiosoph calspeeulellon always works with psy-chological elements, and in philosophical spec^.hona are deposlled many profound payoholooical
observaHons and ideas ", This is the reason wh^

^ Philosophy ol the Hindus contains numeroJ^eholoCToal ObservaHons, which, ii culled and

of^ter^d*^'
® t,T

“ of the nalure

end syrtems. Nay. Ihe psychology of iho
and abt systems, particularly of the system.

d!!rLl°t
^ ‘«®P*ed even by the hatero-

^gh be
^ ferenees among them as regards thedeta^ and the ulttmato reality. It is hoped thatthe Hindu psychology would supply a sou^ b^.
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lor lha PsycholooT ot Ihe Uncaaaciaus, “tich

recanll? altracled th« tlirniim oJ thinkert to

the Woflt*
t A m

Thia psychology and fta prindp.ea o uc -

Uon propounded by the Hindus have rasidted, n

in the rapiesslon oi Inslinols, but in

ol the manduol and (he group mind.

Ion oi their individual, and social activitiw,

sublimated iorm, ialoundno

.orldly prosperity, but in the

Sell. The proper direction oi all those wort T

and reUgioua actlvllles can be Irae^ in tb

nation-building attempts of

Buddha. Ashoke. Cbandragupt^ Chanakya, Shre

Shankaracharya. Vtdyaranya. ShivaH

other Indian heroes and saints, who, for P

psgatlon of their particular motives

realized the inner liulh oi ‘group

a powerful instrument lor the uplift ol the^ i^atiM_

The Idea, therelore. of the ' group mmd
^

not

foreign to the Hindus, and the science that shows

lha ways of properly direcling the group mind to a

woTlhY goal Ja not unknown to thorn-

The 'group mind- and the psychicallaws under-

lying ft have also been dealt with in S^®“«
^

Dramaturgy, which was long ago catilad to ^ftae

tlon by venerable Bharat a MunL In a
*!,«

resented on the stage, the law. ^o^mtog the

>,orklng of the group mind are Pf®f ^ a
euccesslul eoncluston and bewitching e«»ct «s

whole The audience assembled for witnessmg a
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Sot*io« M?"!? 5“
senltoa .

9<mdi7, fay writinq and tepro-g ^““"‘"""^Ws^J^iTsnjannar. Thaqisiqn^ofW ayadovra rules Jhat ought to bo followed by

iSte™ i'*!! of

Aqata, deals with the ento/fooo/ aspect ot

r,r“.r^""•~“™Aos as wiPfansts (sentimsnfs or permanentemotions 1 etqA, as
(involuntary eipress-ions of intense emoirons

), end Ihliiy-tiree as
( transient or subordinate emolins (. U

emo^^m^Le

fhe number of
( amotions

) would be/orty-one. The
eidst in thenS „r »

living beings fe the form of latent
7^

(^ns ) or permanent instincts I^ '"P^esslons

birth. According to mm Ihn. • ^

(2)?ra(Mirlh)«is;r!n„ (Love),

(5) 3anr (Energy), (Q ^ (p j

' '1®''

J-»a (3, ^ C Astonishment
)

according to m j ,

ihello sentimenrVrH whft'^
i«<o ^ight aes.

^ ^ J^W^espeotjvely ate—
•

>17<t-i?taq37i5i, 3,. ^|>e,
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(1) ( ktio Erotic h Q) ( tbo Comic h 0)^
{ tho Pathatic), C4) ^ (the Furlou$ h (5) ^ C tho

Heroic ), (6) i ttie Terrible ), (7) t the

Odious ), and (SJ 3T^ ( the Marvellous )\ Later

authors have added sn^a' ( the Quletistlc J as the

ninth ^ with * * { TrancjulllItY ) aalts

About seven of the above

compared with the corresponding emotions In the

list of fourteen primary emotions with their instinct®

enumerated by McDougulL The seven correspond*

iuQ .emotions of McDougall with their inattnota

are-^l) lufll-Mattng, (2) AmuHsment-Laughter, (3>

Distress-Appeal/ (4J Anger-Combat/ (S) Fear-Ea*

capo, (6) Disgust-Repulsion, and l7) Wondor-Curto*

slty* No parallel to the of t >

and its ^ ( the Heroic) can be found, in the list

of McDougalL however/ may properly be

connected with the emotion of anger

f

which con be

Its ^sjT^R' with Its cor responding instinct ol com-

bof- Again, anger must be accompanied by

( Energy ) lor the enhancement of H

is lecogni^ed as a ft can be brought Into

line with the ^ tender ©motion ' of McDougall with

its corresponding' parental instinct L

The etght ( Involuntary expressions

of mental states ) are : ^ { Paralysis h (2) ^
• Some English equivalents to ck. have been taiten

from the ' History of Sanskrit Poetics', VolJl, by Dr. S. K. De.
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( Swfijifing, Perspiration
), (3) (Hoiripilatlon J,

(43 ( Chang© ol Voice }, (5)^ ( Trembling ),

(6) ^ Chengs of Colow (7) ( W&opingj
tears), and (8j (FalntiiiQ}. All these are the
pH^sloal expressioua ot same intense emotion; yet
they are not the deilnite mdlcetions of a partioiilar
emotion. For instance, horripilation

( Ttff iw )
the

indication of fear as v/ell as Joy, end tears
( J

are the ©sprossion of sorrow as well as ioy.
Although these physical ©rpressfona refer to a
mental state, yet^ must have found it difficult
to aasign them to particular emotions. He, there-
fore, thought H expedient to signify the
intense emotions through the general physical
indications, and characterize them as * *

Even ihe modem psychology admits that though
on emotion predoroinaniJy consists of the affective
element, U is allied, in a lesser degree, with the
conative element and some bodily expressions/
This nature of emotions, perhaps, induced to
give an indirect descriptton of intense emotional
states

( Ji through their involuntary
expressions on the body. The suggestion of a
definite emotion lik© ^ Sorrow' or 'Fear ’ through
those general bodily expressions will, of course,
depend upon Ibe parligutar coniexl or ailualJon to
which they ere exhibited. Properly speaking, the

are the elfects of intense emotions and

HcDougal ; An Outline of Psych aJcgy, P,
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sheaid bo placed in tho category of a^ui^, a* vrlll

be seen later on.

All the thirty—three S otherwlae

called (
TreiiKlent-aubordinate amotloTie

cr Acceaaoriea need not be mentioned here- A
lew of them are i 1%^ t Seli-dlaparagemant b

( Apprehension )j ( Envy h Re-^i ( Aruriety, re-

fiection ),^ t Recollection ^ ( Equanitnity L

(
Shame, bashfulnesa J, ^ (loy)/ (Agitation,

flurry), nd fArrogance), (
Deapalr ),

palience ) etc. These are directly indicative of the

mental statesj hut pome like (weak-

neaa ), t wearineaa )- siiRW (
Indolence 1 ^sdl

( Stupor ) etc. are Indirectly indicative of the men-

tal states through the bodily expressions, and

same eiplanation as given above may be applied

here also* A general remark may be made here

that when looks at mental states

)
trom the subjecUve point of view^ he re-

fers to them directly: and when he looks objectively

at those states, ho refers to them through physical

expresafons. For, the physical states mentioned by

him are connected with their corresponding mental

states. Every living being who shows a particLiiar

physio al state can be thought to have some coxres^

ponding menial state. Again, there ar^ soma

mental states which cannot be indicated

through physical eipressions, and they ere

S 3^,
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( aleep or drowatnesa ), ( Epilepsy J, ^
i Dremning J, sJiifw < Sickness h { Iiiaanity q^nr

(The state baioia death) etc*. There is, however,
soma room for revision and To-organfzation in the
list oi the Ihiity-threo sqfJr^^Tyws in the light of
modem psychology. For tnatanoo, it is posaibla to
find Elmiiarlly between * Self-dtaparagemenl

)

and McDougaira primary emotion of 'Negative
Seif—feeling with its mstinot oi submission, and
between ( Anoganca ) and the primary emotion
oi Positive BeLWoelIng *

with its instinct of self*
assertion.

ThJs treatment of emotione in the fa

more or less psychological or rather psychcnphy-
sical. irer does not deal so much with the cogni-
tive end conative aspects of the mind aa he doss
with its atfective t emotional) aspect; br, ho wants
to expound the theory of

{ Aesthetio delight
),

which is manifested in the drama. In spite of e
few flaws in his classification of emotions,w, the
ancIeEnl sage, certainly deserves the credit of
makbg a psychological approach to the drama and
inspiring later authors to apply the dramatic theory
of 7^ to poetry and llteiature in general The theory
of jfl centred In famous aphorism ;

*

' $ which broadly moaDs that
the latent manifest themselves into ^

5
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whea they are united with the

aiPp^xforrws* In the phenomenal world when we

come Into contact with a parliculai situation,

we nahjiBily react to it* In other words, the

situation serres as a stimulus which cauaes in ua an

emotional response, pleasant or unpleasant* Thus

the stimulus is the cause, oi which ihe response Is

the effect. This psychological fact has aoma

lesemblance to the theory though the stimulus*

response formula does not ejcaoUy correspond

to the etc. and jm. For. the stimulus and

the response ere respectively the real :cause

4nd the real effect in the phenomenal world,

and the emotional effect or response produced by

the stimulus is pleasure as well as pain; while the

{ Excitants )
and i

Ensuants ) which are

respectively the imaginary causes and effects in the

world of drama and poetry invariably manifest a

pleasurable response In the* form of I Aeslhstic

delight). Thef^i^m (Eicitenls) are further sub-

divided intoa?F5J^f^ fThe essential excitant)

and the { The enhancing excitant ), The

former ia the hero or heroine exciting emotions in

drama or poetry, and Ih© latter is the external

situation or surroundings imagined In drama or

poetry for favouring the exdtement of emotions.

Now t Ensuanb ) are the effects or physical

eipTBSSions of the emoUons of the hero or other

characters in drama or poetry* They are almost the

same as the yet ft a distinclion between
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the tmd la to b« made, it may bo
sold that the lomior aro involuntary axpr6S3ioti£i>
whilo the lattor ara vdunteiy eiproasionB. When
the ^*TrAifn^ of the hero or other characters B
represented in drama or poetry through the
skilful depictfon of the af^qr^ and
riRB of the characters themselves, the game

which exists latently In the minds oi specie-
tors or readers, algo, ts awakened and developed
into 5^, Now in relation to the hero or other cba-
raoters the in drama or poetry are the catisea
and the 5igqrfs are the eifacts. Yet in relalicn to
the spectators or readers the dramaUc or poetic
presentation ,of the l^qr^a, and
collectively becomes the cause of awakening ^ in
them* A thing to be noted in the case of the

is that they become the causes with isfeience to
the Bpectatora or readers, even though with refer-
ence to the characters they are the effects* f When
the spectators or readers identify themselves with
the dramatic or poetic Eituaiion, the etc.
being ideallaed in their minds are united with Ibeir

and reveal in them extreme lllerery delight
This deUght makes itself visible on their

I 0^
j ^N^dt »rr?TraT<ranTT-
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bodies in the form of their ^r^irr^a or

which ^ though they are causes at (He lormor 8tage>

agaio appear as effects. Thus the theory of nlno

t^swith their

treats mainly of the Affective or ©molional

aspect of the m.tn<i>

This CT, according to the pecuhanty of the

etc,, assumes particular phases of

and fs eiperlenced by all human

beings* In other words, the union of the peculiar

moods of actors and the audience, or of the Subject

( )
and tho Obfoct { )

iii the dramatic or

poetic represent at lony manifests a particular phase

of But as this emancipated from Its parti-

cuiar phases, is of the nature of supreme bliea

(
aTR?^ )

underlying the cine 5?s3, it is unity

in diversity. Hence, the ancient writers ondroma*

turgy like and later literary critics like

correlated the Sanskrit Poetics with the

philosophy of the Upanishads, and declared the

highest delight derived from literature to be akin

to tho experience of the highest ).

Kay, ihey suggest that all literary delight for Its con-

summaflon must get ileelf freed horn all ccnsiounese

of particularity
( )

and transformed into

the highest bliss of or the Eternal Seer, as is

Indicated by the Upanishadic saying, " The highest

" P-
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bliss is itself. After attaining the very he
becomes full of deiighi.

*

For the toterestlng representation of this ^
with its eight or nine phases before the audience
or the group mind/ hae formulated some mleS/
which/ in combination with the five elements of
the dramatic plot

( ^
and five psychological

stages
^ develop into five junctures

( flPvfl
)
of Ih^ drama. Every dramafic periormacce

has to undergo these five junctures so as to come
to a successful conclusion and maintain the unity
and interest of the plot. The division of the plot

acts and scenes has been broadly conceived
hy with this end In view. In actualities, how-
ever^ the five junctures cf the drama do not always
correspond to its acts and scones.

In the compoaition end representation of a
drama ihe^ or the plot [s divided Into th©
^Incipcff or main action (snfk^) and the
I'ncidenfoi or suha/d/ozy action Connec-
iion between the matn plot and the subordinate
olam^ts/ helping ib successful achievement ifl

established by the ccrreapondenc© or union of
and Now, the five

or elementa of the plot in thefr succeaeion areas
• ^ ^ (fM

*) Some English equivalents to Sanskrit terms In dramanirjjy
have henceforth been borrowed from the English Translail^

the by George C. O, Haas, 1912, ( U* 5, A
)
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follows

—

il) or the germ Indicates the beginnina

of the dr amahc action. ( 2 ) or the drop Is the

exjDCUis/on ol the plot through the Introduction of a
subordinate element, Ihie element disturbs the

main plot^ yet It maintains Its conttnutty just like a
drop of oil spreading on the surface of water*

Hni'ti f epfscc’e h which is different from qcim,

t the dramatic Irony of situation and words },

is the spreading { expansion ) of the plot sttlHur-

ther like a fluttering banner^ owing to the intro-

duction of other subordinate elements aiding the

main action. i;4J { episodical incident } is almost

Ihe same as qiTOj yet iniroducing a new subordi-

nate element and occupying a short interval of

time, it comes to a quick dose. [5) is the

d^‘notiement or conclusion, where the action of

the plot reaches a successful end*

The five or psychological stages* which

the drama undergoes are. in their proper sequence*

the fol'owing on^-[l] sthtit h the beginning, where

the ardent desire of a character in the drama for

the achievemant of the irult or result
( )

fa

expressed for the first time, (2) qeq is the e//on or

determined activity for ihe altainineni oi the fruU,

Iv) ir^^tTRlT 13 the expeclciioc of aitalning Ihs result

or the prospect of success* l4) shows surety

o/ success after the removal of obstacles in the

way, (5) is the actual attafnmeni of the fruit

or result. All these psychological stages of Ihe

Action are calculated to maintain interest and hold
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the audience In suapente up to tbe conclusion/ hf

introductog the noTallj of the subordinate matter

every time* The five fn alliance wllh ihe

live 31^^13 constitute the hve or junctures-

of a play.

The hvo corresponding to the respective

a;^ir^s and in their order are as lollowa

—

(ll is the opening of the action, where

the seed (41^) ot the plot being sown, interest is

awabened in the mindg of spectators. (2)

t progression ), which arises trom the combination

of and is the sprouting ot the seed or deve*

lopment ot the plot owing to ihe introduction ot a

subordinate and dlstmbing element This ele^

rnent shows the concentrated effort
( )

of the

characters and spectators to reach the goaL

(3) b the furlher deveiopmenf of the plot

containing the element ot Here the hope of

attaining the fruit (tfrWSir) Is a?o^ed by intreducing

new subordinate mailer (iT?Tr^) and by indicating

possibilities of Buccess. t4) f^rR^r Or aT?ir[^ ?!rP^ indi-

cates a short pcE4se or checkin the action of the plot^

on account of some unexpected obsiacle or an episo-

dical incident (iRvfl)^ which being at last eet aside,

surety of attaining the fruit or result is

hinted at. (5) signifies the condu3ion(^^

of the plot brought about by the organization of

several episodes of the drama with the main plot.

It creates a synfiiefic and lasting impression on the
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'minds of apectatois and showa thn actual attain-

ment of the irull or result {wTTqJ, XhuB all the

eerve to maintain the unify of the dramatic actiaa

by establtshln^ organization between tha minor and
major parts of the plot [it, sr,

n, K ].

These c^d with their hva

lespecUve aub-divisions^ yiz^^ the coireaponding

elements, stages and junctures can be thus repre^

sented in a tabular fomu—

\ ^ R=5: % Rcnw if

1 ^ ^
% siE'vMiisiri VH-^flirFf:

4 < R !T%- 1 irir:

wm. (ar^i)
opening Progress- .Deveiop- P^use G3<ncli^

ion ment ston

According to each oicept the first

consisting of t wisve sub-divxsiona
[ )

ts to

^be subdivided into lh//^een, so that all

can be enumerated to be sfjiJy-/our, ’ Detailed

treatment of these sttb-divisLons is needless here-

Suifice it to say that even those sub-divisions pre-

sent a paycbological aspect. All these

and with their sixty-four sub-divislona

have been laid down by vm for the methodical

• The sub-divbtom of according to tha

are— 12 4 13 + 1^ + 13 + 14 - 64
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ropioseni^lion of a drama* Strict adherence 1a^

these and their aub-dlvIaiotiB
( )

iB not

obligatory on diamatistBj^ since slavish observance

of rules or technique tnara the criglnallty of a drama*

fist or a poet, and obstructs the flight of hia

Imagination, Intelligently allows a drsinatiEf

tfufficienl diacrefton to vrrite his play* For^ he

himself says In the gisnEW

—

^

"Thus the poets shilled In dramatic coraposition

should use in dramas the sub-divisions
(
^-vq^s

)
In

proper relation to their respective
;

buit they

should use them with their aiisntSon moinly to

the predominant sentiments. They may optionally

utilize the sub-divifions of either in Ihelr

entirety or in their combinations oi two or three;

but Ihey may do ho with lull knowledge of the

ddnonement and psychological stages of tho

drama.

It must/ therefore, ba noted that this methodo-

logy of gPqs and is not meant simply lo

exalt the Iheary oi the dramatic science. In the

successful composition and presentation of a play,

i* e,, In actual procij'ce,Il Is meant to serve as a
means to the chief end, which is the enhancement
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of TO. This enhancement of to might be peychologl-

cally termed ' awakening of curiosity
*
or

* height

ening of interest ' coupled with the clear compre-

hension of any subiect dealt with. With the same

purpose in view the author of the says aa

follows

—

** The combination of ^P'ns and in the

setting of a play# must be made not only with the

view of conforming to the technique of dramaturgy

or maintaining the dignity of that science, but

mainly with the view of developing and manifesting

the TOS in a successful manner.
'*

The same valuable suggestions are applicable

to the use of ( figures ) , ^ ( diction ), and

2<»!8 ( excellences ) in the composition of a drama

and other varieties of poetry. A dramatist or a poet

can, therefore, get full scope for his originality,

wit, poetic ideas, constructive skill, etc , in spite of

the minute details of those rules. All these thoughts

hold good even in the science of teaching. A

teacher likewise may conform to the technique of

leaching, yet he must bear In mind that ell this

technique is a means to the * Interest to be

aroused among students in the subiect dealt with.

He should not slavishly follow the technique

of teaching, but must have his eye fixed on

Interest, so that he would get full scope for
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the free exhibition of hla tacb humour# clear

treatment of hia subject/ and other factors of good
toachinij. The five are the actual method of

dramatic demonatration through which a dramatist/

actors and spectatora have consecufiralT to paaa
according to the heightening of their emotionH
and sentiments* The principle of therefor© /

may be resorted to# accciding to the rules of

dramatuTgyj as much by teachers aa by dramatists
and actors, when a predomlnantiy emotional sub-
ject b io be demonstrated before a psychological
group of students or spectators* In ihb respect#
the plot

^ ^
of a draEna tnay ooireapond to

the emotional subject to be taught, an actor to a
teacher, spectators to students* and the five

to the five steps of teaching. Thus the five

can very well be turned Into the five psychological
steps of a ' literaluT© ' lesson, fhough we have not
come across references/ in ancient works# to Iheir

employment in teaching. It is not known for certain
whether th© ^#^3 were adopted as steps of teaching

literature or not/ when the emotional aspect was
prominent. There is# however# no reason why we
should not adopt these aa sfeps of feoci/ng

/fteroifi/re or any subject worthy of being dealt

with on the emotional leveL

It b worthy of note in thb respect that

theory of ^ was originally meant lor the dramatic

lapresentation. Later literary critics like and
ojir|rc^/|j, however# finding the predominant ele-
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tnent of w ccmmon to the drama as well as poetry#

have applied that theory without any modification

to poetry and its compcalUon. says In his

^ follows

—

Generallyw and others have expounded the

theory of ^ with reference to the dramatic repre-

aentation. I treat of it. as far as my power of ludch

ment permits me# with reference to poetry.

When these facts are taken into account, it is

no violation of the ancient literary principles, U the

theory of Junctures(^) ia made applicable to

the theory and practice of teaching /i/cro/ure

without changing in the least the original meaning

of the words ; xm, and It is

obvious that the emotional teaching of literature

Involves the same psychological stages and iunc-

tures, which are in every way appUcable lo the

interesting exposition ol Ulerature by the teacher

before the ' psychological group * of students.

Again enumerates six purposes of the

employment of ( sub-divisions ). Those

purposes, though they are appUcable to the com-

position and representation of the drama, are «^o

worthy of being always borne in mind by a l®achM

while actually presenling the subject-matter to his

atudenls. The purposes are—
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^PT^TTO 3I^hTFT iiflJMf *1^ ||

^TWHt 5TT^ II

fl) '^rTfingement of the subjec 1*^11101 ter Intend*
ed lo bo presented, (2) uninterrupted continuity
of the topic, (3) mamtenanc© of interest £n the
preaentatlaix (4) concealment of Ih© things that
ought to b© concealed, (5} addressing tha audionca
in such a way that their curioalty or surprise would

^ Roused, and t6j disclosure of iho things to fae
dfacloscd—these are Ih© sii purposes ol the sub-
divisions In this dramatic science/' after re*
producing the same sir purposes oi the ‘sub-divi-
sions fn his f h 55 ), gives the following valu-
able suggestions regarding the presentation of the
subject-matter—

*lH?t^?rTOnTT^fe=?T^;
Jt

" The whole subiecf-raatter should be disided
tolo two pails. Some ol it should be suoqeslsd by
inctdonfa! reference, and the othai should be wif*
nesaed and heard by lha audience. DetatU of (he
eubfecl-malter that ate devoid of charm and pro-
priety should be InoldentaUy referred to; and what
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ig fult of Bwe^S't and sublim© emotions and senti-

ments should b© presented In detail*

In the (clenco of dramaiuroy similar verses ar&

found which can bo applied to teaching without"

modilying Ihelr meaninga. From all that has been

said above il will be clear that ciassifioaUoii oi *ho-

subject-matter# noraenclaturex definllion# asoertain-

tnent oi the relative worth of principal and soboidi-

nate elements/ and organization of all the elements

into a systematic or synthetic whole ate the-

dlsiingtij’afung feaivies of me^hodo/ogy/ which is-

not only applicable to the ;T[an;[T%( but is oi wider

application to all the ^rrsfs ^ Logic has

paiticularly helped the development of the melhodo-

logy by enunciating iis principles of (
Emnnera*^

tlon )# (Dehnifion) and (Examination), as W©

have already seen* The besides methodically’

and psychologically setting lorih its general fheory

concerns itself more with iis actual pnoc/ice on

the stage, rbia is why it lays down principles

for the organization of the Eubiect-maiter according

lo lls essential and non-essential elementfl, end

also for lls beau I Iful press nlation which would

charm the mlnda of speciatora. Those psychological

principles ate, therefore# applicable in many res^

pacts to the art of teaching# and give us valuabl©

hints for iho formulation of the theory of leaching

according lo the Hindu ideas, end for the use ofr

the I theory in actual practice.

Along this line of thought it Is interesting to

note how a new drama is acted between the Subject
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and Ihe Object in interchang-
ing their places and agBuming different rples. The
author of Dramaturgy like who fs the 'Subiecl',
aBsutnes Ihe role of a tegcher in relation to the
psychological group of dromafista, who are objecti-
fied by him/ while a diamalist who was formerly ob-
jectliied becomes now the * Subject ' and assumes
the role of a teacher in relation fo the Dramafis Per-
aoncje. On the other hand, the Dramath Personas
while acting a draraa become the " Subject ' and
asflume the role of teachers in relation fo the specta-
tors, v^ho are for some time objectified into a
psychoiogfcai group. The spectators while passively
witnessing a drama and enjoying ihe ^ are trans-
formed Into the Subject and objectify the actors
and the whole dramatic performance, tl we thus iind
that all ihis is a play or communion between the
"Subject' and Ihe "Object'^ and If 'Interest' (rrg or
is heightened in the psychic union oi the 'Subject'
end the ' Ohjoci , there need be no objection fi

we extend the same relation oi the ' Subject ' and
tho " Object ' to ihe teacher and the taught rea-
pectively^ If may be added hero that a teacher
assumes, or cught to assume^ the role of an actor
in relation to his students, who are objectified by
him and who play the part of the audience or a
psychological group, A teacher leaching a drama
or any emotional subject must, therefore, possess
soma dramatic sense for making his teaching
interesting and instructive’ and for ihis purpose he
may follow some dramatic principles In practice.
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and adopt the In the dtams as the five

steps of teaching literature.

Just as the teacher and the taught are required,

for the study of Intellectual subjects (?TT^), t®

adopt five cr three steps of the 'Logtcel Method' as

previously indicated, Bimilarly the teachers may take

the five of the drama to be a disllnguishiiig

feature of the ' Psychological Method and may

resort to them lor the teaching of Literature and

other emotional subjects to advanced students in

an interesting and instructive manner All this will

clearly show ikal the Hindu thinkers toot recoui^

not only to the ' Logical Method ' but also to the

' Psychological Method/ In other words, they based

the presentation of their subjects on the findmga of

their own Logic as well as Psychology. The lormer

has accepted Causal Relation,Categories, Inference

and Joint Method of Agreement and Difference

as the chief modes of thinking and

reasoning, while the Utter suggests principles of

education which are based on jfhe mind of the

Individual as well as of the Group*

\l\ THE METHODS OF LOGIC ( )

The distinction between the ' Psychologic^

Method ' and the ' Logical Method ' may be noted

here. The Psychological Method Is ^e practlcel

application of the ganeral principles of psycholcgy.
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which deals wllh the phenomena or the actual
woTiinci of the three aspects of the mind, Tiz„
Alfeclion. Cognition and Conation. In this sense
psychology is a theoretical science Inasmuch as It
is concerned with mental states as they actually
exist and develop m Nature. Psychology, however,lor^ the basts of piactlca] sciences, which regulale
and lead Ihe powers ol the mind to a woilhy goal
and help the development of Personality which
isacomplele whole of affection, cognitionandcona-
fion. pe practical sciences are, for instance Educa-
Oon,Aca!heffos. Logic, etc., out oi which Eduoallon
is concerned vrith the eubilmallon of all the menial
^wersandtsthtm closely telaiad to psychology.Aes hel cs and iters,y criticism sre prcminenlly
related lo the aflecUve aspect of the mind, and.
their goal is the attainment of Aesthetic Delight
Logic, on the other hand, U based on Ihe cognitive
aspect of the mind, and its goal is to train us In the
art of correct thlnlclng. It will be then clear that
he practical approach made to a subject after
taking Into accoiSit the three aspects oi the mindmay be called the ' Psychological Method % while

e™ -PP^oach to a sublect may betermed the Logical Method \

I •

^ “eon that tbe Psycho-
logical Method Is illogical o, ihaf the Logical
Method Is unpsyohologtoar. Although both are
complementary to each other, yet according to thegiomng imderstonding of a young learner ihe
Psychological Method, which Is based on the
natural growth or evolution of the three aspects
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ol the mind, fa more oHecHve Ihsn Ihe Logiod

Method, which^ being concerned melnly wUb

generalised or ideal Ihoughi, becomes abalract

«nd onlntelligibie. The learning procoes oi a

child according to psychology continues

through the atagea of sense-percept ion, repealed

observation ( )
oi particulars, recogniilon

of Bimllarlty and contrast, reoapitulalion of iormer

experience, organisation of alL facts, and general-

ization, In shorh he starts from the particular to

the general through the process of Induciioa, Bare

the Psychological Method culroineles^ and must

culminate, In the Logical Method, for the purpose of

giving a finished form to Ihe tnowledge imparted

and to the method of its imparting, Eoduotion

must be veriiled by Deduction end recapitulation, or

analysis must be foUov/ed by synthesis. In other

words, /he bes/ mefAod v/il! be QijQfyiico-sy’nthetic

rather than purely analytic or nynthelic* A yoimg

learner who has reached Ihe stage of qeneraliralroii

may, d he chooses, dispense with the pEychologi'

cal Method and resort to tlie Logical one. It must,

however, be remembered that even in the case

pf novices advanced in age Psychological Method,

which is concrete and interesting on account of ifs

appeal to amotions and imagination, serves ita

purpose more than the Logical Method,

Though Logic, which is related to cognition,

may foim a branch of psychology, it has established

its Independence aa a separata science, and also

helpa psychology in return. It not only systematizes
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psychology but from the cogtilfiTe point of Tfew
any subiect into prinotpel and siiboidinat&

parts and organizes it into a system or united wholo^
This is why Logic and the Logical Method havo
occupied a moio prominent place than psychology
among all solencea even from ancient times In the
East as well as fn the West, Another reason of the
prominence ot Logic is that If Is primarily concern-
ed with correct thinking or valid knowledge

(

y

and secondarily with incorrect thinking or fallacies

as well as forms of Invalid knowledge (irirRi)/ so that

we should avoid or dispel the latter and resort only
to the former; while psychology deals with correct
as well as incorrect processes of thinking, feeling
and willing as they actually take place In our mind.
Logic does not therefore* deal with ' thought ' an
It ;» but e^cprssaeB its thoughts about the Ideal and
general thouglit or ' thought ' as It oughi to be* by
regulafing Ita natural process. It analyses 'thought'
into Concept, Judgment and Inference, clarifies

lelatlona bertween the ob/ecfs of knowledge
( ijim )

and their symbols
( words etc, ) or between a

thought and another thought, demonstrates the
idea 1 piocess or method of acquiring valid

knowledge by stating the Inslrumsnts or means of
valid knou'/edpe

( qrprs and Jays down rules for

the offalnmonf of Truth, which la the common goal
oi all sciences. For this purpose It resorts to the
cJassilfcation of things and nomenc/ofure suited to
particular aims* and lays down a prooeduie, which
is either deductive or Inductive, When the varfcua^
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relations between the oblecta of valid knowledge

and their sYmbols are mad© known through this

proceduieji explanation of a subject aesutnea a

m©ihodic^d and scientilic aspect. Although Logic

is generally a practical science, Ha treatment of the

laws of concept, judgment and in ferenee foTms its

theory or the first part, end the knowledge of that

theory leads us to Its second part, viz., the sc/en/iii'cr

^Jiaoj-y o/method or mefhocto/ogy.Thia meihodology

of Logic is of universal application to all branches

of human knowledge, vi2:., psychology, metaphyaica,

linguistics, chemistry, medical science, education,

etc,, since it enables ua to e^und those subjects

in a methodical way. In other words, methodology

maintains clarity of thought by distinguishing be-

tween the primary and secondary elements of a

subject and by organizing those elementa Into a

proportioned whole or a System, Moreover, it

develops crifical insight so aft to enable us to dis-

card fallacious reasoimig or invalid knowledge and

accept valid knovdedgo alone. The Logical Method

may, thtretore, be called the '^scientific' or ^criti-

cal ' method of arriving at correct condusiens lor

the attainment of Truth-

' Truth ' is that which remains unchanged

under varying circumstances' and a new fact, that

is found to be consistent with it, aasumaB the form

of truth. The method, ihereiore, that taciUfates

approach to thal truth after making us cUscard the

non-essential and ascertain the essential is me

best method. This method comprises the processes

of logical ono/ysis and synthesis of observed facU
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lhat conduce to the ayatematic knowledge of a
particular aubjeet. Analysis involves the separation
of the individual parts of a united whole through
the processes of observation, eiperfnjent, guarded
use of hypothesis, analogy, isolation of rtBcessary
facts from unnecessary ones, establishment ota
law owing to the causal relation revealed, and tho
-act of connecting this law with the universal law
of wider generalfly. This scientific process of
analysis, through which we arrive at the universal
from the particular, le otherwise called 'Induction',
On the other hand. If we, after assuming the exist-

ence oi the universal law, apply it fo particular
lade, wo have to resort to the synthesia of particu-
lars or parts into a systematized whole, on account
of the common relation of the parts, Thfa ig aihfn*we c.!l«d ' DedurUon ' o. the ™thod ol .tS
tram the unlToraal to the particular. Bacon and
MUldUcard this deductive procedure by saying
that it adds nothing now to our tnowledga, and
establish the Inductive Method as the only Sciontittc
Method. It must, however, be noted that Induction
and Dedueticn. or analysis and synthesis, are both
complementary to each other. For, mere analysis of
facts cannot lead us to the organlialion and rocon.
etmction of parts, urilssa we hove some idea of the
whole, while it is not possible to syatemaU^e the
whole unleoB we fuUy know the paria and thefr re-
lations, Analysis serves its purpose beat when the
parts or constituent elements of a fad can fas synthe^
alzed and reconatruoted Into thotr original whole fual
as the separation ol the parts oj a clock serves lie
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purpose when iho^e severel parts ere leconstrucied

into the original clock. Anaiysls \b interested in the

concrete reality of particular iects^ while aynthesla

ifi concerned with the abstract generality ot the

univereals. Synthesis verifies the hypothesis in the

light ol the universal taw and fills in the gaps left

by analysis. Thus when synthesis or deduction

is combined with analysis or induction^ it becomes
a sound foundation for the advancement ol know-

ledge. It la the business of Logic to deal with

both these procedures^ which in iheir combined

form supply us with a complete scientific ey-

pionationf and which may be designated as the

" Logical Method*

'

The compleleness or incompleteness of syn-

thesis will depend upon the moie or less perfect

knowledge gained about a subject* II the universal

laws derived from analysis can be applied without

contradiction
(

to new coses^ Ihe synihesis

may be said to be almost perfect and the scientific

explanation of the truth aimed at would be complete

in the same proportion. Whan we thus derive one
truth from another either through inductlorr or

deduction^ we have invariably lo resort io in/erB*^ce,

which is one of the chief features ot the Logical

Method. If the conclusion la inevitably arrived at

after following the natural seguence of oU the

promises^ the process of interence becomes com-

plete, and a particular principle or doctrine is said

to be establishad. inasmuch as It is supported by

sound reasons (Ifa) in favour ol it. Analysis dis-
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closoa to U5 the mutuoL relatfoiu of particular facts

ojtd leads us through inductive Infereixce to the

uoiveraals/ which supply a sound basis for deduct-

ive inference or synthesis-

When all the unlversals or general truths are

incorporated by synthesis In a united whole go aft

to form an organization of parts with parts^ and of

su^rdlnate parts with the principal part on account
of relations existing among all. they develop into

a system or which facilitates inference or the

proceeft of reasoning. The idea of the whole then
helps US to understand the parts related to it, while

the knowledge of the parts gi^as us the Idea ol the
whole, as the parts are related lo if, [t cjnly the
TGlaiions existing between the parls and the whole
that make us understand the nature of both of

them. Demonatrallon of the caudal rc-lcstion of a

part with another part of a part with Ibe whole,

or of a new principle with the already eidstlng

system necessarlty involves iniarence and is called
' scientific eiplanatlon.

* Tho sciontilic explanation

becomes periecl when it fa consistent with truth,

when It Is supported by laws underlying Nature,

and when it can find a proper place in a synlhellc

system.. If 'science^ means 'exact end ^etematfzed
knowledge/ the scfentlilc explanation must stand

the test of truth and must ensue as a necessary
consequence or uncontradicted conclusion hum
the previously accumulated knovfledge.

It will be found from what has been said above
that Methodology, which is a part of Logic, supplioa
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us vrilh the rulofl of raelhcMl which ought to bo

iollowed for the adoption ot a systainottc proceduro

in the Invostigalion and treatroent of any branch of

knowladgUi AntjtJysJs ol a subject into maior and

zolnor parts and sytithesSs ot all tha parts into O

united whole are, therefore, tho general features

ol tha method to be adopted, Th<Q firs^i rttlQ oi

method them Js distinctness and unity of parpoJe

or aim, which ought to be conatantl? kept in view

for lending unity to the subject-matter and for

analysing and organizing the subject-matter in the

light of that unity. The second rule is the ascertain^

meni of lb& startinQ^point. This rule inciudea

(l)the correct and complete compreheneion cl facts

through direct observation and indirect testimony#

(2j interpretation and ejrplanalion of Individual

facts by relating them to the universal taw# (3) de-

monstration oi the re/of/on eiistlng among universal

laws# (4J application of those laws in new spheres#

[5) subordtnatiOD of those laws to more universal

laws and (6) mental construction ol an organized

body of knowledge. In nil this process it Is necess-

ary to proceed with caution and graded alepa.

The lour farnous rules of method laid do>m by

Descartes for his own guidance convey the same

purport and are as follows—

-

'* The first, never to accept anything for true

which 1 did not clearly know to be such; that

is to aay, carefully to avoid precipitancy and pre-

judice, and io comprise nothing more in my iudg-

ment than what wan presented to my mind so dear-

ly and dialinctly as to exdude all ground of doubt
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'' The second, to divide each of the difficulties
under examination Into as many parts as possible,
and as might be necessary for its adequate solution.

The thiid, to conduct my thoughts in such
order that, by commencing with objects the simplest
and easiest to know, I might ascend by little and
lUtle, and, as it were, step by step, to the knowledge
of the more complex; assigning in thought a certain
order even to those objects which in their own
nature do not stand in a relation of antecedence and
sequence.

" And the lost, in every case to maka enumera-
tions so complete, and reviews so general, that I
might be assured that nothing was omitted.

In short, The essence of all the rules may be
summed up in the directions to make sure of our
starting-point, to know Ihe end we wish to attain,
and to go from the starting-point to that end by
orderly and consecutive steps, each of which is
seen In its true relaUon to all the rest of the
enquiry, "t

All these rules of methodology laid down by
the Western Logic are applicable not only to educa-
tion but to the investigation Into any system or
branch oi science. Almost the same rules of method-
ology are found in the Indian Logic

(^ ), which
bears a striking resemblance to the Western Logic,
not on occount of mutual borrowing, but on
account of the sameness of the human mind every-

•Sec Descartes, Discourse on Method, Part II. pp. I5, I6.
jAn Iniermediaie Logic, by Wciton and Monahan.
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where/ and the same procesa of reatoning from the

universal to the particular or from the particular to

the universal. All the orthodox and heterodox

systems of philosophy in India have accepted the

general principles of reasoning or laws of thought

set forth by the^ system as a means of methodi-

cal approach to the truths aimed at in their respect-

ive systems. Although the generally show

the futility of logic in the realization o!

the ultimate realityt. they employ the logical termi-

nology and ' Inference ' in their argumentation to

such a degree that many sentences In the of

for instance/ can be easdy turned into the

form of*a syllogism. The later Vedant works Uke

the 5iTH?ft,the3|fefef3randlheir^R^^ are pro-

minently couched in the language of the ajn? system/

end prove, on the empirical plane

the doctrines in the light of the ipir»i9 ( means

of knowledge ) propounded by the Thus the

Indian Logic is much similar to the Western Logic

In the matter of the general acceptance of its

methodology by other Indian systems.

Another point of similarity between the Western

and Eastern Logic is the close correspondence of

their syllogisms/ which are a developed form of

the ' Dialectic Method ' or the method of dialogue

used before their coming into being. Just as

j Sec the

» (2. 1-1 1

)
and the thereofu
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Aristotle's syllogtsm is a systematized form of the
Dialectic Method used by his predecessors like

the Sophists, Socrates end Plato (In his 'Dialogues'),
eo five-msmbered syllogism, which was
reduced to that of three members by the later

is the development of the DjaJectw Method
used before him in the ancient debates held In
ca^iflcial ^sessions end philosophical assembliea

This melhod of dialogue Is sufficiently
exemplified in the and corroborated by the
^les oMebato coUected in the

), Thomefhocf of d/ojfogue, of which
the logical syllogism is a Etnlshed iom, is necess-
arlly a vmihod o/ questSons and ansv/ers going on
befween the the between the
teacher and the taught* Thus every premise ol theMan syilogism is an answer to a question asked
by an opponent or a student. For instance, the
hackneyed ayllogism of the^ ImpUes questions
and may be expressed in the fonn of questions end
answers as follows t “ ^

1 ^ ^ 9 JEf ^
I ft 1^ ?

t” This melhod was much used in ancient times
for oral discussions and for the teaching of a subject,
and has got its wrz'Wen eWdence in t/iecojiimenfQry
//foJ'afiire on and^iE^^ as will be shown later
om Moreover, er«iand^^fhe constituents of the
Indian syllogism correspond respectively to the
minor term, maior term and the middle term of
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Arislotl®’* syllogism- The Indian syUogiamUnoU

U . nroeess ol purely deduollve inference
howevex, a process j

like Ifaet of AiistoUe. bul fs a process of

inductive inference, since ihe

us Wilh the porliculai, observed facts
^

*o g^eral proposition, os previously indicated

Thus the Indian Logic and the
"

Identical ““h* heatroent of.inference,
^ru»=rr.,

cio^Uicalion. and even indticiive proeeoura

Although the Indian Logic (rsiPl) deals mcident-

allY wilh psYchology. theory of knowledge, long-

(tiDnlociv etc the greaier part of it ia properly

'ta "»A

Of tfe or Reason, which Is the instrument o va d

T- 1 ell ra. / HIM \ ns d'attnguiahe'd ironi kivalid
knov/ledg® ^ SRT )

os a.audy

knowledge (sw ). The puipose or aim ( rrim )
oE

all valid knowledge disUnctly kept In view by the

^ as it is done by all Indian ^

emancipation (*«). « therefore, the task o the

an, pitncipally fo approach valid knowledge or tnith

which leads to m. therefore, proposes lo

treat of this veUd knowledge through the enumara-

tlon (^) ™d classHication of

/,^V oi which the tlrsl two, viz., urrm ( mes^

irValid knowledge )
(objects of valid

^ipnfitrknraiftrra: 11
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S‘«e'"fjf’ f Aoato, between

T^rlJ .
to be more,

to “s'l'odlcal approachknowledge, end this accounts for a large oortiondevoted to the treatment of mtms in Uter wwks on

!;!
eafablishment of the pip, through the

detailed discussion o/ the„ i, ,he common

^8 adoptj^ by them from the methodology of thethough there are confUctlng viewsamX themM regards the number of mtms and The num-ber of mmts varies with every system, in spite of the
general acceptance of the four !nr>is of thelhnftss by

recognised
by the Indian systems are as follows-fl) Thea^t only one junw, viz., iprra (Perception). (2) The
7®'^'** ^ "'"P* '*^0 tmtviB. vlz.,jra^(Percep.
tion

) and 3,3,^ (Inference).
(3) The accept

tbre^lz., s^ and (Verbal tosUmony)
The 5pm s^m to accept the same mpgs though
their classUication of ppms is based on a different
principle. (4) The 5),n%s recognize four, viz , p^^ and iruiR (Comparlaon).

(5) The

«d« (Presumption). (6) The sane

“d
spsfJp (Non-apprehension). The '43,^ accept
the same ppms on the phenomenal plane (njraftlJs:
v?n) for the establishment of their doctrines, as
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is evidenced by the Moreover, they

edd (Transcendental realMotion )
ee

the iotemoflt oi all from Ihe point of view of

the Absolute State (
)*

accept eight, viz.,

( ProbttbiUty ) and^ (
Tradition ), S

The however, establish only but

since they show that ‘ ’ can be included in^
and and hi ^

definitions and etltlcal examination ot those

lout EfTnsis and more paitlculary of in ferance

occupy a major pari of Ihe stn; system* For,

said Ihflt a thing or principle con be established

by definilione and means of piooi and tiot oy a

mere statement ( ^ ^ 1

or thal the eatobtehmont ot

knowledge depends upon the meons of knowledge

( JOTtdhtT ngftife ). Ti>«

acumen and power of minute analysis in the e-

numeration {^) classllication of categories

and their subdivisions, fn the definitions (

)

of the same and in the examination ( Tte )
thoss

dehnilions, which are demonafrated to be correct

after Indicating the propriety of each word in tfaem
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avoiding lb© faulu of { non-pervedon
),

(over-fiilonsion) and (non-eifsfenc©),
Bramination

J
Includea oIbo Ih© esIabllEhmant

of Jh© ©zistenca or non-eiislence of thinija or
categories by applying the tests of four proofs

This f^nee^/o/cf /ogj^/ ol exposJ-
iion is not only employed throughout all the
works^ but Is adopted by other schools of thought
for the systematic treatment of iheir lespeciiva
Tenets.

Thus the later loougsed ihefr ettentiori
only on the theory of proofs

( )
to the eiclu-

sfon of the remaining fifteen topics and
accepting tba seven ' categories
wllh their subdivisions, as a complete and minute
^QlyBis or clasaiticafion of things in the universe,
they included In them the sixteen topics of iSfJTT**

Now the seven categories of the are ^
( Substance

), ^ (
Quality

), ( Action ),

( Getierallly
), ( Particularity ), ( In-

herence
) and ( Negation

J, These cate-
gories have further been subdivided into nine

twenty-four fSvo forms of
iwo kinds of Innumerable one eq^m,
and fotir kinds of apcrr?* Those categories with
their subdivlEions have been more or less accepted
.by other Indian systems as the slartlng-point of

a®.
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their epesulaUoM, and can most favovirablT com-

pare with Aristotle's oategeries. H may incidentaU
y

be remarked here that even the oiw'iO- Uko jvFrvO/

have attempted a complete olassilicetion o£ tl^s

in the universe. Their IwentY-tive categones, whl^

mark graded stages in the psychological and

physical avoluiion of the universe, and whmh can

also favourably compare with the'Evolutira

in the West, have generally inlluenced other In

systems. They have been amalgamated

Upanlahadle philosophy, in spile of

the Oltlmale ReaUty, by philosophers like

as the starting-point ol their

It can, therefore, be said that along with the

and the ^nrft^s the else have contributed

much to the methodical treatment of Stras.

In connection with the etymological^
f

tion ol the word ‘ tpirtr as ‘ otM: wrq. ('h®

Btiuraant of valid knowledge), the word

/ inKirumetii )
Is eiplained in the ngg sysiem *3

cause 1 , and the Iheory oi Causa! Eelelion, which

prominently presents a scientiilo aspect to A

eapianation of phenomena, is

cause is defined in the as that which invari^^

and immediately precedes its aifect

not proved to be a superfluous ®P°‘°®“.'r

circS^nslan ee; whileJbe_^t
“ STWRtiR^i®!! emtSKsH.!

-5f.
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invariably and immediately succeeds the caiisfr
which is not proved to bo a super!luous and accl~
dental circumeiance.S In the Indian Logic the super-
fluous or extraneous ciTcumstoncea (gpwfe^: )

which
must be excluded from the definition of the cause
have been minutely discussed with iUustratlonSi.
The invariable concomitance of the cause and the
effect can be proved only when our ezpeilenco is

uncontradicted
^ ^

by a difJereDt ctrcum*
stance. In other woids, when we realize uniformity
hi Nature^ or when we have the unliorm and
uninterrupted experience of agreement in presence
and agreement In absence

^ we can
establish the causal relation

( ) of
ihlngs. Thus the theory of Causation explained by
the exactly corresponds to the same expounded
by the Western Logic, which dofinea the cause as
"'an Invariable, unconditional and immediate
antecedent of a phenomenon. "

The cause is divided by the ^^s into f/uee
klnds^ viz,, ( intfmate cause

),

{ non-intlmato cause) and (efficient cause).

The non-intimate cause, which is inseporobly
connected either with the effect or with the inti*

mate cause, and which Is either an action (^4) or a
Quality (rj>T)j is an inyentlon of the and is

not accepted by other systems. The remain IrtQ two
kinds, viz., and ‘ ^ have been
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fecoQtilzod by the like Ihs

for the purpose of explMniti^ the pheno-

menal reality through ooEual transformaHoa (qlwJJ),

end through magic transformation or

appearance (f^) reat^ctlvely. the

being otherwise called ^ ’ ( material

cause 1 by them. Thus It Will be Icund that the

Theory oi Caveation has become a distinguishmg

feature of almost all eystems ot Indian philosopw^

wHch, therefore, may be said to employ the

ScienHiio Method In the explanation of Iheir

tenets, inasmuch as Ihey accept the causal relation

as their etaiting-point on the phenomenal Pi<J“

/ ^ >,
though in the absolute and Ineffable

state
(

or any other relation* and science Sa bound to give

way according to the phllsophy-

It has lomerly been shown that Ihe process of

inference in the Indian Logic is not purely deductlTO

but Inductile-deductive* on account of the exQmpl&

< )
that finds its place in the five-membeied

syllogism ( }-
It can fuiiher be pointed

out that the process of arriving at a generall^alto

<jr invariable concomitance (^f?r )
horn particular

instances as described in the system * exactly

corresponds to the process of Inducti^ in the

Western Logic, sm^ means Invariable and uncondt^
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tlonai concomitance

two phemomeno^ ona of which ia the sign or
ground of infEronce

( )
like ' smoke end the

other is the thing to ba inferred like '/he'*
The relation of Invariable concomitance between
the ^ (

551^ j
and the (s^trw) must, therefore,

bea catuialone that fe, based on the
uniformity of Nature, and must he free Jrom condi-
tions (^fw) lilt© the contact of wet fuel

(
or contradiotory facts are then

enabled to ascertain the viz,, ^Wherever
there is smoke there is tire ' (m ^ ^
and the viz., ''Wherever there Is the
absence of fire, there is the absence of smoke*
(q^ In other words, the observa-
tion of agreement in presence as well as agree-
ment in absence between the

( middle term) and
( major term J is necessary for the purpose of

ascerlaining sirffr,

Thiz or generalization Is derived from the
repeated observation

( ) of innumerable
particular coses where smoko and fire co-eiist or
are aaacdated. But the repeated observation of
many particular cases of (he^ co-exislence of
smoke and fire will be inadequate, if in only on©
case that association is contradicted

( )*

The observation of the concomitance ( )
of smoke and fire must, therefore, be slrength-
ened by the non-observation or absenca of a
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contrary instance
^
E^^ru5.^[n iwliere thal asao-

Giatlon Ifl violated. Thus repeated observation of

partfcu/ar /oc/s through direct perception enables

m to discover the co-oilstenco ( )
of two phe-

nomena, which being Jnvar/oi>/y and unititerrupfBd^

Jy experienced, lead us to the knowledge oi their

unlioraiity. When such particufor untbnnities are

known by us, wo begin to believe that there is a fixed

order ol ibinga in Nature, and arrive at the wider laws

ol Uniiormity Causation (^rta^T-

This belief in uniformiiy and causation i«

strengthened by the apprehenalcn of agreement

between two phenomena in their presence and

absence
( )

supported by the non-appre>

hcnsion oi contradiction ( )-
^

observation of all the paHlculars of a phenomenon

is not possible, how are we enabled to ^each

generalization irom a lew particulars ? The

answer this question by saying that the idee of

generallly (gPTT^^Tl^), which is really ol

the nature oi immediate inference, is naturally

aroused in us by the law of assodalion, as soon as

we perceive an individual No sooner do wo

perceive an individual cow )
than we realize

the class-conception of the cow

therefore, possible to pass from particulars to Ihe

general through the indudivo process, if there is

the absence of contradiction which

is also determined by means of repeated observa-

tion. Repeated observation alone, however, can*
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not bs the causo of fipprehendinq Iho Invariable
concomlianco or reaching gsnera^LsaHon; for some-
1lme5 a single observation of oo-exlstence acconi'
panied by the non-observation of contradiction
might lead us to ganeralixation (snfe).

This generalization cannot be reached unless
we dispel our doubts with regard to a vicious
condition

( )
attaching to the middle term

{^) and ultlmateiy leading to a contradiction

in the invariable concomitance or co-exist

-

ance of two phanomenat In other words/ the
lelation between the middle term

( J
and the

major term (irr^^) must be natural
( and

not conditional { and induction must
proceed as a necesaary consequence from
pariicular fficls. If we. for instance, try to
ealabliflh the s^rffr ' Wherever there Is fiie^ there
is smoke

^ concomitance
is contradicted by the fact that fire does not
invariably co-exist with smoke, as in the case
of a red-hot Iron-bell, though smpke Invariably
co-exisls with^ fire. It is not fire but the condifion
wet fuel

^ ^
that is concomitant withsmote^

It is therefore, necessary to OBcertaln that the
middle term is free from a vicious condition end to
dispel our doubt regarding a condition

{ svifv
)
or

contradiction suspected fo come in the
way of apprehending the invariable concomitance
of two phenomena. If we are certain that a condi-
tion or contradiction exists, no Invariable concom! -
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tance can be apprehended. Ib however, there is a

doubt regarding either of them, it can be dispelled

in two ways. Firstly, a doubt as to a suspected

or can be removed by resorting to the

method of observing agreement in presence of a

thing in the positive instances ( )
and the

absence ot that thing In the negative Instants

( )
between two phenomena. This method,

Ihereiore, closely corresponds to the Joint

Method of Mill. Secondly, the doubt can be dis-

pelled by adopting ( confutation ) which means

' hypothetical reasoning ' or ' the reductlo ad ob*

tardum method of reasoning '. If our opponent

reiects our proposition, we, for a short time, admit

for the salce of argument his negation to be true,

and show how that negation turned into the form of

a regular syllogism results in an absurd conclusion,

which contradicts an observed fact. The negation

of the opponent is thus indirectly proved to be false

and its reverse proposition to be true. For instance,

when we prove the presence of fire on the moun-

tain from Its observed sign (
'smoke , and

say adopting the

^ OUT opponent negates our pro-

position and says *7^1 deliber-

ately assume for a moment this false statement to

be true; in other words, we grant for the sake

of argument that * smoke ' is not the effect of

the cause 'tire', and that, therefore, smoke does not

co-exist with fire though really there ^ ^ai^al

relation between smoke and tire. Bearing this fact
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in mind we make a hypothetical statement

^ ctff € ^ Thus wo purposely
say by resortiog to

Ihe ‘
^JJTPTT^: *. But the

conclusion ‘ »{qrHrqqr< ’ cannot be true/ since
It is contradictory to the actually observed fact of
the presence of smoke on the mountain. If the
opponent persists in his own statement ‘ q|;^.

iTrqqr^’, fie is asked to point out an example wherein
smoke can exist without fire. Of course, as there
is causal relation between smoke and fire, the
opponent can obviously supply no example wherein
smoke and fire do not coexist, and has to acknow-
ledge the absurdity of his own statement ‘q^
JTmn*. He is thus obliged to accept the truth of
the sq^^sqr^ ‘ qq qq oq ^rjrorq: * and
Inc^recUy to consent to the original proposition
*q^

It must be remembered that this method of
confutation ( qi )

does not directly establish the
eqrf^r, but helps us in proving the absence of a
contradictory fact, by dispelling our doubts regard-
ing a condition

( qqif^ )
or contradiction

( sqf^R )and by strengthening our knowledge of coexistence

( OT^^qq )
which is apprehended by repeated cbser*

vallon. Thus ‘
’^in which the principles of Caus*

ation and Unilormlty are applied, is a method of
the deducUve verlflcaUon of Inducllon, Though ^
is baaed on falseiassumpllon, it assists us in arriving
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at valid conclusions/ which axe instrumental to

valid knowledge
( jutt ).

1* particularly useful

where the 1* applicable and where

a philosophical topic beyond our limited intellect

can be explained only by a negative proof

This which is baaed on false assumption, is of

five kinds, viz-, ( Ignoratlo elenchi ),

in( dilemma), (arguing in a circle), aR?r?tn

( roQTGSSiis od inlinjtuin ) and

( nductio ad absurdum), of which the last has been

detailed above.

It has been noted above that the sqrfir must be

invariable end unconditional, just as the causal

relation must be invariable and unconditional This

common feature of both will lead one perhaps to

think that every sqift is based on the causal relation.

In the particular example of smoko and fire the

invariable concomitance of both can beshown to

depend on the causal relation. But the think

that the causal relation between two phenomena is

not quite necessary for every cqr#!, and that it Is

sufficient for the establishment of the 6qi% to know

the concomitance of two phenomena without a

contradictory tact. For instance, the invariable

concomitance of the rise of the moon and the tide

of the ocean is not necessarily based on the causal

relation between the two, but depends on

general belief .in the uniionnity of Nature. Th^

belief in probability which amounts to certainty

makes us ascertain the invariable concomitance
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ol tha two phenomena. It may then be said that

depends os much on tha principle oi iha

Uniformity ol Coeilstence os It depends on the

principle of Causation. This is somewhat different

irom, and more comprehensiTe than, Miirs Method
of Aoreement end Difference vrhich Is based simply

on causation.

It will then be seen that the process of ascer-

taining Ihe or genaralizatfoni as described in

the system. Is that of pure Indiiction. The

generalization thus reached serves as a basis for

a further deductive inference
( )

which is

an instrument ol
* Judgment *

( ), Before vre

arrive at this through the deductive inference

( 3?5RH, WTW ),
we have to undergo mainly threo

mental stages. The Ilrsl siag© Involves the repeat-
ed obBervetion of smoke In the kitchen, ascertain*

ment ol invariable concomitance or genera lizatioa

through the knowledge ol coeiiatenco, non-obsar-

votlon ol a conirad iction and approach to a moun-
tain. The second stage consists oE the observation
of smoke on the mountain and a doiibt about the
presence of fire on it. At the ihjrd stage
there fs the recollection of the generaUzatlon
already ascertained, and the knowledge of smoke
coexisting with fire on the mountain in relation to

the generalization. This knowledge ol smoke at

the third stage is called ' consideration of a sign
'

{ f^fWFTO
j,

from which arises the in-

ference immediately leading to the '' fudgment

'

< s?3Sr® ). [ aiuM?, 41].
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Thua Indicia Logi^ propounds the main prin-

clpl^ ol general metbodology, which SxSng

octaaltY applied to the Other 5ireis leads a scientt-

lie aspect to them. Indian loololar.a, however, do

not seem to mention ' the experiment a ona wi^

repeated obseiveUon. Thowjh no deiinlte w-

ferenoe to the Experimental Method nan l» foi“d

in the system. It H highly probable tha

experiments wore actually made for the purple ol

eflcotlainlng the properliee ol the ingre^ents o

compound fa the medical end chemical sciences

In India. Although Indian Logic does not

deal with the Expeiimentel Method, yet d niay

be reroaiked that the genera! meihodo!^,

propounded by it, is fhorougWy ^«entjic

ood crilicat even Item the Western potn

view. In spite oi todivideal differences In their

tenets, other Indian systems like the anw, the

d-mifa the etc., have lound this methodology

of the aim worthy of general acceptance, and have

praottcaUv applied It to the methodical exposition

ol their respective prirfeiples. This, doubflera,

proves that tha modern crtlical or sclenlitlc methods

were not non-oilslent fa India as the advocates ot

Western learning remark, and that tha Hindus

carried on their invosticeltons into any subjei^

thoroughly on a railonal and sdentiao basis, ihoug

they never lost sighl of the HmltaUons of Reason m
trunscflndentfll

With respect to the critical and soientllSo out*

look of the Hindu thinkers if may he odded that au
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syafems of thought In ancient India, orthodojc as
well as heterodox, try to approach Truth or valid
knowledge

( )
by resorting to the valid

proofs or weans of knowledge
( jrxjfjis ), causal

relation, repeated observation, Inlerence, etc.
How, then, can they be said to be uncritical ? The
ancient Indian systems of thought have been critical
and scientiflo enough In their attitude towards valid
knowledge, though the experiments made by them
might not have been thorough and minute owing to
scanty apparatus, in which respect the modern
science has imdoubtedly made astounding progress.
With reference to the unbiassed attitude Indispensa-
ble to a scientist it may bo remarked that the modem
scientists, who in season and out ol season advo-
cate this attitude, are themselves found to be biass-
ed; while the ancient thinkers, in putting forth their
own point of view and refuting others, generally
express the objecHons

( )
of others with the

veracity of a historian or a modem scientist, and
give their rejoinders or conclusive view

( f%5px )
in

a ^rfectly loi^cal mani^er, as Is exemplified by the
of sfhrgTF^, To be unbiassed Is certainly

not to abandon one's particular point of view
which would be worthy of standing the test of the
valid principles of logic; and faith in the validity of
one's own arguments and tenets is scientific enough.
The only proviso Is that this vaUdity must be demon-
strated by valid proofs and In respect of
this scientific attitude the ancient systems of thought
are certainly not inferior to the modern ones. If
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xnuat, howfiver^ be acknowledged Ihat mcjdeii^

sciences h4v© gone ahead of lb© ancient ones on

account of their thorough eiperiments, minutd

apparatus, and sevaxal other means.

W THE COfIf’lON LFTERAftY BDKm SUITED TO

METHODOLOGY.

In connection with the general methodology of

togic, as detailed above* It ia necessary to take

Into account the three main literary iorms, which

the Indian systems of thought hove adopted tor the

purpose of methodical eiposition, and which

have, therelore, contributed to the deveiopment of

methodology. The three Uterary adopted

by almost all systema in India axe : (1) the

or the main sources of a system, (2) the or

learned disquisiticna on the same, and (3) the

or graded manuals for beginners. The

include the or apborisms, the

or works explaining the and supplying theii

deiiclendes* and the or original and detailed

azpoailiona ol the It is instniclivo to trace the

development of those Uterary forms from the point

of viev/ of methodology.

The Vedlc Uieraim*, which consuls of the

urns'
Qveyi to ao «nOr-

inous extent owino to the lepeoted oial dlscuMlons
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held in learned assemblies and in sacrificial
sessions. For the proper understanding and easy
memorization of the main topics in this vast litera-
ture and in the oral discussions on it, it became
essential to siim up those topics, which, being
collected.according to their subject-matter, were
classified into six or supplementary treatises
on the Vedas, viz., (1) (Phonetics), (2) 9^
( Prosody ), (3) ( Ritual ), (4) ( Etymology),
(5) ( Grammar ), and (6) ( Astronomy ).

All these of which the the and the
are the branches of the linguistic science, hove

assumed the unique form of the^ or aphorisms,
which are short and pithy sentences in prose synthe-
sizing the scattered matter on a subject in a sys-
tematic form, and which taken collectively develop
into a particular system of thought Although those
aphorisms can be easily memorized, and although
clarity

( )
is held to be their distinguishing

mark, yet on account of their ambiguity at many
places they cannot bo fully understood without ora!
or written explanations. In ancient times, when oral
teaching was predominant, those ^3 were first
learnt by students, and the teachers then gave their
detailed oral explanations, which in later times
were turned into written commentaries or intqs.
The chief charQcteiisiica 0/ the are the
abundance of the forms of nouns and noun-
equivalents, scarcity of verbal forms, purposeful
use of particles and case-forms like those of the
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ablative or the Inalruniental/ and long compounds/

which all secured brevity of expression at the cost

of clarity/ and have immensely Influenced Sanskrit

Style in the latex classical literature. In addition ta

the of all the six orthodox syatems#.

namely/ the the the the the

end the or%^ and also th&

heterodox systems like those of the 4^4* end the-

'^;js have resorted to this convenient q^-^tyle for

the purpose of bringing all their tenets in a con-

densed form.

The oral explanations of the were later on*

followed by detailed written explanations or

which besides exfJainlng the expressed the

independent views of a commentator# and which

Incorporated the above characteristics of the

style. Again/ the vjpzis account for the logical

arrangement and consistency
( )

ol the in

topics ( ),
sections

( qr^ ),
chapters ( y

and the whole and further dbal generally

with each which contains one or more

^s.-after distinguishing clearly its five parts# vix.*

(1) Statement of a topic (f|qq), (2) Doubt (e^),

( 3 )
Oblection (4) Conclusive answer

and (5) Consistency of the topic with the

preceding and succeeding ones (h^). It should

be particularly noted heie that the general prin-

ciples of methodology relating to the funcUon and-

analysis of individual Words (q^), the interpreta-
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^on of syufacHcal unify
(^ and the vafldlly of

proofs or means of knowledge
( nijm ) as laid

<lown respectively by fhe ,he .ftWand the

^ are employed In the at every stop. In
order to give a complete exposition of a particular

Moreover, there are two main types of xir^
( 1 ) those written In the form of o dialogue

^ gue^JoDsand answers, and ( 2 ) those in the
rorm of a contlauous lectuie. The first type
generally comprises the uioj of on the
naf of srsT on the jftrngr and that of on the
=^and all of them are, as it were, written re-
productions of actual oral discussions; while the
aecond type in the form of a lecture is represented
prominently by giRrororsi, which shows
further development of Sanskrit Style.

The which along with the ^s and
«ro called ‘ are generally followed by

or learned disquisitions, which prominently
employ the ^-terminology and Indulge in the
minute analysis and hair-splitting distinctions of
concepts in order to fortify the tenets of their
respective systems. The examples of such works are

the etc., in the
the etc., in the qtqter. the

the etc.. In the and the

etc.. In the The aie
Qonerally followed by q^R^inFqs or manuals which/
without making any show of originality and
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-erudition, ro*r®Iy svetematlze In brief the temels of

a school in a graded manneTr with the view pf

making them suit the undeveloped undeiatandina

of novlcea. The instances ot such works are the

leaser etc-, In the sijtojt; the

1he etc., in the tflirw; the

the etc-, in the and the

the etc.f in the Numerous com-

mentaries on all these types oi works, nay, further

commentarJes on commentanes have come Into

existence, the ceaseless activity of commenlators

reaulling generally in the Bimpliflcation or clariSca*

tlon of the original work* or sometiines in making the

explanation more difficult than the original! Every

system of thought thus seems (c have undergone

those three broad sieges of development, not of

course according to !he chronological seguencs,

but according to the sequence of the development

of thought. From another point of view also this

evolution of an Indian system may be marked

through three stages. Thus the compos Ition ot the

may be called the first stage of Condenscifjani

the tn^ T4 i

i^.rtja indicate the second staga of

£rpQnsion] and the belong to the third

stage of OrganJzo^ion, All this methodical activity

was possible only because the exponents of every

system placed a dJsifnct aim before themselves,

possessed a comprehensive inow/edge ofthe parts

and the whoie of a subject, resorted to the analysis

of their subject into main divisions end sub-dtvi*

cions, and made a iogicoi orrongemenf of fbalr
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topics so S3 fo malolain synthesis. A point worthy
of not© Is that the above litefary activity of
Condons at]on, Eiparxsion and Organiratfon necks'-
aarily presupposes a defioito and pointad knowledge
of the subjectniatter and of the efiicacious methods
of Its presentation*

V THE METHODS Of GRAMMAR ( ^l4-iOT )

We have so far seen how Logic with ils theory
of and aimofit all Indian systems with fhsir
common literary forms have largely contributed to
the developcnent of General MethodoJogy. It wUI
now be advisable to observe^ how the with
its theory cf words

( qi
J
has helped that develop-

ment* It will also be in tereefing to see how the
has been influenced by the methodology cf

the sqjq and ihe tfltrigt In later times.

The lunclion of grammar^ in general, fs to deal
with the phenomenon of language as It actually
Biials and to formulate the laws underlying It, Tbs
fact worthy of note is that language always precedes
grammar and la learnt by every one of ns In lla
naturally synthetic form* When It thoroughly eata-
bttshes IlaelL grammar begins Its work of analysing
language into sentences, sentences Into several
pa^of speech, and words Into lb sir crude forma
( ) and afiiies ( inzrq iThe «

* is ao called
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because it seeks to analyse or derive words

from their root-stems 3?^%^

The E!iT^, however, is not merely a

collection of rules, but in a wider sense it

is a collection both cl examples or words in

language and rules (t?sgvf It has already

been mentioned that the is known to be one

ol the six since it principally helps us to

preserve the Vedas, to ellect changes In the case-

forms ol words in them, to understand them, to

know the functions ol words and their meanings

easily in a short time and to dispel all lingiiistio

doubts. $ As the areratRl of deals both with

the Vedic language the Sanskrit speech

< XTNT )
current in his own time, it is held to be a

sacred ®s distinguished from other schools

ol grammar.

Before wrote his older gramma-

rians and other linguistic schools of the viz./

fjfnsT ( Phonetics ) arid (Etymology) had attempt-

ed to give the grammatical analysis of the Vedic

language and derivation of words in it. For Instance/

the school of linguistics located, in the

find the fe^s, the places of utterance to

the mouth
( )

find the internal and external

efforts
( )

of producing sounds; dealt with the

rules ol correct pronunciation, articulation, and

• 3TT. t,
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analysis of VedJc Collections
( )

into individual

words ( tR* ). and brought into being the qgqfgy

which is ascribed to This analysis comprises

rules tor the separation and formation of the

of nouns, verbs, prepositions and indecUn-

ables in the Vedic verses, and anticipates the

process of ‘ ’ ( separation of words )

adopted In the later Sanskrit teaching. Again, the

minute analysis of sounds and the phonetic theory

of Indians compare favourably with the modem
Phonetics in the West. Along with the school

the attempts of the %^s ( Etymologists ) to analyse

Vedic words in the ( lists oi words ) into their

crude form ( Jiff^ )
and affix

( )
and fo derive

nouns from their root-stems can be seen in the
of who accepted the theory of npRPR,

viz./ ' All nouns can bo derived from roots \ t
and gave the etymological explanation of Vedio
words after classifying all words in language into

four kinds, viz., nouns, verbs, prepositions and
indeclinable 8, $ and distinguishing the current
Sanskrit {mm) fiom the Vedic Sanskrit

( ).

availed himself of all these attempts of

his predecessors and wrote his treating in

full of the current speech
( xnqr

)
as well as the

Vedic language
( It is worthy of note what
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Max Muller eays about " The Grammatical
ayatem elaborated by native Grammarians/ is In
itself most perfect/ and those who have tested

qrf^ifys work win readily admit that there ia no
Grammar in any language/ that could vie wifh

the wonderful mechanism of his eight books of

Grammatical rules. qrPrPt has divided about

four thousand of his into eight

chapters
(

arorR )
of four sections

( qr^
)

each*

Although it is not possible to give in short
0 scheme of those yel it may be said In

general that qr^f^ has devoted his attention to the

analysis of words
( qget<n< )

into their stems (jJirfil)

and affixes (inqq), by dividing the two chief parts

of a sentence into nouns along with nominal deri-

vatives and verbs along with verbal derivatives/

and by alternately dealing with those two parts*

In this aiternTte treatment also he begins with a

section on verbs and treats of gfiers generally in

chapters VI and VUL There is, however, no topical

arrangement of the in the the

sublectmatter which occurs in the form of incidental

digressions or is distantly related to a topic in band

has been inserted in many sjvinqs for the sole pur-

pose of securing brevity of expression. For, the

ioy experienced in the saving of even half a syllable

in the wording of a ^ is likened by the grammarl*

ans to the joy caused by the birth of a son.S
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It should not, however, be supposed that there

is no arrangement or method of any kind In the

It may be broadly remarked that qiPrl^r

arranged the sequence of his into sTvqjxis and

cjprs after constantly keeping in view the law of

interpretation (qftqnr):
**

which is an amplification

of the ^ <Tt Van).

All this means that if two ^s of equal force come

into conllict with each other, the subsequent

^ )
In order supersedes the former

( ^ a

persistent
( ^ supersedes a subsequent

{ ^ internal
( ) <53 supersedes a

persistent and a special ( ^ supersedes

an internal In other words, and sTqqr^

rules supersede a m rule, and amr? rules

eupersede a rule, and an arr^ rule supersedes

even an rule. In short, each succeeding rule

mentioned above possesses greater force than each
preceding one in its due order. Thus qifq^ arranges

his ^8 into ar^^rqs and after fully considering

where each 01 the above kinds of is to be

placed. But in the case of special grammatical

funclions, which do not come within the purview

of, or are opposed to, the above qftqnr, he adopts

a diilerent plan. He makes two main divisions of the

whole of the srgRqpfl,which consists of thirty-two sec-

tions (qr^s). The first division of seven chapters and

one section or twenty-nine sections is called ^ oqr^.
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!he second OEe of three secttons is

colled * f^qi^r ^ which ccntoiDS special crannneticol

funcUcns. The ol Ihe hegir.nlrjg oi the is

(arer, f%. which meens

that whai follows ih[& up to the end is invalid

or non-existent with respect to what precedes IL In

<5lher wcrds^ wilh respect lo the application ot the

in Ihe the in the are to bo

considered os invalid or non-eilsteiitji and even in

the a latter is to be considered as non-

existent with respect to all farmer ^b/ This

amounts to flaying that even though the in the

are subsequent to Ihey do

not annul the previous
( )

granunaiical func lions

contained in the Thus the injunction

laid down by the ^ ' is quite contrary

to (he injunclion laid down In the above qf^inqi

*
'^tmy J

^H

^

This is ihe broad

outline according to which has arranged hi a

^3 in the

Of the several devices used by qTf^% la order

to H8cure brevity of expression his tnvention of

(abbreviationa) and or ^qs ( indica-

tory letters ) helping the formation oi iherr^qf^ra ia

one. Her Iherefore^ with exlruoidinary orlglnflHiy

and eUH arranged vowels and consonants in the

* «Fn3T3m^2?r4t ^ ufri qi:
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lotirfeen or of tti® baglnnlny of

the sqntTjqrifl In Such a flcJentihc order lhal the jTf^rrfKs

formed from them should Berve some Qiammatieol

funotlon in an abbreviated lorin. II is due to this

Idea of the yr^i^ir4 that he coins new technical

terms tike ond lor vowels and consonants

respectively* The or (indicatoiy letteis)

are useful in many other ways* For instance^ they

are applied to loots^ affixes^ eto-^ to denote thek

corijuofttlon or q?* and the injunction or prohibition

regarding stc*^ in the (ormatinn of

nouns
( \ verbs

( primary derivatives

(l^) andfiOGondfliy derivatives
( crf^ti f^ )

depends
wholly on them.

Taking into account the nature of the

ond the scheme working in the mind of loter

gtammarians hove melht^cally dessfiled alt hts^ into BLX vsriefies. which are indicated in the

following versa—

wr ^ ^R^rnn ^ ^ i

The Bii varieties of ^ are— (If^ op
definitions, (2f or rules of Interpretation,

(3) or injunctions f general rules), (4J or
restricfive rules* t5j or rules indfcaling ei-

tended application by analogy, and t6) or
goveminc rules* If nom^alature and c/ossj/ica-
tioa are the chief feafurea oJ m^thadology, it moy
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be stated that the grammarians too have followed

it here.

(1 ) Out of the above six classes of rules the

define the technical terms f lilEe

Pnier, R, 5 ,
etc., and briefly express their

comprehensive sense, which ought to be always

remembered in the study oi grammar. Here the

logical method of and TfhsT seems to have

been unwittingly followed by qif^rfJr, who had his

own logic and scientific outlooks though the

of ifyaTT had yet to come into existence. The

ere helpful in understanding the meanings of

technical words contained in the general rules or

and are included in the first chapter of

the

C2) Secondly, the qfhw^s ®re the general

laws which are instrumental in the proper inter-

pretation oi the f^fsi^s and in the establishment

of a consistent relation among them. A qf^iTTH

( )
comprehensively settles the

meaning not only oi one ^ but also of a group of

^3 that possess the common characteristics men-

tioned in it. For instance, theqft;qrn*rit

( fe.
),

which lays down a general

law regaiding the interpretation of a ^ with a

word in the locative case, is applicable to the

^ va )
containing the word

t See the of
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* 3^^
’ In the locative as well ae to all the lhal

contain worda in the locaLIve* Thua the

like ^
( fe.

),
^
'T3\ ’

{ ft*

),
which are actually given by In

the form of help us to settle Iho nieanions of

many with the feapectlva characteristics men-

tioned to them, end form syntactical unity

)
with the Some of those iif^q^shava

been handed down to ua in the form of ^3 by

the predeceesora of some are found a*

in the first chapter of Ihe

The later graimnarlnjii, collected in his

133 qf^TT^a/ which had not been slated

in the ST^rcqfqt^ and giving them a systeinatic form
he classified them into three kinds, vIZh,

^TT^ifts; «n^lft9r* ct) qR*Trn3 are those

that can be derived either from the sense of qrflift'®

^^8 or are found stated to the of as

the of older grammarians* (lij "ri^nfs

are those that are suggested by the wording of the

^ of who seems to have known them to bte

in existence* [iii} areflub-djvlded

into ial which are derived from the

ordinary experfeDca of people, and [b) ?n^*FlFtftsr

which are established by logical toduction or by
the scientific maiims

(
?qiq

)
of the rflqtor* It must

be noled that though the cannot

be deitoitely said to have existed at the time of
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yet an oral tradition oi tho BscJificial cull

and the rules for its inlorpi-olotion did eilsL

might have, thoreforo/ availed htmsali of that lor©

in formulating his ETftirrua^ which in later tJznes

increased in number and received a methodical

form under the direct intluence of the tlhTleRTT^,

(3) Tblidly^. a or a general rule lays

down eoma new Inikmotion which is not previously

known by any other meeng. A Is principal

with reference to tie other types of which are

its accessories* For instancei ^
’ (!%*

‘
’ ( ft. €t. % 0> ‘ 3?.’

are or prohibitive rules may be

included under Ihe aa they negatively enloln

something.

[4l Fourthly, a la one which restricts

tha sense of a or a general rule. For instance,

^ ijmm * ( which reatrictathe

sense of the general rule * (fe. Hv),

t5) Fifthly, an is that which Indicates

that the charHoter of one thing Is to be iransferred

to another by analcgy. For Instance., the rule for

treating a substitute or like Its termer occupant

or ®ic-^ ft. v'l )
is a rule for

transference. This claisitication oi info

and again seems to have been made

under the direct influence of the methodology of

the tflTiisT, which has supplied the with the

above Ihrse terms.
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{6} LosKy, an ( a leading or govaming
rule

) is one which atands at the begiiming of a

new lo|}ic and which^ therefore/ broadty cones-
ponds to an ( a topic ) of other Indian

systemsj Inasmuch as it exetia its influence over a

number of^ that follow it, up to the end of a poi-

ticular topic* Such as ^ (%*

‘ ( fe,
)j

etc*, have enabled

to avoid unnecessary repetition of words and main*
tain brevity of expresaloru In this respect he has
employed two devices. Viz., and which
are, ol oourse, to be tksed according to certain

rules* is the process of Inserting the neces^

sary words of Ihe In Ihs loilowing =5^3 so

as to complete their meanmg; whilesr^T^q is

the aniicfpation ol a word of a later^ In a

former When Ih© words of a former^ are in-

serted in a laler ^ which comes after (he interven-

tion of some other the process of inserting

words Is called ^
» ( Skipping or the leap

of a frog }.

It should not be supposed lhat gramma-
tical system ia simply a product of his resourceful
imagination, divorced from reality. For, ha mainly
deals with the* WTT ’

( )
or spoken Sanskrit

as distinguished from the Vedlc Sonskrii, and makes
repeated referenoes to the linguistic variations of
the Eastemera and Northerners. He had. thersforo
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the opportunity of resorting to the dii&ct observa-

tion of the Senflkrlt speech as used by people in Its

synthetic and oi scientifically IramfnQ hi*

q^a or generalbsationa by the Method of Induction

alter the comparisQn and contrast of particular Hn-

gutstic facts* His generaltzatlonaon the pocullaTlttss

of the Vedlc Sanskrit are based on the mass of the

Vedic iUeraturo available to him at that time, and are

also reached mainly by the ' inductive method

ihough U ia possible to soy that he was acquainted

Vflth the generehsaHons or lules formulated hy the

iormet grammarians* The onalytical method oi

separating the flteni and aiiii of a word and deriving

it from a root is prominently observable in

who must have availed himself of qre^'s etfinologii

ca! method. Thus^ Ihough he concentrate* hi* atten-

tion on the verb as the ullimato element, Ihe

Nominal Style of hia which can be characterised

as the omission oi verb* and the sitjntflcanl u^e of

case-relfltlons is in marked contrast with what he

teaches.

In syslem is the next Important

grammarian, who tn his ha* added to what

had laid down, and has made up hi* defi-

ciencies* according to the delincttion of the term

* Alter him is the third original

gremmarlan, who gubstantially contiibuled to the

system of vrfhRr by explaining, enlarging upon, and

defending the tphS of the against liTf’TFPT

* a-d3 u- H. \
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in hia It can be definitely said that th»

Byslems of and iftxnHT had already been
established when qggfe wrote hfa and that he
lent a scientific character to the grammatical
system by adopting the methodology of those
three systems.

In the first place« in order to settle and closaify

the fundamental concepts of grammar seems
to have accepted almost all the categories of the

with the addition of 51% ( power, efficiency >

which lies latent in the eternal relation between e
word and its roeoring.t At the beginning of his

while discussing what a word means, he actually
mentions the categories, viz., jeq ( Substance ), rpn

( Quality ), f%qr ( Action ), and mim ( Generality ),

and while telling how words should be taught,

he mentions ( Generality ) and (Hn ( Parti-

cularity )S, though they do not strictly convey the^

sense of the ( Inherence ) seems to
have been tacitly acknowledged in the intimale
relation between

( word ) and qrsq ( meaning ),

irrf^ ( Genus ) and sqfe ( Individual
>, ^ or

( quality ) and or ( the qualliied X

( part ) and ( the whole ), etc. The other
grammatical concepts common to the other systems
are ( the state of having a common
substratum) and

( causal relation ). erqr*

t I qr. q, arr.

5 iiqfqq.
i qr. q. iiT«q,
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is denoted by woids in the same

( )
and by the instances of the com>

pound, ^ and are denoted by nouns^

adjectives, and verbs respectively, yet in deciding

what a word is, says that a word is not merely

Substance, or Qualify, or Action, or Configuration-

Genus
{ ). A word like \ however, is

that which, when uttered, gives us the idea of an
individual with all these attributes: or a word is the

sound which suggests the idea of a thing in our

daily affairs.* This definition of the word implies,

of course, the theory of the indivisible ( word-

essence ), which is postulated by the grammarians,

and which is said to be manifested by the sound

or word. The question whether the meaning of

a word is the genus
( )

or an individual

(
jsq

)
has been solved by qasfe by saying,

on the * authority of that it is both

the genus and the individual $ It is for this reason

that words are held by the grammarians to denote

(5^ *or TOT ).
Like the rfhrt^

the grammarians too postulate an additional cate-

gory * gfe * ( energy or efficiency ), the manifesta-

tions of which are held by them to be Space

JTTWJ, 3?T. t.

nT^rr^ qfectiPr i 'rr. r. w. t.
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( 1^, ^ Time
(^ Action

( (%??i )
and Instm-

nient ( The relation of space^ for instance/

is denoted by the ablfiiive and locative cosefl/ that

of time by dJifereat tenses, and that of instrument

( )
by the instrumental case. The concept of

' relation
' (

which is of many kinds as indi-

oaled above, Js of much importance in. the gtamma-
ffcal science andis generally denoted by the geni-
tive case* Action

(
which ia denoted by verbal

roots, is also a very important grammatical concept,
ond it gives rise to the tn^^f^lstfcns of the agent

),
the obfect

{^ ),
the Instrument

( ),

®ta. In a sentence. The idea of *
^

^
which Is the

instrumental cause according to the grammarians,
is in cicse conformiiy with the deHnition of

given by the as 'a peculiar end oi^rative

cause' ( ijiKin?. ). Ths ^^^riFr^ or instru-

mental cause is distinguished by iha from

which is according lo them a cause in general
or the material cause, fhuethe theory of causation,

which is a distinct feature of the methodology,
finds its due place even in the giammaiical system'

It is now an established fact that even tn the
time of Sanskrit was a spoken language
among the cuilured classes

( firs ), He could, there-

fore, expound aiiB verify fh© gen eraiizafions or

°f arid oi in the light of repeated
observation of ocfua/ linQuisUc facts; in other
words, he could apply both the induclive and
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deductive msthcds oi Loglo to his eTpoaition of

the gremmaticol soienoe. In this respect it la

Intereating to see how he describes his own method
of approach to OTaminar. In the beginning of hla

iTT^ he quotes the e^cample often

used by the hi order to e:Kpiain the

rule of exclusion and comes !o the con-

clusion that it is better for the sake of conciseness
to deal with correct words to ihe ezcluslon of in-

correct ones^ He further says that It is not necessary
also to undergo the lengthy process oi quoting

every correct word in language for ila gTammaticol
treatment. For« it is possible to teach a vast multi-

tude of words, with the economy of ttme and
labour, by rneatis of genera! and special rules,

which may be termed and respect-

ively. First a generalisation or which is widely

applicable to many paiffcular cases may be stated,

and then the special rule or exceplJon
^
d|cr^

)
to

that generalization may be menttoned. ^ Again he
quotes a says that 0 a doubt

arises as to the exact meaning ol a grammatical
generalize tlon, it should be dispelled by the

Tpqi
| qr. ^tFi, w. t

5 H; mnit I

i

I
. qifsiCHqic:

|
!7TtTT^|4tr^;

|

firtRWPi^TT: i ( ’TT, q, ^tT. § ^Fv^(nn!

I { ^rr. f ).
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duthoritatlve interpretation of that generalization

supplied by the gremmarians, and that the gramma*

ticai science B^hould not be supposed to ba

meaningless on. account of Ihal doubt* ThougK tba

atemaJ relation between a word and Its meaning Is

understood from the actual usepi language made by

people^ and though people use words in language

without iorming them and without consulting a

gtatcmarJan for the knowledge of their corTset

use, yet grammar sets down rules or gsneraUza-

tions lor their correct use, which conduces to the

religious merit. \ further tells what Is meant

by ' Interpretation or Explanation * end adds that

Explanation doee nol merely mean the separation

of worda in a ^ ns '

includes collectively the citation oi examples and

counter-examples, and addition ol words re*

quiied for completing the meaning. All this has-

to be done in the case of a beginner. * This

scientific method oi explaining the^s or oJ slerting

from D generalization to on example is foliowed by
everywhere in hia iiiui. In addition to this It

is instructive to quote In this context a concrefe

s^nm

I ('¥T. sfT> 0
• ;r%^5JTj^ ^ Tlii i

I
3Tft3lRcT iT^fh

I
*T. SJT* t-
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illustration of his etymologicai and dialectic

method ofexplaining a Vodic verse, it is as folJows-

“ ITTOT I

srI^j 5Rf^ I

<^3 *Rf3-FrawiT i ^ft^r i tpwt

%r I I I 3pf

E^ifn fliRtr 1 crgRift
i

it iz:^ ^
nm:» i % ? %*in;TDn:

i

^ ^ivfildfidifSr *
I ^ t

II
” n. Krr. *

PartlcularlT, this Dialectic Method of eipUna-
tion has been followed by throughout the

-whole of his It has assumedH In the later

commentary literature* the delinite form of

vrhicb will be dealt with in detail later on.

If will be clear from what has been said above

that qtT^ la in favour of the efeduefive method of

teaching gtammar, inagmuch aa he finds that

the process of starting from a oeneiUzation to an

ejampie is the most economical way of dealing

with that aubiect. Yet he recognizes the truth that

people learn tanguage by actual usage, and that

gTammer simply helps Ihem to correct and organize

their speech. Of course, he is quite conscious of the

fact that the generalizations or rules of grammar

are based on Ihe language already in use, and that

those generalizations are arrived at inductively

J^y grammarians from the particular examples
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of the language used. He again acknowledges

the importance oi concrete examples
(

which clarify the meanings o! abstract rules

particularly in the case of beginners ( ),

It may# therefore, bo said that in the teaching of

grammar the inductive method of starting from

examples to the rule, though not economical. Is not

quite contrary to his purport. It must be admitted

that the Inductive method is limited in its scope,

since according to it we cannot exhaust all the

examples In language illustrating a particular

grammatical rule, and that it is not strictly scientific

to arrive at a generalization from a few examples.

But it must be remembered that even in the

deductive process of starting from a generaliza-

tion to examples it is not possible io quote

all examples. Thus In respect of the strictly

scientific teaching of grammar to young pupils

both the inductive method and the deductive

method are on a par with each other. If we take

into account the undeveloped understanding of

young pupQs according to modem psychology, and

if we also remember the fact that the grammarianB

like qrrf^ themselves derived gramma-

tical generalizations from the repeated observation

of concrete linguisUo facts, there is no harm In

reversing the order of the traditional process of

teaching grammar ( from rules to examples ) only

at the beginner's stage.

The scientific way, in which the ^ammaiians
themselves proceed inductively through the re*
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peated observation of concrete examples to the
generalization^ and analyse words Into and

IS again described by as follows. He
says that the distinct meanings of and
can be known by the Logical Method of Agree- .

ment and Difference
(

For instance, when the word * to * la uttered,

the sound of the stem
( )

‘ * and the affix

( )
‘ e ’ is heard. In association with this the

meaning * an object with fruit, roots, leaves and
branches * Is known from the ^ and the
meaning ^oneness*

( )
is known from the

‘ « \ Again, when the word • ’ is uttered, the
sound * H ’ disappears

( )j
the sound « ajp > Iq

added and heard
( ;3qi< iqa and the sound * to *

ending in * aq * remains common
( 3p;qzf) ). Along

with this the meaning*' oneners ' is dropped, the
meaning ' twoness ' is added, and the meaning ' an
object with fruit, roots, leaves and branches

'

remains common. Hence it can be determined •

that the meaning of a sound
( e. g. e

)
is that which

disappears vjhh the disappearance of that sound,
that the meaning of a sound

(
e. g. is that

which is added with the addition of that sound, and
that the meaning of a sound which is common (e. g.
f!^la that which ramains the same with that sound.

if the, word ( He cooks ) is uttered

‘
*

linil

*IT. R. *n., anci
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the Bounds * ’ ond ^ 9^1^ * ate heerd; and the

tneoninijs Inverfably associated ^ith them are

understood hj us. In other words, ' the action ol

cooking' is associated with the stem and

^ the agency and oneness
*

^ }
aro asso-

ciated with the afliz ' srfcl *. H again the word

I He reads) la ullered, the sound ^ »r^ ’ vanishes

( )t
sound * 1^15 ‘ is added

( ),
and the

sound ^ 3TRr ’ remains common { aiMt ). ^ asso-

ciation with this, the meaning " action oi cooking

'

ol the stem * ’ vanishes, the meaning ' adton ol

reading ' of the stem * qf * is added, and the mean-

ing ' agency and oneness ' of the affix ‘^ ’

remains common. It can, therefore, bo decided

that the meaning of a particular word (e, g, )
1»

that which disappears with the disappearance of

tta sound, that the meaning’^ of a wond(e.g. qr)

is that which is added with the addition ol its sound,

and that the meaning of that which Is common

'
^

e, g. is that, the sound of which Js common*

Thus the repeated ohservotfon o^ the presence

and ohsence of o sound in its invoi^ble associa-

tion with the presence and ai>sence o/ on jdea

^ action, individual or thing ) leads us to analyse a

word into and lindout their ogreemenf

and d/ffej^nce end to delermine

their respective meanings* The same cno/y/fcaf

process
( )

cf the observation of eoTeement

and dilference can be adopted in tha case of all the
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S£:X7Z‘ jravL'-S; s-
eic.) of the same

«U the verbal lomu,
( e. o!

"

Vr‘ \T ‘«nee’ o!

Tb.’'**'"
”“»•

when both the
^ ^ understood

m^tu flr® combined in their*ynthetlc or nature! t i

^olytical meth^\l language; yet the

»<.2ls“ratr!:j';i.r“""‘
riLr£:r."u:"^ ~‘oX"s
synonyms like < ^ ^ applied to

homonyo. 5^' ’ •‘=-' “<>

answers that here too lh« * T^'
^

by the same method.
<Ki observation of the prllr^^ ^7
sounds o^ words that the^nonyms'^of
word as well as the dltfflrfint

® Particular

a homonym are Il^tL In n!l**k"” ‘^r

lamted number of
With a limited number of meantce n f,
possible to apply the method of
cases »nri i J In suchMes, and also to determine the diafinr^*

and btinct meanings
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This scientific method of the repeated observa-

tion of 2??^ and 5?;^ in the <jrammalical forms

of words as described in detail by is the in-

ductive method. This is the grammarian's own

approach to particular linguistic facts so as to arrive

at the grammatical generalizations or rules. The

same concrete process should be adopted in teach-

ing grammar to young pupils. In other wordS/ the

pupils are to bo placed first in the position of in-

vestigators into the similarity or difference of the

particular forms of words, and then led through

their repeated observation to arrive at a generaliza-

tion as the last step. This method is, of course, to

be adopted up to a certain stage of the understand-

ing of pupils# when the concrete approach to

grammar is calculated to prove more beneficial

to them. Moreover, it should be noted that the

field of the observation of linguistic facts in

the case of pupils is far more limited than that

in the case of a grammarian who has to traverse a
vast area. The Inductive method can, therefore, be

followed in the case of pupils in a far more eco-

nomical way, though this procedure would not be
thoroughly scientific, as the generalization would

be reached after the observation of a few linguistic

facts. Another linguistic principle to be noted in the

of is that there is the intimate relation or

invariable association between a sound ( word )

and its meaning. This psychological fact observed

by him shows how a direct bond between a word
and an idea is formed in our minds; and it gives a
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the . 'i

presented a sclenUflo aspect toUie analysis of words / o-tot, \
°P®c' «o

XL ' )
in grammar, bvadopting the principles of general i

^

propounded by Logic.
^ “ methodology

Alter riy,^ ,he two Important grammall-

eulh^^^
>t^ end the of the minta^rs^ and who were Buddhists. The

Phllosophtod.

«>eoryof Ja7worf-“sen'^“"Se'"

St h7 «
containing all meanings,

that the <^SS'S7he
*

.herelore, :''lZTuZ ^roi
ier^" thrn^7nd‘trf

Si”s;r“srirrr''iof beginners. •
the understanding

menll°" ^Om.
ary on the and It lucidly explalg,^ery
^

with many examples, chiefly following the^arolq^s adopted by cftft. It appears that the
* 3W: tortFTRi eisrHigroii?;^:

,

5371^ tra: «!q gtfhp ||.!qm7^rin, ^l^v.
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study of the Panlnlan system was popular with the

the Buddhists# of whom the authors of the ?Tf?reT

$ have contributed much to the system

of It is Interesting and Instructive to know

what I-taing# the Chinese pilgrim of the 7th

century ( 671-695 A- D. ), says about the ancient

grammarians in system, the ancient methods

of studying it and the period required for finishing

the study of each work. With reference to the

prominent position held by Grammar in the

curriculum of the 7lh century A. D., 1-tsing says,

.

'*

*
1 trust that now a thorough study of Sanskrit

grammar may clear up many difficulties we en-

counter whilst engaged In translation. '' He then

refers to the of and further says,

'' Children begin to learn the ^ when they are

eight years old and can repeat it in eight months

time. " Then incidentally mentioning ' The Book on

^ )
he tells that the pupils studied after-

wards ' The Book on the Three Khilas.' It is said to

contain three parts, viz., xnr or gny
(

t )
an<h3^. The ajsqg is said to deal with 5^

and of the declension of nouns and con-

jugation of verbsjf theqvjor gor (J) treated of the

formation of words by means of combining a root

$ He 1$ also called * 1* *he

author of the a detailed commentary on the

-j-Was this 3T5>TTg like our
*

* and *^T3r

* containing ready-made forms of words I
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end a suffix or ffufflies and the contained

''edajg of primary flufffxea begumlng with^^/' Affer

this be says,"' Boys begin to learn the book on the
three Khilas ( or ' three pieces of waate lend* ) when
they ere ten years ctd, and underhand them thoro-
ughly after three years' diligent study,

"
Begaiding

the exact -nature ot the three nothing more
than this can be safdy since except the a?Fni^ they

do not seam to exist to-day. The work studied after-

wards by ancient pupils is the ^rrflFtT which is styled
' The Vritti-Hutra ' by him and about which he says.

Boys ol filteen begin to study this conunentary,
and understand it after five years- If men of China
go to India for study, they have first of ail to learn

this C grammatical} work^ then other aubjecla;

if not, their labour will bo thrown away. All

these books should be learnt by heart- But this^

as a rule, applies only to men of high talent,,

while lor these of medium or little ability a
dliierent mEasure { method ) must be taken
according to their wishes. They ahoutd study hard
day and night, without Jetting a moment pass tor

idle repose.. Atier haying studied this comment-
ary, studenb begin to learn compos ttfon in prose
and versa, and devote themselves to logic

and metaphysic
^ ),

In learning the

they rightly draw inferences ),

end by studying the * their powers of

• Here he refers to the Sanskrit text of

whtfh Is wrHten in a bsutifyl Sanskrit style.
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comprehertsion Jncreflae^, Thus inattucted by their

teachers end Lnstructlng others they pass two or

three years^ genereUy in the Nalanda monastery/' t

I-tsiijg then alludes to qd^[^'s which is called

^ ’ by him^ and which was studied at the last

stage oi the grammatical course, ilbout it he

remarks, ** Jldvanced scholars ienm this in three

years^"

.

He then gives detailed iniormation about

the personality and works of

The condtiBions to be deduced from the above

extracts are that in order to attain a thorough

mastery of Sanskrit the study of grammar was con-

sidered to be the most Important means: and it the

whole period mentioned for finkblng the full course

In it up to the study be taken into

consideration, it comprises about twelve years,

testifying to the adage *
).

Another notO'worthy fact is that even though the

grammar oJ qrf^ has been held to bo a it was

found to be an indispenaable subject of study by
the non-Vedio Buddhists also; and this fact proves

the non-sectarian character of its major portion

which is devoted to the Classical Sanskrit. The
third thing to be noted is that Iho study of

grammar was first begun and continued at least

for nine years lip to the complete study ol the

after which the attention of atudenia

was dravrn to the reading ot literature like the

t A Record of the Buddhist ReligToo, by hiding, translated

by h Tskakuau^
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to composition in prose and verse/ and to

the study of other like lo^c and metaphysics.

It is not definitely known what sort of literature

( prose and poetry ) other than the was

read by 'students. It is highly probable that the

of 3?^^ and some other literary works were

road along with the Yet the study of

•grammar for nine continuous years without anything

of literature was, doubtless/ unduly long and tedious.

It may be said here that Sanskrit was perhaps used

in speech and writing by cultured people at that

time/ that it was a far more living language to the

people of that period than it is at present/ and that

being in closer touch with it the anicent students

could perseveringly pursue their grammatical studies

in the light of concrete examples of the living

language. Granting all these suppositions it ought

to be said that the incessant pursuit of grammar
for so long a period might certainly have been
irksome to students. To add to this tedium every-

thing had to be learnt by heart. Although learning

by heart has its own merits which I-tslng has

acknowledged elsewhere/ * it may be suggested in

agreement with him that there is some room for

improvement in such a method/ and that distinc-

tion between intelligent and ordinary students

should be observed in this respect. I-tsing, perhapS/

means that learning by heart should be limited

* 1-tsing‘s passage about the importance of memorization

has been quoted by us In the chapter on 'Syllabus In

Sanskrit, ’
( Section II ).
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only to Important things like the that

the period of studying grammar sbould b® shorteneii

80 as to allow more time for the reading of Uleratiiro.

It must be temembeTed that the ^
written sirlclly in the order in which i?if® has

written hia which ts wanting Jn a proper

topical arrangemeni^ The result of ihia waa that

unless iho whole o! the wag studied for flvs

years, it was not possible for ancient students lo-

know the grammatical iormatfon of woidg^ Had the

been taught according to some topical

arrangement/ Its study might ha¥e been simplified

and prosecuted in a less member of years. It wae

necessary to adopt that arrangement of grammatical

topics which would correspond to the change In

the geniue of Sanskrit from the Verbal to the

Kominal Style. It is, therefore/ advisable to mark

the stages of growth which Sanskrit language has

gradually undergone, and the chief characteria lies

which it has assumed once for all.

Since the Vedic times Sanskrit has been the

language of the religion, acienca and culture of the

Hindus- It is now our language of sacraments: and
it has been definitely proved by scholars that it wae
used In speech and writing by the cultured classes

up to the beginning of the Mohammedan period.

In the fourth and fifth centuries A- D., it was the-

coui t language oi the^3/ as ts eviderjced by thft

Sanskrit inscriptions of that period/ and even th&

Buddhists and the Jains^ despile the commandfl ot
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the founders of their religions to use only

adopted the suitable medium of Sanskrit la later

times for the propagation of their faiths^ and

si^bstfintlally contributed to Sanskrit qrammar

end literature, yuan Chwang (629-645 A, D- ),

the Chinese pilgrim^ tells that Sanskrit was used by

the Hindus and the Buddhists of the 7th century

A* D,j in debates, public and private^ He says,

"In language, speaking genorellf, they have not

varied from the original source, but the people of

' Mid^Indta * are pre-eminently explfdt and correct

In speech, their expressions being harmonious and

elegant, like those of the devcs, and thefr Intona-

tion clear and distinct^ serving as a rule and

patioin for others. "$ He also mentiona the fact

that the language was undergoing detertnratlon

along the border lands of Indian yet it can clearly

be seen that Sanskrit was being spoken, mere
correctly of course by cultured people, in his timB,

Side by side with this the ceaseless literary activity

of the most distinguished and teamed poeb and

philosophers continued in producing the best htera'

turo in Sanskrit at least up to the end of the 12th -

century A. D,

How the gradual and continuous transition of

Sanskrit from the Verbal to the //bmiuo/ Style

may be described. The moat ancient Vedlc

Sanskrit assumed a new form in the and

which chiefly represented the Verbal Style*

In the Brahmanio Sanskrit the antiquated forms of

S Yuan Chwang's Travels In India, by Thomas Watters
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Vadic words are elinmiatod; !he declension of

iiouns being regularized approaches that of the

Classical Sanskrit: verbal roots are classified

according to conjugations, though the diatinclion

between the and BtTicll7

observed; and "the indeclinable participles ending
In ^ ^ ’ and * ^ ^ are being reguTotly used. In

It verbal ioims t finite verbs J tn all tenses and
moods are abundantly found, and ih© correct us©
of the past tenses, vis*, the Perfect and the Aorist,

is made. The sentences are short, simple and not
involved or com pi e:^* II Ih© relative clauses are
used, they are easy and very few. The language of

ih© shown almost ih© same Iraiis, yel it

contains less archaic forms than the and
cornea nearer to the Classical Sanskrit,

Th© works which followed the show
a marked change from the Verbal to the Ncminat
Style, a few features of which have been indicated
in ih© context of ^-works, qrPrf^'s ?rqs are, of

course, not an exception to th© general tendency
of the ^-worka, end strangely enough, adopt th©

Nominal Slyle simply for the sake of brevity, though
they deal with verbs at a great ienglh. Although

qif^^ treats of the Sanskrit language of the literature

that preceded him, yet he mainly treats of Ihe

spoken form
( oi Sanskrit In his time. Thus th©

norm laid down by qtpli[^ in his grammar brought, as

if were. Into being tha Classical Sanskrit and exert

-

^ a permanent inlluence upon the later Classical
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Literature/ which was, on the whole/ prominently
Nominal in style. This style can be traced back at

least to 300 B. C., when* wrote his -swirsr.

The main features of that Nominal Style are as
follows

—

(1) In the Nominal Style more stress is laid on
the case-relations of nouns and noun-«equivalent8

( adjecUveS/ nominal derivatives and verbal deriva^
fives ) as eipressive of various senses like

etc./ than on the finite verb/ which occupies
an insicjnificant position in a Sanskrit sentence.
Many times the genitive/ as a general case

expresses the senses of [other cases. The genitive
and locative absolutes/ which express special
relations of a subordinate clause with the principal
clause/ are peculiar to Sanskrit.

(2) Compounds are employed in a more or less

degree in the Classical Literature giving rise to the
iour styles of Sanskrit compcsitlon/ viz./

qnaRfl and Compounds are doubtless useful tor

securing brevity of expression; yet some later

writers use lengthy compounds so profusely that

they make their language perplexing/ cumbrous
and artificial. The ccmpcund/ which com-
presses a whole sentence into an adjectival phrase
and which adds grace to the language/ is a specia-
lity of the Nominal Style. The compound
is another speciality which biings together more
words than one into an adverbial phrase.

(3) The verbal forms of the root and ( to

be) are many times idiomatically dropped, and the
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fonctjon of these two is performed bj nouns and:

adieetives, which ore their compliments, and wMch
ore, therefore, used predtcoUvoly^ Sometimea a

Torb like ' ^
la split Into two parts, one sionlfy-

Ihg the special action by means of a noun or ad’-

jaolive like * ' or ^ and onjjther denoting

the general action by means of verbs like ' '

or ^ *. Ibis tendency Is generally found among

the who split verbs like * ijira ^ Into ‘

Sometimes the verb Is altogether

dropped by using nominal expressions like
'

for ** Thus nominal derivatives and partici-

ples are many times employed jor ilnite verba. Again

fhe passive form ot a verb or a parlidple b ol moio

occurrence then the active one. All these devices ofa

used perhaps for eiinplltying ' Expression ' through

the non-obaeivance of distinctione in the conjuga-

tional system, end have caused many roots in the

to fell into disuse. The tendency of avoiding

difficult verbal forms by means ot the above devices

is found in the and the which ere

specially meant Jor beglrmers in Sanskrit, The verbs

In the presant tense are generally used In the

speeches of characisrs in dramas and stories^ In

the statements of general truths and in the descrlp'^

five and reflective compoaitlons; yet the passive

forms of the present tense are moaily preferred

to the active ones. The finite verb in the

praseni tense is many times eliminated by using

the present participle adjeolively or predicatively.
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in order to Join clauses and maintain the balance
and continuity of a sentence. The historic and
habitual present tenses are found generally in the

and similar works. The future tense is less

frequent than the present; and the Second Future is

more common than the First Future. The adjectival
use of future participles is also made for joining
clauses and maintaining balance in a sentence.
The past tense is mostly employed in narration,
ond the use of the Imperfect, Perfect and Aorist
with their special functions is made more or less
correctly by authors. Some authors do not seem
to observe any distinction among those three
tenses; while some without employing the actua]
forms of the past tense indicate it simply by using
* ^ * with verbs In the present tense. The more
-common way of denoting the past tense is
that of using the past passive participles and past
active participles, which do the work of noun-
equivalents, of qualitative and predicative adjec-
lives, or of finite verbs themselves. The past passive
participles of transitive as well as intransitive verbs
are, however, more frequent than the past active
participles, and hence the authors usually adopt
passive and impersonal constructions In their
writings. Similarly, potential passive participles are
frequently used for verbs in the potential mood
end the sentence In which they are employed
naturally becomes passive in construction. This
general partiality for past participles shows the
indifference of the authors to the specific function*
of the above three kinds of the past tense.
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(4) Synfox—Passive and impersonal conairuo-

tlons, as referred to above, are frec^uent in sentences,

Uter authors exhibit much fondness lor peri-

phrasis, alliterations, lengthy compounds, double

entendre, and conqpUcated or unwieldy sentences.

An afHnnative sentence is sometimes turned into

that with a double negative. The Sanskrit sentence

affords much scope for flexlbilily of expression on

account of freedom in the order of words given by

the inflexional nature of the language. The order

of words, however, is not wholly arbitrary, since in

sentences language—units ( words, etc. ) are. used

according to the natural sequence of thought. In

g prose sentece, therefore, the subject with its

attributive adjuncts comes first, then the object, if

any, with Its attributive adjuncts, and the verb or

predicate with its adverbial adjuncts comes last-

But adverbs and adverbial expressions never come

at the end of a sentence. The words which are

governed precede those by which they are governed;

and hence a qualitative adjective precedes its

substantive; but predicative adjectives come after

the sublect. Words in the genitive and those

in apposition generally precede a noun to which

they ore related. Vocatives, interrogatives and

exclamatory words coma at the beginning of a

sentenca The predicate generally follows the

subject, yet this order is sometimes reversed for

the sake of emphasis. Conjunctions are gene-

rally used at the beginning of clauses, yet those

like 2, ft, etc., never occur at the begin-
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ning. Relative woida lit* W{j etc,,

are used at the beginning of subordinBte clsusee
and their correlotlvee like tTF^j cfB:, eta,

stand before the prinoipa] clause. But os in

English, the subordinate clauses sometimes follow

the principal clauaa, ^th© order of relaliv© end
correlative words being correspondingly reversed.

Someiimes the relative words stand between two
clauses in such a way that their correlatives ere
naturally dropped. Absolute constructions mostly
precede the principal clause, and ebsolutlves

or iniinlhves coming at the end of subordinate

clauses precede the finite verb in the principal

clause. The same holds good tn the cose oi
gerunds tn which sometimes compress

a clause Into a small phrase. Later writers employ
unduly long sentences which generaDy contain a

single subject, a single object if any, and a single

finite verb: but a single noun in them is related to

a succession of lengthy eKpreasions in apposition,

or to a series of adjectival phrases composed of

long ccmpoundsv or to a row of rslalive clauses,

short words beit>g Interspersed here and there in

them to mark pauses. Thus i! is found that the

major portion of a sentence In lha Classical Sanskrit

mostly consists of nominal forms [nouns, adjectlvesj.

participles, etc, J, and a single finite verb in

It is postponed to Us end.

(5) The style common to all the in tho

iatsr period ia nominal in the extreme, since sen-

tences In it represent, in addition to Iho obcve-^
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mentlwed chsracferiaUca, the ebsence of

end abundance of abstract nouns

loncthY espressiona in the nominative and ablalivo

Sal Even the patiiciplea and the «>*btle aa^ee

of case-relations ere ignored

compounds with the set words ‘

etc. Another tendency obaeivable in the s y e o

the srae is that of giving every now and then e^-

nioloQlcal senses, which are sometimes f^cit^ Tbs

st^le v?htch hfls been brougHt mto bfitng by tb

loter ^ deganorato indeed, thougb it is uao-

fiJ for showing preciaeneaa in scianliEc concepts

r

but It has generaliy b&en adopted by other

03 they have come under the direct Iniiuence

of the^ sysleniv As iormedy indicated, there

three types of this nominal slyle of the The

first, L e.. the dialogue typ^. which is easentlaUr

nominal yet simple, chaste and lively, is represented

by the oi q?f^, end the second

or the /ec^ure iyps is represented by the

which, though it Is nominal In style, is yet fluent

and free from any bind of arllUctollty; and the third

or the moal artificial type is represented by later

works on different ^rra^-

What has been detailed above may be aptly

summed up in the words of Dr. Bhandarkar who says

as foliows-'The real classical Sanskrit is the Sanskrit

of the Epics, the Puran as, the metrical law-books,

the better or earlier ^eclmens oi Kavyas or poems

end dramatic plays, and of the early philosophical
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or eiegeilc*] worts. And if we examine this litera-
ture, we shall find that (he greater us© of attributive
or nominal forms of expression gradually drove
out a large portion of the Sanatrit verb, and gave
e new character to the language, which may
be thus described—Very few verbal forms are
used besides those of such tenses as the Present
and Future; participles are freguently met with; the
verbal krms oj some root®, especially of thosa
belouging to fho less comprehensive classes, huvo
gone out of ua©, and in their place wo often have u
noun expressive of the special action and a verb
eipiesslve of action generally; compound words

somewhat freely employed; and a good many of
the Taddhlta forms or nominal derfvatlvde have
disappeared, and in their stead we havr peri-
Phiastic expressions, // the irealises of Faninl and
cfihers had perished. Qad we had io construct a
grummar of the Sanskni irom the cfassico] lifero-
ture I have above indicQied, out Verb and the
Taddhlta portion would be very zneogro/'f

The first grammarian, who took into account
the predominance of the Nominal Style in Sanskrit
and changed accordingly the order of grommatfoal
topics to he taught to beginneis, was

{ 1st
century A. D. }, iha founder of the system,
otherwise colled the^p^ or lie origin of
which was ascribed to son ol^. He
realized th© fact that system, in the absence
of any topical arrangement, was studied only by the

t Wilson Phllologfcal Leciurcs,
( I9|4 J, P. 24.
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advanced classes, ©Dd that the masses, who wem

keenly interested In Sanskrit IlleralUTe, had na

means of studying Sanskrit grammar easily and

fipeedily. In order to meet this popular demand he

composed the v?hich treated oi as much

grammar aa was required for the understanding ot

the classical ilteratuie, though they did not eihauat

the whole grammatical science or produce erudite

grammarians. With a popular aim he purposely

dropped In the ^3^ the tha ir^TTIT^a

formed therefrom, the artificial like
^

etc,, the whole of the arid aU obscure

OT unnecessary details- Hence the firsi gramme^

rlan making, with a clear insight, grammar

subasrflent to the classical Saiiskrlt Uterature

Efricfiy ;n Qccordn/jce with Iff Nomiml Styh, Is

v/ho mada a de clslve improvement on s

grammar by sysUmallcally arranging the gramma-

tical topics in the following Older—

V5 c ^ \ ^ ^ I

Though the details ot thio order have been

dropped here, ihe broad outline , as given above,

will clearly indicate how he hrst deob With the

nominal part of the language and lastly with the

verbal pari, and how later grammarians have been

more or less Inlluenced by ihs ^TtF^ln respect ol the

arrangemeTi^t of giammofical topics. Dr. Belvalkar

has proved that the chapters in the on the

Prniifj
originoUy
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Written by 57^1^3^
^

and that Ihsy wera later on
interpolated In it lor mafeing up its deficiencies.
This is hiohly probable because those portions are
not quite necessary in a popular grainmar, although
it must be admitted that the knowledge ot a lew
Important and la very essential
to the study ot the clasajcal SanskKt literature,
Df, BelvaJkar significantly says, If 51^^ did not
think it necessary to teach the aecfion to hIs
Hoyal pupil

^ no more did he care to leach
him Ihe section

i or Ih© Eectfon
) If

we again take into consideration the last sentence
in the previously quoted passage of Dr, Bhandarkari
W0 undersland why might not have written
his chapter on the portion.

If there is a grain of truth in the divine origin
of the from the son of it 13

that iu4 'i+i-i. wrote the after the close study
of 3 system, the origin of which was aBciibad
tofhTT, For Instance, the ?

( fe^ETT^^f ^

( ^f?rT^::ini5r^ ’

‘

),
' ^ ^

),
*

( ^r,
),

^ ^ WqTn’
( <n. v-^.-v ), 6tcv bear close resemblance to the
corresponding ^s ol The most Important
contribution, however, mad© to grammar by
la that of the noturo/ { nominal } asron^ment and

• See Dr* Belvalkar's » Systems of Sanskrit Grammar.

!
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3e<7uence oi grommof/co/ topics^ and this is tho

reason why the Is even now studied in BengaL

The epitomizes the whole oi Sanskrit

grammar in eleven chapters oi 239 verses (

and slates that the tradition of this

grammar has been handed down from or 3>MK-

This, perhaps, means that the chapters In

the sr® epitome of tho snd hence

it Is natural that tho order of grammatical topics

in the former Is almost the same as that in the

latter. Those chapters are, therefore, calculated

to serve the valuable purpose oi settling the most

.essential grammatical portions to be studied by

ordinary students.

It is iound after careful examination and com-

parison that the later grammatical works like the

oi (9th century A. D. ), tho

oi ( llfh century A. D. ),

the ll3th century A. D.), the g»vr^t^ of

( 13th century A. D. ), the of ( 14lh

century A. D.), the of (15th century

A. D ), and the oi x?it^^^(l7lh century

A. D.) have more or less followed the same order of

grammatical topics as in the It Is not

$ Its date according to MM. P. V. Kane Is about the 8lh

century A. D. See his Introduction to the

j-See Dr. Belvallcar’s 'Systems of Sanskrit Grammar.*

We have, moreover, consulted several original works of

those systems and other grammatical manuals, both in the

printed and manuscript form, In order to ascertain the

natural order of topics and to arrive at the above conclusions.
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definitely known how far they were Influenced by
the If it is supposed that some of them have

independently discoverd the natural arrangement
of topics/ it means that they have consciously or

unconsciously tended to the same natural order in

accordance with the prominently Nominal character
of Classical Sanskrit; and this tact doubtless yields

a linguistic principle that //jo Nominal part of
Sanskrit grammar must be taught to pupils before
the Verbal part.

Almost all the above grammarians except

and dropped the

and the Of all the grammatical

works prior to the of the and
*ii® seem to have been the most popular,

since they are non-sectarian and treat of important
topics in an easy, brief and graded manner. It Is

likely that asyjhfl should have availed himself of all

the attempts of his predecessors in the execution of
the perfect and natural arrangement oi grammatical
topics In his Yet it is almost certain that

he owes more to the oi and the

oi than to others In this respect
inasmuch as they are the works belonging to

aystem/ and have more or less done justice to the

The eifer, aiyiH and sections/ how-
ever/ are not properly placed in the acqqr?!?, which

gives the first two at the end and the section

In the middle. has made a decided

improvement on the 1^ Ihis respect The
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order of topics in the ia broadly as

follows—

I— I % qfWrr, ^ 'tf

^ i ^ % tiEidj i<*

II— tv

tis fSi^Eiur^-r.

The credit/ therelare/ of bringing all the topics

connected with the nominal part in the hrst Tolume

of the of dealing with the verbal pari

in its second volume/ of doing proper Justice to the

^f5q=iTR=

,qy at the end/ and of popularizing the sya*

tem of qrPr^ in a now and perfect form certainly

goes to Thus In the evolution of the arrange-

ment of grammatical topics corresponding to the

growth of Sanskrit from the Verbal to the Nominal
style the represeiils perhaps the last

stage, and is an epoch-making work from tbs view-
point of Ihe re-eslabliehment of system.

After ^sf? had written the his

disciple who was saturated with tniSilVa

system/ and who knew very well the relative imp>ort*
ance of every m from the view-point of average
students, popularized that system more than those
of the and the He successively Issued

with untiring energy his Ihreo epilomea of the
viz-/ the the

and the t Out of about 4000 of

qiiarft the contains 23IS the

I This fs still in a msnuKript form.
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1380 *nd the 700 All those

^pltomcB indicot© ih© gradual process of reducing

the moat important gronunaticol portions to their

minimum. The which Is not yet

printed^ will render yoluoblo oBsistancd lo those

who want io ascertain the most essential topics ot

grammar to be atudled by average pnpila. As

regaida the arrangement of topics the noteworthy

feature of all thcge epitomes is that they alt^aoiely

deal with the nominal part and the verbal part of

Sanskrit. The general order of topics in them is

as follows^

In Ihia arrangement has devoted to the

teaching of verb formation
)
596 In the

486?i^3 in the and 192 In the

He^ perhapSj thought that unless the

pupils would broadly undeiafand the formation of

verbs, they would not realize the propriety of

the participles often used in literature^ Thus

he thought that tha alternate teaching of the nomi*

nal part and the verbat part v/ould be beneficial

to students, and hence he changed the order of

topics in the If should be admitted fhat

there is some truth in the view that nouns and noun-

equivalents should be taughtsideby side with verbs

and verbal derivatives so as to give some fdea of the

Sanskrit sentence. Yet under the present ciicum-

elances when Sanskrit is becoming an unpopular
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subject, li jfi expedient to limJl tho lormalion of
verbs to the Fir^ Group ofConfutations only. The
reasons for this vtIIi be cfatedin a Boparaie chapier^S

r^irft loo has recast almost the whole

of the sjgpajRf with the addition of 112 and

important sentences from the oJ He
has pnt tcKjetber all this matter in his

{ IBE2 A. 1, which follows almoat the same order

of grammatical topics as in the and

which seeks to explain fhe^ clearly in Hindh

On account of the importance he attaches to the

Vedic lor© he deprecaias the Ihe tiRc^a
,
tho

=^PsC€T, the and the which, he says,

either do not at all deal with the or give

a secondary place to lb When he hinlsejt follows

the order oi topics In the unaccount-

able why he should denounce even that monumenlai
work. He asserts that the whole of Sanskrit grammar
can be maBtered in three years, while the

and other gramraaticol works like the wr, the

etc., make the subject more difficult. He,

however, shows much respect for ET?RFqj

the Btudy ot which Is recommended by him. He
has expressed the same views in his

{ end has demonatreted there In detail

Ihe method of teaching granimar. He says that the

fejt of qTPr% should be first taught to pupils with

special instructiozu in pronunciation^ Then th^

$ Sea * S)^ll£bLia Jn Samkrlt % SartiOii lb
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pupils may be made to learn by heart the

and afterwards all the ^9 may be clearly

explained. Hera I he gives iti detail the same
method of explaining the as he has lollowed

Id the lurther cava that after a

clear and dstaiied explartetfon of the ^|^p:q]7ft la

given. It should again be revised, and then the

should be taught. Again, he flesetts Ihat it

both the teacher and the taught are intelligent^

hardwoiking and persevering, the s??ix;qpf! can be

flntshed in one year end a hall, and further the

tjfpTP^ within the same period. Thus according to

him 3 student can attain proticfency tn grammar in

fiireg years, and can properly and profitably devote

the remaining lime lo Ihe etudy of other He

prefers the method
(
used by the great sages

like and
) ol leaching grammar to that

followed by the the as the

former, he says^ is economical from the aiandpoint

of time and labour, and as the latter fs made pur-

posely difficult and arliticial CM- It is, however,

strange that ihough he^ underrates the

he generally follows its arrangement of gramma licol

topics in his ^<| 1
was, doubtless,

a great Sanskrit scholar who tried his utmost for

the revivBl of Sanskrit learning. His thoughta on.

the teaching of Sanskrit are, therefore, worthy oi

consideration and trial.

t Se« the
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subject, ii is expedient to limit the formation of
verbs to the First Group ofConiugations only. The
reasons for this will be stated in a separate chapter.^

too has recast almost the whole

of the with the addition of 112 qf^ms and

important sentences from the ol qa^rfe. He
has put tooether all this matter in his

( 1882 A. D. ), which follows almost the same order

of grammatical topics as in the

which seeks to explain the clearly in Hindi,

On account of the Importance he attaches to the

Vedic lore he deprecates the the eR?q<t, the

the and the which, he says,

either do not at all deal with the or give

a secondary place to it. When he hixxlself follows

the order of topics in the it is unaccount>

able why he should denounce even that monumental
work. He asserts that the whole of Sairskrit grammar
can be mastered in three years, while the

and ether grammatical works like the the

rwt^rn, eta, make the subject more difficult. He,

however, shows much respect for

the study of which is recommended by him. He
has expressed the same views in his

( })
and has demonstrated there in detail

the method of teaching grammar. He says that the

firarr of qif^ should be first taught to pupils with

special instructions in pronunciation. Then the

$ See * S/fiabus in Sanskrit '• Sectico lU
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pupils may b« niad« to l^am by h&art th«

and afterwards all the mis may be cJearty

ezplaiued. Heraj he ^tves in do! ail the some
method of eiplalnlng the as he has lollowed

tn the He Jiirtber says that after a

clear and detailed explanation oi Ihe ts

given, it should again be rerlEed, and then the

should be taught. Again, he asserts that if

both the teacher and the taught are fnleltigent^

hardworking and peraevering, the can bo

finished in one year and a half, and further the

within the same period* Thus according to

him a student can attain proficiency tn grammar tn

ihtes years, and can properly and profitably devote

ihe remaining lime to the study of other He

prefers the method
(
used by the great sages

like qrftfq and
) of leaching grammar to that

followed by the the etc*, as the

former, he says, is economical from the standpoint

of time and labour, and as the latter Is made pur-

posely difJicult and arlllicial C h is. however,

strange that though h© underrates the

he generally follows its arrangement of grammatical

topic® in his
f

was, doubtless/

a great Sanskrit scholar who tried his utmost tor

the revival of Sanskrit learning* His thoughts on
the leaching of Sanskrit are, therefore, worthy ot

consideration end triaL

t Sec the
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A new attempt of organizing the ^3 of

Xn such a way that the orgenization would serve as

a good Introduction to the tias been

made by Pt. of Bundh whose has

been published by the Venkateshwar Press in 1902

Jk D. He finds that even the contains some

matter not required by beginners, and that some
information, usually required by them Is not included

in it. He, tharafore, has divided the ?f^3 of

Into two chapters of two secilons each, and has
arranged them according to the Concent/ic Method.
By the ' concentric method * a subject os a who/e fs

ilrst taught in a hroad outline^ and then more and
more details ol the same are gradually inlfoduced,

so as to suit the capacities of beginners. The
concentric method Is thoroughly scientific or

psychological according to the modern technique

of teaching, and is calculated to be much beneficial

particularly to novices, if 11 Is followed in the

teaching of grammar. The author of the

for Instance, has given in the first section

of about 745 ^3 the broad outline of the whole
ol Sanskrit grammar, has Introduced In it aU
tho most Important portions required by an
ordinary student for reading literature, and has
followed the same order ci topics as adopted in the
epitomes of He has fuiihsr introduced more
and more details of the same lopics in the same
“Order in the remafninq^ three sections of the book.
This method as adopted by the author i» worthy
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cf being actually practised and merita wider

circulation.

Side by aide with the tendency ol epJtomtziag

aiEpsqnft another tendency ol teaching iAe

neady’^Jirocfe /orms o/ nouns ond verbs is visible

in tha introduction of grammar. The latter ten-

dency seems to have long preceded the former^

if the ^ sisurg " of the Buddhists, as previously

referred to, might have been aimilac to our

and It should be temembered that the

need of books like lha and the

is not felt when a language is current or spoken,

but it Is felt when the language ceases to be

spoken. The * \ which is ascribed to

but which is really written by an unknovm

author, has been commented upon by some iTRPPf

of 1426 A. D. t It may, therefore, ba concluded

that the manual was wrillen at least before tha

14th century A. D. This small manual of 25 verses

gives the most essential information about

BTTT^, aod vdlhout

at all dealing with Ihe formation of nouns and verbs.

The book, therefore, seems to presuppose the know-

ledge c£ Iheir ready-made forms on the part of tha

pupib through Ihe and fhe and

then beats particularly of ayn^oir and the dlUerent

ready-made members of a sentence, if this pra^

eumption is correct, It may be concluded that the

practice of teaching the ready-made forms of aouna

f See Trlvsndrum Samkrlt Series, No. 33.
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2nd yerbs thrcugb the and the

Is current omoEg us at least tor the last 500 yeare.§

The same tendency of dealing v^ith the important

topics like faf
,

etc*, alter pre-

supposing the knowledge ol ready-made ioims, is-

observable in manuals like the ot

( 18 th century A, D*
J ] and the

( ]9th century A. D, J. $ It is worthy

of not© that all such manuals stress the necessity

of teaching * first of all in Sanskrit grammar/

A third tendency noticeable in grammar
teaching Is the Linificatlon of lanQuege

( )
and

grammar
( 0^ J.

It has formerly been suggested

how the teaching of generalizations or rules in

grammar becomes abstract and tedious. wfEhout con>

crate eiamplea from languag© and literature. IL fs^

§ k may inrlrt^ntalty be menrbaed fiercthat the 9* O.
R. Imiitute MSS. Library of Poona possesses a manuscript of
the beton^ing to I66a

( IS12 A. D*
)
and We

too po^^$ adifTer^nt ms, on the same topic, dstcd

1623 (1701 A, a )*

t There are four copies of this ms* In the B* O* R. I,

MSS, Library,

S ChowJdiamba Sanskrit Series, No. ^10,

Read (aj ^
^iH&qWiTPl It

!Uy.
tc) jRrt f^ai^rKkict sti ii
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therefore, necessary to teach grammar aEde by aide

^lih Iltetature ao as to qi-ve injinedJotely concrete

iUnstratlQos from the Latter. The first poet who
realized the uUlity and value ot quoting concrete

examples jn the teaching oi grammar was +1% ( Sth

century D. ), who gave the poetic ionn to Ihe

story of tr with the motive of Illustrating the rules

of grammar in a paldtohle and interesting wayK'j'

Grammar thtis being efiioJently taught in the proper
context of literature can be well recollected by
young pupils. This fendency of omolgumailnQ
grammar and /jrenoturxr is observable also in the

of iflil or 1 7th century h the

of ( lOth century A. D. )l, the of

(11th century A* D* h the of f iSih

century A. D. h the of the son or

( 15th century A. D. ) , the of

< 18th century A. D. h and the of

( 19lh century A D. ).

Wa have so far seen that though the

according to their theory of hold that a sentence

is an indivisible wholoi they mainly resort to the

theory of qr̂ ^K or analysae of a word into ils crude

form (q^) and affix (giqqj simply for the sake of

beginners; and in Ibis respect iheyhave been

f The commentary ' ^ on the ^ ’ ^3l<as

the fol Icwi ng remark at its beglnni ng_^

1
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influenced by the BtymoiogicGl method of

Then alter noticing the chiel characterfslica of

^TfwfV^ ft ha$ been shown how lent a

sc'eatUio aspect to grammar by edoptln<j 111©

categories oi tita and the method o/ acF^-

belonging to the !n this contest v/a

have seen that Ihe grammarian^s own method oi ana’

fyslng words through the direct observation of lin-

guistic phenomena Is essenl felly inductfve, end that

the same method should fca followed, with proper
llmitahonB, In teaching grammar fo young pupiTe, W©
have also shown how himeelf adopts In his ^nrq

themelhodso^ etymology, dialague^ and induction^

It has then been pointed out that the system of

TTffnPt was Fery popular vdth the Buddhists? yet

in the absence of a topical arrangement In the

BTgfcqph, the study of the whole of system

became unduly long, dlfficuJl and tedious to

fitudenla. Then it hot been demonslraled lhat

SonakrU language has undergone several stages of

<3x0wlh and lhat at last Jt shows predilection for

the Nominal Style rather than for the verbal etyle,

FurthorjT aiter Indicating the main features of tha
nominal style we have shown how the need 0/ a
new grammar like the sulling thal styld

was quite nafuraf, and how the ijrgfST Iniluenced

the later grammartans in respec! of the order
of grammatical topics to be taught. We have
then seen ihaf the repiesenla the last

stage in the evo/u^Ion 0/ the arrougemeat 0/
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topics^ and that -^41^ El lii hia Ihres epitomes of Ihe-

changed this order a iillle for the sot©

of beginners* ^TTl, of courE©# knew the Import-

ance of teaching nouns be/ore verjbex" yet he
thought it necessarj to teach verb^ sid^ by aids
with nouns and helore the teaching cl particlptei.

Then after referring to Ihs views of and

stressing the Importance of the conceiifj/c method
in grammar leaching, we have shown that Ihe

lendency oi teaching rc-oi/y-'jnode forms at the

initiat stage, as evidenced by some manuaUj
has grown slronger lhan that of teaching detailed

word- tormation^ and that after the teaching of

ready-made forms of words, young pupHSr whJio

reading li Iera furs, have been firat led ^0 imdetsiand

the ( case-ielatlon ), which is the most import-

ant pari of Sanskrit grammar* Laaly^ tho import-

once 0/ concnefe eTramples in grammar teaching

and the necosgjly of uniiying grammar and
literciiurB have been emphasized by guoting actual

Instances of works representing the harmonization

of both* In short, the valuable facts that can bo
derived from the foregoing treatment of Sanskrit

grammar ore as follows

—

( i } Analysis of words
(
TiiRsrR

)
In union with

the etymological method is one of the many
means oi entering into their Inner signi-

ficance. Yet etymoiogy is not the only method

oi approach to language: tt must be made
subservient to the understanding of the

relation in a sentence.
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( il ) The order pi grammatical topics to be taught

should be in accordance with the Nominal

Style of Sanskrit.

< iii ) More stress should be laid on the teaching ol

than on that oi verbs, and the detailed

formation of verbs should be minimized so

as to subserve'the knowledge of

< iv ) At the initial stage the teaching of ready-

made forms of words should be more en-

couraged than detailed word-formation.

( V ) Grammar should be taught in the light of

literature^ L e., in association with concrete

examples from literature.

( vi ) The inductive method and the concentric

method may beneficially be applied to the

teaching of Sanskrit grammar. Their limita-

tions, however, should be recognized.

VI. THE METHODS OF THE

It has beon so far shown how the deal

with words ( V?

)

by employing their peculiar

methods. It is now advisable to turn to the principles

of interpreting a sentence
( ) as propounded

by the The jfhrtflrr, or more properly, the

or primarily institutes an inquiry

into the *^ * or duty, which is, according to the
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the performance of sacrifices for the

attainment of heaven. This sacrificial cult held its

sway over the ancient Hindu society and induced

particularly the sacrificial priests to hold dfscussions

in assemblies or sacrificial sessions on doubtful

points of ritualistic practices and on variations in

them arising from divergent oral tradition. Agaln^

the information about the details of sacrifices em*

bodied in the being scattered and

unsystematic led to the divergence of opinions on
this subject. It was who first organized all this

confused mass of sacrificial lore and transformed

it into a system by harmonizing all varying

viewS/ by deciding what was principal ( hfrt,

)
and subordinate

( )j
and by

assigning a proper place to each of them in the

sacrificial scheme. He discovered the laws of inter*

preting Vedic sentences which would guide one in

the proper execution of sacrifices. As hia method
of interpretation was based mainly on reasoning^

or properly, deductive reasoning, the system

established by him was otherwise called It must

be remembered that the term was originally

applied to the conclusive views rationally arrived

at in each topic with its five parts,S and

was afterwards widely used to indicate the syllogis-

tic reasoning in iiVori's system, which was later

than the xftJrtJJT system. Thus each of the

% and
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with ISa five perta^ aa formerly tieolt with,

afforded ample scope for the power of argumenta-
llonj subtle logical analysiE^ and clear and melhodf*

cal exposition. This method of dealing with an
anfe;^ was originally Invented by the and
was also adopted later on in the or

ea a means oi systematic expOEition.

In later limes, however, ^nd the

great exponents of tbs ij^^iflrrkfr system# were much
influenced by Ihe system of Of them irm^
recognizes the four means of proof

( )
belong-

ing to the viz-, inw ( Perception 3^ s^iTR ( In-

ference ), ( Analogy or comparlaon ) and^
(Verbal testimony)# and adds amnifw {Presumpllon)

to them as the fifth one; while accepting all

Iheae iive means of proof adds or

(Non-apTJreheneion or non-existence) to them as the

sixth one. The Include gtjjBr (Probability) in

aiaHM and ignore * id^ ^
i Tradition ) of the q^|«r^s

and ^Gesture) of the A special feature

of the miisl be noted here that though they

generally recognize the above jtttttjjb# they princi*

pally rely on the verbal teatimony («r=?w^) of the
Veda. If the means of proof other than the 'verbal,

testimony' are admitted by them, they have been
resorted to simply for proving the validity oi the
Vedic word* Thus though fhe later generally

adopt Inference, the method# and logical

fallaclea of the system, they employ them to
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subserve the ' verbal lestiniony Tn other worda^
the principles ot Logic are used by the only

In order to give a rational interpretation of the V&dic
sentences. Again, admits five categoriea

of the system^ viz,, ^ tSubstanceh

( Quality b ^4 { Action ), C Generality J, and
(Inherence ). and adds to them ( Energy b
(Similarity) and t Number}; while

rococnizes only five categories of the

vis.j gtiTF^ and ( Non-existence ),

Moreover, the rffiTTa^^ generally accept the causal

relation
{ ),

though they differ from the
system qb regards delslls. It will, there-

fore, be found that ihe /erfer have hceii

influenced by the methodology of the

system in a jbrooc? outline.

The *i44tw propoundsthat some transcendent-

al result
(

which is conducive lo the attain-

ment ol heaven, comes into being by the correct
performance of sacrifices. All ihe principal and
euberdinate acts of a sacrifice are, therefore, made
by the subservient to Ihis which leads

one to heaven. It can, therefore, be seen that the
places a distinct goo/ or aim before a per-

son wishing to perform sacrifices. With this definite

end in view it adopts the c/asj//j'cof/on of things

accessory to that end. It classifies the Vedic texts
find tactlfJcial acts into main divisions and sub^divi-
alons and adjusts the principol <md subordinate
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elements of the sacrifice el lore in such a way that

all of them should form a synthetic; whole. AD
these of course, the distinctive features of

^

mothodolooy; and th© procefis resorted to by th©

te the Interpietatlon of th© Vedic texts is

prominently analytico-syniheiic. Thus though

from the philosophical point of view th© Tj^irraj

is not very import ant^ it can definitely b© c siled
* a

system * on account of lia adoption of msthodologi*

cal principles in th© Interpretation of ritual texta.

One msyj perhaps/ differ trom fh© in respect

of their ideas of or heaven and the utility of

sacrifices. Yel the interpretotive ospecf of theii

system is £0 very impoTtanl that iheir principles of

interpreting sentences
( )

have deserved the

honour of wider application to the religious aa

w'ell as secular literature. Thos© principles hav©

been particularly employed in th© Interpretation ol

haw
( ). 5F^r^i though he differs from th©

as regards the ultimate reality o! the world

and th© interpretation oftheUjpanishadic sentence©

relating to has accepted their (action)

as conducive to the purilfcotion of the mind alone,

and has made it aubservieni to the attainment of

Self-knowledge. An important fact to be noted
is that he utilizes the intarprelallvs principles of

the ©vary now and then, more parlioularly

in the third chapter of his for establiahlng

the synthesis of Vedto s^entences that lead to the

Knowledge of srepi , Moreover, those fnterpretaUv©
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principles hovo been discussed at lengtli in iHe

Sanskrit Poetica and have been tnoro or

less accepled by tbe Sanskrit Uterary critics. It has

already been pointed out that the later orammadens

too employ the principlea of the in their

works. It may^ thereforei be said with certainly

that fhe Interpretative side 0/ the

stijEirfnnt/a//y coniribut&d to the general llnguIsUcs

by stressing the sentence-aspect of hnguoge mors

than Ihe etymological meaninns (unw) oi detached

words. It has properly domonslraled that etymology

t and even comparalive philology ) is a fuHle

proceae, unless the context ol a sentence is

taken Into account- Another imporiant lingufetlc

principle oi the ie that the relatlou

between a word and its meaning being natural

and etemab ihe word is etemab and that the word

is not created hut is simply manifested by the

sound. The lay down this principle mainly

in order to establish their doctrine that the Vedas

• a:a eternal and not created by a human author.

They turlher say that words in language primarily

connote the genus
(

dividual Although the followers of finficitil,

who propound Ihe theory of i combina-

tion of significant words), say that detached words

in language are meaningfuL they never lose sight

of the sentence-aspect of language. On Ihe other

hand, the rihrmSi who uphold the theory of

(signification of syntactical combi-
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nntion ), lay down ihe principle that words becomo
meaningful only in tha context of fniunctiva sen-

tences and that they axe mostly learnt according
to the usags o/ e/ders through sentences*

In general It may. therefore, be said that the

hold a &snience fo be tho uait o/ languog&; and
this principle accords with the same Western princf*

pie of fanguage-study* Again, both these schoola
of iftmer hold that the verb is the principal part of a
sentence and la the verb too the affix

( )
is the

most important part. The value of these linguistic

principles and Iheirbeorfn^ on /ongeagadeach/ng
will be detailed later on* + The fad worthy of not©
ia that all these linguistic theories of the

evince a sound method of permanent value and
have contributed much to the linguistic science.

Now in order to know the general nature of the
methodology and interpretative principles of Ihe

it Is necessary to see how they classify the
whole oi the Vede Into main divisions and sub-
divistona. and eipound the rules of its Interpreter
tion EQ as to reach the goal aimed ah In the lirat

place, according to the Bubjed-malter of the Veda
they divide it into five principal parts, viz . (1) or
iniunctiona laid down by the works, { 2 )

tr-r or the Vodic texts which do not lay down
injunctions but remind us of their meaning,
when they are recited at the time of performing
sacrifices, or names of sacrifices like

t See ^ SectEon xT
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fr^I, OTI etc., (4) or prohibitions which

are negativs Inluuctlonsii and ( 5 ) ^cpf^T^; or passages

which recomniend or ceosurfl a Ihing end iorni a

syntactical whole wilb the or 01 these

the or Iniunclion ia the most Important diviBioQ

to which other divisions are flupplemantary* isi

theretor©/ natural that the devote a major

portion of their science to the elaborate treatment

of the and Its aub-divLatona.

A commands a peraon to perform soma

action for the attalnmeril of a desired object* For

instance^ the sentence * wWltn ’ impels a man

lo perform a aacritice which would lead him to

heaveitji Iho most desired object. Ail such in-

junctive sentences are characterized by the verbal

form Uke '^ ’ which is usually In the potential

mood
(
fkw ).

It Is. therefore, the verbal form of

the potential mood In an injunctive sentence

{ )
thAt has the power to awaken an

urge fn the mind of a man to perform a

fiacrlffce* The gtfima have shown minute skill

in the analysis oi this verbal form and in the

ps>^cho/ogfcJ2/ exposifion o/ the (energy or

causing to come Into being, )

indicated by Ihs potential atfix They Hist

divide the verb which is the principal word

in a sentence, into the root and the potential

and luither analyse the the moat

important part of a sentence Into two elements-
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The first element Is the general verbalily

viluch Is common to all tenses and mocds^ and th^
other is the optativeness

^ y
which is peculiar

only to the polentlal mood. Both these element*
ol the same Indicate *iqR^TT’, which la tho
particular activity in the agent> which is conducive
to the production of a thing that Is to come into

existence. According to the ffltrms this

contained In the affix is the principal psycho-

logical element or the centre to which every part
of the Veda is somehow to be connected so as to
Serve some useful purpose. It can thus be seen
that the ^ itHai ’ is principally expressed by the

affix to which the root is subordinate.

Corresponding to the above two elements oi the
alfix ‘?fMhe * '

{ energy ) too is of two sorts,

vis., t verbal) and (of the purpose or

fruil). The opletlveness
( )

indicates the

gjT^nr^r and the generel vedaallty
( y

indicates the or The ^safft^Rirr is of

the nature of UT’irr (instigation) which produces the
which is of the nature of (inclination)

in the mind oi a person. The relation, therefore,,
between the and the is respect*

ively that of cause and effect, and hence the Hatler
la subordinate to the former. In other words,
the ^1^41 latently existing in words produces a
tendency ( siff%

)
In a person to bring into being

some acllon. Thus the or furiher
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couses the ocUon of aaciifice (w\)t denoted

bv the root-meaning of to come into betng.
* * 1.

If means 'that which causes oomething;

to come into being ^ ),

the meaning of the affix * jr* ia
* ' i should be

brought into being )- Both these which can-

be expressed by the verb * reguiro. there-

fore, ibxee factors in order to bring eomsthina

Into being, viz., the obiect or fruit C^ ),

means
([ )

and the procedure
^

which corteBpondlngly induce us to esi, gueEtions,

as ' ^ (what ), * m thy what means>

and ^ * t how ). In short the Tugsn denoted

by the verb * * has the expectancy ( aj|>+!^5jr

}

of am and end this expectancy,

which gives rise to the above guestion a In our mind,

is fulfilled in the following way* In the case or

the which is of the nature of jnsllgellon

( ),
object

(
*he arruf gmr

tendency )
instigated, the means ^

the knowledge of the potential, etc* ( )j

and the mode of performance (
^ shown

by the recommendatory texts
(
aiiigT^;gms while

in the case of the arr^Hmr fho fruit or object

^ ^ ^
i3

f heaven the means is the
* sacrifice'

(
qfiT

)
which is known from the meaning of the

root
j
and Ihe manner of performance Is indi*

cated "by the several accessory rlt^^ ( 31^ )

the sacrifice like * Jmra * etc. Thus the wholfr
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sentence ‘
* is understood as eguivalent

to *
^ ( One should bring heaven

into being by pjeriormlng the sacrifice). The
example of a teacher and a pupil quoted in
illustration of this two-fold is note-worthy.
The teacher says to his pupil ‘

*
( Bring the

cow ). From the verb ‘ srppy
* of the sentence used

by the teachar the pupil undertands the motive^
cODttmand or InstJgation in the mind ol the
teacher and a tendency

( )
is aroused in his

own mind to perform the action of bringing the
cow. Hence the treatment of the^ Which gives
rise to the psychologfccd factor of ‘ > is
valuable from the anguiStic point of view. The
TTmr, which expresses Itself in the form of irutt of
the ' word ' and of a person, further evokes
the three-fold ( expectancy

) which natural-
ly arouses three questions. This concentration
on the verbal part of a sentence and the eliciting
ol answers lo the three questions through the
verbal part establish the ^ relaUons of ^
<ob|ect), instrument )elc., ol other words tn
the sentence with the verb, [n this entire psycho-
logical process Is rooted the^^jr^,^^
is mainly a method ol questions and answers
useful lor the teaching of language^ and which wo
.shall discuss in detail later on. •

• Sec « Section X
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The which thus results In the Is sub-

divided into four classes : (1) or originative

injunction/ (2) or injunction of application/

(3) irqliTf^ or Iniuncilon of performance/ and

<4) or injunction of qualification.

( 1) Of these the merely indicates the

general nature of a sacrificial act to be performed/

as * ’
( He offers the ),

This

definition differentiates the from other

which indicate the relation of an accessory

( L e.
)
and the fruit

(
i. o. ). ^

this the object
( ^ )

Ilk© ‘ * wUh the

root-meaning ‘ jjlqf
* is construed as the instru-

ment
( ). Thus the whole sentence like ‘

* is interpreted as *

{ One should bring into being the desired thing

by means of the sacrifice ). It is quite

proper that the moat desired thing ( )

should be pul In the objective case and the

which is the means
( )

and which requires

effort/ should be put in the instrumental. In the

Veda there are a few such which are

Independent of each other/ yet are principal with

reference to the other classes of the which are

subordinate. As they first generate the desire of

performing sacrifices In one's mind, they are called

(2) The second subdivision of the f^fvy is the

or the appllcatory injunction which Intimates
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ftorslallon between the subordinate
( ajfn ) andthe principal

( ). as ‘ ^ ( One should
•aCTifice with curds). Tbl* sentence lays downthe connection of tho subsidiary thing 'curds'^
irtth the principal thing ^escrlflce' by means ofthe Instrumental case oi the word ^^ * and is
Interpreled as ‘ (0„a
Into beinfl the Bacrifioe by means of curds] Insuck a gsftft (injunction oi Iho tubsidiaryj Ihe
rool-meanlno ( I. e. jhr) is construed as the object

or that which fa to be accomplished Th*
Mrious s^sidieries are the details of a samWweb as, the substances (gs55^ Ihe Vedte the
deifies and several BacrUicial acts like the thioshtao
ol com; while principal thing Is the sactlffoo
which is laid down by the Hko

and which through the s,^ ( trar,scend3^ therefore,

wTvT j ^
This process of subordlnat-

,

* °* “ oacraice fo the Lcarried on through six means of proof (nmiv. whichere auxiliary to the
six means^f

aro: (l) n& or direct statement, (H) fen_nierkor
word-r^anlng, (nl) ^,_syntaetioel connection
or sentence, (iv) or context,
portion and { vlj or name. The rfling^s haveeibiblted logical acumen In proving that aneb
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preceding one oi these ’Tirma ia atronger thoneacli

succeeding one; end the rules of inlerpietation

enunciated hy tlieni in this respect not only indicate

the relation of Ihe subBidlaty to the principal or of

parts to the svbole of a saciifice. but are also

hnQUisticaliy valuable for osc^rtainiag tho re?a-

iive strength of tha diff^Torit parts of language

and arriving at the correct interpretation of a

literary or sdentilic worir,

(i)
direct statement or espreea

decia?anoii* li conveys its meaning directly

wllhout the aid ol any Intermediate steps which ere

necessary in the remaining five means oi proofs

This means of proof/ which is tbs strongest of alb

lays alress on the egress meaning of words and

sentences. The reason why ^ is stronger than

tmari) and other means ol prcof Is that in the

latter there is no direct atateraant which would make

U3 Instantly apply the subsidiary to the principal/ but

it has to be asBumed or inferred from the sentence

possessing the before such an appU-

catory statement is inferred from the and others/

the direct statement which is already existing

makes l!a Immediate application^ and the assump-

tion or Inference is rendered useless. For inslance/

in the verse * tfiiNH ^ f O Indra,

you never destroy him who offers you an oblatioiS/

but you lavour him h there is the mention of Indra*

On account of the suggestive word or mart *^ *

we might think that a statement like
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^ should be oasumed, and that the ygtb&
should be applied to the worabtp of tndra. But
there already esJjta a diiect slalemenf ^

jrrf.

should worship the irT^Trq fire-

with the Verse containlnQ the mark of India
in which the word ‘ ' In iba accusative case
makes us Inslarilly apply lhat versa to the worship
of the JTTcq?^ fira» For, reaches lha ataga of

application
^ J

through only one step ol the

denotation of fta own sense
( )j

while
reaches lha stage of application through Iwa

intermediate steps of ^rfimrriHVRrf and
C assumption of a In other words, bein<5

nearer than is stronger than the letter.

Thus when there is a conflict between a direct
stateinent

(
end a suggestive word or mark

( felt the former prevails over the latter,

( li

)

fe^~The power of a word to convey some
meaning is called * fe \ In other words, the power
of a word is the conventional sense

(^ ^
ftselh

This fe^ therefore, which denotes the conventional

or primary sense, must be differentiated from
{ name J which conveys the etymological

( )
Of secondary sense. For instance. In the

sentence * 1 1 cut grass for the seat

of the gods ) fhe word * ’ may mean any kind
of grass like ^ etm But as it primarllr
denotes^ grass and secondarily g^sq grass, ti»
primary sense is to be understood in the above
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ffenfence add nol the flocondary one, Ihe

{ mark J becomes epplicable when there is no
direct statement

( )
which has, of courie, to

be assumed from the This is stronger thao

syntactical relation
( )

and tha succeeding

means oi proof* For inatanee, the ^

UH!IT pr# |

^ II
’*

[
O I moke a pleasant seat

for you, t make it acceptable to you with a slreant

of ghee; ait on it, rest on that Immortal seat with
pleasure, O marrow cf the rtce'^elns ] is a sen-

tence containing two clauses * ^qhf . - * and
‘

* whfoh are jomed by
The word <

* gtves rise to and we
ask a question ^ ’ { where ). This expectancy

Is fullilled by the first clause which being
syntactically connected with the second tnake^
up the whole sentence* If we shall give promi-
nence to this syntactical connection, we shall have
to suppose ihat the whola as one sentence ia

to bo repeated for making the seat oi the aa

well es for placing the on that seat* In IhM

case we shall have to suppose that Insfead of two
^clauses there is only one sentence which, as a

whole, may bo applied by cumulation
( 73^ )

or

by option
( )

to the two actions of ' mal^g^

the seal '
( )

and ' placing on It
' ( ), Th®

however, forbid Ihls, and say ihal only the

first clause is to be used as aubsidiai? to the actiork
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of on account of Iho \
and Ihel only tbe second clause Is to be mode

eubservfent to the action of ^ ^ on account of

the ‘ \ we suppose that the whole

sentence Is to be applied to the making of seat (€^),

we shall ho^e to take for granted that the ascend

clause has the power to denote the sense of

t 0^ » which is not denoted by It. SimllaTly, if the

whole sentence would be made applicable to the

placing ( )
of fhe Ihe tot clause which

baa no power to yield that sense would have to be

supposed to convey it. If wo thus proceed on the

evidence of we shall reach the stage of

through the three steps of arid w&j

while if we, on the evidence of the^ ^

take only the first clause to apply to we reach

the stage oi through only two steps oi

and The same can be said about the of

hi the second clause. All this, there foie#

proves that is stronger than or syntactical

relation*

( ill) or syntactical relation is the connect*

^ utterance of words indicating things that are

mutually subsidiary and piincipaL This roeens

that a sentence does not neceSfiadly consist only

of words In the accusative and other cases. Even

in the absence of those cases two words standing

together in the relation oi an adjective and a sub-

elantive can form syntaciicai relation. The example

oi thia Is found In * q^q5pPT^I O'
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*
[ Ha, whose Jadls is made of vrood^

does not spoil his fame h where iha woids *

’ aie uttered qonnactedly. Acjaln, the relation

between ^
' and ‘ ' Is respeotively that of

the subsidiary and the principal; or ' ’ is the
adiecfive of ^ The whole expression ^ ^jpfl

can, therefore, be called a

This syntaoUcal relation is stronger than con-
text

( 3IW ). for example, in the context
( y

of *
* sacrifice the following santencea

cccur;(a} a^rriqtinf^t
j

t b ) * ^ 3T41fWR.j
1 '' O Agni-Soma, you have accepted

this offering, you have increased ffj, you have made
superior spiendoiir end * O you have
accepted the oifering ' etcj, h roust be remembered
here that the deities of the full-moon sacrifice

have bean decided to be and
those oi the new-^moon sacrilice

)
to be

‘ \ Now it we lay atresa on the of

vfe shail have to recite both the at

the time of the new-moon sacrifice as well as tha
fulhinoon sacrifice. That is, in the we ahail

have io recite the whole of the second along
with lhat part of the first which remains after

dropping the word ' 3?^q>q| and In the

we shall have to recite the whole of the first

along with that part of the second cpq which remains
after dropping the word ' \ But in this process
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both the will have to be construed by tis

without any direct stalement to that effect. For this

construlni^r wo shall have to assume, on the strength

of the that both the q=^s form one sonteuca

Secondly, In the first which properly

refers to we shall have to essum© the of

Thirdly/ we shall have to Infer a enjoining

upon uA to perform the act relating to

lastly, we shell reach the stage of Thus If

we start from the ws reach the stage of

through the four steps of and

If/ on the other hand^ the is taken Into

account, the word ' af#h4^ ' naturally forms a syn-

tactical whole with the remaining part of the first

via., *^ \ ond we reach the stage

of through the three steps of ^nd

Thus being more remote than from

the sets aside the ijwr, H Is then

ascertained that the first is subsidiary only to

the and the second only to the

Here it may Incidentally be tctd that th©

sacrifice Is a primary form ol the Eacrifice

or an archetype (3?^J%) in which all the aubsidiaries

of the rite are stated; while ^ ^ ^ ' b*c., are

called ' modiflcatigns '

( )
where all the sub*

sidiariea are not stated, and soma that are not

stated lind their place In the f^^%3 by the ru/e of
t/onsfer

( )
from the or arch©*
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type; that to, the subeldiarlee belonging lo Iho si^
are transferred to the for their performance-

The rule of traimfeT
( )

formulated by the

has, as we have already aean, been used

on a wider basis in grammar and other

( context topic ) is defined as 'intar-

dopendenee " or mutual expectancy of sentences*

In other words, Beniences mufually expectant

{ )
of each other for the purpose of complet-

ing their unified sense make up a rnrnir. lust as

words in one sentence are expectant of one

another for yielding a complete and unified sense

of Ihemaelves, so several sentences in a q^iir are

expectant of one another so as to yield a complete

and unified sense of themselves* This mufua!

expectancy of sentencea is called a rrW-

STiETor may, therefore, correapond to a paragraph

or a section on a particular subject* For instance#

in the of there are sentences, { 1

)

* ^ ( One destrous of heaven

should bring it Into being by means of
y

and £ 2 )
' ^ C He should bring il into being

by means of tbs ^f^r^ sacrifice ), which are connecjt-

ed with the the subsidiary oi Bolh

these sentences are expectant of each other* The

first sentence has the expectancy as to frotv la

to be brought into being (

and it is tullilled by the sacond sentence; while the

second sentence has the expectancy as to what ts
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to be brought Into being by mean a of the
sacrifice ond It Is fulfilled

by the first sentence v/hich indicates the fruit

Thus both Iheso expectant sentences form the
of which the laid down

by the first sentence U principal to which
the laid down by the second sentence ie

subordinate
( ),

The sf^w { topic# context ) is stronger than

C proximity or poaHion ). For instance, in the

irw of sacrifice many sacrifices like qgqpia
and have been prescribed. Among them
is mentioned a called *

^ in the
proximity ( )

of which acts like gambling etc.,

ore stated In the sentences
'

flr=fT%

should play at dice, he should
conquer kings, be should cause the legend of

^ to be told ]. Aa these acis occur In the proxi-
mity of it appears at first sight
that they ore the subsidiaries of the But
the being a modification of
has no espaotoncy about the procedure^ );

for, the subsidiaries from the ufrft ' *

are to be transferred to the and thus no
expectancy la left. On the other hand, the

[ A king desirous oI heaven's sovereignty
should bring It Into being by means of the
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oacrifico
]

in tbo achiQl ia bond gives

rlaa to tba especfancy as to how it
[ should

be brought into being
( nnft&ifr );

end (hat

expectancy la satisfied by the sentences * 3^%,

again, the expectancy roused

by these sentences as to what should be brought

into being
( )

is satislied by * ^tn^-
’* Both of them thus depending upon each

other form a On the strength of the actual

ST^^ir, therefore/ Ihe acts like gambling etc*, become
the subsidiaries of the and not of the

on the strength of their proidniity If swT m
taken into account, we can reach the stage ol

through end whUe if we
pay attenEon to we add one more step a“d
reach the stage of through tirPT^ wm*

and Thus jtp.w being nearer to |%f?p?nT than

is stronger than the fatter.

(vl ( position ) means common location

(?5njig['j) or order of succession U is of two

kinds , common location according to the text

arid common location according to the

performance ia again sub-

divided into ' the text according lo number ^

( )
end * text according to proximlly

'

( ), This tiTR is stronger than * name ' or

a word which conveys the etymological sense

( ^TTTw }, In the there ia a section,
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which olvdo Information about and is, fhard

-

fora, called « \
* *

t related to the

5?tirRr
)
is a neme( gtfnFTr

)j
which is etymologicall?

formed by applying a fo the word
That saction also mentions [vessels for milk
and curdB

) and 5^^¥npTi^ ( Implements like the
pestle, mortar etc*, required for the 5^^ ),

The
same section again gives a about tba purifica-

tion of the veasals, as
{ Q vessels,

become pinified lor the divine rite h Hare we have
to decide whether the are to he purified
with this jpq- or the gft^Tg'jpfS, 11 w© rely on
the of the word ' the will

have to be used whil© purifying the ^RRjqr^s
as well as the as they all occur
In the same section* But if the position

or common location of the ipsr is taken into

consideration, we find that the occurs in the
prozimity of the ^rpsjvms* It should, therefore, be

ill connection with the purification o! the
^ijfrqtfRs and not of the sfnrnFTRs^ though It OCCtETS
In the gjps* The tirin Is evidantly nearer to
tke than the This eotual position or
proximity of the is more directly known by us
than the position of it Inferred from
therefore, a stronger means of proof than

( vi ) or ' name ' Is ihe last and the
weakest oi ail the elz means of proof* As already
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explained, is a word which dopenda upon

’Otymology for ilfl meaning. THi «JTtW becomes

«ubordinatsty uaeiul lor determining which p&ris of

the sacrifice are to be perfomed by whom* For

instance, the
’ and

* artSfm ' help ua in settling respecliyaly that some

parts of the sacrifice are to be performed by the

^ priest of the some by the priest

of the ^[3^and some by the of thaflrrf^.

The^^nTT^rfT
* ’ shows that the strr fuSce con*

talned in the { Cup ) is to be drunk by the ^
priest. In other words, we can detariDino the

( application ) that the ^ becomes the

Subsidiary to the drinking of the from the cup*

It should b© remembored that tbs is to be

adopted as the last resort when other means ot

proof faiL The ifhTiw has rightly given the last

place to ^rrrw in the matter of intarpretaticm This

principle ia of far-reaching importance and

deserves to be we// borne In mind by the efymo-

logisis ond philologists who deal with detach-

ed words bereft oi their relation in a sentence

•or paragraph A somewhat detailed treat-

ment of the above six of the

purposely adopted here on account of their

liagussiic Importonce and genera/ applicotion to

c/her Besides, the which shows

the retativs value ol the principal and subsidiatyr

is a distinctive (eature of the methodology of the
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If may also be added that the
is calculaled to guide a teacher in dotortnlntng
the pnnoipal and snbordfnato parte of a trat to be
Interpreted and In giving him o PT<v>er perspective
of the suhieci-mattet which ho is preparing for
presQntatfon.

(3) Now the or Iii|imctfon oi pertorm-
ance is e natural development of t6e
since whet h determined to be subordinate and
principal by the [s actually performed
or brouQht Into practice according to the
by foUovring the order of succession In the various
acls of the sacrifice, so that the speedy perform-
ance of the acts enjoined should be facilitated
v/ilhout unnecessary delay. Tha thus tells

UB how the aubordlnale and principal acts are
to be combined into organic whole and vshat
subsidlarieg are to succeed what according to
their order oi succession. When several sentences
Indicallveottho principal and subordinate acts are
CMbfned, there emerges from them one syntactical
whole or the combined meaning ct which
iBlheu^rl^fSriiself. li this syntactical whole is to
^maint^aCned. the various acts of Ta sacrifice will
have to be perlormed briskly or without delay. For,
delay in action prevents us from realizing the uni-
fication or association that a particular thing is
connected T^ilh another^ and the syntactical unity
pre-determlned by us is spoUed, It is for this reason
that connecied or uninterruplod performance
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of acts in fhefr dailnlta order (^ )
is enfotaed

by th® ir^rnf^j which is. therefore. aUo de-

fined as the loytpg down the order oi

the subsidfaries* This order is a particular

kind of extension ( )
or Iba sequence .

ol acts, according to which wo tnovir which

thing should succeed which^ In this foo

there are six moans of proof which aro tnslrumental

In deciding iha order In which various acts of the

sacrifice should b© performed. They are : fi

)

or order determined by direct onunciation,

(llj or order deiercnined by purpose, (ifl)

or order in the teii. t iv }
or order according

to position. £v) or order based on Iho

principal matter, and f vi )
or order by

procedure. Hare also each preceding prevails

over the succeeding one. This discussion of order

is bIeo calculated to be helpful to feociiers In

deciding which step In their actual procedure of

teaching should follow which.

{4) The £ tniunclloti o! qualilication )

Is that which indicates the ownership or the right

of enioyment of Ihe truit reaulUng horn an action.

The sentence * ^t%^r
' Is ^ example of this

because it Sntimales that the man desirous of

the fruit "heaven' becomes the eniayer of it by

meanfi of a sacrifice. Corresponding to the dbtlno-

tSon of ^8 Into^ ( performed with a special

desire >. t occasional ) and fSr?? (daily) the
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lhre«qualiiloaMoiu(sfflm)retjulred by tbs per-
lonnor of a rtta ors respeciiTsfy ( the
aasire /or o particular raau3t or imit )#

< ascertainment of the occasion
) and gi%ib^aw

( feeding a pure life and perfonnlng dubos
at the fixed times.) Tha three more qualifications
added to these are ferr (study and knowledge

Veda ), ( the laying of fires

)

and ( competency j, Us every discusses
^e particular qualilicaticns of the person resoriing
to It, so ft is natural for tha q^rfttngi to enumerete
the qualiilcatlons required by ihe perlonner of a
rite. Although the above qualHioaflona are special
to Ihe ^nioi, yet leaving aside Iheir pariicnloT
senses, if we lake their general senses. If will not
bo too tar-fetchad to apply those quailfications
except * sqgrigr ’ to any person given to worthy
pursuits and to a teacher. A teacher too should
nave a desiro to achieve e delinlte result, should
aseertoln special occasions, should lead a pure life
and perform bis duties at ihe fixed limss, should
possess a sound knowledge of his Bubject and have
competency to Impart it io others,

-I nbiet classes
IwPRhriqf^, iritnftfh and

fiifir. The J^Rr 1$ again classified on a different basis
Into ajrp'ftft, and all of which
tel] us whether we should execute a command inthem wAo/fy or portioffy. The following versedescribes Ihe general nature of these three%|^I!
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^ ^ qmt 11

'' The or (p n®w iniunctlonl occurs

when something Is wholly non-eiistent^ the (^qrrf^

[ a restrictive Injunction) occurs whan something U

partially non-exlstentr and the tescluaive

specification ) occurs when, out of two

equally mslent or present, one Is excluded, m

other words, the down somelh^O

now
{ )

which is not established hy any other

means of proof. When, out of many means, by

which an aclion can be periormed, one means is

naturally present, while the other is not pras^ /

the restricts us to the use of

which is not present. ^
the rice-gtaina) Is an example of the

This sentence i« not meant to indicate that the

hush of grains can be removed by beating*

It being a matter of common experience Ina

when the rice-grains are beaten, the husks are

removed from them, and when they are not

beaten, the husks are not removed, a specia

aentence laying down this Injunclton is unnecessary.

The real purpose of the aentence Is, however, to

restrict us to a means which ifl not present. e

can remove the huafc either by ( separating

with linger-nails S or by t beating Out ol

these two means If we suppose tbaHhe

of is naturally present ( qia m
of Is not present

{ mm ),
then the sentence
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‘
> resfjicts us to only and la, thera.

lore, fha example of the

When two alternatives are BfmuItaneoii5l7
esen

^ jnrrrinTr
),

the excludes one
O them. ' ^ q^TT^r:

[
Five !tTre«nailed

a^als ara lo ba ealai,
J
fa fha stock awmpla of

( exclusion
). It ts not meant to lay down

a wHnn of five-nailed animals. For, It is generally
toimd tha men are naturally inclined without any
dismminalion to eat the flesh of all animals, tlvo-
nalJed ones

( as well ae those that do not
possess five nails

( ), Both the eating of
llve-nailed animals

{ j and the eating of
those without live nails

( )
are, Iheteiora,

simullansously present owing to the natural Incllna.
“on{i]jra; 3I?I) ol man. is not wholly non-
existent

( sijpg Sfms
),

and as no new Injunction is
necessary when someihlng is done out of natural
taclinatlon. the sentence •^
^ an example of Nor is it an example of
mnmfh, because la not partially non-
er^tenl (w aiW ),

but is wholly existent or
established {JtiH). Human beings allay (heir hunger
by means oi as weU as
which both are simultaneously existent or pr'^ent
t g>nrHifr ). According to the principle of rest!duum (eftru), therefore, the sentence -qs ,ts^
npn:’ must be an example of qfWra, („T'
*=.. Ihu m ,b,„
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whidi la other than The

-efltlnor of iive^nolled animals
( )

has

thuB to be understood as equivalent to the exclusion

of the animals that are not flve-nalled (

),
Now * example of

jnjplJed exc/usion ^ )j
05 the word

< M only } b not directly slated !n it; while

^ *
( Here only, I, e., In the three

verses of alone they should Insert extra

words ) is an example of expressed exc/usx'orz
( ^itft

* qfel4;WT ),
os the word * *23 * Is directly stated In

it. The hnpli^ exclusion involves three faults,

viz.,w?!^f^ ( abandonment of the direct sensei

t ossupjphon ol what is not directly stated ),

and
( rejection of what Is already existing or

present }, For instance. In understanding the eenee
*
3rrg7naTT^iitf?i?f%

* from * we abandon

the direct sense of assume another sense

‘ ' which is not directly stated, and

also reject ‘ * which is already esta-

blished by natural inclination. The

in * a;|5f *, however, involves only one fault

of sTTipinT on account of the direct atalement of

' it fs necessary lo understand these details

of the os both of them

are general rules 0/ inferpretoiion widely used in

other ^rr^a, particularly In graaimar and /ow.

After this treatment of the the firal main

division of the Veda, it is now advisable to turn to
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the remalnfruj four malti divtaiona of the some, vlz.^

and which arosubondlnatelT
helpful fo th© In on© way or another. Oi them
fh© q;^ or sacred formulas remind us of the
meanings of things connected with socrihcoa^
Whan this is their visible purpoe©

(

it Is improper to assume an invisible result (

«5^qTTT )
of their recitation. As every part of the Veda

is considered to be purposeful or meaningful, the
' Names ' (qrq^) which are words

{ proper nouns >
rather than sentences, are also useful in making
dsiinite the character of a sacrifice to be performed.
The purposely accept this division ( l ©.

)
of ih© Veda for four reasons ' ( l)There is the

danger oi resorting to possessive Implication
(

1 11 1 there Is the danger of adopting
the syntactical split

( y
or Ih© fault of

understanding a single sentence as enioining two
different things at once; f hi 3 there la another
scriptural feit prescribing an accessory

jj |

and (ivj there is comparison with another thing

( )*
The tfhrf^g have exhibited subtle

analytical power in the discussion of these four
reasona. It may incidentaDy be pointed out that
the avoidance of the Is an Important
principle used la law.

The fourth division of iho Veda la *
^ {

s

negative Injunction or prohibition) which is a
sentence turning a man away from some action
that causes an undesirable result. Just as n
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like * ’ suggest a that a man per*

forming a sacrifice would achieve a desirable

result, and impels
( )

him to perform the

aacrifico, so a f2t^ Uke tOn&

should not eat meat stuck with a poisoned arrow >

suggests that the eating of poisoned ilesh leads

to an undesirable result and fiims a man envoy'

{rora that action* The ^fhn^s have-

shown much Insight into language by discusalngi

whether the negative word * ia to be construed

with the potential a fill or the root-meaning or a

noun; and this topic has much bearing on the-

interpretation of sentences. In the fVr^ the nega*

live word * ® ia generally to be construed with

the potential affix which expresses ifRHT* It has

already been shown that the verb is the principal

element m a sentence and that in the verb too the

potential affii expressing la more importont*.

It has also been seen that a verb conlaiiiB

two elementa^ viz,, the root-meaning
( )

and the meaning of the affix
( )* 1*he root-

meaning ' eating
' (

‘ f

is subordinafely related as on instrument
( ).

to the principal element, I, o # the affix which

expresses aa the verb ‘ '
fs equlvalant

to * ^ ^ Thus the root-meaning * *

which is subordinate
( )

cannot be con-

strued with * ^ \ since a suixjrdinata word can-

not be construed [ndependantty of the principal
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void with soma olhei word. Foj instance- in thv
-aentence ‘

^ ( Bring Iho king’s man )

iha subordinate word ^ * cannot be construed
with. ' 3THH ^ independently of the principal word
* SW ^ The ^ therefore, cannot go with the
root-meaning ‘ ^ which is auboidinafe, bul can
go with the potential affii which is principal. Again,
as we have already seen, the affii contains two
elements, scjn^qr^ff^ ( gensral vejballty ) and

{ opiativeneas ), which both express respectively
and and the Is

eubordJnately related as^ { object ) to the

riR^ir which Is principal. The <^ ’ is, (here-

iore, to be construed with the principal
element * zjj^ * or end not with the
Bubordinata element ^ J the
nature of is such that it erpresses the
opposite of the thing with which it Is logically
connected. Just as in the sentence * sTifet

*

C There ia no jar J the word ' s connected with
‘ sifer ^ shows the ' non-existence of the jar ‘ which
is opposite to " the oKistence of the lar/ so the

connected with the (the optative)
expressing ( instigation

) shows
I (he

turning away from ), which fs opposite to the
if the sense of an Injunctive

aenlenco
( )

Js ( instigation to an
action ), the sense of a prohibiiive sentence

( fh%^r-

)
iB (turning away from an action).
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Hence, when ‘ ’ In a sentence goes with the

optative aftlx, the sentence is called ‘ *

But two dilllcultles come in the way of construing
* * with the aifix. The first dilficulty occurs in

Ihe case of some vows to be performed; and the

second is that if a sentence is understood as a

there is the contingency of an option
( )

whjch is a fault. In order to remove these diffi*

cullies the * * will have to be construed either

v/ith the root-meaning or with a noun, in which
case the sense of the negative is called a

( exclusion ). As regards the first difficulty^ it may
be said that a has to practise some vows#

of which ‘ ’ ( He should not look at

the rising sun ) is one. Now a vow
( ^ )

is a

thing that is to be practised or that partakes of the

character oi a positive command; while the

is simply which cannot be practised. The

‘ ^PT * has# therefore# to be construed In the case of

this vgTTB with the root-meaning * looking at

'

{ ).
f^en f^>0 sense ‘ • ( absence

of looking at )# which by implication («^r»TT) means
* * ( the resolution of not looking at ).

The sentence ‘ *
is then equivalent to

* * I He should bring

into being...by the resolution of not looking at the

sun]. Here# v/e have the expectancy of

( object ) which is fulfilled by the supplementary

sentence ( )
‘ ? tZ?i9T

* I He
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beccroes free from so much sin ]. This

which yields the sense of * ’ ( removal of sin

)

and becomes the forms a syntactical whole

with * \ and the whole then means
* rrr^q^

* [Ha should

bring into being the removal of tin by observing

the vow of not looking at the sun ]. This becomes/
therefore^ a qjrw or a positive command tinged

with negation.

The second difficulty is the contingency of an
option in the case of understanding a sentence as

a i^q^. In order to avoid this contingency it Is

sometimes necessary to resort to a the

instance of which is found in * q—

( Vqwmr )
* I He should say *q '

in the qi^qis but not in the 1. It has been

settled by the that the ft^*prlest should first

utter the v/orda ‘ ^ WHC * of the places where

oblations are to be offered after the ’s command
* q^ and then h© should recite the qtcqrs ( sacri-

ficial formulas ). Again/ it has been stated that the
words * ^ qiqqf * are not to be added before the

for the sj^qr^is ( three offerings of ghee ).

Here the prima facie view is that the first part
* q-q^f * expresses a f^fq. while if in

the latter part «
qRqiai^ ( VqitRt ‘ q * is

construed with the altix in ‘ iRtfa ’ ( understood ),

‘ * etc. expresses a which prohibits

what Is already established
( irm )

by the^ In the
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first part. This ufdT^ lh®n means : " He should

not say *
jj * In the As we have here

two scriptural texts of equal force opposing each

other, there Is an option
( )

as to what is to bo

done and no annulment
( ).

a occurs

when a passion ( for the murder of a for

instance ) is already existent ( JTTH )
«nd when it is

annulled by a stronger scriptural passage ( as,

if ).
As this is not the case with the

and finvr in *

i. e,, as both the and of equal force,

we should take this as on option ( )
instead

of Again, two scriptural passages which are

mutually Independent can annul each other; and

then a 5ivr would take place. But the in * if

* is dependent cn the preceding in

‘ * etc., for the completion of its own meaning

and for the establishment of what is prohibited.

When, therefore, one scriptural passage prohibits

what is laid down by another scriptural passage,

only is possible and not as both the

passages are authoritative.

The conclusive view is that it Is not prop>er to

assume a here, as both the scriptural texts

become unaulhorilative thereby. In other words, if

It is held that ‘ * I®

words-* %-qiiTXTf
* used with * * become

unauthoritative. A should, therefore, be avoid-

ed as far as possible, as it involves faults. Agaln^
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in the cose of a ive have lo aiGnme a double

unseen result ( one for o and another

for 3 since the^ ond the tn the pre*

sent instance would bo for the good of man( 5^^ )

and not for the sake of the rite

' should^ Ihereforei be understood 33

fl (e^Kceptlon) by construing ' qsr * with

snd not as a ( negafion h where * * la con-

strued with the affix in When we thus resort

to end construe ^ > with ‘ \ the

words * ^ 4 31^% ’ are by equivalent to
*

( to the exclusion of Ihe

and the whole sentence * '

means ‘ VwTjf ^
{ He should use the ^ ^ with Ihe qfiq^a
which are excluded by the a^g^ r^s ). Thus when wo
take this as a q^t^, the oppcsltion between two
scriptural teits of equal force occurlng In (he

does not arise* In this ‘ ^ Is not a new
but is simply an allusion (sr^) lo what has

been laid down in the general rule ‘

and this is resorted to only In-order io

make an exception in the case of the 5f:pTrss*

It is thus found that a ( exclusion ) re-

stricts 3 geOBral rule* An -dVtffK { reatriclion ) foo

does the same; yet the dilference between both of
them is that a restricts a general rule only to
what Is ofher than the parllquUr case stated in the
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while an re^tricls a general rule only

to the particular caB© that is staled in the

itself. Again, a qgrr^ Is neg alive, while an

ia positive. For inelance, the iour-iold division of

mentioned in the general rule *

{He divides the into four parts) is

restricted only to the * * owing to the

particular sentence, *
^

divides

the 3?!H^
which is an

example of

In spile of the contingency of the faulty

we have sometimes inevitably to resort to

{ prohibition )
ralhef than to q^g.

caption to hul the resorted to in such

a case is an exception to the q^^m, i- © , gfgim

( an exceplion to an exception )> In the ®

form of sacrmce) thexo ore two sentences,

of which ’JtsM EAt th^

should taha the cup )
is a

‘

'
t Ai the he should not take the

cup ) is a A ^ which fa faulty Is,

tberefoie, contingent here. If ft is to bo avoided,

we have to resort to in which * will

have to be cons Irued with either of the nouns

* sifhrih ’ or * Then the second t
negative )

fientencs will leBpedively asaume the form

of either ^
^ should take

the qt^to^al the eacrUlces other than the
)
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or { He should take the cupa
other then the at the ari^Tjsf), As both those

meanings are quite contrary to the fEif^
*

It ta imposBible to asaimie a here.

Hence, by construlnq rr^ with the the
sentence ‘ qtfUn * must inevitably be
taken to be a Cprohibitton) ot

\ although there is the contingency of

in this. It has already been shown that a like

prohibits that which leads us \o an
undsBirable result In other words, this

is meant for the good ol man
( ), But

Ihe of takinq the cup does not lead

us to an undesirable result, as it ia laid down for
the sake ot the sacrifice

( ), and nol for the

good of man
( jwtt ).

The therefore, that has

to be admitted on account ot this is not faulty.

There are two classes of viz.^ sq^aja t fliad or

limited) and t unlimited )* The
which are fbced or which depend upon the will of
the agent are not iautiy. The nice distinction made
by the between rrf^w and or between

and aqaiir, is very useful for inlerprellno

negative sentences in literature in general, and
Sanskrii lileratuie in particular. Although the
cfh?t9%s lay more stress on the potential form

(
verbs in this respect, the principlea of

and may generally be made applicable to

the verba In the indicative mood also.
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The iiilh and lost division oi the Veda ia 3

^^
t explanaloiv or Eupplementary stalement ) w Jc

praises a thing laid down by am ood cen^KS a

Ihlng prohibited by a Although the apPlRs "

the msMS consist ol lengthy and imaginary stones,

legends, etc., and nomeflmes contain

oi impossible or fancilul things, they orenot mean-

ingless. For, instead oi understanding them in IheU

literal or primary sense, we have

by resorting to impUcation^BiTvn). Being lalen tod

implied sense an is oonnecied with the gisfl.

verbal energy )tn a ftT^ or ww, end praising

or censuring a thing contained to ol them, i

expresses the manner ol peilotmance

oi a rile. The thus becomes

« lorms a Byntacttoal whole (usKmai )
the^

or ,3™ laid down to the Veda. For instance, 01^
“ Indeed the swiftest deity ) s an

the purpo*» whidi is not merely todenole

Its osii primary sense, but to become meanmgiul

by praising the thing enjotoed in the ftfe

sacriUco a white animal to 01^, and by suborf nat

ly forming .a eyntacUcal whole with that ftft

which is principal. The implying censure,

ol course, form a syntactical whole with a

As thus spq^a Indirectly impel a man to petioim

an action stalod to a flifir, or turn him away bom a
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thing prohibiled in a fifem thav ara connected
With the thon with the

etatem^i
"

‘ 3"^ (oligntaUve
email ), ( a conobotalive alatemenf

) and
( a statomem of the past jl

(Uger^, taken in its pnmaiy sonae, coa-

°( ^ <TUa//^p. la the senlsnce

Identilv^i
^ secrificiaJ poal ia the sun ) tha

cont^adicfa
eroephonf^iipg^j.

^oth pf ,hen> ara
c* to lie identical on account iif tk

quality oi 'brighlneas' rh! » . .u
i» (h-i li,

sense of the sentence

^
that (he saciificlal post fa as bright as thesun, and ihig sgnae is obtained by adopting

( impUcaUon )*

/ p

r&ite rates or coiroborafea whaf
Is already listing or what fa aacerlained by otherrosens of proof li^e Perceplfon Th« a i
( -TjfLf;,, .„ , . T7, .

itig sentence^ri*m mm ( Fire is aii anlidole against eoid >

already existing fact that fire protects os from cold.
f '•eilher contradicts oiher means

lrl:rd^x‘:;r„'ig^•

X"' faf ^
boll agafasl p ) is an faalance of this variety.
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An may comprise a sentence or pasaage^

In the form of a story^ description/ allegory/ etc.

;

yet it is always to be formed Into a synthetic whole

with the The wider meaning of this principle

may be understood” that subordinate parts of e

sentence or passage in literature and are

always to be unified with the main sentence or idea

of an author. As In such sentences or main ide^

the Intention or purport of an author

is centred/ the various concrete/ illustrative/ artistic

and persuasive ways of expression adopted by him

to arrive at the main idea should/ in interpretation,

be naturally construed with his purport, so that the

synthetic meaning of that author would be clearly

grasped. It is noteworthy here that in consonance

with the principle of the school of

the iflrtw, with this synthetic purpose in vievr,

emphasizes the which will be dealt with

later on.

We have so far given a summary of the most

important principles o! interpretation propounded

by the rflrnH^s, leaving all the minute details. Those

principles have been summarized here In such a

manner that they might be seen In their proper

perspective and their importance from a new point

of view might bo realized- There is, of course,

twofold purpose in giving this summary. The tirst

purpose is to show how the too in their

particular science have Jollowed the Qeneral

principles of methodoIoQY. In other words, it is-
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shown h^TQ hovf the delermlns the suh-
o/idiJiar/e <ind pnt3ctp:2l sJoiTtenfs of their ctilh how
they exhibit distinctness and unity 0/ purpose
( i. e* ^ how they unile iha subordinate and
principal elemeals with thot purpose and how they
oroanisa oil ih^ elements into a synthetic v/ho!e
or a system. In this process they first classyf thsfr
subject-matter into minor and major parts and then
develop it Into a synthellc whole. As Ihus the
methodology of the dtrrra^s ia anaiyUco-synthBUc
like that of the other rri^s, it evidently deserves
a prominent place in the survey of ^eneraf
meihodology* The second purpoae [s to present in a
nutahell the principles of Interpretation belonging
to the as they have substarLtiall; contri-
buted to the general linguistics and merit wider
application* It is actually found that almost all the
above laws of interpretation, particularly those of

and which lay
due strees on the sentence-aspect of 'language,
i. e.p which make individual words aubordlnate to a
science, have been w/de/y adopted by ihe^s
nke o^TTWI, ^i%T, etc. Those
laws ol interpretation which are the best
parts of the are, therefore, of permanent
value and are worthy of preservation. Particularly^
when we take into account the nature of Sanskrit
longuoge, as formerly dealt with, we can realize
the utility and impoitanco of those principles In
the matter of the scientific and synthetic exposi-
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tioD of sentences In languoge. We have also shown

above at different places how those principles,

looked at from a new point of view, supply a sound

basis for language teaching; and In this respect

they compare favourably with the Western princi-

ples of the study and teaching of language. It has

been again shown how the dlntet principles ot

methodology apply in a more or less degree to the

science of teaching in general and language-

teaching In particular. Other linguistic implications

of those principles wiU again be brought out in

rietail later on at different places according as

there is an occasion for their exposition. Suffice

it to say here that fn union with the theories of

the about ( means of proof ) and those of

the about ( a word ), those of the

about ® sentence ) give a completely

Bcientlfio turn to the methods of expounding

literature and ^n^s.

VII. THE COMPARATIVE METHOD.

Employment of the theories of q^,
aJ'd smm

in the scientific exposition of and literature

nacetsarlly presuppose* a comparative study ot the

an*!W.the rfttrtai.and Ihe^, the sciences of general

Interest and appUcation; and this wiU vouch ior

the extstenco oi comparative, criUcal and scienlitlc
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method, in India, although II l. denied by Ihe

rilwltl
methods In India has

of M
*” '*’® ports

meth<^ ' H „ K
“ ' =°mparallre

Studl!.' 1, r*”' ‘"u
“’** 'C6"«Iation of

f IhL H< w oducaHonal poUcyof Ihe Hindus even from ancleni limes. On accou^of the enormous expansion of different branches ofancient students had compulsorily loStthe course of the ' Participation of Labour In theirstudies; and hence with specialization In one or

!r
° “o‘"'o‘"ed correlation not only withthe orlhr^ox but also with the hete;odox^ I„spite of this specialization In a particular^ every

studeiif learn! at least Ihe fundamentals of general
1 ke Ihe srrore, the rfirn^ Jsome students studied the princloles of fr.r. '

,

schools of thought Uke the

^ philosophies also. The peel aii f

^
A. U ) in hla makes a direct refer^nr^ *

beginning ot the third to th« » ^
Vedas gaerijiciariorercs^

^

ol grammar logi^^
J’

rftnw and end poetical discussslonJSrf;as Ihe subiects ol Ihe ancient curriculum. ‘^Zlmportanl reference made by him In the ^^felsO a u t teacher, named who in hishermitage encouraged the tendency of compare
five studies of dUferenl system, of thought
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•among hfa «fudentfl* f Again, ancient vorks Uka
the of the Buddhlel

(
8[h cenfnry

.A,D. 3# the of Ihe Join

( S th century A. D. ), and the of the

Valdika or { 14 th century A, D. }, which

in order to eearoh for Truth present in a nulsheU

the main tenets of the then e:^sting Indian systems

of philosophy^ exempUiy the tendency of Correia-

lion of Studies among the Hindus and their piomi-

nenf use of the Comparative Method Besides/

many notable authors ol versatile genius, who, after

a deep study of various Indian systems, have

either written commentaries on them* who have

tried to refute systems other than their own, or

who have v/ritien original works on them, bear

tesllraony to ihe existence oi the Comparativo

Method in ancient India, Some of Ihose versatile

luminaries 4re ( 7S3 A, D. ), ( 9th

century A- D, ), 1 10th century A* D* J,

t
llt^^ csnlury A D* J, ( I4lh century

A D, ), i 16lh century A. D- } and or

C century A. D.

eTHtRfll
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Nalurdlly lbs Shaslrls^ who aiudy the

the the fho the elc., ore

hilly conversant with alJ those tnathoda relating to

WI and ITHFJ; and the denial of these actual

facts is a misrepresentation of truth. We must#
however, be alive to the fact that some Shaitrla

study only one oi those srrajs and resort to narrow

spedallzation, fn which there is little scope
for the Oomparative Method. Yet generally speak-
ing, many Shastrls, having recourse to wider
specialization, can be lound even up to the present
day. This wider specialization, which is very
desirable according to the modern tendency in

education, prompts a student to know everything
ol a few alfied eubieds and something of other
distanily refated ones, it can, therefore, be asserted

that this modern tendency was not only prevalent In

ancient India, but Is still observable in the Shastrl

methods of teaching Iho ^rj^s and Uierature,

VIM. THE SYNTHETIC METHOD j THE METHODS

OF THE

The most eminent of all the versatile luminaries

of ancient India is who with a comparaflve

outlook first realized the Importance of amalgamat-
ing the prtnciplea of

and ircn'ii for the erposltion of the
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philosophy^ flnd who itf, there fore> aptly called

* \ Ha ha^ enriched Satiekrit

language with hia BubfltantinI conhlfaution to the

ro^io/iaJ or scientific exposition of the Vedic

titeroture in ijenorol end cl the UjKmishadic

philosophy in pariiculcr^ and haa immensely

Intlaenced later authors. It Is, Ihsteiore. essenUai

to obseivo the nolevrorlhy teatures oi the

methods of explaining the tjpanbbadlc sentences

and the worldly phenomena^ aa employed by him*

We have to limit this Ireatmant to ihe observation

of hia methodology rather than !o a connected and

detailed exposition ot his philosophical thought,

which will oi course, be taken into account inci-

dentally fio as to abed light on his methcdology,

doubtless, admits that the principles of

^^7 and are conducive to a systematic

and graded exposition ol the ysf he never

forgets that they are relatively subordinate to the

Transcendantal Reality and intuitional reaiixalion

(ersn^) ol the Highest Self (w^, with Whom

the Individual Self intrinsfcoily identical.

He, Ibetefore, saw with penetrating insight Ihat

the main purport ( ^JT^v^ )
of the Hpanfshadic sen-

tences was identity
(^ )

or non-duality
( )

of

the Individual Sell and the Universal Self Ihia

main purport of non-duality Is corroborated by the

Upanishads themselves in the (our of the

four Vedas, viz., * sim ^

'

( Brahman is pure

IntelUgence ),
^ ( I am Brahman ),
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i Th-ou ar| Thai ) and ^ ^ ^
C This Individual

Soul Brahman}* In the sentoncss * 7^ *

{Where there Is, as it were, duality),

( My dear, this was pure Existence

alone in the beginning, one only without a second ]

the use of the words *^*and*x^’ respecilvely

shows that duality b apparent or Illusory
(

)

and emphasizes non'^dual^ty as the Ulllmale Reality,

Sentences like * 11^11=711^ TtTT (The idea of duality

gives rise to fear m iT^t^ (Fear

-overcomes him who finds even a slight difference^

lead to the same purport, it must be remembered
that owes this synthetic method to the

^t^TTPr^ who first syslemalized the Upani-

ahadic philosophy in his ^?3^a, and to bis great

Guru jI'svki^n also, who In his on the

showed the main outline of Synthesis*

The credit^ howeverj of building an edifice oi the

philosophy on Ihia foundation goes io

The task that lay before was lo show
^yntact/cof unity among tAe apporenity

contradictory sentences of the Upcmfshadst and
this he successfully achieved by adoplUig the seven
inodes of the hIhI^-^s f for the purpose oi arriving

at the purport orsynth^io meaning
( ) 0/ the

(/ponlshads. He, however^ asserts against the

itttriiTT.s that ail Upanishadic sentences are directly

t and
S«s pp, 123-124.
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indiidctlT devoted !o the exposttJon of end

are in no way subsidiary to Action or Infunction

< ^5r? ) He luilher fia?s that the goal of

an inquiry info tduty> action) is the attainment

of heaven, which ia an imaginary entity from tha

absolute point of view; whits the purpose cl an

inquiry into ts eternal freedom or highest

bliss
( ),

which can actually be realized

as the Intrinsic nature of alL The sentences, there'

fere, that preBcribe Action for attaining an imagi-

nazy goal must be auboidinated to those propound*

Ing the highest goal, according to the

principle of the llselh viz-, *

(^hat which lb devoid of any result is to be

subordinated to that which has a definite result, )^

Unlike the holds that not only

Inlunctive but also assertive aentoncea

hka which refer to are

meaningful and authoritative. As again the Indivi-

dual Self (dl^) is superimposed upon the

Highest Saif through ignorance hla agency

)
required by the for the performance oi

Action is also imaginary. It la then found that

accepts. Ihe verbal testimony of fhs

or revealed lexis of the Upanlahada as authoritative

in regard !; the in tuition ai knowledge of where

Reasoning
( )

Is halfted. From another point

of view the Upanishade are the Inspired ufteranuea

of the ancient sages, who had realized the Hlgheal
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Reality of They are, therefore, very

valuable for one who is earnestly proceeding on

the path to Self-RealizatioiL Hence think*

that along with ^ the intuition
( )

oi the

Seers of Truth too is authoritative. Ho, however,

does not discard the Logical Method, which should

be followed, according to him, without contra*

diction to the purport of ^ It may be remarked

here that few philosophers in India have resorted

to the logical method to the extent to which

resorted to it. The fact that many sen-

tences in his can be easily transformed into

syllogisms testifies to his prominent use of the Logi-

cal Method, which ho employs while refuting hia

opponents and convincing them of his conclusions

also. Yet he fully recognizes the limitations oi the

Logical Method or Reasoning in transcendental

matters, where must be the final authority.

Mere reasoning without the help of leads us

nowhere, since one reasoning is falsified by an-

other, and this process continues ad infinitum in the

absence^oijany realization of Truth. Ho, Iherefore,

concludesjhat Reasoning, which is supported by
and helps its interpretation, should be adopted

in the As reasoning is useful only on the

empirical plane stIt), and as in consonance

with it gradually leads us to the Absolute State

( ^ )i
the Logical Method without being

opposed to Transcendental Experience subserves

It. thus harmonizes Reasoning
( y
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with and intuition
( )

of Seers.* It should

be remembered that we see through ignorance

( X7RT )
the duality of names and forms of the

phenomenal world on the substratum
( )

of

the non^dual As the function of all the

abo7e shthts including the is to dispel that

ignorance and indirectly to lead an aspirant

by the maxim of ‘ ’ ( the moon on the

branch ) to the self-luminous they are re-

latively authoritative on ihe empirical plane only.

The jRFis cannot direcily point out the but

suggest its all-pervading presence by means of

( Implication ). As soon as they dispel ignor-

ance, the self-luminous manifests itself as one

Ultimate Reality, and ihe function and authority

of the rnipris are over. Here the false ignor-

ance is removed by the uxtfis which are false

from the Absolute point of view, and then is

realized as ever-present. For, the removal of dark-

ness is itself the attainment of light. Maintaining

this position about the gqi^s makes use

^ I...XT

3RPIXI,, I

-ii. 9.
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oi the (q^) for deriving words like from

the root ^'to bo great) or for eiplainljig compounds
end the reloHon, oi the (qm) for show-

ing the unanimity of sentences relating to and

of the (wm ) for reluting the loll ado ua argu-

ments of hJs opponents and consiructing a rational

and graded SYstem of Adwalta philosophy. This Is

how he eslabliahes a higher synthesis of the diver-

gent and of the phenomena of the ur^iverse.

In addition to the Upanishadtc sentences relat-'

tnq to the Ultimate Realty of there ore other
Upanishadic sentences referring to ( Action >,

( meditation, devotion ) and the creation of

the univorsOi Although they seem, to be opposed lo

t supreme knowledge), they are, according to

the malri purport of the Upanishads, fo be construed
as subsidiaries or means to which is the main
goal. Thus ^4^^, and mentioned in the

Upanishads are, according to designed
for the purification and concenlration of tho mind.
In which then the self-luminous str dawns. All

activities, eU sciences, all ethics of the ell diver-

ally of eto., must, Iherfore, be graded
In such a way that all of them should culminate In
the unity of Thus gqmsn and have
been so harmonized by that a person
deairlog Liberation should be lad step by step to the
Ultimate Reality, here takes into account the
important dlsimcllon of^ (Higher Knowledge)
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end f^?rrt Lower Knowledge) inade hf Ibe Upfl-

ntshads Ihemaelvea
(

postulatsa

correspondjngly the tR or ( Higher or

unqualiiied ) and sm or { Lower or

qualified )
according to Ih© purport oi

synthetic meaixiog ol the Upanisbade* He further

means that the gtrTORt^ which ptopounda

meditation etc*,» of the atrRnfR, ifl a means to the

(RTj^qr relating to the as it is found in other

spheres too that the desciiption ox illustration of

concrete things laciUtotes the undeistandiag oi

abstract thoughts In the case of ordinary people,

Hoi therefore, purports that the STRT^IT and

which are conciete by nature are usetul for ordinary

people on the empirical plan©
^ )

in

leading them graduaUy io and ^hua

fbe great teacher, postulates two grades

pr knowledge in the teaching ol non-dueUty so

as to suit the capacities or quaUUcalions
^ ^

cf aspirants of dilferent gradsf. He, therefore,

mates ptovlaioo in his comprehensive system lor

all grades oi people, ignorant as well as intelligent

and seetsra (ibtw) a® well as eeere (fe^) o*

XJifimata Truth, and hence the popularity of that

system in India. Moreover, the system oi

gives scope ior adaptablUty to 'changino cfrcum-

stances on the phenomenal plane
( ^ )

‘ without in any way modliying the fundamental

principle ol non-duality, which is the eternal

stratum of all changing names and forms of the
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world. Again/ Instead of being opposed lo the
modem scientific inventions/ which contribute to the
worldly prosperity

( ),
grg^^MlVs system affords

full scope for them on the phenomenal plane, if

they do not lead us ostray to the destruction of

humanity through exploitation and aggression, and
if they do not delude us as to the main human
goal, which is the Realization of the Self

On the other hand, every such invention/ past or
future, is a new addition of names and forma

to the former ones, and demonstrates the truth that

all this diversify emanates from Unity, which is

defined by the as ' the intelligent cause of

this universe.
*

As said above, the Upanishads contain de-
scriptions of the creation and dissolution of the

universe, and It is stated in them that Is the

intelligent cause of the creation, sustenance and
dissolution of the universe In Itself. The sentences
‘ ^ m atni%o » )-' From whom
these beings axe bom, etc.

^
( si® ^ItYR y~* From whom all actions'

desires, smells and ilavours emanate, * etc., give us
an idea of Ihe relative

( or Qualified ( Sfpi )
nw-1, .

On the other hand, there are Upanishadio
sentences which ^merely indicate the true nature of
SffP^^as, ‘ec«r sm' (^o is pure
Existence, Intelligence and Infinity,' or those which
negate all attributes of as, * *

Which is without sound, touch, form and
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d4cay'. These latter sentencaa in

•loU that there ia no lolotiiilly in bu* that SOT.

ia Absolute or unqualilied. on the as^

ol such sentences and oi the

says iiom the synthetie petal of view that ^
makes this dutinotion simply for

r aspirant from Ihe lira! to

stages, and does not mean that the 9g*t5W=t.is

ultimate reality. * Tho ‘S
two sets of stftt can be established y

hypothesis of Nescience or nruT. Thai is to say, ha

ft™ irenibecomesagaiaiHor f^tonaooounl oitae

IMting adjunoH syifit >
of Neacienos or npn which

is the incomprehensible power of^ ItsaH- and

which, without really being an entl^ separate Ir^

5^ is supposed to be diiierent from it. Thm

Nescience, jJ/imiinaiec/ br the sel/'iununo^a^,

shows us the imaginary world of ‘“™®:

In other words, asra, being associated with the

limiting adjunct of Nescience is said to be the causa

oilthe ciealion of the world, just as the roi»

eKocIated with the Ignorance relating to it is sai

to create ihe imaginary snake on ih Thus

is falsely created, sustained and dissolved by tlw

^sn^ortw In Himself, just as the, snake is

* i f ta. )

ai'r'uR =I aotvMiR 1
^TOtirRPt-

sraRift ft atft I
^I'^lt'*-
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ffllfloly created, ficsfaJned and diaaolved tn itseli hr
The rope, ils then ihs creation, BUHtetiatice and
dissolution ol the world are merely a false appear-
ance or magfc translonnalioii

( )
on the

Btratum of the causality of end Its name
etc., are reletively true as long as:

lbs worlds- phenomena appear, and not Its true
nature. It:, true nature ia, therefore, 9=q spirit
5r?r' or that which neoates all altilbutsg. The
definition, wherein [* relatively deaotihed aa
tha imagtnary cause of the world, fa called ‘

tRFT and the definition, wherein Its true nature is
indicated, is called ‘ \

As through the agency of tuirr, becomes the
imaginary causa of creation, ao It is also Ihe causa
of the dissolution of the world In Itsell. It Is, there-
fore, both the elUcient cause

( )
and the

material cbubb (3ti^%rs) of the uniTOrsa, Just lHa
(he spider sending lorlh and drawing in its threads tSince sjsti; appears tube the world lo ignorant
people by magic transiormaiton

)
and not by

actual transtormatlon (qftisw), the view of =T^Tt^
about causation Is different from the qfi=,rrrq,j pf
tboBTfEys, who accept the non-lntelllgent Primeval
Matter (q^) as the cause and the intelllganl
as dilferent from it. The theory of differs also-
from Ihe sirtnrqR of the „ho accept God
^ only the effieienl_ca^e end the infinitesimal

t rt^Mnrfir; ^ l_g,

'
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atoms, which ore dtifereot from God, as the material

cause* Now if it is auppoasd that actual tranfiform-

ation ( of takes place, the imtinuta-

bility of the Intelligent et^pj, deacrlbad by the

would be falsified, and none would seek to attain

It as the eteinal Biles oi th^ Self»

It ia nolworlhy that the Causal Belatlon postu-

lated in every science other than the based

upon tha dlatinotion of cause and elfech The caosa

ifl defined as "‘an invariable, unconditional and

inuc^diate antecedent of a pbenornenoii. * But ^herQ^

the 'invariability ' etc. oi the cause, without being

actually and definitely perceived, rests on our

belief in ' probabilily 'J and even a single fact

cotning forth as contradictory lo that probabllUT

Irustrates that causation* There ts, really spsakingji

no line oi demarcation where the causal state cease®

end where the effect hegina to appear. In most

cases the cause is never direclly tangible but ia only

Inferred from the effect* Hence, even though for ih»

convenience of worldly afielis we take the cause to

be different from the effect, yet the cause and the

efiact in their ^rne ^enco are not different. They

are merely names and forma aitiibuted to the samo

e^amo^esaeiJce. The worldly phenomenon ia then,

a begfnnlnqlass flux of 'nameaend forms' whero

the antecedence of the cause and the sequence

of the eifect cannot be aattled; and the change

that appears to take place and that makes us employ

the words ' cause and effect ' is not at all a change

in Ihe inner oEsence, which Is the eternal Existence^
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InWUaones and Inttollr < but is a
‘°™® imagined by our

r
•

'

^ reasou why adopts tha
(Theory of inexplicability) or ihs

^ Theory of illusory transfonnation) fn order
o aoeouot lot the phenomena of the universe; andbe acMpts the causality of through ‘t^> and
that of gpir associated yrlth It through qfirng. It la
here tnleresling to note that the modem scientists
cannot deftaitoly explain the roiafion between
electrons and protons, and era graduahy being lad
to rest on <

’
( Inexplicability

J. It may,
therefore be said that they are ceasing to be
Materialists, that the causal relation of things,
experimental work, acienttlic method, induction,
etc., are relatively true from the phenomenal stand-
l»int, and that alt theories attempting to explain
the phenomena of the universe are provisional or
relative,-true in the only. Time and space
which are the basis of the causal relation and several
ptovtsionel theories are merely the subtoctfve mus-
fogs ol the mind. Although the postulated by

for eiplatoing the creation and dissolution
of the world, as described In the Dpanlafcads, Is
such a provisional theory, /f serves best /,s purpose
ol Jading the arrant to the Ultimate Set^ily
ol the A^oltile. According to this theory the eifeot
is not different from the cause; and hence the
world of names end forms which falsely appears la
manifold ways upon the unaffected Its sub-
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Btrafum, la notdifieienl Irom ssR., Just as the snale

on the rope Is not dlilerent Irom the rope, or the

dream-world Is not dalerent from the dieammg

person.

The world la then an Ulmlon. not in the sense

that it 13 the void (il?r) or non-entilY ot »he

Buddhists, but ta the sense that it has no

Independently of SUPI,, which is Edstence, IntelU

gsnoa and Infinity. It should be patUoulMly not^

?hat does not deny the reality ol the wwld

on the^phenomenal plane. What he means is that

the world is relahvoly real as long as our senses and

mind operate, or aa long as the cosmic ignorance

which gises rue lo it ts ntrt

^
moved by the superconsclousness of Absolu

Eeallty. just as a dream la leal as long as w®

not attained wabelulness. As in the case oi the

snake appearing on the rope we cannot =ar

whether it edsts or does not eiM, so in the case

o! the world too we cannot say vfhether It eilsts or

does not Bilst, Since the world is neither eidsient

nor non-eilsiant (
BJafesm ),

we have lo conclude

that it is Ineiplioable The ejistenoe or

reotily of the world does not belong to tiseli, but

belongs lo 35^1, iusl “3 “"***

.does not belong to itself but belongs to the rope.

This is what by the words nnn and

1 (5^ . which do not mean ‘ gwi ’ < void, nothing).

It must be remembered that an iUusory phenomenon

appears only on a positive basin and not on a
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n«cotlve noii-en*ity. So Ihe illusory world oppeora
io ba roalfreletiv©iy)on tho subsJraluni of the ever-
existent Aq&in^ os th& relotlOQ between the
world end ^cannot be explained either by

C conjunction
J or by f inherence I it

has to be concluded that It is duo to the Super*
imposition

( )
caused by Nescience,

It should not be supposed that the theory of
jnqr and that o! Superimposition

( )
arising

fronj it are own fabrloetions. For refers
oncea to vm^ expresses tapliedi or through
the use of the word < can be found in ih©
Upanishads as well as In the In the ^
the word = Efpn ' is used in the sense of ' a wondrous
or supernatural powers and In tha

x,
129 ) the idea of ‘

^
f inexplicability J

is found embedded. In the arsi^V^ the word ‘qp?i’
is ussd In the sense of ' magic, ^ which further de*
velops into the sense of ' ilIus^on^ the
great Guru of snakes repealed references
to *

* in the sanso of ' illusion ' in his
What did was that on the basis of

these data ha synthesized the !d&a of^ and
gave g jygfema/jc exposition oi /f,

^ UU; and
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This idea can also be corroborated by quoting

the otnpEricel eapertence ot every being* Just as

every human being eaye ^ 1 know % so he also says

' I do no* know '( arfTT?:, ^ This smfrirl-

cal experience of ' knowing ' Is the indication of ths

fact that eveiy being ia of the nalure of pure IntelK-

gence or BCnowledge while the eiperience

of ' not knowing which is somehow associated

with ' knowing % and which is really illuminated by

pure bdelhgeni^, ia Ihe indication of the fact that

he is poBSssaed of innate Ignorance. Thta Ignorance

looked al Irora the individual ( )
point oi view

is called * * and from the coUectivo
( )

p*4ii{ -of view it is celled
' or Cosmic Ignorance,

This loncrance or Nescience makes us superimpose

L Zi7. Iha mtad. ate., upoi, our inward

Intelligence and designate it as ' the individual, the

knower or the subfect
' ( qxrr'TT, ).

makes us superimpose the whole world of names

esnd iorms on the external all-pervading Inteliigence

and call it " the universe# the known or the object

(^Wt^ sim, Furlher the subject and hb

-allilbutss are superimposed on the object and its

atfributes, or Ihe object on the Bubject; and thus

the Real and the Unreal are coupled together

through this Inherent Ignorance. The fact, however,

is that the pure Intelligence Internal and

external, or individual and universal, is Unity Wtlh-

-cut a gap. For, no means of knowledge ( )
can

oDimoct ItseU with the knower (m^)
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known unless all are essentfaJIy thotigh

they appear to be different from one another orv

accoxmt of illusory limtlfng adjuticts
(

ginfir ),
ReaUy

epeaiirujf the same eternal InleIUgence(fe|;, 5^^
IS/ as It were^ divided Into three modes* vis,,

jyuxoT and by the process of SuperimposHlon

{ ).
I'his superirnposlUon is defined by ^^Nl4

as, the falsa perceptiony in the form of recoUBct*

Ion, of a thing previously seen. In another thing

or the auppoaiifon ot a thing in another thing

where ft does not axisL
**

f While giving this

definition of Superimposition quotes, on the

sarne, the views of other systoma of philosophy, vi^,,

the or and tho

or the or

Ihe or Ifes,

It will bo particularly noted that here finds

with a coiuporo^ive and synthetic outlook tho

common feature of all those views, and says that

all these systems agree in respect of holding

Superimposition to be the assumption of the attri-

butes of on© thing In another thing. § He himself

resorts, however, to the or

which Is so called because we cannot escplain

hov/ this phenomenon takes place,

I (
^a?«qT?riTT*^ ),

t 3^T3^m
i

( sr. --qr. >'

§ ?r
i

{ ai. >
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It wUl ba noled that adopts the

^ according to tho maxim of ‘ ^ or

method of aeaumption and negatlomTh© world Is first

assumed to exist and then negated, aa thosnateis^

assumed to exist on Iho rops end then negated.

SliioUy speaking, this naturally culminates

in the arsnf^ oi ^^r, false creation or

dissolution of the world is equiYalent to no creation

or dissolution, as the false assumption cr negation

of the snake on the rope means that the snake is

never bom or destroyed. The Nescience, the

or 31^ resulting from Nescience, and the duaUty

of the world are, however, postulated, like the

hypothesis in geometry, according to the ordlnair

experience or etude understanding of ignorant

pupils, simply for the purpose of gradually leadhig

them to the Highest Unity oi This method

of teaching is stricUy in accordance with the

of who purports that the assumed

duality of the teacher, the taught and the inii Is

Bimply tor the purpose of ' instruction and that it

disappears when the Highest Reality Is known, §

Again. nW says that the separateness of the

Individual Soul and the Universal Soul Is only

Becondary and no» prlmw; « assumed ailst

S Read the following verse- “

wnr !p: I 3F3RI'«’I^RI^
( [ti Rtawfftw^: )
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beeping In view Iheir would-be Identliy
(

which is the main purpcrt, t The Upaniahedio

sentences describing the creation of the world are,

y^ccording to meant for the purpose of

explaining the idenlity of Ihe Individual Soul and
ihe Universal Souh Beallv there la no duality of any
bind. * It ts said about the as follows

—

wmx I

aTf^^T^N^4t fR^d [; WU II

(Quoted In the
>

The theory that the world is an illusory

tranfiformation of is resorted to simply for the

clear understanding of beginners. The blessed^ i* e,'

ihe knowers of are always full of Unlimited

Bliss devoid of illusion,

"

too says that the language based on

duality may be used for the expression end removal

of a doubhl With the same view of facilitating the

understanding of novices the later of Iho

afe system have dayieed the ( Theory of

Limitation h the ( Theory of Resemblance

t (^kniphi ^ f| 3^ |

11-qL fr, m\.

$ 3?r(Tret ^ j

II (

)
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And fhe (Theory o£ Refiecfjon)^ all of

which are the corollaries of the All these

ere the diifsTent Methods of Exposition
( )j

which through easy Illustrations aim a! carrying

the aspirant to the Highest QoaL For^ it is said by
the —

^ir^ stferr irt ii

^ Quoted in the )

" That method should be known to be a good
one^ which would help a man to have a clear

grasp of the Inner Self^ even though it might bo

provisional/*

Thus the which gives rise to the above

methods, Is a comprehensive method provisionally

adopted by in order to solve the riddle of

tha universe and to Include people of all the three

grades In his system. The first grade Is the

^rar i Empirical or Phenomenal Plane) of

ordinary people, who believe in the phenomenal

realtfr and duality of the world; and this plane

corresponds to the wakeful state
( ),

in which

ah beings see this world anddeal with it The second

grade Is the ^tTF t Illusory Plane 1 oJ those

who have underalocwi the illuBOry nature of the

world and see It just like a dream
( ). The

third grade or the qtriTiflT^ t Stale of Absolute

Reality ) b the highest stage of the Realbalioo of

fhe Seif, in which there is no cognition of a
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separaie entity C i- e, the world ), and In which

there fa the Absolute Rest of as it is in

deep sleep ( §5% )-

postulated by order that the aspirant

should reach the highest goat through graded

steps. In thesiTS<Ri^ thei:ll5%^ t Absolute or

Pure Idealism ) ia the foremost theory, which pro*

pounds that the universe Is not apart from the sight

(Intelligence) ot the Seer, or that It Is pure

Ir.lolllgence (
which is, thereforoi meant

tor the advanced people ol the and ^VC

^fil^ states. The main point to be noted here la

that exfroord/nary synihetlc power, 1o0cq1 ocu-

men and wider outlook have been s^lbited by

hi propounding the and in giving an

QnaJriico-synthetic interpi^tation of ihe Upani-

ahads* ^
• ^-Tha taskof r&dudt>gthe teaching of the whole of the Upa*

nlshadsto a system consistent and free from contradictions

3n IntritTSKaliy impossible one. But the Usk once being given,

we are quite ready to admit that Sankara’s system is mo$t pro-

bably the best v.'hich can be dev ised...We yet atknowledge that

the adoption of that distinction (of a Idwerand higher Brahman)

furnishes the interpreter with an instrument of ejitraordinary

power for reducing to an orderly whole the hetarogencDUS

mstefial presented by the old theosophic treatises...San-

kara’s method thusenablcshlm In a certain way todo jostle to

different stages of historical development, to recognise clearly

existing differences which other systematiserj are Intent on

obliterating-h (Sankara's system) is not only more pilar

ble. more capable of amalgatnstlng heterogeneous material
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IE haa been ahown above that the

^ and wnfni:^ broadly correapond to

the three states ol the Individual Soul, viz.^

and g*^. All human activities, physical as well

aa intelleotuat/ ordinary aa well as scieutdic^

proceed only to Lhe consciousneas of end the

realily of fh© phenomenal world is perceived only

in the
, But to ley undue sfiess on this

and to call the world ^ real ' from the stand-point

of Is only a partial appoach to Truths which

is, therefore, bound to mmato ^relative, ' Unless the

e:rperlencea of all those three states are aiiolysedt

end unless the unbroken presence of One
Seer or Witness (^f^) of the three states la

syn/iief/ca/^y realized, there can be no complete

approach io the Absolute Truth. Every one of thoso

three states being evanescent is annulled by the

other, so that v/hen one state ia present, the other is

absent; while the who Illumines and unlfioa

all thetr conscious as well as unconscious experi-

ences and yet remains untouched by them, ia one

and the same. The assumption of the existence of

those three states, therefore, tovolves

ihe negation of them so as to approach the ever^

present involves ;hh 4 I?. In other words, the

than other but ils fundamental dcxitrines are manU
tsstly fn greaier harrnony with the essential teaching of the

Upani shads than those of other Ved antic systems.

—G, THibaut-Int reduction to the VedanU-Sutras,

pp. CXXlt-CXXI'/.
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examination of all the three states and their nega-

tion is the process ol Analysis, while the realization

of one^rfg^i, everywhere is the process of Synthesis^

The whole method here employed may then bo

called the Analyiico^Synlkeiic Method, which

being throughly scientific deserves to bo employed

as the complete method even by the modem
mental sciences In their search for Truth. Although

this method Is called in the system/

it somewhat differs from the ‘ * of tho

as the latter is applied only to the ex-

periences of the iinPt-state and takes the world to

be a real entity. The * ’ method of tho

on the other hand, is applied not only to

but to ^ and 5^ also, for demonstrating

their reciprocal absence and negation
( )

and for realizing the all-pervading presence(

of As then this method of is

applied to the whole human experience, conscioua

as well as imconscioxis, its employment for the

examination of the three states
( )

and

realization of la the lundamental toj^c of the

philosophy.

This most Important topic has received very

subtle exposition in several Upanishands, | the

and the of The method

of 3T?^ ( Inclusion. Synthesis ) is employed by tho

t vlY; «.
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Upanlflhadfl in affirmative sentences like *m
JUT ’

(
)-( All this is Brahman ), or in those

that describe the all-pervading piesence of

In all names and forms
( ? );

while the

method of ( Exclusion# Negation, Analysis

)

is used in negative sentences like *

qf WMifcd
^

(f. v!v|t\)-[ There is no duality of any sort here

‘ irfa *
( f. H
srRrf^m^ *

( %^.
^ distinct from

the known and above the unknown
] ,

*
????t

snn'q rR?TT e| ’ (%. ^)V1 1)-[ From Whom v;ords

and the mind turn away without reaching Him ]< etc.

in his advice to t )

repeats the * a^rife ’
[
Thou

(^ )
art That

( ) I several times after quoting various familiar

illustrations. It is worthy of note that he cites the

experiences of deep sleep, dream and wakefulness

in order to expound the identity of sik and

In the ’ technically means Existence

( ^ Intelligence
( ),

and Bliss
( 3TR5? ),

the

^11 of all creatures, when It is associated with the

limiting adiunct (^qrf^) of cosmic Ignorance
(

in deep sleep or before the creation of the

world. In deep sleep all creatures
( sftq )

setting

aside their Individuality are really uniled with

* their own Self. Although this or

Intelligent Seer illumines the collective ignor-

ance (airfl aqaR) of all creatures# He, being as

It were limited by that ignorance, is called *,On
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the other hsnd^ Individuality
( )

is di^tlnotl?

felt by all creatures In wakefulness^ which too is

f//umizjed iadividually by ihe same JntelliQent

Sesr^ who is then> ea ft were, limited by the In-

dividual Ignorance of every creature and is called

\ As every ^sfoi the wakeful state can recollect

the identical experience of the ^ ^ of deep
sleep in the form of 0 sentence like ' i slept very

happily, 1 then knew nothing' ^
he must be identical with since

one who experiences and one who recollects that

experience are bound to be identiccL The Identity

of end is established by Ihe following

methods

:

First, the llmliiog adjuncts cl and (f. e*

977}^ etc,) are eliminated by the method

of naqatfon
J
or (Exclusive Implication)

which is Ihen supplemented by the method of 37^
(synthesis) or (Inclusive Implication) ©nebi-

Ing us to realize the j jiner presence 0/ ihe common
ufideriy/ug Inietligeuce. Thus it will be seen that

the combina tion of and scpqq or the onalylioo''

synthetic method leads us to the unifying Inner Self

of us all. In ihe Upanisbads/ in the rntqa of

and fn later Sanskrit works, however, d njo/orpoz^

ffon fs C5ccupfed by the meihod rather than

by fiiesT^ method. This is quite In accordance with

the crude undaralanding of ignorant people, who
are not expected to realize the full significance oi
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31=^ unless their Nescionce is completely dispelled

fcy the repeated employtnent of the method-

5^^ or nego/ioa of the world is then the

negation oi apparent names and forms only and

jaof o/ the Inner Essencs. Uaa of Logic too Is made

Sn this melhod of for analysing the empirical

ezpeifences of the three states. But this logical

analysis, though it places the system on a

rational basis, la always supplemented by the autho-

rity of vh. This logical analysis can do Its utmost

xjnly In the elimination oJ duality. For* the sell—

JumfnouE Inner Seth the suhstratitm of oil duo/ify,

coiinot hirther he ondysed o/" negated* The Uj^ni-

fibad says,“ ^ I

K Through what should one

know Him by Whom one knows all this ? Through

what should one know the Knower ? ]. This Knowar

( )
is the Self who inspires ua to establish the

eyn thesis^ of alL It need not here be supposed

that when every name and form of the world is

negated, whet remains Is only ^the void or nothing

(^ )
of the Buddhists* For, that ' vo/d or nothing*

cannot he fiioughi oi jm/ess it is if/um/ned hy the

Eternal Seer who ts not non-eiiatent even In the

absence of words*

'

* In connection with the method of the ToHow*

ing verses from the he reed

;

jjqrm 11 ^1^'* n i
^
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This indescribable Eternal Seer^ from the stand-
point of reveals Himself in the form of time/

space/ science/ art/ literature/ religion/, etc ; and
the knowledge of this Seer can establish the higher
synthesis of all dualisiic systems of thought, even
though they are in conflict with one another,

significantly says

—

\\v^,

" The dualists oppose one another; the
Adwaitln/ however/ does not conflict with them,

In the on this eloquently

end nobly says; ** Our system, which establishes

the unity of end which is based upon the

does not conflict with those mutually conflicting

systems/ on account of our inner identity with them
all/ just as one cannot conflict with one's own
hands and feet. " f This is why accepte
good points from all Indian systems end asslgna
to them a proper place in the wider scheme of his

anolytico-syntbetic meth dology,

II II am

I ^
|) ||

II '*1^^ II iTfira inixef df |

II II

•T q«n
I \\x^.
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Thus accepts the grammalicol m&ihcd

of dealing wlthwoid^ (it), though he refutes the

ofthe^tn^s; he adopts the ifintar-principles of

interpreting Vedlc sentenqeg { >,
though ho

refutes the of the subordinates

^ to gR. he sanctions in general the melhodoloQT

of the and their th^ry oI though

he rejects thetr
efficient

cause only; he amalgemales the whole psychoJ^

ofihe system vfith. the Advfalta phUo-

soohv. though he shallera to pieces the

o°

propound^ Jjy the
®™

he seems to lend aiippod to the ethics oi the

^tes and IPTS, thouoh as regards the authoritsf

of the Veda and the UlUmate Reality ol the

universe he refutes their views.? Since

eees all the followers of those systems as intrio-

Blcally one with hla own Self, he does not regsr

them as his real opponents. Ho refutes all them

because the inowlodge they deal with and the

theories IheT propound fall only «'»^o
^

proWnceo/ strati;, which U actuated by the primal

Keseienoe. They do not, therefore, lead hi^an

beings to their own real nature ( iffra. )
as elmad at

(3. *11. ^It ^

S The refutatloas all these systems are hiustly

Included In the First srrara and the first two^ of the

Second
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^ the benevolent If a b said that even the
philosophy and the or other, Ihooriea

put forth in it belong to the province of actu-
ated by the primal Nescience, ?rfrr^s ready reply
is that the case of the philosophy too is

such. In other words, it is true that the
and other theories of the are really

provisional He, however, makes one difference
here that the other ?rr5ta lead us astray from the
Ultimate Reality of while the which,
with its theories Uke the is based upon
the superconscious Intuition

( )
of the Seers

and upon the ^ indicating that intuition,
is worthy of being studied for the attainment of
One s own Highest Bliss.

'f The other rrr^s keep us
confined to the primal Nescience, while the

though It belongs to the sphere of Nescience,
treats of the eeli-luminous and dispels

Na^cience, Just as a mere negative
word, and not an actual staff, can kill the
^aginary snake on the rope, or a weapon belong-
ing to the dream-world alone can kill a Uon seen
in a dream. After fully taking into account this
relative nature of the^^r^^^ has purposely

I ...

Jtfw:
, e?rRr ^

^

|

. .

.
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adopted the «nd h.s written all Wa

parllculatly the interpreting the in<to

purport of the wfil In the Ught of IhU

as with due attention to the airayift? «^i
^Wch

suited to the undersUmding of ordinapf

U, therefore, a plane fit for the inatruo.

tion of .

™^’3 attitude in regard to the refutation o

other aratema Is as explained above.

TOothod of relutation is first to ^
teeWs of other systems so faitWuUy and com-

pletely that the reader should be led

Itself aa the conclusive view ( l«*1=a ),

Udways quite convincing and not refutable,

such a pre^ntaUon of the^ he antirfpatea

^
possible objections that may be raised by

^Snent, Ind gives aufUcient testimony to to

dlZ comparative study of aU those systems. Afto

Ae pSatton of the in this way, he

graduaUy begins to expose flaws and o®"*'* ®

Sons in the argument, of the opponent «ilh

subtlety, extraordinary
power of

logical acumen. In his own

he employs all logical moans of proof ( tram )

nlavs the role of a skilful lawyer whoso main ^m u

unv clue to his own conclusive view, m

occur only incidentally and can bo

organized into a constructive philosophy with some
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effort. Although refutation is Bomotimea his main
his language never smacks of 'derision or

hatred, and even in the heat of argument he rarely
U9M (mtting words. An important fact to be noted
is that masterly presentation of the
and its equally able refutation evince his compare-
live outlook and his wider use of the compa-
rative method in his j^nqs. We have already
seen how he comparatively quotes the views of
other systems about Superimposillon in his

Again, while telling that the Individual Soul
( syrciH.)

Is Identical with he comparatively states
various conflicting views held by the ^

and qtpr^s about the nature of

( Sf, q;. ? 1 1 1 ? The tenets of the are put forth
in a greater detail, in several parts of the
than those of others and repeatedly refuted accord*
ing to the maxim of ‘

* ( vanquishing
the moat formidable adversary ). This, however,
does not mean that there is no adequate presenta-
tion of the tenets of other systems in the
The main features of those systems have, of course^
been presented according to their relative import-
ance. All this doubtless shows the extensive use
of the critical, comparoilve and scientific
methods and the process of arriving at the Higher
Synthesis of all systems in ancient India.
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IX THE HISTORICAL METHOD

This general surveY ot Methodology in anciant

India naturally leads us to the Hiaiorlcal Method,

which is conspicuous by its absence in the Sanscrit

literature. This does not, of course, moan that the

Sanskrit literature does not at all possess records

of past events* The contain t legends X

( cosmogonic myths ), and jfrwifl ( semgB in

praise of heroes }, which form parts of the

and yield grains ol historical truth* All these

c?omponeni parts of the ^i^Tuts developed later on/

by the addition of nevr elements, into the epic

poetry of Ih© rmm «*5d the JtfTRroT. Both

these give us indications of certain historical facts

and Iho latter Is generally called In

the later jrrns
" f®® there ar© some parts in which

hisfortcal matter is embedded* Why, the whole

of Sanskrit literature being a record of past eventa

may be said to contain vestiges of historical truth*

Besides, oral iradition has handed down to us from

generation to generation accounts of the past,

some of which may be Included under hisiory. The

Sanskrit literature is, however, a confused mass

of myth and history* The Hindus have all along

been very careiul in preserving such records of

the past, yet they have never cared to sift the

historical material from the mythical on© for want of

!Tfrl€*l«r ^ i
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historical fn them, f Even if it can be said
that the Hindim might not have preserved their
records of the paatunlefa they had some hietoricaj
sense, it ought to be admitted that they did not
possess fhe ' historical sense ' in the modern
connotation of that expressfon. The only ancient
Sanskrit works that partially stand the teat of the
modem connotation of ' history ^ are the '

of the of the of

and fhe f^j^TTRfr of We have tonnerly seen
that the accept 'gTsr^’ ( probability] and

C trodiiionj as separate spjprs. If probabiilly be taken
to be one of the marks ol history^ ws come somewhat
nearer to the modem historical conception. For, oral
tradition or records of the past which come gens*
rally under

t verbal tsflUmony ) must agree

t " N eve rthe less, one must not bdkve^ as It has so
often been asserted, that the historical sense is entirely
lacking In Indians. In India, too, there has been hlstorlcst
Writing; and In any ease we find in Jndia numerous accurately
dat^ Ifiscriplions, which could hardly be the case If the
Indians had had no sense of history at all. It is only true thiit
the Indians, ig their writing of h Is lory, never knew how to
keep faa and TictEon strictly apart that to them the facts
ihemsdvB wer^ always more important than their chronologh
cai order,

^

and that they attached no Importance at alL
especially in literary matters, to the questions of what was
career or later. ..The authors of astroncmical books generalfy
also give the exact date of the day on which they completed
their work. Since the fifth century after Chrljt. inscriptions

iuth^
^ Information about the dates of many

Wlnternltz-A History of Indian Literature*
Vol. I, Introduction*
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with the valid knowledge
( Jirff )

gained by jhw-

snrm ( Perception ). But Ihls does not, of course/

include the whole modem cense of ' History ^ es

there are works ( Poetry/ drama, novels, etc. >

which are merely the products of imagination/

though they do not contradict perceptual ex*

perience and contain ' literary truth
*

rather than
* historical truth- ' The details gained from oral

tradition or records must be corroborated by the

authentic records ( inscriptions, documents, coins,

copper-plates, etc. ) oi events that have octually

token place in the past. This modem idea oi

history comprises not only records of political

events of the past, but also records of all human

octivities, physical, mental, moral, religious and

social, or of the whole civilization of a race on the

earth in a chronological order.

In history then time and space, on which alL

the empirical
( )

lil® ol depends, are

the most Important factors- Philosophically speak-

ing, the truth of history Is, therefore, the relative

truth of the phenomenal plane
( )

and

not the absolute truth of Ultimate Reality. As seen

formerly, philosophy gives its sanction to the

relative truth of the phenomenal plana, since al-

most all human beings carry on their dealings

on the phenomenal plane. Hence, history, histori-

cal truth and historical method, though they are

relative, find their proper place in the ascending

scales of truth as recognized by the Hindu philo-

sophy and may seek their development. All thia
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phetiomenal life of names end fonns Is a continuous
end changing whole passing through vadoug phases
of time and place. The six stages ol existence

( )
vfa., origination! existence^ modification,

growth, decay and dastruotlon aifer,

)
are, therefore, applicable to

this phenomenal life; and history
^
which necessarily

deals with that life has, of course, to take Into
account all these stages or modifications. Tim© and
place are then held to be the causes of those modi-
fications, since the passage of time as much bringe
about a change in the a entities, Ideats, customs, eic»,

of a race aa the place or environment in which that
race lives. Change of locality and contact with other
races too are factors causing mcdiflcationa in
ideals, activities, etc. There is, however, q sub-
si taturn of racial chataater v/hich remains un*
changed on account of ihe particular environment
in which a race lives on for ages, and thed sub-
straium becomes Its bereditarY property desjgnof-
ecf as ^ Cultured To trace chronologic ally all

those modifications ol human beings in the past as
they have actually taken place, so as to shed light
on the present. Is then the task of ' hislory ^ accord-
ing to the modem conception of that word.

If the connected history of a particular rac© in its

proper sequence of particular events Is to be written
on the basis ol all available evidence, oral and
written, the historian has lo' undergo a special kind
of menial discipline, which becomes the hifitod-

-cal method In its wider appllcatioiL Always aiming
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el the historical truth tho historian, irrespective ol

the distinction between the concjoerors end the

conquered, vrlU have to employ Logic for differen

Uallcg the authentic from the spurious sources and

history from legend. In olher words, the verbal

(esUmony C iradiilon and records ) will have to be

judged in Ihe light of { Direci perception)

and { Inference ) in order to ascertain the

high probability of an event. This is the place

where the Hisloiical Method will be amalgamated

with the Cmical Method. If any soxirce is found

to contradict those two means of valid knowledge.

It will have lo be rejected. The authentic and In-

ternal sources, he,, actual documents, inscriptions,

letters etc., ol a particular period will bo valued

more than external sources referred to in the general

iJtoraturo of a couniry, as they are of Iha nature

of an indirect or drcumstantfal evidence. Even

actual documonts will lose their value afi authentic

eourcea, il they are found, by iudgmsnt and other

sources to iavour a particular party of the period

by deprecaltng the other. In this case the Internal

eviderice wiU have to be supplemented by Ihe e%-

lemal one. It always happens thal in the case of

scanty internal evidence gaps in history have in-

evitably to be Jliled In by external evidence But

under no circumstances will Iht historian mate an

asaerlinn iha- is not based on some authentic source.

Unfortunately hlstoilcal investigations do not always

result in the certainty ol a putt niat even», but at

moal give lha indications oi irs hub probability.
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Such resulfs will, of course, remain provisions! till

sironger proofs come forth. But the labour of this

eort is never wasted, since ft serves as a datum lor

further research. Any way, rigorous application of

logic to all available evidence so as to arrive at

truth is a dlaanguishlng feaiure ol ‘the Historicaf

Method, and in this ^respect It la on a par with the
ScIenlJEc Method.

Further, the task oI the hletodan is not only fo

collect patficnlar facts of history, but le also to dis-

cover the causa/ relation ol antecedent and sub-

seqfuent fads. For this ptirposa ha resorts to the
analysis of individual facts and synfhesi's oi more
or kss similar facts. This leads btm to the stage of

genera/i^ofion based upon particular events* All

this la purely an inductive process which Is usubIIy

adopted by adentists in order to arrive at the
Bcientilic truth.

In all this process, hov/ever, the chronological
approach la an important factor. For, chrcmoJogy
eerves os sign-posts on the road to hlsiorical truth,

and unless it Is Exed, no order or sequence can
be established among particular historical facts*

Chrannlogy has been a much veaed problem in the
case of Sanskrii literature on account of its remoie
antiquily and the general Indifference of Sanskrit
authors themselves in respect of recording lhadates
of iheir works. In spite of many worthy attempis
of Orientalists, the age of fhe Vedas and the dates
of many Sanskrit authors have not as yet bean
definllely tired* la their atlanipts to assign even
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opprosiinate dates \o Sanshrit authors Eastern and

Western 5cholsi^ do not seem (o beunonimous. It is^

however, creditabie to some soholaia that tbsr, with

Impartial judgment ,
have perseverfngly tried to re aah

at lea^t the appro^dmate dates of Sanskrit authors

and supply us with a broadly correct chronology of

Sanskrit Utsratura- Yet one cannot faQ to notice

the tendency ot some Western scholars to assign a

later date 1o an Indian author and that of aonie

Eastern scholars to carry that author far beck into

antiquity. The truth perhaps lies betweerr both of

them; yet the outward show of approach to truth

and the Inward tendency to depart from It, Is cer-

tainly a human frailty v^hich does not se^m to have

forsaken scholars,! Apart from these failings It

must be admitted that chronology is an Important

branch oi the hiatoricfll science,

A few aids to the settlenient of the chronology

of Sanskrit Uleraturo are the growth of Sanskrit, the

reliable dates recorded by the Buddhist and Jahi

authors, InBcrlptiona, coins, copper pldea, grant-

deeds, alluBicns made by later eulhorn^o thetr pre-

decessors, references made lo Indian culture and

authors by foreigners like the Greek, Chinese and

I
' Our critical method unlortunstely is too often viti-

ated by ^xlfaneoiis Influefices. But this probabljr is due to

human VNeakness, A critical scholar should consider iiis func^

nlon 10 be iusr like that of a judge In a law-court
i
but even

there ^uman weakness operates* and renders a dumber of

appeaU nece^^sary, so that one judge differs from anclher^

and so do*? one critical schofgr from another,*'

—Collectea 'AorksotSir K. G* BMndarkar, Vol, I, p*]®
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Mobammedan travellers, end the fixed dates of

Buddha, Chandra Gupta, Ashoka, etc. It is thus found

that archaeology, epigraphy, etc., form the branch-

es of historical Investigation, and all of them

collectively help chronology. The growth of Sanskrit

language con bo traced through three broad stages,

viz,, the Vedic Sanskrit, the Brahmanic Sanskrit

ond the Panfnian or Classical Sanskrit; and the sequ-

ence oiSonekrit aulhors can be broodly determined

according to the periods allotted to them. The
Hindus also seem to have already known the general

sequence of the the ^sniis, the ^s, the the

jqsqs and the the succeeding ones of which

generally presuppose the preceding ones; and more

onclent works are relalively held more authorita-

tive. There is, however, some room for alteration

in Ihls sequence according to the modem well-

defined criteria. Again, the Hindus too have their

own chronology (e. g. the eras of J^ir-

dlr, ond Hcience of astronomy, accord-

ing to which they assign dates to different person-

ages. Yet I all ,
these eras are used more for dally

religious observances than for determining the

dates of historical facts. The Western scholars, on
the other hand, invariably prefer for Iheir own
convenience the Chrisiian era to the former ones
in assigning dates to several facte ot Indian history^

end the Hindu scholars follow them in this lespecL

It must bs admitted hate that the Wealem scholars,

barring some exceptions, exhibit, on the whole,

a minute, methodical and critical point of view In
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their chronological researches; and this point of

view is worthy of beiog occepted by the Hindu

scholars In their own researches,

Chronoiogy gives a definite form to the sequ-

enco of events either in the history of ihe corporate

life of a naUon or in the history of the individual

life of fl person. From this point of view It Is very

Instructive to settle the sequence of several worlta

written by the same auihor like by noting

the filages of growth in his ideas, outlook on life

and the linguisfic form suited to hia ideefl* Chrono*

logy vrbich thus seeta to divide immeasurabla Time

into suitable periods, or social as well as Individual

life Into alages, naturally induces u® to compare one

period or stage with another on Ine basis of simi-

larity or contrast. The sentence ' History repeals it-

self' is I rue In the case of social as well as Individual

life. It is, therefore, natural fora man with hislofleal

inslghl to compare and contrast one period with

another and synthesize all periods by discovering

correlation amung them. Thus Uie-problema, Ideab,

customs and all sorts of mental and physical acti-

vities of ditfeient periods can be subjected to the

Comparative Method, which in alliance with the

Historical Method establlAhes the causal ralalion

of iijcidenls. This comparative method which makes

use of the ^qTTRSf*TPi t
comparison, analogy } further

leads us in the light of history lo aBcertain the

Influence of one indivlduaJi race or peri^

upon another and understand the nature of the

.whole Ufe, indlviduftl or corporate, in its Pfoper
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peispectlva Thjifl ior being able to have ths
porapeciivo oj the whole life ol a notion the hla-
toTlan has to nndeigo a rigoroua mental dtseipllne.
After malting use of verbal testimony percep-
tual knowledge (flcw), inference

^ com-
parison piobobllity and tradtUon

C^jfe) he has to amalgamate the chronological^

critical, acienillio and comparative methods with
the Historical Method

» which principally proceeds
along the course of Time. He haa then to present
all particular facts of history In their sequence, with
the proper perspective of the whole metenah and
with- due attention to Ihe penactnenf suh-
Mtratum of nalional characler. He has, there fore^
to take into account the spirit or soul of all the
multifarious activities of a nation through different
periods, and present, after eliminating all unnece.
saary dotalla with a keen sense of proportion, those
historical lacis alone that bring out this soul. This
is the modem Idea of history and the science of
historical composition. This scientific charater was
lent to history and historical compoaition only in
the lath century A, Dp,by ihe Europeans, and it need
not appear strange that it was unknown to the
ancient HinduE.

When It was found that the same mental process
or discipline that was required for historical Investi-
gation was also widely applicable to other depart-
ments of knowledge, the Historical Method of
general application came into existence. That
method Is now widely employed for investigation
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into almost all biaTicbes oi human knowledge Uko

mythology^ loUgion, phib&ophy, psychology, educa-

tlop, art, hteraturQ, philology, textual criticism^

Vedic interpretation, studies in Classical Sanskrit,

etc*, end has yielded iruitful results, which have

enabled different authors to wiile the history

of some of those subjects. It must be acknow-

ledged that this HistoTioal Method of study

which was non-existent In Indie is worthy of being

availed of by ua. It is an undeniable fact that the

Shastrls are well-versed in the use of the above-

meciionfid propounded by the ancient Hindus*

If they will coUectively mak© iise of all of them with

particular attenllon lo the course of lime, sequence

of events and chronology, they will find il very

easy to master (he Hlslorical Methods If they are

adepts in wm and jRim which are ceFlalniy far

mors abstruse than the Historical Method, they will

very easily be able lo adopt the Hiatoricol Outlook

in respect of Sanakrit Uleratuio and Sbastrae.

Il hds been said above that the taak of the his-

ioiian is not merely to arrange historical [facts in

their chronological sequence, but also to bring out

the causal relation of them and to Interpret them in

a generalized form* Arrangement of particular facts

of history in the light of Ibo historical dLaotpUne des-

cribed above is a topic properly belonging to the

Science of History; while the geneToIIzed inierpf^ta^

Uqti of those particular facts on the basis of the

cousai re/o/jon falU regularly within the province of

Ihe Philosophy of History* The Philosophy of History
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Is, therefore, a development of the Science of
History, and rettuires, jij addition to the same
kind of mental discipltoe as required by tbs latjer,
the syntKelic outlook ol philosophy end an eyo
for the culture or soul ot a nation rather than for
physloal ©vents. For being able lo give a rational
and comprehensive interpretation of historica] facts
fJi® Philosophy of Mistory has also to depend upon
the principles of psychology, logic, metaphysics and
ethics. It has thus to see how the human mind works
in dijfeient flitualions, what la the moat satisfactory
theory of the creation of the univerae propounded
by philosophy in generol, and how the generalized
interpietallcn of history la to he preaenled In s
rational manner. It has, moreover, to evaluate
human activities leading to success or failuroy

worldly prospaiily or emandpaiion of the soul, and
to show how those activifies^ eitemol and internal,

or individual and corporals* should be regulated
and sublimaied in the present and the future* so as
to roach the final goal In this respect the compara-
tive method will have to be employed In order to
compare the events that have successively taken
place in a nation and those In one nation with those
In another.The yfestein Philosophy of History usually
seeks the aid of the Evolution Theory for generalized
inferpreiaion. But that theory ia inadequate, since-

It cannot explain what the sufoBtrelum of that evolu-
tion is, whether there wOuld be conlinuous evolu-
tion of humanity, or whethe'r the processes of
evolution and devolution, or rise and loll, occurring
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on the 3sine substratum, are true in the case ot

man. Here the Idea ot the creation of the universe

propounded by the Hindu thlnhers Is a valu^le

aid to the Philosophy of Hiatory: fof^ It clearly

eTplalcs that the crsatiorij auatenance and dis-

solution of IhiB universe occur on the same eternal

substratum that both the evolution and de-

volution of humeniiy depend upon the proportion fn

which human activities approach or depart from that

subalratum, and that there la no conlinuo^ de-

velopment, but there are development and decay/

rise and fell alternately oeciuring m the destinies

of humanity. The Hindu thinkers divide all human

actlvlllea Into
further say

that the quailtT of creates the universe and

leads to worldly prosperity, I he^ sustains both

end leads to emancipation, and the ews dissolves

everything and leads to deatructton. On the basis

of those three qualities they have conceived the

idea of four 3ns ( ages )
end classified In a

philosophical manner the collective activities of

humanily In terms of four They, there-

fore, concerned IhemBsIves more with the Philo-

sophy of History than wilh hisiorVi pure ond simple-

It cannot hov/ever, bo denied that they could not

have given ua a consistent Philosophy of History,

unless they had some measure of historical sense

in ihemselves. With this historical sens© they have

described In detail particular facts of history in

the innqsi, the the for ihe purpose
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of pHiJo&ophizIng OB them. The otil? flnw is that
those historical facts haT© been ptomlflcuouslf
mixed with my^bs and erg not given in their
chroBologitel eequeuce. The Hindu thiniets have,
however, never failed lo remark ratlonallT that
those myths and legends are not to be imderetood
in ^eir iHer al sense but are to be taken as mere

* for approaching the Ultimate Truth.

If from Ihs philosophical point of view even
lha ' hialorical truth ' Is relative, and If that relative
i^th Is meant lor the Ulfimafe Truth, ihs ancient
Hindus need not fas much blamed only for their
deticlency in unmixed historical and chronologicat
sense. U their process ol approach to the Ultimate
Truth through the relative truth Is correct, la other
words. If they reach the real end which is aimed
at by the philosophy oi history, they should not be
-much deprecated for adopting purely mythical
means along with the relatively real ( historical

)

ones* It Is Irue that they ought to have possessed a
-finer historical sense ior arriving at the " historical
truth \ But whan the modem Westernized scholars
^gin to magnify this fault and depreciate the
Shastrls for it, one cannot help remarking that fha
modem flcholam too are deficient in the philosophic
outlook on life and Shastric acumen possessed
by the ancient Hindu thinkers and some Shastrhi
even of the present day* It will have to be admitted
that the Shasliic acumen on the one band and the
'historical sense on the other are products of
dliferent kinds of mental discipline, though it t»
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possible to oroalganiata them In a few cases. Wheu

the modem scholars usual!? express thalr perverted,

opinion that the Shaslria do not possess ' ditlcal

insight', they use the word ' criiicar in a

narrow and yague seeso io suggest iha * histori-

cal or more properly, the ' chronological sense^

The word ' Kesearch ' is similarly used b? them in

the narrow sense of
* historical and chronological

research/ If the word ' criticar pTominently con-

notes the sense ' logical * or ' rational ,
the Shastria

are ' critical ' enough. It Is really strange that the

Shastrls should be colled ' uncritical ' simply for

want of hiatoricol and chronological iudgment, whan

it is quite clear that they can use rigorous logic or

the orl ileal/ comparatiye and scientific methoda

in their search for the Ultimaio Truth, It Is then

desirable that the aotJviliea of the modern scholars

and Shaelris should hencalorth start With mutual

tmderstondlng and cooperation, and should result

In making up the deficiency, Kobedy can deny the

Importance of historical truth on the phenomenal

planer yet the means i^ould, not be mistaken for

the end, and the part which history and historical

method have to play in out Sanskrit studies should

not be unduly stressed to the detriment of more

important branches of Sanskrit literature.

It has been formerly remarked that the Kiatori*

cal Method ts applied to many branches of human

knowledge and that the history of a parlloular

branch in relation to the past and present achieve-

ments gives a proper perspecfive of the whole sub-
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ject. Again, In alliance with the comparative and
critical methods it supplies us with a wider outlook^
deepens our interest in a subject, trains us in
rationalism, makes the dead past alive, and helpe
us to see things with a new meaning. In spite of all
these merits this method has its limitations. For#
engaging us more In the seguence and chronology
of events, and in the analysis of facts rather than in
their synthesis, it tends to divert our minds from
the spirit or subsfrotuni of events. In other words,
11 keeps us absorbed in the particular facts of history
rather than in the philosophy of history. It is to be
remembered that mere history can at best iumishus
with concrete illustrations of actual and particular
facts, which are inadeguate unless they are put
to the hard test ol Logic and its ggiPia, or supple*

mented by the philosophy of history. For, the know*
/edge o/ truth, relative or absolute, depends
upon impartial Judgment and the logical

which are superior to mere history. It

ought to be, therefore, properly imderstood that
the Historical Method, which stresses the seguence
and chronology of events more than other things,
is one among many methods of approach to a
subfect and not the only method. It must bo ad-
mitted here that when the particular historical

events Ihomaelvea have yet to be discovered and
collected In an organized form of history, the adop-
tion of the Historical Method is most essentiaL
Remembering, therefore, the above Umiiations of
the method it should be employed with judldous
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-C&T6 without noglecling other important methods

of approach to a subleci. f

If this method is applied, for instance/ to the

study of literature, its merits and demerits are

clearlyperceived** The merits of the method lie In

bringing before our mind the perspective of the

whole literature in Its synlhelic form, in Indirectly

helping our appreciation of it, in presenting in-

<iividual authors of that literature in their sequence.

In enabling us to Judge the Influence of one author

upon another, in making us ascertain the place of

e particular author in his age and the whole litera-

ture, and in aiding us to account lor changes in

literary ideas and forms from age to age. Thus the

Historical Method helps In its own way the study

of literature, just as- literature too supplies history/

In a more or less degree, with facts of historical

Interest Now the limitations of ihe Historical

Method as applied to literature are as follows:—

Though the Historical Method ultimately results

in synthesis, it prominently adopts logical analysis

end impartial judgment, which give little scope for

emotional attitude quite essential to the apprecia-

tion of literature. Even if it can supply us with

en Intellectual explanation of the circumstances In

which a literary work was produced, it cannot

help us in the actual enjoyment ot the aesthetic

t In ibis context read Dr, Bbindarkar's two essays:

• The Critical. Comparative and Historical Method of Inquiry
*

and ‘Un^ for Fresh Research In Sanskrit Uterature and

Indian Antiquities * in the Collected Works of Sir R. G.

•Ehandarkar, Vol, 1. pp. 362-dl5.
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element of that work. The cfiticek ot more pro-
perly^ the rational standpoint resorted to in the
Historical Method mars the aesthetic delight instead
of enhancing it. Thus we are engrossed In the

erteiDoI and insipid details about an author rather
than in his persojicdltj. which must be feli as q
whole rather than dissected, and lor the complete
appreciation of which the aesthetic approach based
on psychology is the best one. Even though some
amount of analysis la a necessary step to synlhetic
appreciation, it should never exceed ita llmila and
spoil enjoyment ot literature.

We find that many modern scholars have up to
this time allotted Inordinate space to fhe fming of

the dates of Sanskrit poela anddramatiate and have
Bubjected their v/orka to the dlscusslcn of historical
facta like Ihe political, social, economical and reli-

gious conditions of their respective limes rafher Ihan
to their literary appreciation. These external histori-
cal facts, though they distantly or olrcumstantfally
help approclatlon, involve the proceEs ot Intellec-
tual analysis which, perhaps, turns us away from
the main purpose of approach to Personality It is,
therefore, desirable that the above historical facte
should be subordinated to the main purpose which
ia to enter Into the or heaji of an author. The
critical or rational method, which has been so far
much exalted and which is useful in other spheres*
should now make room for the Iflarary criticism of
esslhefic appreciation; and proper justice should
be done to Sanskrit poets and dramatists by resgrb
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inQ to the extonsivo oiit^clfim ol their exilalio

elements-^the unity ol plot, the poet'^ imogtnaftoo^

fancy, senlimenis^ Iho seiiBe of proportion eshibitod

in his ideas and faim, and other psychological lac*

tors of the poet's personaliiy—which are calculated

to enrich our aesihellc experience. This main aim

can be best accomplished by applying the princi-

ples of ^ and propounded/ ailer the harmoniza-

tion ot the theories oi and jpqrn, by Sanscrit

literary crltlcs/ and by combining those principles

with the principles of psychology applied by

Wesfem critics to the literary crihcism. This com-

bination will, oi course, lead ub to the synlheilc

appreciGtIon of Sanskrit literary works. "Dvia com-

binalion has already been mads by ua In the

preceding sections and will also be made in detail

later on. But before approaching those psycho*

logical principles of and helping synthetic

appreolattpn, It is nscessary to turn to the preiimm*

ary analytical procesa which has been adopted in

Sanskrit comroentaiies on poetry and drama/ and

is also loUowed by theShaatrls in their oral explan a*

tion ot the samOi

X. THE METHODS OF TEACHING LITERATURE

(
md

),

We have so far seen how the msthod^of

fTj and SRT»f are comprehensively uaeful in the

teaching ot and literature. It ia now an un-
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<loubted fact that the ancient Hindus had definite

views on the art of interpretation or teaching, and
that ancient teachers consistently employed the

methods detailed in the foregoing sections. Those
methods, logical as well as psychological, clearly

indicate that exclusive use of the Analytical

Method was never made even in the teaching of

^IT^. The meihoda were AnaJytico-SyntheiJo

rather than Analytical/ and the advanced teaching

of also made concrete and interesting

by quoting several familiar examples

It is then needless to say that ' Literature

which itself is naturally concrete in ideas

and form, was taught in a still more concrete
and interesting manner, by introducing

several examples and a good deal of iniorma<

tion required for its clear understanding and
enjoyment. While referring to the qualifications

of a good teacher significantly says in his

*
; "Some teachers have profound

knowledge of their subject, while others are profi-

cient in the art of Imparting. But one, in whom
deep knowledge is coupled with the art of impart-
ing, is the best teacher. " What here means
is that a teacher, besides being a profound scholar,
should try to think objectively from the pupil's
point of view also, so as to make his teaching
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impressive, like a modern psychologist,

recognizes individual difierences in students, (when
he says from the pupils point oi view that there is

much diiference as regards the results of teaching

between clever pupils and dullards, though the

teacher imparts instruction in the same subject to

both of them.* These definite views about teaching
and teachers have been conoborated by Yuan
Chwang, the Chinese pilgrim oi the 7th century

A. D., as follows
—''These teachers explain the

general meaning [ to their disciples ] and teach
them the minutiae; they rouse them to activity

and skilfully win them to progress; they Instruct

the Inert and sharpen the dulL When disciples.

Intelligent and acute, are addicted to idle shirking^

the teachers doggedly persevere repeating tnstruc-

lion until their training is finished. '*§

The modem Shastris, on account of their deep
knowledge of xftqrer, and erftfq,

have inherited the same ancient methods of

and which they use in their oral teach’

ing. One fact must, however, bs noted that all

Shastrls are not well-versed in all ttiose

collectively, but are proficient in one alone

with the rudimentary knowledge of other systems.

• 5^: JIW 3*TT ^
^ 3 ^ ^ I

§ YoanChwan^'s Travels In India, by Tnomas Wallers.
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Detdiled explfloetion of esch end every word
and its sense

( )
lino by line, which

helps the intensive study of a book. Is the
noteworthy quality of almost all of them. Their
explanation, however, culminates in the complete
exposition of 3T5I|[r, and ^ contained In
individual verses or paragraphs only. They are
not much Inclined to exhibit their expository skill

In brlnginq out synthetically the whole mind of a
poet as revealed,in all his works or at least in one
work os a whole. In this respect the synthetic and
psychological method of literary criticism employed
by the Western literary critics is worthy of imitation.

It must be remembered that and
who have contributed original theories of

^ and to the Sanskrit Poetics (ejfffq), are the
pioneers In the field of synthetic literary criticism.
They have rightly subordinated and
to the principles of ib and or more properly to
tke which will be detailed later on,

in the iourth^ of the has given hfa ^lllu-

minating synthetic appreciation of the
which certainly deserves to stand the test of modern
literary criteria, and would be a proper guide
to Sanskrit literary critics wishing to follow that
path. This path has, however, been rarely
followed by the later err^s^^rt^ and Sanskrit
commentators, who have wasted their energy
in the minute analysis of In detached
verses. The only Sanskrit commentary that makes
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an emotional approach to poetry and tries to enter
into the heart of the poet by explaining the inner
significance of words is the * » commenfary

on the »

* ('^T^ )
of The

ancient Sanskrit works aiming at synthetic criticism,

according to our limited information, are the
and the of

but they have been written mainly with the
ethical rather than with the literary or aesthetic

purpose. The solitary Instance of synthetic literary
criticism, on the model of arRs^qnq’s appreciation

of the is the concluding passage of Troqr’s
commentary on the In the present

century/ however, two Pandits hove attempted
synthetic literary criticism through the Sanskrit

medium in the light of the Western standard.
Of them Pt. R. Krishnamacharlar, M. A,, has
written his and

in felicitous Sanskrit prose; while MM. Pt.

giRRrq hi his has attempted aesthetic appre*

ciotion of the works of and In

equally beautiful Sanskrit Prose. These two Sans*

krit critics have in* modem times set a worthy
example to other Sanskrit critics in respect

of synthetic literary criticism, which seeks to

approach the Personality of a poet. Rabindranath

Tagore's synthetic end emotional appreciations of

Sanskrit poets, published in his Bengali book
' are unparalleled in the realm of literary cri*

ticism, since they are the specimens of creative art ,
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and testify to the sentence of Ben Jonson : '^To

Judge of poets is only the faculty of poets, and not
of all poets, but the beat/' In short, synthetic and
emotional appreciation of Sanskrit poets through
the medium of Sanskrit is a desideratum felt long.

In spite of the ancient principles of and

and the above-mentioned bocks comprising syn*

thetic appreciation, the Shastris in general un-

necessarily stress the intellectual process of the

minute analysis of 375551^8, in which respect even
the University graduates blindly follow them. There
are, agaln,a few Shastris, who consider it below their

dignity to teach ' Literature *, and say that poetry
is to be sung by harlots ( rflrrnflcrrPt ). If such
Shastris are sometimes required to teach ^literature',

their lessons, which mostly comprise grammatical or
etymological discussions, are uninteresting and tire-

some to young pupils. Barring a few such exceptions
there are a good many ol them, who with real zest

for literature have developed lino literary taste In
themselves, and hence are able to develop aesthetic
attitude among their pupils. Such Shastris are
undoubtedly able to maintain Interest and enthu-
siasm among their pupils by expounding liierature

in an enchanting manner. Thus though all Shastris
are at one in generally following the theories of

VMi'*! end in their teaching, their

methods in regard to the treatment of literature

vary from person to person.

Thera is, therefore, no standardization among
the Shastris as regards the methods of teaching
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UieMture and the number and sequence of slep3

to bs followed in their lessons. Th© actual stepa

used by the Shastrls in a ' Uterature Uason ' vary

from five to eight. An ancient couplet gives five

steps to be followed v;hil© a literary aubjsc I is belna

expounded to pupils of tender age. They are { 1 3

Separation of Sandhis in words; till Meaning of

words; (iiJ) Dissolution of compounds; UvJ Con-

struing of words or senlenoes; and (
v ) Answer to

an obiectlon**

In consultation with several Shastrls in the

dlKerent parts' oi India^^ we have been able to

determine that in spite of a few variaiiona> five

commoD steps are generally adopted everywhere

for the teaching oi prose as well as poetry. In their

flucce^sion they are as follows:—

( i ) Separation of Sandhis in words
( );

( ii ) Construing
( );

C hi ) Dlsaolution of com-

pounds
^ );

f ] Explanation of words un-

known to pupils
(

C^3 Substance of a

oentencs, paragraph or verse
(

Here^ according to Ihe needs of pupils and

the nature of the language material to be taught

the Shasirla add ' Parsing of words ' attar

* q^fwfqnft |

qqrwrq ll

$ These five steps may be versiHed as foltov/sj’-
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' TranslaHon ' afler and 'DiaoussEon of
conatruoflonal aspect

'(

j

«fi„
as ttoe more steps, vfhJch are dropped when the
PupUa are suiilolenfly advanced, Nolwlthslandloo
he genera! adoption of these five formal steps,
Iheia is full scope for the ingenuily of a tacliul
teacher in Ihe traatmenl ci his topio. One thing to
be borne in mind is that every 'Hierafute lesson'
la accompanied by loud reading, which is mostly
neglected in the grammar-transiation method.
Again, In all such lessons, pupils are requited lo
take mote active part than the teacher, who gene-
tally guides and corrects the pupils where necessary.

fleod/ng— Generally at the initial slags the
teacher reads for pupils, but after some acquaint,
ance with language, pupils are invariably made to
read a passage loudly, at the beginning of every
lesson. Of course, for fear of adverse crlfidsm from
the teacher, the pupils have to practise this read-
ing beforehand. While the reading Is going on,
attention is always to be paid lo distinct ariicula-
fion, pilch of voice, inion a tfon, pause, emphasis,
phTMlng, etc.* From all these points of view the
reading of the Shastrie is expresaive and ilawJesa,
ao that It would serve graduafa teachers as a model
for imitation. li la worthy of noie that many Shastris
can repeat from memory several passages in
prose and versa and con teach even without (he
ala or g book- Thua^ being free to dlaoouree direct-

.p
tWmentofaJI these will

Reading and Recitation ' in this boolc.
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ly with their pupils, they can gain the advantage

over graduate teachers of making their personal

influence felt more.

( / ) Separation ol Sandhis (
)-^epara-

tion of Sandhis in a sentence or verse follows the

reading ol the same. Here also the pupils have to

take more part than the teacher as before. Along

with this separation of Sandhis# the grammatical

form ol every word has to be recognized by the

pupils. By this continued practice in the separa-

tion of words pupils develop their knowledge of

Sandhis incidentally without learning rules; and

when the forms ol diflerent words in a sentence

ore known beforehand by pupils from the ^mfes/ the

matter of splitting Sandhis becomes on easy task

ior them. With the knowledge of the basic facts of

the vernacular grammar# pupils are here able to

give all the parts of speech# viz.# a noun, a pronoun,

an adlectlve# a verb# an indeclinable# etc. After

eliciting the original forms ol words (L e. the nomina-

tive singular )# pupils are led to recognize the

different cases of words as used in a sentence

or vers^# and to connect those forms by ana-

logy with the forms of modal words already

learnt in the This is the place where

pupils realize the utility and Importance ol having

at their lingers" ends the forms in the This

procedure is resorted to at the initial stage until

pupils get sufficient practice in the ready recogni-

tion of the grammatical froms of words. Although

this process makes for the clear understanding of
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each and every word, beginners find it rather Irk-some and lengthy. If young pupils are by nature

(sfory-Interest)

wctk « forms of
expedient to posfpono thisdelaiJ^ p„gtag of words to a later stage. Womust, however, note that this sub-division of the firststep is not compulsorily followed by all Shastris.

} ^nstrulnff or arrangement of words
( 3i5^:)_The second step to bo followed in a
mera^ro lesson ' is ' construing ' or the arrange-ment of words in their syntactical order. Taking into

account the facts indicated above, the Shastris, in
expounding literature to their students, follow afew synlaoUcal rules, which have been recorded
ta some Sariskrit manuab f for beginners andwhich undoubtedly train those students in constru-
feg literature by self-help. If is well worthy of note
that the students of the Pathashalaj are able to con-
sifuo any unseen passage in Sanskrit, after the study
Cl a tew cantos from a rursisi; while the students
of high schools and colleges cannot do so even

highly desirable to bring the knowledge of those

ThSe"^®* '‘'® “derstanding

{ a ) Construing ' or the arrange-
mgnt of words in their syntactical order Is the most

tResdj-f S
‘ aihwitaili^imi;,

( b

)

and ( c) The concluding portions
on In the •
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Important step in a ' literature lesson : and Itft

proper knowledge ia indiepensable to the stijdy o

Sanskrit literature. When the arbttrarinesa of the

Order of words in a Sanskrit sentence necessitates

fhig artancement even in a prose passage* it is

needless to say that yarseB also must be construed.

For being able to construe, dellnite knowledge 0l

the function of cases or aa indicated above,

is to be presupposed; and the most import out fact

to be borne In mind Is. first of all, the functions oi

the nominative and accusative cases. So the tlrst

thing for the students to do la to Kiid out for Ihem-

aelves or sometimes wilh the help of the teacher the

principal sentence which generally consists of the

subject, the object/ and the finite verb. For this pur'

pose it Is nscesaary for them to know that in

the active construchou fha subiact is In the nami-

naitve case and the object in the accusative. When

students are able to delerroiiie the InflexionB of all

words, thay can easily distinguish the Qominahvn

from the oblique cases and find out the subject, rlow,

the subject can occur In a sentence in any one of

the three persons and numbers, and the finite verb

must agree with it In reapecf of both of them. If a

participle is used as a finite verb/ U should agree

with the Bubject in person, number and gender also.

Being equipped vrith this Information, students can

readily construe the subject with the verb or the

verb with the subject according as either of them Is

e^qsressed or understood- If the verb is understood,

it is to be supplied according to the form of ihe
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wbioct which is expressed; on the other hand, II thes^bjec is understood, it is to be supplied accordingto Ihe form of the verb which is expressed.
^ter being thus fully acquainted with the active

to remembe"'
'*>9 studentsto remember is the passive construction, in whiche subject being in the Instrumental case and the

wi/hfh
'’

'I’®
the finite verb agreeswith the object In number and person; and if a parti-

cipleisused as a finite verb, if agrees with the
object m number, peraon and gender also. Here
parallelism between a Marathi sentence like < jqft

* and Its corresponding Sanskrit sentence
can be sought with advantage. The

knowledge of these basic facts, which are already

them ?
'h9<r mother tongue, leadsm to find out the principal sentence. When the

kd“
1’’“*

whole selnT
*

whiJb
“ sentence the remaining words,

substantive,the adjective, the indeclinable and the verbal form.

„«>./
^® sub-divided into anoim and pronoun, both of which can occur in asentence to Ihe nominative case as the subject, orany other coae-relallon, gender, number and^rson. In a sentence, words to Ihe instrumental

rds In the ablative case should Immediately
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precede verba goveming the oblaHve^ but some-

times they may precede even the subject/ the object/

end words in the instrumental and the locative*

Words in ih© locative signllyinc time or plao©/

those in the vocative, interjections and Interroga-

iive words should oensrally be put at the beginning

of a sentence. An adjective doing the work ot a

noun should be treated accordingly.

Adjective which generally qualify substantives

ore to be construed with the latter and placed

beiore them. The special fealure ot Sanskrit is that

fin adjecUvs always agrees with its aubstantire In

gender/ number and case. Of courae, adjecltves in

a parlicular gender, number and case are to be

construed with the subBlantlves in the same gender/

number and case. Since a Sanskrit sentence gene-

rally contains many adjectives qualilying a substan-

tive/ all of them should be put together and joined

with the indeclinable Attributive adjectives must

bo placed before their eubslantivesj but predicative

adjectivea or adverbs should come after eubatan-

tlves and stand immediately before verbs or other

adjectives. Adjectivea to pronouns are generally

placed before the lalfer^ yet, if an adjective Is

intended lo be more promirieot than a pronoun, it

should be placed In its predicative sense after the

pronoun. Words Jn the genitive case do the work

ol adjectives and ere to be construed with the

substantives to which they are related, even though

several other words occur between the genitive

dorms and their subBtantives.
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As tho fonna af Indeclinatiles are unchangeabla
under all crijcuin^fauces, there need be nodifficullrm construing them with their respective words.

Varhal iorms denote an aebon, complete or
tacornplel^e. Those denoting e complete action are
Imite TOba or partfcipleg used as tinife verbs, which
are either active or passive^whlch show three tenses,
and are to be construed with the subject and the
object faccording as they are tfansitlve or intronsi*
live. Verbal forms showing an fnconjplets action
ore absolutives and Infmitives, which are Invari,
ably to be placed before linile verbs* The object
to on absolulive or infinitive must of course, precede
oilherof them, b the case of verba governing two
accusatives, the direct object should be placed just
before the finite verb and after the indirect
one* In short, for arranging words in a Sanskrit
sentence according to (heirsyntacficol relations, the
subject will hove to bs placed llrst, words in the
accusative and other cases afterwards, absolullvea
and infinitives with their objects, If any, in the
middle, and the finite verb last* The ccnstrufng
method, fn which all the words cf the whole sen-
tence are thus arranged, is named @3 *

fVjf
j
which means a staff * with many knots re-

presents the whole sentence with Its various parts
or sections

( or in Sanakril ^ ' [a th®
vertical punctuation mark used to denote the com-
pletion of a senfence.Thus, the construing of words
in a complete sentence standing between vertical
marks Es designated as Hence, In the
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all the words in a complete sentence are

arranged according to their grammatical function

and syntactical relation. While construing^ the

Sbastris^ with due attention to these syntactical

ruleS/ desire their students to have the inner

working of their minds as indicated above. So in

this method questions in the mother tongue as,

* Which Is the subject ? * Which Is the object ? *

,

* Which is the verb ? ' etc., are asked to bring out

the natural order of words in a sentence. Yet, such

questions being mainly of a grammatical or formal

type bore the pupils. Such a procedure, no doubt,

helps clear understanding and is suited to the

pupils of very small classes where individual atten-

tion is possible. But for large classes it would be

monotonous.

(b) There is another method of con-

struing, ‘ ^ by name, which resembles

the former only in respect of picking out first the

principal sentence, but differs from the

with regard to the construing of the remaining

words of the whole sentence. In the

the use of several interrogative words In suitable

Sanskrit questions enables the exponent to elidt

anh '55 I'Vtm II
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different adjuncts in a sentence.^ and explain them
by using simpler equivalents. After this construing
the order of words in Ihe whole sentence will be the
same as in Ihe but this construing is carried
on in parts or sections (^s) by framing quesUons on
individual words or phrases. In this questioning stu-
dents must be also assumed to possess the knowledge
of the same syntactical relations as recently describ-
ed, and the same rules for construing as set forth
above hold good here. Yet, both these methods differ
from each other in the types of questions framed
and in the order in which words in a sentence are
elicited- Thus in a sentence the principal clause
should be elicited before words in the oblique
oases (from the instrumental to the locative),
absolutivea and infinitives before their objects,
substantives before adjectives, and verbs before ad-
verbs. Even in the principal clause the verbal form
should be elicited before the subject with its adjuncts
and the subject before the object with its adjuncts.

In the questions are moinJy of a
grammatical or formal type; while in the
they are principally based on the subject-matter

^ ^^51^ II

ll^^ll
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or the sense of a titerary passage rather than on
the grammatical lunctlon. Though in the adoption
of the syntactical relations are implied
in ihs questions on a Ilteraiy piece, they are of a
aecondary importance* Thus guestlone to elictt

words with diiferent senses are asked aa follows:—

^

(1) Persons or fJijnga derioted by nouns and
pronouna in a sentence are elicited by framing
questions with the various case^lorms of fe. as

etc,

(2) Osaiiiies or oftributes denoted by edjec-
ttves are ellatied by using In queations words tike

etc., along with
substantives C nouns or pronouns; ),

(3) Actions shown by verbs or participles can
be elicited according to their number and person
through e^estions wherein the subject Is used with
words llte^ ^ f3| ' or

etc*

(4) The prfOfffy or purpose of an action shown
by abaolutives and inJtnlfivea can be elicited by
using in questions words llie^ and *

respectively.

(5) r/me, place, manner, purpose, reason, etc.,

denoted by adverbs can be eliollad by using with

the verbal form words like

Tifese types of questions and several other

types hove been actually used in some SonsjtWf
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cotamentar!& on the ond some wotky

on Shosiros bj the commentotcrs loUowing fire

These questicm forma can be edvan-

fageouatT utilised at one's discretion in lha teaching
of Sanskrit by maintaining variety in qaealtoning.

The cheiacterisiic of a Sanskrit sentence, bow'ever,

b that ita major portion generally consists of adlec-

tivsg which are either single words or sentences

compressed into a ^prSl| compound. It fa, therefore.

Inevitable that the same qfuestion forms with the

use of etc,, have often to be resorted

to, there being little scope for variety in the word-
ing of such queslions every time. We thus see that

the questioning in the draws the atten-

tion of students more to the spirit or the senf/menf
of a literary piece than to its grammatical aspect;

and hence, according to the accepted technique

of modem teaching the bumanisfic side of language
study can be more attendad to in the

than the formal one

Again, there are two pcssible ways in, which
the subject and the verb of a principal sentence
may be elicited. In the the subject is

generally picked up first and the verb afterwards;

while in the the verb, which fa first

picked up. Is connected with the subject and the

object by framing suitable qussilons. These two
methods are based on the principles laid down by
the and The are
of opinion that the subject is the principal word in
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a sentence; the assert that the verbal iorin

is the principal word to which all the words in a
sentence are related; and the hold the

root-meaning of a verbal form to be important
So the seams to have its source in

the theory of the while the

owes its existence to the theory of the tfiqw^e.

For practical purposes no distinction need be
observed in regard to the precedence of the

subject or the verb in construing. Yet the

which is superior to the in

appealing to the students' instinct cl curiosity and
their literary sense, naturally leads us to side with

the who recognize the precedence oi the

verb and the Importance of

With special reference to the we
may say that the knowledge oi expectancy

consistency (4tnraT) and contiguity ( or
)

as recognized by all schools oi thought is quite

essential to * construing ' or comprehension of a

sentence.^ When a word cannot convey the whole

meamng oi a sentence owing to the absence oi

some other word, there is expectancy or

the desire to know the other word. For instance#

I (

j
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it in a sentence we suppose that the

word is absent/ we have a desire to know the

verb. A question that naturally arises is

qr?; I
* and the expectancy is iuliilled when the verb

is supplied. Similarly/ ii we suppose that

the words ‘rpq:’ and are absent Jn the above

sentence* there is a desire to know the

subject and the object respectively^ and further

questions arise* as arr^t^f ' and ‘^(or str-

qj^ t
> This desire to know 'What about qq,

*

etc./ is curiosity itself which gives rise to various

questions. The rfiqfe^s while dealing with < ^qR^rr

'

(energy or etflcienl force) refer to this

and say that it expresses itself in three ways, viz./

and The first

variety of is related to an * end ' or 'object^

and expresses itself in the.question'torm* ^ ’

( What shoulo be done ? ); the second is related to a
* means * or * instrument ' and expresses itselJ in the

question-form * t * (By what should it be

done?): and the third la related to the 'manner*

of doing and expresses itself In the question-form
‘ *

( How should it be done? ). It will be

(b)
) I

(9
%fh-
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found that * * principally leads us to ask

Qfuestions/ which can be framed by taking the

verbal iorm in a sentence as the principal word,

and which can be put to students with the view of

helping them In construing the words of a

sentence and understanding their implications. It

is thus clear that all questioning In language-study

originates principally in this Expectancy or

In addition to Expectancy there must be

Consistency (
ll'® words of a sentence;

L e. the meaning of a word must be consistent with

that ol the other. For example. In the sentence

’ the word ‘ *
( water ) is consistent with

‘
*, But In the sentence * srfipTT \ It being

Impossible to sprinkle anything with tire, the two

words are not consistent with each other, although

* ' for
'

*.

Now Contiguity
( arr^ or is uninterrupt-

ed utterance or unbroken apprehension of words

which are placed in Juxtaposition. It each word in

a sentence is uttered alter a long interval, or if

•(3?) qtnjcTT
| ( ) I

(a?7) ^ esy

) l(T) ^

) |

t ( Sf )
(aw^:)l(3n )

(upTiqf^:)) (T)
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words in a senfence are not placed In juxtaposUEoni

(be sentence would make no sense, although the

words In It might possess oj r ^ti^g r and

It will thus be seen that and

^flf^the causes vrhlch yield the construed or untiled

meaning of a sentence, are usually taben to be the

characteristics ot words* Really speaking, * ^

t Expectancy, desire to know ), which Is a property

ot the human mind, contains mainly a psychological

element* For, it Is not words but human beings

that have a desire to know. But * expectancy *
Is

attributed to words in a secondary Eense
(

Since a word conveys a meaning which further

arouses In tbe mind oi a reader or hearer a desire

to know the meamng of another word connecled
with Ih 5 Again, t Compatibility, conaMency

J

concerns itselt more with meanings or things

denoted by words than with words tbamselves,

which is really a property oE things, is attri-

buted to words In a secondary sense, as things and
words denoting them are closely related* It is

only sgr^ or ( Contiguity J that is properly a

property oE words themselves* In short, the process

of construing, parllcularly that in the is

C )
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based on the psychological principles of langnagfr-

study propounded by the Hindu schools of thought.

In connection w^ith
‘ * which may

psychologic ally be termed 'curiosity’ it can dellnife*

ly be said lhat seveial traces of the modem

technique ol relormsd teaching are found scattered

in the vast range of Sanskrit Ulerafure^ Irj ancient

times, the method o/ guestjons and answers lhat

owes its rise to this was a method of wider

application in oral teaching. Various dialogues in

the Upanishads/ etc., and

the dialogue-torm predominantly employed in the

ancient works on dltferent cftnreij etc.)

are< aa il were, the actual records of the oral lessons

( jRT*^)
lestimony to the

fact lhat the method of questions and answers waa

largely ue&d in expounding a subject though in

later limes this ancient method was replaced by

the ' Lecture Method ' in the and similar

works. The method of questions and answers

may thus be said lo have been developed In the

infancy of humanity, while the ' Lecture Method *

came Inlo existence to suit Ihe advanced stage of

human understanding. This fact further proves the

psychological truth thal Ihe Method of. QuesUona

end Answers is very well suited lo the curfoaily

and capacily of juvenile as well as average s Indents;

whereas ihe Lecture Method can be effective only

when the fliudants' understanding, povrer of con-

centralion, and capacity fox passive listening are

auillcienily advanced.
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The endeni method of quesffoning, however^
differs In some respects from the modem one.
According to the modem technique chiefly the
teacher has to ask queBtions and the pupils to

answer them; whereas in ancient times compie-
hertaivB questions

( J
were asked by students,

and teachers answered them* Answers were given
by ancient teachers at the psychological moment
when the curiosity of the pupils had been fully

awakened
{ j

by fryinq to discover things

for themselvea as in the Heuristic Method.
Sometimes the teachers, by making use of
'Suggestion' in their teachic g, created oppaitU'
nlfies to rouse the curiosity

( )
of their

pupils or bring about the psychological moment,
when the need for eiplanation would be badly
felt* Besides, Ih© ancient teachers having an
exceptional power of supplyiiig concrete and apt
illustrations repeatedly utilised the means of knoW'-
ledge called ' comparison

' ( \ and told

interesting stories for expcundiJig highly pbllo-
flophicai abstractlono* In short, aipnirr (expectancy
or curiosity J along with

( consislency] and
C contiguity ) forms Ihe backbone of the

which can be designated as the
' Dialogue Method 'Conversational Method' or
the ' Method of QuealiDna and Answers *.

In contrast with the questions In
the are asked la Sanserif and not in
the mother tongue; for, the conatriilng of a Sane-
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kilt passags is maniiefltly possible in Sanstnt

aJone. ConslnilTig a Sanskrit poem or a prose pass-

age In the mother tongue is a contradiction in

terms, and ft is as umiatural as dissolving Senatrit

compounds in the mother tongue ! it iSj thereiora,

against nature and common sense to ask quesllona

in the mother tongue to get at Sanskrit prose order.

If questions In the mother tongue could bo asked

<in a Sanskrit passage, they would possibly be oi the

lonnal typo as referred to in the treatment of the

But whan the ia adopted,

questions have to be framed mafnJy onlh& suh/ecf-

matter and secondorilf on th& gn^mmatical fotms

q/ words. If exclusive use oi the mother tongue is

made for eUdiing even the subject-matter, the

onswata received horn students must obviously be

in the mother tongue. Where ia then scope for

attending to the original language ol a passage

and ascertain Irrg the Inter-relaiions oi words tn a

sentence ? It is really unintelligible how according

to fhe vernacular questions could be

Iramed on a Sanskrit passage in prose or verse, and

ba answered in the vernacular I The procedure

Appears to be so eriUicial that on account of this

prominence of the mother longue in a Itteralure-

lesaon, the Sanskrit language of the passage with-

out being studied is In danger of being thrown

over-board !

For a good grasp of Sanskrit, duo ettantion to

its syntax and other pscuUaritfta ought to be paid^

though it would be a means to the and which is
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primsxily fhe understanding and appreciation of

literature. Various constructional aspects of Sanskrit

would be properly attended to# If the actual word-
ing o/ a Sanskrit passage would be elicited from
the pupils ior supplying full explanation in simple

Sonskrit; and this is made possible only through

Sanskrit questions. These are some of the reasons

why in the questions are asked in

Sanskrit and not in the mother tongue.

Too much adherence to the usual question-

forms in the ia likely to result in mono*

tony/ to avoid which yariety in the wording of

questions will have to be maintained. For instance/

at the initial stage instead of dissolving compounds
in the prosaic traditional way/ questions should

sometimes be so framed that the compounds might

of themselves be dissolved/ and that the pupils

might be led to understand intuitively the mutual

relations of their different members. The questions

at the initial stage should again be amplified by
other questions asked to elicit even the subfect/

object and verb of the principal clause/ which in

the is purposely isolated from the

whole sentence and supplied by the teacher or the

commentator through a statement. Again/ at the

advanced stage of the study of Sanskrit/ intelligent

questions according to the will have to

be framed with tact to get at the subtle suggestion

^ )
of words ^or a passage/ to ascertain the

purport ( cir^rqm )
of .a literary piece/ to elicit the

Imagery of a poem by appealing to the emotions
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nnd Imaoinaiion of students to bring the

poet's felicity of expression to their notice, and to

impress upon their minds the writer's outlook on life.

Although the Shaatris are aware of this

on account of their study of Sanskrit commen-

taries/ they do not seem now-a-days to bring it into

practice. Perhaps, being fond of reading learned

commentaries written in a hlgh-ilown style they

generaUy disfavour the simple and loose style ol

the which for the very reason conduces

to the better understanding of students. Or possibly,

owing to a very small number of pupils in th^r

classes they are not requUed to adopt this method;

and they find It convenient for such compact

classes to have recourse to the^vypqq, which is more

favourable for ' lecturing ’ than for ' questioning

When the ' Lecture Method ' is still so much prev^

lent all over India even in English Schools wd
Colleges in spite oi the advent of improved melhc^

of teaching, it would be unjust to deprecate t^

Shastris for relying much on the ' Lecture Method .

The though not practised by Ihe

Shastris in their teaching, has been widely used in

Sanskrit commentaries on famous poems and other

classics. For explaining abstruse thoughis^n

different as in the of^^^_

.TiT^tyTyanrand Patanjall we can already recognise

theM reUnlni. the dialectics of the

and the philosophical schools, where the “'"bu U

its u-e formulated as dilemmas and where the solution o»
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and the of this method
has been invariably used. Thus the

one dilemma starts the formulation a new dilemma an^so
on in a long stream of debate, and where even the accuracy
of expression seems to acquire mathematical exactness.

“

—Studies on Panlni's Grammar, by Barend Faddegon, p.42.
(b) The method of Patanjail's Great Commentary-** This

method is analogous to that which has become familiar
through thcclassical commentaries of^ on the Upanishads.

^ and on of eytR on the Vedas, of
on and so on. Its character chiefly consists

In establishing, usually by repetition, the correct reading of
y^e text, in explaining every Imponant or doubtful word,
in showing the connection of the principal parts of the
sentence, and In adding such observations as may be required
for a better understanding of the author. Patanjall even
excels In the latter respect, the commentaries Instanced, for
he frequently attaches his own critical remarks to the
emendations of often in support of the views of the
laltar, but not seldom, too. In order to refute hIs criticisms
and to defend while, again, at other limes, he com-
pletes the statement of one of them by his own additional

—PaninI, by Goldstucker, p. 100,

(c) •' The is interesting stylistically as giving us
a lively picture of the mode of discussion of the day. A
question Is posed; an deals with it, not altogether
Incompetently but not quite satisfactorily, and an
solves the Issue. The style, therefore. Is lively, simple.
animated, and not rarely do we f.nd the question
therefore ? *. • How ? *. or • What ? ‘ put and then answered.
Proverbial expressions and references to matters of everyday
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i5 not only useful in juvenile teaching, but Is also

ot immense advantage in the higher study ol

Sanskrit. But the Shastri*, notwithstanding Ih^

famlUarllT with this

the value ot their own method as the most elfocllTe

means ol studying and teaching language. On IM

•other hand, University students, '•'ho st^

Sanskrit, being more disposed lo rely upon Englis

translaHons of Sanskrit works than read original

texts with their Sanskrit commentaries, are ^te

in Ihe dark about the U a few of them

ever care to read Sanskrit commentaries, they

mostly come across commentators like hIrHIU an

others, who have almost adopted the c-«i-w lor

explanation. They do not at all know that there are

many published as weU as unpubllsh^

commentaries on ersia- written according to the

Ufa are introduced and serve both to enliven the

and to give us valuable hints of the conditions of life and

thought in the time of Pstanjall. who thus Is a source of

Information for religious and social history as well as for

literature.
**

••The ^ [
The develops a method which

is common to Indian science generally.and which was “dr^tM

by the writers on law; the subject Is posed, the doubt IS

raised: the ;.rtma /adt view Is set out; then the corr^

dedsion Is developed, and the iMtter brought Into connexion

with other relevant doctrines.
“

^ History of Sanskrit Literature, by A, B. Keith.
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which is the continuation of the
Dialectic Method of and others, and which,
being perfectly psychological, can be brought
into line with the most effective methods of
teaching language as recently developed in the
West. Owing to this ignorance the graduates, who
were keenly intent on the improvement of Sanskrit
teaching, could not bring the indigenous

t The following are some of the Sanskrit com*
mcnuf Ics representative of the

X

R

1 [
fs a well-known Kashmirian

U)mmentator of the first half of the lOth

rentury A. D. 1

[ Unpublished J

\X
I
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-to light and had to look for help at the Direct

Method of the West I

After fudging the relative merits of these two

methods of construing, we find that the is

far superior to the in respect of language-

teaching. In the first place, it is purely a

psychological method suited to the instincts of

pupils, since predominance of questioning in it

is expected to arouse their curiosity

to the fullest extent and maintain constant interest in

the classroom. Secondly, it is more suitable for group

teaching than for individual teaching. Partlcularl7

lor the large modem classes where heterogeneous

types of pupils are trying to avail themselves of the

ancient lore enshrined In Sanskrit, the

the Sanskrit commentaries is the proper method cal-

xmlated to ensure co-operation between the teach*

er and the taught. Thirdly, in the individual and

intensive study of original Sanskrit,works of a higher

type,lhe commentaries following the are

sure to enlighten a student by making clear the

inter-relations of words and ideas, nay, every

minute detail, through the questions employed In

them. Fourthly, the fa more appropriate

than the for the teaching of poetry.

Prose order or the regular construing in the

mars the beauty of a poem Instead

of enhancing It; while questions in the

can be so framed as to bring the emotional

content of a poem into prominence and lead the
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pupils to understand automatically the relations of
different words in a sentence* Thus the
helps us to brhiQ out the hidden charm of a poeni/
heightens our sentiments and creates living poetic
atmosphere which is most desirable for the real
appreciation of that poem. In shorty the quf
bears close resemblance to the Direct Method^
which in actual use is much akin to the * Question^
end-answer Method * that forms the main part of
language lessons. It is worthy of note what the
modem euthorities on language-teaching say about
this ' Questlon-and-answer Method '

—

** Question-and-answer work is the moat effec-
tive of all the language-learning exercises ever
devised In its various forms and grades it InlllaleS/
develops and utilizes the natural language-learning
forces with which we are all endowed It is the
quickest and most effective approach both to the
spoken and the written aspects of the language; ft is

the shortest cut to writing; and U may be adopted for
purposes bo diverse as the teaching of conversation/
of abstract grammar/ of composition/ and of
pronunciation .—'This Language-learning Business*/
By H- E. Palmer/ and H. V. Redman.

It Is needless to add here that the above
remarks are equally applicable to the

Now that we have discovered that the indigenous
<444^1^^ when it is amalgamated with the usage

of elders
( ),

is much the same as the
Direct Method/ many misconceptions about the
New Method of teaching Sanskrit will vanish. When.
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wa can bbb so much agreomeut between both
thea© methods, will it not be nojust now to say
that we are imitating the Wasterneia 7 Of course,
in the light of the Western Principles of Language-
Study, which also coincide with the main principles
o| the Indian schools of thought, (he will

have to be modified a lilllo to suit theprsaeni neada

After thus dealing at langlh wtih the utility

and importance of the second step cf a ' Literature

'

lesson according to the Shastri method, and taking

into account the manifold purposes lor which their

could profilably be used. It would now
be advisable to turn to the remaining steps,.

{litj D/sso/til/o/i o/ compounds
( i )

and fiv) ExpIonaficJi of words u/jinown to
pupils

As both Ihese t L e* the third and the fourih

)

stops aie adopted aimultaneously by the Shasfris

instead of followirtg them one after the other, it is

expedient to combine the two into one. For, the

meaning of a compound is not understood unless

Individual words In it axe explained; and the mean-
ing of the whole sentence cannot be grasped unless-

all the compounds in it are dissolved Again, in

order to dissolve compounds correctly, li is nece-

ssary to know their proper context, which can be

known only alter understanding the meaning of the

j-emolnlng words in that sentence. Ihis Is why in the

Shastri method the dissolution o£ compounds and

explanation of unknown words go on side by side.
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li thus the interdependence of both these steps

leads us to the clarification of the meaning of the

whole sentence^ it is in the fitness of things that both
oi them should be mixed together. Nay, as the

questioning alone in the enables us to

combine the stages of and with the

above two stages, the fourfold procedure of separa*

ting the Sandhis, construing, dissolving compounds
and explaining unknown words goes on side by
side in a unified form. Questioning, then, is the
most important stage which facilitates the autbmatio
separation of Sandhis in the same way in which it

does the automatic dissolution of compounds. Now/
although * the dissolution of compounds " and ' ex*

planation of unknown words ' are mixed together

in the as well as in the convenience

of treatment obliges us here to devote individual

attention to each of them.

(Hi) Dissolution of compounds—Sanskrit lan-

guage is noted ( not 'notorious", as some people
wrongly suppose ) for Its compounds, which are
decidedly of much help in securing brevity of

expression. As already remarked, the striking

axample of this brevity is found in the com-
pound into which a whole sentence can be com-
pressed. We must, however, acknowledge the fact

lhat some Sanskrit authors being fond of elaborate
and florid style have carried the tendency of using
compounds to excess, and made their style highly
^tiiicial and obscure at thesacriiice of lucidity. But
diis particular lact does in. no way permit one to
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generalize about the notoriety of the whole of

Sanskrit literatuie for Its compcunds. while

treating of the style In contrast with the %^or
the best s!y!e« defines f siiaHivigour) as the profusion

of compounds; and rhetoricians agree that super-

abundance of compounds is the characteristio

of the ntil style.* Any way, students of Sanskrit

literahme must be conversant with compounds
which, as indicated formerly, presuppose the

knowledge ci case-relations

Pupils can be presumed to possess some know-

ledge of ccmpounda through their study oi poetry

in the mother tongue. This knowledge can be

turned to good account while teaching Sanskrit^

and made more definite and exact by asking the

pupils to study the so that they themselves

would be able to dissolve compounds without the

aid oi the teacher. Thinking that the serves

all the practical needs of beginners-/ the Shastris

value the applied knowledge ot compounds more
than mere theoretical knowledge, and give their

pupils ample drill in recognizing and dissolving

them in the proper context of literature.

• 3;?; I

II-

SThc di ringuishtng feaiures of The main varieties

of compounds with their examples and ways of dissolutiors

are briefly but very clcai ly given in the as follows—
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In tba cose of o dSfffouU ortd lengthy compound
the Shasfris fhemselTas supply its Uterai

which con ezpreas In the mother (cngue bU the

implied in that compound; ond then they asfc

their pupils to us© the corresponding in

San&kiit. Hers the Shesfrls say jrcm a practical point

of view that ths length of a compound need not

scar© th© pupils away. If the meanings of its several

members are knovm. Their prscllcaland useful hint

for ascertaining lha number ol emallsr compounds
in a larger one is to ask the pupils to count all the

words in the whole compound, and ifaen subitact

the number ' One ' from thaim For Instance* if a

compound coniains five words, the number of small-

er compounds In it Is generally four. Moreover^

the Shastrls show by precept and example bow,

whtl© dissolving a larger compound, two compo-

neuls ol It have to b© taken each time, end ho^ lb©

preceding smaller member is to be connected with

the loUowLTig one,

{ fV ) fxp/orra/fon of words unknown fo pupils'^

At the Initial stage Ihe Shastris who follow the

getierally us© th© mol her tongue as the

medium ol instruction; and the more the pupils are

advanced In understanding, the more they make
me of the Sanslglt medium. It is then obvious that

(
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at the elementary stage the meaning of every word
unknown to the pupils is given by them in the
mother tcngue« at the intermediate stage simple
Sanskrit equivalents are supplied along with their

vernacular meanings# and at the advanced stage the
mother tongue being dispensed with# Sanskrit ex-
planation is given In the manner of Sanskrit com-
mentaries. This# however# does not mean that the
use of the mother tongue is totally banned at the
advanced stage# or that all the Shastris without an
exception employ the Sanskrit medium for higher
teaching. Still this oral explanation in Sanskrit
trains the pupils In the ready recognition of the
language heard# establishes a 'direct bond' between
words and ideas# makes for the assimilation of

Sanskrit# and enlarges Sanskrit vocabulary. More-
over, the Sanskrit explanation paves the way for

the study of Sanskrit commentaries# the reading of

which is generally recommended at the advanced
stage by the Shastris with a view to initiating their

pupils in the art of construing literary passages lor

themselves and thus training them in self-help.

Along with the vernacular or Sanskrit explana-
tion# lines from the AmarO’^Kosha are quoted every

now and then by the Shastris in order to show how
several synonyms can be found for a particular

word in the text. These frequent quotations from
the Amara-Kosha remind (he pupils of the verses

already learnt therein, show them how tbs ^ *

can now be used intelligently in the proper context

oi the text# and help them to enrich their Sanikiit
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vocobulaiy. We may inciderttally lemaTh here that

although the irequsrit quoting ot (he at Ihe

fima oi Eeaehing literature greatly helps the pupils

to memoTl^a words in Iheir context, it is needless
to burden the memory at leasl oi av'erage pupils

ol their lender age with the leamAg of the whoh
oi the v/hich Is merely a collection of versh

hed word-lists without any conlexl. This learning

of the l3# even in the opinion of some learn-

ed ShastrtSx a wastage In educatico/ as the p^for
portion of U la forgotten unless pupils get an oppor-
tunity of studying a good deaf of Uteralure* If we
desire average pupils to use the with advan-

tage. it would be expedient to Introduce aelect

verses liom it in the context of literalurej and ra-

commend tb© use of an abridged edition of It like

the 3n?TOFT ol Prof, Gole to them for constant

referancB and memorising.

Seme Shastris think that this explanalion of

individual words would not ouflice, and in order to

ensure clear understanding, they ask their pupils to

give In a synthslic form the vernacular translalion

of a verse or a eenteuce. This process of translat-

ing need not be considered much obiection able

from the pisycbclog leal point of view. For, even
according to the New Method occasiona/ use o/
//ons/offon Is made lo test the understanding ol

pupils. As has been convincingly proved by H. E*

Palmer in ^ Tlie SolentlHc Study and T^aohing of
Languages \ translation fe not so ' indirect * as the
staunch adherents ol the Direct Method suppose.
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On ih* contiary^ ii I9 mere *
direct ' Jhon a inore

diificuJt Sanskrit s^nonYtn or paraphrase^ and a
vague, roundabout explanalion In Sansltrlt. S Again,

v/hai is the use ol eTplajning tha word *• ' hf
the word ‘ \ * by f

\
*

^

* ^ or ' ^ by « qfeffe: v/hen the

corresponding equivalents Jn the mother longue
are moie apt and JnleUigible lhan the above ?

Even alter taking Into account all the

meritfl ol the Direct Method we hud that the

estobllshineni. 0/ the 'direct bend' Is limited only

to concreie objects, things or acttons. Besides,

in spite of the scrupulous avoidance of the mother

tongue Sn the class, iHs not possible lor the teacher

to prevent his pupils iiom mentally translating

and thinking in the mol her tongue vsrhat b epoken

in the class, or bom conB^ultlng an elderly person

at home tor vernacular equivalents or the trans*

la 1 ton oi a Sanskrit passage. It is, fkerefoie, quite

necessary, in the fnteresi of pupils, to resort ccca^

sionally to ' translation lulo the mother tongue,
‘

Eiperiencs also tells us that oven though a Sanskiit

passage be taught by the Translation Method, ^ the

direct bond * between Sanskrit worlds and ideas

$ " Tran El Eat ion Is a more direct mode of conveying the

meaning of a unit than Deflnhion. and 1 * more

direct than context p. 83,

The exclusion of traniiistton os a regular fneens of

conveying the meaning of units is an uneconomkei and

unnatural principle ", p. 93.

“'Ths Scientific Study and Teaching of Languages'

by H. E. f^almer.
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in it can esiablfshed simply by asking the
pupils to praalise the ioud and tjuent heading of
that passage lor a number oJ times.

There ore^ however^ other rea^ODs why the
sole USB of the TrajsB^aiJou Method for language-
teaohlng Is open to objection. In the adoption of
Ihe XranBlation Method in schoojs and colleges^ J!

at present, the teacher who plays a more pramj*

nent pari in the qlasa-room then the pupils do.
The teacher all the while tranalatea literally Ihe
sentences of a passage one alter another, and the
pupils, haying no scope for seli-acUylty, either
listen passively to what is said by the teacher, or
lake down what is dictated by him. Eicepting a
few conscienlioua pupils Ihe majority oj them are
either inattentive or sleepy, Agaln^lhe quality d {his
translation is low, since little attention is paid in It

to the felicity ol expression or ihe idiom of the
mother longue. AU this procedure, being laborious
and dlsgusling, is against psychology and the
technique of teaching, both ol which emphasize
more self^ectivlty on the part of the pupils. W© are
thus faced by Ihe new problem of group-teaching
and clasa-monagemenf, to solve which, more
elfectiva meihods must be adopted The
Of 'The Questlon-and-anawer Method', as we
have already observed. Is ol great service in giving
iul] play fo the activity of pupils and In keeping
them all alert and active in the class.

The plan of the Shaslris to uss tha Sanskrit
medium for teaching in a gradually increasing
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proportion is, we thirik^r more natural than that of

the Direct Methodists who eoipioy the Sanskrit

medium only at the elementary stage and recom-

mend the use of the mclhor longue at the advanced

stage I Thus the Direct Method as piactised at

present in the teaching oi Sanskrit is tnadeguai©

to Ihe higher classes, where the Translation Method

la mostly followed as an Invariable alternative by

the average teachers who feel dithdent of using

the Sanskrit medium. Bui the v/hich

unifies th& two rival methods, ths Direct . /
Method os well os the Translation Method, and

IncorpoToles all ihe best r^uohiies of the old and

new, or the Eastern and Western mef/iods of

teaching in an organized whole. Is the only

oomp/efe meihod embodying the 'eclectic' prin-

c/p7©, ond promises to Jbe of immense advantage

ot the hyiliol as well as the odvanced s^oge of

learning Sonsirdi, A cJoae filudy^. therefore, of

Sanskrit commentaries written according to the

is calculated to show the teachers of

Sanskrit eifeedv© ways oi supplying San&kril

explanation through questions.

( V ) Substance or purporf of a sentence,

paragraph or verse
( ): The filth step actu-

ally followed by the Shostiis in ' literature ' lassone

is * ^ or the ' telling of the purporh * This

fifth elep is psychologically and logically an

essential step, sine© it auras up in o synthetic form

what is taught in detail according to the ?r»ST*^7t—

In the adoption of the former-
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ly tieated of a! length* the matter to he taught
fS/ as it were# scattered on a wide area by the
process of analysis through questions; and this

circumstance xnlght perhaps make a subject In-

comprehensible from the viewpoint of young
learners. It must^ however^ be remembered that
the method of is not simply an analytical

process of separating a sentmice into Its com-
ponent partS/ but it Is an onalytico-synthetic
proce-^ in which several analysed members of a
sentence are combined through the coioprehQnsion
oi the inter-relations o! words by means of the
principles of sjrwifw, jjtrqgr end and at

lest, the students are led to the unified and
comprehensive meaning or Purport ( aijqs

)
of a

sentence or passage as a v/hole. In shorty what
is analysed by the is again synthesized by
this Purport or Drllt. This drift is generally told by
the teacher In a sentence or two; but it may also
be elicited from the pupils by asking questions
according to the Yet, in order to avoid too
much o! the monotony cf the questioning process
and to bring variety in teaching, ft would be belter
for the teacher actually to tell the drift than ask
questions on it. The drift fs usually repeated twice
at the beginning and end of a new ' thought-unit *

( a sentence or passage ). It is first stated in the
form of an ‘ *

( introductory remark )t or

fThe commentaries written by on the

of mTRri are generally In this form of y/hich
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U^fTT, before presenting the details of a thought-

unJh after which It is repeated for the second time

at the close oi that thought-unit. What Is newly

learnt Is thus cemented by this repetition of the

Purport. The purport that Is told at the beginning

in Ihe form of * ’ Is again logically fumed into

< * or conclusion at the end. This process

goes on from the liist step to the fifth and vice

versa In a cyclic order^ and presents a finished

form to the teaching ol that thought-unit. This

repetition ol Ihe purport further creates the untiled

impression of a topic as a whole, and is psycho-

logicaliy sound in so far as it gives the idea ol the

' whole *, particularly In the before the

learning of its parts. Modern psychology not only

sanctions the learning, in general, of the whole

before its parts, but combines the * whole * and
' part " methods of learning into a Joint Method lor

a quick and ready recollection of the subiectmstler.

Thus the method of end the function of

(npn both together create the unified impression

of a subject, aid memory by making for the assimi*

lation of what is taught and lead to the mastery of

the subject learnt.

XI THOUGHT AND LANGUAGE.

In connection with the ciT?T^?nT It is necessary

to understand the scientific moaning of ‘ ^

give synthetically the purport of the qir|%;s of jutqs and

Militate clear understanding of the original.
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AS discussed by Ihe Hindu schools of thought. But
before dealing with the It is essential to

tom to the ’linguistic topics that are preliminary to
its full understanding. Those topics mainly relate
to the nature of Speech, relation of thought and
word, meaning of words in relation to objects,
mutual connection of words in sentences, etc., and
have been discussed in a hair-splitting manner
with divergent views by the different Hindu schools
of thought. The psychological implications of those
views cannot be ignored, and the principles of
language-learning contained in them can profit-

ably be compared with the Western principles of

language-learning. A summary of those views has
already occurred In this bookrf yet, a more detailed
treatment of them here is calculated to accen-
tuate their importance from ihe philosophical,
psychological, linguistic and educational points
of view.

According to the Upanishadio philosophy the
energy (51%) of the Intelligent Universal Self

( )
changes by magic transformation

( )into the all-pervading Sound-essence (^ejr^) which
is symbollcaDy caUed OA/, and which is the source
oi all names and forms

( )
of the universe. *

In other words, the creative idea or thought of the
Universal Self gets itself transformed into this uni-

t S€e pp. 1 18-120.

inmt qa; n tit
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verse with its names (speech) end Jonua, This ere at-

ivo Idea or thought is iurtber diversified through

Individual beings into their individual thoiighfa

or Ideas, which ar© sttU further developed into Ihelr

individual forms of speech, erticulate and inarticu-

late. In human beings Speech is articulate

while in inanimale things and lower animals it Is

inarticulate
^

Thus all speech or sound

b Ih© incarnation oi the three syllables

of which are, coamically as well as individually

indicative of !ha three states of wakefulness

^ )? )
and deep sleep

( 55% )

respectively, through which all beings with

their thoughts and speech have to pass.

In the beginning Speech lying motionless in union

with the casmic energy of receives the

name of to This qq ^ undergoes three

stages or gradually developing forms oi speech,

namely, sf^Rr corresponding to

which ere. In their rsvarae order,

the aforesaid three stales experienced by beings.

Thus Speech, which Is originally one Indivisible

whole
{

b, as ft were, divided into four forms

by the hmltations of the three states ol individuab.

The arliculate speech that is used In all our dally

affairs In the wakeful state is called ‘ \ Before

this marefests Itself and becomes articulate, Jt

is Identical wilh the idea or thought of the Universal

Self or the Individual Self and b obviously the
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incamallon of qn qr? . In short/ Speech Is Thought

itself in Its developed form.

From this metaphysical point of view 'thought'

and ' speech * are not lv;o distinct entities/ but

speech ja identical with thought. No relation can,

therefore/ be established between both of them ex-

cept that of superimposition (ar^qre). But if from the

phenomenal point of view speech is held fox some
time to be distinct from thought, then speech may
be said to be the effect of thought which is the

cause. Thought and speech are thus inseparably

connected with each other. In the the

psycho'physlcai process of the development of

speech frcm thought is described as follows:

—

" The Individual Self determines by his reason-

ing pov/er the meanings ( thought ) to be expressed.

With a desire to communicate them to others he
impels bis ( mind ) to action. The mind makes

its effort to push the internal heat ( at the navel )/

which further impels the internal breath to rise.

This internal breath after moving through the

passage in the chest produces a low muimuiing
sound. With all this internal effort the breath

allied with a motive or purpose starts from the-

^jspEni-centre of the body/ where it is designated

as * TO ^ * or speech of the unconscious leveL

• srnm 5^ rnt 5^ I
«5 n?T-

€ hwfe qiWH. I ip
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This breath risas up to the navel (;Trf^T ) and is on
the point of coming to the consciouB levah when
speech is called ‘ \ The same internal breath
comes up to the chest

( 3?^^ and being
iranaionned into a distinct thought oi (he conscious
level, it assumes the form oi speech called * sfcqxn *

This inaudible form of speech is indicative oi the
efR ( essence of speech ) of the When the

same breath reaches the glottis ( or mouth,
the speech, which was thought itself at the
former stage, is changed now into an audible
sound

( )
which is termed ‘ \S This

develops into human speech or language
that is used in daily affairs. All languages on
the earth are on a par with one another up to

the limit of (he ‘ ’ speech which consists of

thought; but when they reach the level of

they are diversified into languages of several
•countries. Human speech or language is, therefore,

a developed form of and it consists of words
combined into sentences according to a desired

sequence. Really, the desire or purpose of the

speaker himself comes into contact with the objects

of the world and attaches meanings to words in

relation to them. All words tn language are,

t qiqqr^i^sq^ I (q<qe^U 3^ , y).

5 qn qiT
1 q^qqr

^ II 1?^ qiT:
1 q^qqqr

3^ || ( q^q^^s^u
,
y).
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therefore. IndfcaHve of obfecta which are not

apart irom fLames and forma fleshing forth

from the Intelligent SeH^ and ate Inseparably

associated wUh their meanings which are on

the same level with thought. A word^ therefore,

is d collection of sounds or letters, which, being

the trdtiaformations of thought or motive, are

produced in relation to objects according to a

partioular order by the Internal effort ol fho

speaker. That words are permanently associated

with their meanings or thoughts is a fact long ago

recognized by the The ^qr^Tuis who uphold

the ffceory of one indivisible establish

eternal relation between thought and word.* The

however, say that words are non-eternal,

and that Sound is a qualiiy oJ fba ether, though

they are found to recognize that the relation bet^

ween thought and word Is convenlfcoal

The linguistic pilnclple that can be derived from

all this is that thQ mofi’ve orpt^posa of a .speaker

is . understood by aseertafning tha inseparable

Qssccialton of thought and ward Sn relatfon

to objects.

It will DOW be seen how thoWf^s and%ifOTa
eipress, on tha psycchologiool hosts, their views

about the relation of a Word to Iti meaning. A
wcrd is 9 coUeotlon of sounds ( letters) arranged in

a parlicular order. Single letters or syilables, how^
* and ihe qrftq

thereon it* % )
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ever, cannot convey a meaning unleaa they are
combined into one v/hole to foim a ;vord. A wcrd
thus eingnldes a person or ob|ect only when several
syllebleB in it are unltled For Inetance, single
letters like must be unified before they de*
note ' a child ; This unflloatiou, however. Is not
I^ssible unless there Is the simultaneous percep-
tion of all the letters of a word. This simulta-
necua perception is impossible, since the lettera
of a word are perceived by us one after another
and vanish as soon as they aie uttered or heard*
Thus each syllable of a word, when uttered^ lasb
for a moment and hence there can be no uullfcation
or conjunction of all letters. But here the

bold that memory helps the unlilcation of letters
into a word. They add that fhe perc^pticn o/ t}je<

lost syllable cf a wore', wAen It is o^^oefoied mth
the r&zcilected impressions of the Jmmedioieiy
preceding sy//ab/e?, gives synthetic form to a
word, which then denotes an obfeci and conveys
sense according to convention

( y What they
mean Is that letters recalled and unified Into a
word by memory produce the sense of that word.
Hera an objection may be raised that even though
the perception oi the last syllable of a word fa

possible, there is no reason why ail the preceding
syllables should occur to the memory. It is probable
that some letlera wlU not be recollected; and even
it it is supposed that all the preceding leltars eio
recollected, we can elmply say that memory helps
ua in locol tec ting letters and not in conveying
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sensB. An enUt^ distinct Iromlellera muat, thertfota,

be po3 Lulated for coneymg sense.

This entity is^ oocording to the

or the elemal sound-essance. Tha lecogntee

two forms oi e word. One form la nil the non-

eleniel end nudibla smmds (^r^) in language

expressed by the ^^l-speech- The other form la

Ihe eternal and inaudlbls sound-essence ),

whichis/he
non-eteroa

words and their meanings, and which is indicated

by the I^w-speech, Oi these two the latter is

principal with reference to the former. All non-

eternal words in language are, Iheiefora, the effects

of the eleriiol cause at uUlmale germ of wor^

known as ^ This eternal and fndmaible

contains eternal meanings Sn their unmenifealed

form and ta lesponsibla ior assigning Ihe same mean-

ing to the same articulate vford denoting an obiect

or person. Even though lellera or words disappear

flB soon as they are uttered, yet the rtH

ihe cause ol lending unity to a word and Its mean-

ing. jemolna unalfacted lAFhat ihe non-eternal

letters, words or sentences In language do here 1»

ihat whan they are uttered in succession trom the

first to the last, they simply reveal or suggest. In a

more and mote dUtinot and synthetic lotm. elemal

meanings already contained In lha unmanitested

Thus the perception of the last letter of a

language-unit ( a woid or a sentence )
aided by

Ihe impressions ot preceding leltera is only inslrti-
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mentelfn mafcina thec'f^rnoT si^tieo flash suddenly
betcre our mind aa Vin Indivlaible ivhole.

the div^st-^d of if is manifested es a
unity directly indicating the meanloo of a word,
sentence, paragraph, eic. The older of leltem,
words, sentences, etc./ Is an unreal and con-
Tenfionel attribulion to Ihe Wk which is without
order or aequence, and the grammalical process
of analysing words or sentences into component
parts is imagined only for conducting atfaira
in life and for facil! fating the understanding of
novices. Thus, as things on fhe earth and sounds
in larg ;ago (i. e. leirejg, words, etc 1 are intimately
connected with the words press themedvee as
well as the meaninga ot things in relation to the?*ptr

O-ne thing musi be rioted hate lhat tl Is Ihe sound
(letters, woids. etc.J that is lirst cognized and then
its meaning, and that the mt^anlng is ftot producecT
but is revealed by ielfera, words, and o-hera. The

have enumerated eight varieties of fA?; buf
they hold *

' fo be the principal and real
one. They say that g sent nee done can reveal
compile meofilnQ, i^e.^o sentence is ihe uaii
cJ ianguagef while ittlers and words are suhordf-
nale to that sentence. Thia principle welt cones^
ponds with the Western principle of language^
study that a sentence Is the unll oi language.

The Indian schools of thought
^ ^

and -xcept (hat of ^anco not Itnd

it necossaiy lo pssiulate tliis jf?Ee or scimd-essence.
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They either tako only Ihe physical { eilemal ) vjavr

oi'S*?' or flOoapt‘?^I?’ rtbloh embodlss the

pilnciple Ihsl ioi'ars (t5 )
are erpressiva of sense,

though there ora subtle diflarences among them as

to whether < nty ’ Is eternal or non-eternaL It we

look at the Internal aspaet of '^rrg’jVre need not say

that the are very fat from truth, since

their ?Sl* can be Identiiied with the qattn-spaech Ol

thegqsiCsim)
Upenishads. But

Bsrqpm, who sides with the qnieii'^ thinks that

thetheo^of is superiluous and oompUoalad

Quoting the opinion of 37^^, an ancient and

he has refuted the theory olrfli in his illu-

minating pm (*,
psycbologloally

explained the relation between thought and word

by establishing that letters can convey sense. A

suromary of hia arguroents will not ba out of place

hero. He*sa73o3 fpUowa—

A word ia not ihe bat I! is s group of

lotlers (my That the letters ^ end others vanish

as eoon as they are uttered is a iaha notion.

For, we have alweys the experience: I repeat the

seme letter ' w.' that I uttered betore. " This expe-

rience is proved *o bo true ia respect ol every letter

and it is caUsd 'recognition' (fffqfet). This expe-

rience ia not based upon likenesSr since v/e do not

say:' This letter ^ is Ilk© that lelSei ^ ’ but s&y: 'This

Is the same letter that I uUered befoie.' The ex-

perience of recognition b based upon the idsatily of
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post and present eiperfencos and not upon lileneM.
Again, this recognllion relates 11s ell to !he individual
leltera ^ ondolheie and not to theircJasS'tiotion

dlflerenco among Individuals

along wilh thetr simJLarlly should bo seen beforo
they can bo included in a class- As only identity of
loiters is recognized by ub Instead o! IhelrdiKeronco,
we must conclude lhat we have the recognillon of
individual letters and not of their class. For inatanco,
when w© repeal tha same word * 1% \ it is said that

the word * * has been lepealed twice and not
that two words * ’ are repeated. If any diifemco
Is observed among individual lallers ato,^ It

is due to ihe es^ternal Influences euch as volcoj

pronunciation, aecontualion, etc., and not due to
the innate nature of letters. Ihe recognlilon that
the same letters are uUered is due to the inherent
nature of Individual loiters themselves. As sense
can be gathered From a group of such letters, it is

unnecessary to postulate the theory of

If it is said lhal the sense In the form of

llashea out suddenly in Ihe mind after It has
received Impressions left by tha porcepffop of

single letters, it may be replied that this is the

synthetic activity el the mind
( 3^: >

that is also connected with letters. For, after each
letter of ihe word * rl; *

[ ^4 ^4 ; ]
has been

perceived in succession ^ ihe fiyirtheltc power of Ih©

mind forms collectively a single ccncepf which is

connected with lb© aggregate of letters and not
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wilh As this unifying ments] activity refers

only to letters^ it cannot be an indication to prove
the existence of pA? which is different from letters.

For instance^ when the word * ’ is desired to be
spoken, only the letters ^ and others occur to the
mind; and the letters ^ anci others of a word
which is not desired to be spoken do not
occur. If the object of cognition for the
uniiyii g activity ot the mind is pfte which is

diiterenl trom the letters ij and others, then there

is no reason tor n and others to occur to the mind,
fust as there is no reason for a word beginning
with ^ to occur, when a word beginning with n ts

desitt^d to be spoken. But this does not happen*
Hence the svnthetio mental acUvtty which refers
to the aggregate of letters Is not about pfts, but is

only a recollection connected with the letters. Again,
it Is also possible for the different Utters of a word
to become the object of a single concept, as in the
case ol words like ( row ), (forest), ^
( ai my ) ana olhers. The collective sense of each
of tiiei-e words is understood by the synthetic
mental activity, though each one contains several
individual rhir gs or members ( t e. trees, soldiers ).

The seme unifying mental activity forms an aggre-
gate of the different letters contained in a word.

One would object to this that If only letters

conii>iiic.d Uito an aggregate to ioim a word would
become an object of a single conseot, ihera would
be no aUloience between wcrda llKe‘^f^ * '( ope )
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end * M ctickoo ) on accouni of the occutrenco

of the same letters But Jt may here bo eip^En^d
that though tha aggrogato ot letters i of a word )

would be the object of ocgniflou to the mind yet

those letters would occur fo the synthelic menial
acttvjly eccordmg to their deslr^ seqvf^nom in

that w^rd just os ants going one after anqiher give

ua th* idea of a row. Although the letters in a
word would, perhaps, bo Ihe same^ the particular

seqf'Jf'nca ol them would help us to differentiate

one word from another^ The usage of eldere

< ) has established ihsi when letters with

a particular number are grouped and arranged
in a particular sequence, they should be asao*

dated with a particular meaning; and when a child

begins to learn a 'anguage, those letters, Ihcugh

they are perceived singly one aller enoihef, are
similarly unified by his (or her) synthetic mental

activity Into different words, which Invariably

convey parhculai meanings according to the

predetermined seQuenco and number cl lelters.

This process ot underaiandlng the sense from letters,

as propounded by the is simpler than that

propounded by the on the basis of the

theory of Thus concludes his tttr by

saying that In the hypothesis of there is a

nagalloTi of fads that are actually perceived (f^yrf^)

and an assumpElon of what Is not perceived

That letters uttered in succes^^iuti ttitveal

the *Fsle* and that this again reveals the sense
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is a far-fetched and complicated idea involving
the fault of ‘ \

The most important point to be noted in the

foregoing summary of the is that the unification

of single letters into aggregates ( words ) is made
by our synthetic mental activity

^

jfe: )
and that the meaning arises from such words

in relation to things in the universe. This synthetic
menial activity is continuously engaged in unifying
letters into words^ words into sentences^ sentences
into paragraphs^ etc., and helps us to give the
connected sense oi a passage or a bock also. This

mental activity which is a reflection of Pure Con-
sciousness assumes a particular state (f^) in

relation to a particular word, just as it does with
objects, and retains that mental state with regard
to a particular word as long as it has not given
rise to another state with r^ard to another word*
In other words, the span of this mental state lasts

till another state different from it has arisen,* and
the cognition of words, sentences, etc.. In their

synthetic form is made possible, though they are
uttered or written one after another. Another
important fact to be noted in Iho is that in the

process of learning a language recognizes

the prominent place occupied by the usage of
elders

( ),
which is held by the

celebrated grammarian, to be the chief of all the
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ways oi learniaQ nteoninQa of words
(
cfeiT??'

).t

X\l THE UWIT OF LANGUAGE^ seniance or s word.

(
and 3rfHr^jdi-4^^ )

The reason, why the usagre oi elders or popular

usage Is held to be so very

important among the eight modes ol language^

learning E Seep. U9), is that when a child lirst

begins to learn a language, it ia only the actual us©

of it by aiders in daily life ihal cotmta lor much;

while grammar, diolicnaLtles, commentaries, etc.,

do not help a child tn determining the senses of

words, since they are beyond lla capacity, in the

case ot a child the psychological process of under*

standing th& meanings of vroids, according to the

popular usage, takes place ag follows ;—

An elderly person ordering another elderly

person (a servant, Junior J says (Oh

bring a cow J. The second elderly parson,

who hears this sentence, performs the actioii of

bringing the oow. A boy who alts near hears the

eame sentence and observes that the cow has bean

brought. The boy Ihen infers that since lha second

elderly pei^n performed Ihe acifon of bringing

t er ^ fTTf ^iRt-uil^iryKlHui-

I

IT. t-
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the cow after uridefsfanding the rneaniog of the
command, the words (f e. the sentencol
must ho related to that action. He thus bioadir
concludes that the meaning of the action of bring-
fno the cow must be the meaning of the sentence

Again, the boy hears the first elderly
Pereon saying to the s-cond, ‘nt^vn* (Tie the
cow } and observing that the cow has been (ted
eccordingly, he Infers that the sense of tying the
cow moat be the sense of tiie sentence, ‘ nj
This is hew he understands broad senses of worch
OS combined in sentences. He again hears (he first
eldsriy person saying to (he second,
(Prfng a horse), and observing (he action of bring-
ing the horse, he infers that (he words in the
sentence are related to the said action
as ^lore. After hearing these sentences be na-
tui<Uiy begins to comoare them. He then finds that
in the sentences nnd ‘ni one word
‘»TT^Ms common, and (hat (he beast brought and
lied la also common. Then by (he mental process
of Indusion and exclusion
he excludes the individual words 371;^ and WT
and takes the common woid mt to mean ' a cow \
Thus a direct bond ( relation ) biitween the word nm
tod the beast ' cow * being established In his mind,

the meaning of that individual
word. Similarly by the comparison of the sentences

and * ty process of in*
elusion and exclusion

( )
he finds that
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the word ‘ afprq which is common, was repeated

twice In connection with the same action of bring-
ing. and concludes that ‘ ’ must mean ' Bring

This is generaliy the process by which a child learns

to speak.* Here the child understands the senses
oi Individual words, only when they are cowbinecf
Sn sentences and not independently of any context
or relation.

As the meaning of a word is understood only
In relation to the other words or context of a
connected sentence/ the process of learning a
language by popular usage is otherwise called
*

* t ( expression ol the connected ), and
the srmT^rrfhrwfS/ who propound this theory of

are called The
say that the or 51% ( convention/

power ) that such and such a word should have
such and such a sense, fe understood through the
connected sense of a sentence and in relation to an
object, person or action also. Hence, according to
the o sentence is the unit of language
and not an independent word. The ^rnft^s and

have recognized this theory ol as a
mode of learning the signiiicance of words, though
they do not lend ccmplete support to it. The
as referred to above, give due importance to the

• See pp. 60>^|.
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usage of elders,and fhe^qm^scall it

< the foremost among the modes of knowing the

meaning). The do not recognize the exist-

ence of a word as apart from the indivisible sense

of a sentence 1. e.# they think

that a word is unreal with reference to the word-

essence which is real; while the

qjf^s recognize the separate e.zistence of a word as

a part of a sentence. Yet they lay more stress on the

construed meaning of 3 sentence than

on the individual meaning of a word. Hence accord*

ing to the if 1^ fh'al if'® sentence

that is understood in its connected form and then

its constituent words. As in popular usage a child

understands connected sentences before under-

standing their separate words, a sentence is the

unit of thought and speech according to the

* If will tt\us be found that in spite

of their mutual difference as regards the position

of a word In a sentence^ the

the ^qK^ois seem to hold that o sentence is the

unit o/ language, and both of them recommend the

usage of elders or the actual use of a language

as a superior way o! teaching the meanings

of words. This principle closely corresponds to

the Direct Method ol the West.

As described above/ a child subconsciously

undergoes the detailed process of hearing/ ob-

servation/ inference/ understanding the connected

sense of individual words, and the establishment oi
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a direct bond between a word and an object^

peiBon, etc-, tii their due order; and this process

being thorotiqhly psycho!ct0cal ia Sn complete

harmony with the modern psychology and

lingutflttc principles- The child hero learns a

language without being ccna.cIous of the tact that

if learns* According to the Wefilofu principles of
^

language -aludy | a child posESSseSd In a high dogieoj

noturaJ cr sptintoneous copac/lies lor acquiring

speech* It is not only the mother longue but clhor

languages also (even a classical language) that can

be learnt by meanfi of the natural capacities for the

Imitation of elders and sub conscious assimilalion

of language units- Studlol capQciiles for learning

languages are nol naltital but can be acquired by

conscious practice^ when a child ia ripened in

BQ© and uTiderstondIiig+ This ta the reason why

grammar, dictionotieE, and commentariea con bo

used for lenming a language only at the advanced

stage* To make exclusive use ol studlal capa- -

ClUefi In Unguogo^learnmg from the beginning ifl an

unnatural process. Language-learning mush there-

fore^ begin with the use o/no^ura/ c^pociii^, which

may, at the advanced stags, be svpplem^nied

by siudio/ copociiies^ The sludial capacities

then make it possible for the teacher to lay down a

corrective course for eradfcating bad habits of

speech and writing and for developing good ones.

It will Ihus be Jound that Ihe EasteTn and Western

thinkers are at one In laying due stress on the

t Road 'The Prindptes of Language-Study’ by H. E* Palmer*
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ii5affe c/ eldef$, ord lhat the aciml use ei language
In with object^ persona etCL- was
f&CQQTJi'z^d lonQ GQQ Ly the EasteTiJ tblsji-&fs as ae
ehecllTfl r( lanQuage-lfiflrnfna. For this

reas.n the Dii&gi Method ot teaching Sanskrit to

young pupjfa should not b« regarded as art Jnnofra*
Hon, and i^e #^flicacy oi teaching n&w Sanskrit
Words In ^he cor tex) of connected Sanskrit sen-

teiices need not be doubted^

Now the 3tFflr^^Tf;tTf<f^8 hold that o verb is the-

principal word in a senicnce and that the remain
Ing worda In the Si^n^ence possess a meaning only in

relation to lbs action ( %3n } denoted by the verb;

In other words, the remainlrig words have a

relfltion to the verb- Then th^ construed meanino
of !he sentence not being soinolhmg diflerent Irctn

the expressed meAninga ot several ccnstituent

words, there is no necessity of postuli ring a separ ale

Junction called fTr?!^ aa has bean done by the

srfri%trF^*mfe^3. Ttcv, moreover, aay that the

usage of eldera being mostly concerned with
infutictioria or something to be done
those senfencea which contain commands { flRny,

h o., eentencee Uko untTR^j
' ^

*3|iii3un’

containing verbs In sVe { impexalive), Rr^ ipolenttalhN
etc*, cart ccnvey a legitimate raesning; whila iho
aasertlve seniances which are mere aialom^-nlg of

fact (lTr5^:^s)or tufhich do not sIgnUy something to

be done are and connoi convey any meaning
Independently of a This view is, according
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to (he end correct, For^ even

tue ^ ^i^ri ’
t Oh o son has

been born to you h * T.^qr fi ufipifl ^ifr *
( Your un-

mariffed daughter ha$ conceived are tndsi:>brident

And sfgntdcant enough in gladci^tifrig or saddening^

the person addrosaed^ I^avirg aside tbe tm-

plications oi these diveigenf views ol thf’

and we can derive tiom tJ is a ilnouiatJc

pjincit le that connected sent^ncea used in con-
veisationat lessons based on can be In eny

mood, Indicative, Imperative or potentfaj. and can
equally convey Independent meanings Again, as
assertive sen tences

( )
uke ‘

\
^
qqi «Ti=rT:

^ '^re sign! ilcant enough

In the absence of verba, sentences without verbs

can also be used in conversaftonal lessons without

loss of meaning.

Again, the say that every sen-

tence is composed ot two porMons
( y Of them

the first portion is the conslifuent words and the

eecond is Iheir mutual relation which b catted
' construction '

( ). It is, Iheieh^re a*

much necessary to understand the significaNen, or
power t sTtiT, )

oi the portion ol as that of

the portion oi consiftuent words. For, ff we shall

undt-rstand simply the efgnUlcaflon
( uf%;

^
oi indi-

vidual words, then we shall be at a loss to under-

stand rhrir mutual r»-Iatioti. li la, ih^irefore, easen-

till to comprehend the signihcstlon of ihe portion

oi relation
(

ii-aqifT

)
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But the along with the uTTc^liTf^^ lake

a different ^Jew of the malter. It is somewhat true,

they say, that accordtng to the usage of elders « child

begins to team the meanings of Individual words
through the connected sense of a sentence, and
that the contezt of a sentence often helps us to

understand the meaning ot a word- Yet during the

further stages of the learning process '^the child

Is able to understand the Gignllicalion of a word
in isolitlon or bereft of i Is relation lo a sentence*
According as he advances in undere Ianding, he
comes to know Ibot single words erisl Independently
in language and their meanings can be known from
dictionaries, reliable persons

( snrf )
etc* If tt is

supposed, say the ^inf^a nod the that

there are no Independent words having separata
meanings in longuage, we shall not be able to

classify them Into different parts of speech^ Again,
while reading a book or hearing a speech, sentencoB
become unintelligible, iJ Individual words In them
are no! known^ The meanlnga of sentences ore
thoroughly understood only when the definite

meanings of difficult words In them are fcnown from
a dictionary, though the general meanings of woidB
In dictionaries are oiDdlfind a little In the conle^it
of sentences In a book< Even our former
knowledge of jndivfduo/ words helps us fo under*
stand any new matter. Again, for supplying ercplana-
tiona, oral or written ( commenlarles h parlicular
words or phrases are selected more than others,

although their general senses ore io be made
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tpeclfic fo suit the context. SlniHflr]7 etymological
explanations are supplied only in the case of
detached worda and not In the case of a sen-
tence. All there inslancea show that words are
taken by us to have general, unconnected senses.

It ts then the Individual seneea of separate
words In language that must first be expressed

^d known; and then their consfructFon

or combination
( ) Info a sentence would

be intellloibie. Thus the theory advocating the
synthesis

( )
of the senses of unconnected

words In the form of a sentence is called arfjf—

f|?Tr^5rwTe ( connection of the expressed J, and the

as well as the who uphold it are

designated as

According to the then, de-

tached words in language posseaa individual mean*
Ings, which are conveyed by the ii%s ( lunollona

of words ) called t Expression) and

{ ImpHcahon ). Tet^ d several independent wordla

like * rlW; 3^*Tt * nr® merely put together with-

out any relation
( )j

they do not convey any-

thing beyond denoting the meaning of each indi-

vidual word. Aa soon as each of these words ie

uttered or read, its expressive power
( )

after

doing its work Is exhausted and does not ]ead us

further. As there Is no mutual relation between
the words ^ they do not convey any
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unified fiense ol a sentence. This unified sense in

ihe Jorm of a sentence erJaes, v/hen the general

meanings ot detached words muluaJlf bear a rela-

tion
( ),

which is established by Expectancy

{ 3?T?rT|fr), Consjatency and Contiggity

{ h ^ iornjsrly treated oi ai length. Thia new

or additional sense, which results from the correia^

tion of Individual senses. Is not only a totality

oi them, but something more Ihen that totality.

It ihon assumes a peculiar shape and is

distinct itom 1ho individual songea of wordg

The individual senses, which, then become the

oonatjtuents, are modified and subordinated to this

principal sense of a sentence. The independent

mooninga of words thus becoming dependent are

turned into relafionai ones and subserve the unified

meaning, which is called the sense of a sentence

or the purport (mFrqf^), and which la

conve%ed by a separate function called

It, ihereiore, the correlation
^ )

of

siQjiiffCQUt words Ihei^selves Is ihe connected
eensa ol a aentencer and if that coi relation can be
automatically established by means of

and it is sulfjcient lor ua, tay I he

simply to understana the aignlfication

of constituant words, and it is unnecessary lo

1

WTT*^: WiH [
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pogtulmto a separate stbnfitcstlon of the portion oi

'relolion '
),

as the do*

It may here be remarked that the views of both
^i%f3fiieRWTf^3 and aa detailed

abovQ^ contain partial truths AJthough nailher of
them is absolutely true or superior to the olherj
«ach of them is ccrreot and useful from ita own
fllondpoint* II the aspect oi the precedence of a
sentence In language-learninig Is taken into account,
the view of the i® much plausible*

For, when a child begins to speak, U assimilates
language and thinks tn the Jorm of a connected
aenfence rather than In that of dfsconneclod words,
though it may aipiess itself fn aingle words for
want ol aiifliclenl vocabulary. In order to encourage
end develop this natural capacity of a child to
fl^fmllflto languagoj the teacher will have to resort
to the view ol the who lay mor^
stress on the aspect oi a connected sentence than
on that oi words. This is how tha conversottonal
method of teaching Sanskrit at the beginner ^
stage hnds full sypporf in the theory of the

But the theory of the

does not ssetn to be absolutely true,

when the aspect ol the independent e^dstence of
significant worda (v^) in language, as shown by the

is taken into consideration, Thera
la some truth in tha view ol the

also. For, when the pupils reach the advanced
atage oi language'leaming, they begin to reati^
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that words io language exis^ apart fiom (heir coo*

text of a sentence also, and they leam their in-

dividual ipeanings from diftsrant sourcea like

dictionaries^oral explanations, written explanations

(
conitnentartes ) and others^ It will thus be found

that rhe prfncfp/e of grfiT%n^ m&ful porff-

cu/or/y ai fAs advanced stage of language-

learning. end that the conversational method,

based on the relatively correct prmdple of 5#^*

has Its own limitations, though it is at the

beginning the natural method calculated to create a

proper attitude towards Sanskrit* At the advanced

stage foo when the context of a connected sentence

determines the meaning of a particular word in ih

the pifnclplo <3i 3Tf%Erf^ is occasionally useful But

the principle of that detached words are

unified into the special sense of a sentence by the

process ol const ruing is more useful at the

advanced stage Iban that of aince the

puplla by that time are able to tecognixe different

pari a of speech as well as their distinction from a

sentence ( unified sense 1, and ace expected to have

developed their etudial capaclly icr consciously

learning Isolated forms ot words through grammar

dictionaries commentaries

Though the ihe arfiTifrtn^-

dtlier horn each other as regards thfiir

approach to language they are at oneinraoognixing

the principb ol As the bow-

ever, say Ibat a sentence expresses ibeli only
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in ib consira^d
( )

foim, they are not re-
quired to resort to the separate proceed of correla-
tion or construing dlflerent words into
0 sentence as the stfitftaF^I^ do. The pro-
cess of conatniJng, specially advocated by ths

further develops into the two dis-
tinct roodea of and which have
been formerly dealt with in dataa Since thoeo
Iwo methods of construing

( and
)

have received the form of a permanent record Jn the
Sanzkrit coromeriteries on Sanabrfi classics, ihelr
oral use In actual teaching must have long pro*
ceded the commentary literature and must have
been current in ancient times. It may thus ho
said that the methods of and are
based more on the linguistic theory of

than on that of

In contrast wllh the

the xflnw^fcS and the are * »

,

for, according to them a senlenco is capable of
being resolved into several parte. Of these i^u^-

the 5rfitf5?n^f^iWTt^ ( JfnpjTnwifs and

) eay that separate words, which form a

sentence, can bo construed and re-arranged In
their proper order for the easy understanding of
their connected meaning. So the views of the

seem tp have played a prominent
part In the ievelopment of the methods ci

and ^ iho hold the ' aufaject ' to

be the principal word In a sentence, Ih© method of
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is atIn to their process of understanding the

meaning of fl sentence^^ On Ihe other hand, though

Ihe In general tate the verbal lorm to be

the ruain word In a senlenoO/ S the views of the

perticularhr

led to give a lixed and organized iorm to the method

of since only the ^irfs aie found to recognize

the existence of single i detached) words and Ibelx

oona truing » Against these there aro

the who are called '

because according to them a sentence is an indivi-

flible whole. AcccrdUig to their view there is no

Bcope for the construing of words, as a sentence

cannot be divided into parts. They again think that

only the indivisible Is real, and that the

disintegration ( )
ol a sentence into words,

or of words into crude forms ( ir^ )
and dfixaa

( s?T»ni )
is unreal procaas resorted to for the

understanding of untntelilgent people. If they ere

thus found to adopt, against their main tenet/ the

imaginary process of analysis for the sake of

children, there is no reason why, according to

them, even the imaginary process of synlhesla or

CODS ^ruing {
^r^ii

)
should noi be adopted. The

may, therefore, be taken In this paiilctilar

S For ia$tajn^e^ the uadersUncl the icatenc*

arid xhe understand the same as
*
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&en55 to be favourable to the methods of construfn^ji

which facilitate understand itiQ. Thus the lecocrii-

fion of significant and separate worde in language

and Iheir comblnafton Into a sentence by the

process of and lor the purpose of

eipreesing an additional sens© or purport
( )

ers both of ihem an analytico-^synl h^cflc process

odopled by the

It v/lU iken be found that ibe viowe of tbe

aiNtliftrEnJ^^Tfcls as well as o| the

are leiatlvalir true, and that the parts of tnsih

confo/ned /n bo/h oS them can be amalgomaled
/or fixing a graded course in langnago-

feoeb/og. As indicated abovOi the view oi

the 3T|5^iPrrr^l^3 aanchons, accordlngf to the

usage of elders
( ),

the conversational or

oral method, which is to be adopted pariicularly

at the Initial siege of teaching Sanskrit; v/hile the

view of the who ley down the

principles and methods of consEruing, will be of

great help in teaching at the advanced stage, when
the pupils have learnt to read and write that lan-

guage. It has already been seen that the natural

capacities, which can ba utilized in the oral teach-

ing of language, do not guiflce when boys begin to

read and w/'j/e, Raading, writing
f dictation, compo-

shion, translation, etc, h analysis, synthesis con-

jugalion and declension require studlal capacltiee,

which can bo developed by mating us© ol in-

leUigence, eyes and bonds in addition to ears^ At
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ft© firei sfage, iherefore, sufficfent scope for
hearing, imitating snd reproducing language, all
of which recjuire natural capaolfieg for assimilation,
may b© given; yet ihess natural capacities must
gratjually assisted by studtai cqpocj7/es^ // on all-
round course in language-teaching, following the
linguisiicprinciples of 'Grodatlon \ ^Proportion \
'Poifoaul Order ofProgression' and ’Multiple Uno
of Approach is to he prepoied. The mslhoda
of and which require Lhe use of
BtudiaJ capaciliea, are eipecled to give a finished
and graded form to lha Sanskrit course. It has
formerly been shown in detail lhat the method
of which is based on the principles of

is far superior to that of since
it Is 8 psychological method making a prominent
use of questions artd answers. Question^and-answer
work being an imporlant feature of the Conversa*
tional or Direct Method, the method of has
been found to bear much resemblance to It* Thua
fhe orol tiso of the meihod of /or teaching
-Sanserif at the advanced stage will be a natural
growth of the Conversoflcnal Method, which is
based on the of the
and which is to be utilized ai the elementary
stage. This combinotion.

( )
of the theories

of ond is calculated to

prove very bene/jfc-io; to the practice of Sanskrii
leaching, which will thus be based on the Eastern

•Read The Prlndpfcs of Uiigusge-Study, ' by H. £, Pilmer,
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SingufsHo principleb gradually ©solved from the

peculiar nature and Btmcture oi Sanskrit language,

Mojcover, the Eaatern Unguisllc principles and
melboda finding their paraUeia in those of the West,

will stand the test ot the modem eoientllic methcda
m

of language-leaching. It may be remarked in pass'-

lug that the above combination
( )

of srf^^-

and 3?firt|tiFig is not on Innovation; lor such

^ referred to by * 5^ * In his ^ 5rfipqT^_

Hl^4 i \ seem to have already eldsted In ancient

times, f

xiiL EXPRESSION (arterr).

It will now be opportune to see how the

after accepting the independent

existence of words in languagoy explain their Indi-

vidual fpignificanoe. Among them the IhifnfSj while

dealing with the psycAot/ogiooi process of the com-
prehension of wordSf say that mere words in lan-

guage ere not the cause oi verbal comprehension-
In the first place, the perception of a word must
tek© place; i. e., a word spoken or written must be

t s?%i a t

I %cf4lif54^d I l d ^ II
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achiallf heard or read^ Socondl^^ yte CEXist

the knowledge of or th© inherent porrox of b
word [q facilitate the memory of e certain mean-^
in<5 *

; L e., v/q must b© aware of the convention

( )
fhat EUch and such a word should denote

auch and &uch a meonlno f Thirdly, this knowlsdo*
of 51% or leadsj through the assocloticji ot

words to the recollection of meonimj in relation

to obieds, Now the low ol msnfol ossoclatlott
fa that tf one out of two related things is seen^ it

naturally reminds us of the other thing related to^

jt.'> For example. If a man knows the relation of
' the served ond ihe servant

' { ) be-
tween an elephant and an elephant-driver respeo-
liveiy, he wUI be reminded of the other^ in

cose he comes In sight of one of them. As
in the present case a word and Ita meaning
are two related things, the knowledge of fhe power
(3ff%) of a word immediately reminds gs of its

meaning, which is related to an object. Thl*
recollecllon oi meaning fay assoclalfon lakes place
through or mgnillcatory function, whloh is a
conventional relation between a word and an obiact
{ the idea'oi an ob|ect, i, ©,, Ike meaning 1 signified
by It* For inslance, if the word tfar ) is known,
it awakens, when uttered, the memory of the objeof

( 1 * 0 * the meaning
) through the conventional

t 51%; t

5
I
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relation
( ff^) established between the word and

the object *^ \ In short, tha instrument oi verbal

comprehension is the knowledge of a vvordjhe inter-

mediate mental action in it Is the recollection ol the

sense (the idea o I an object) of that word, its aindUary

is the knowledge oi the denotatlYe power oi a

word, and the lesvilt is the verbal knowledge in

relation to an object. • Now the relation
( )

oi

5 word to Its meaning la, according to the

of two kinds, vk,, or [EiEpressIcn) end

( Impllcahon J; while according to the

it is of three kinds, viz, and

f Suggestion h OJ these the direct or convontlonal

relation belwesn a word and its meaning leading

to the immediate comprehension ol the primaiy

sense is called ' ' or * arfkRr \ For example, the

word directly eipressas a particular object with

a shape having a large bottom, body, etc.
f-

HencO'

this direct relation between the word * ^ * and

the objsct signitled by ft is called or s|fhi?r.

Since the meaning ot a Word Is contained In Ite

relation to the object signiiled, the meaning
recollected by the help oi (inherent power)

being primary (gsia) I& termed (what is denoted

by
)
or * * ( the expressed ), and the word
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having such a meaning is designated as ’ ( hav*

ing the power to express ) or < *
( expressive ).

There are divergent views among the Hindu

schools oi thought about the question whether the

called ‘ 51% > or ‘ i. e., the power or

convention
^ )

of a word^ is concerned with a

class
( in^ )

or an individual
( s?if% ). The

and ^r^xyqs, who are ‘
*, think that the

convention oi a word should be understood with

relerence to an individual ( since it is the

individual < a concrete substance or iorm ) alone
that can become the object oi sense-perception

(sounds touchy colour^ taste and smell) and practical

activity, and not the class or genus ( For,

when we say ‘JiinRq’, we refer to the individual *4);*

( cow ) and not to *
’ ( cownesa ) as cannot

be the object oi the practical activity oi bringing,

milking, etc.
( ). Similarly, In sentences

like * This Is a flower *
This is a book *, etc., we

do not refer to their class but to the individual

The jflqtw object to this theory oi individual

denotation and say that it is the genus

( )
that is denoted by a word and not an indivi-

dual Firstly, ii the convention of the word
would be understood with respect to all individual

cows, the fault of endlessness would occur.

As the individuals are luimberless, it is impossible
for us to understand the convention or power of
the word * * with reference to a/7 of them at
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the same lime. We shall in fhat casOi have to

use as many different words as there are cows on the

earihr and those words being distinct from one

another, we shall have to understand the convention

oi each ot those words separately. This is against

our actual experience that one word should denote

one primary sense. Thus the convention of a word

cannot bo understood with reierence to all in-

dividuals. Secondly. If it is supposed that the

convention oi a word can be understood wilh

regard to one individual or some individuals, the

fault of violation ( )
occurs. In other words,

the rule that a word denotes that sense alone in

regard to which a convention is known, is violated.

For instance, if we shall understand the convention

of the word ‘ i?|; * wilh reference to 'a white cow'

we shall not be able to understand the same con-

vention wilh reference to
* a black cow i. e.,

the black cow will have to be excluded from

the said convention
(

liisl m a Jar (^)
cannot be the object of that convention. This leads

us to the fault of violation ( ),
which ‘occurs

when we understand the convention wilh respect to

one individual or some Individuals. The conven-

tion ot the word ‘aft:’ la, however, usually under-

stood by us with regard to any cow, while, black

or tawny. In other words, we actually apply the

word *
aft:

’ to a white as well as a black cow without

distinction, though no specfal convention is made

regarding the black cow. Thirdly, if we suppose

that words denote individuals alone, the words
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f¥?n: * being used wllh respeci to one and
the same indWiduah would be synonymous; 1. e., the
scope of those words as nouns^ adjectives, verbs/
etc., not being distinct, the objects denoted by them
would not be differentiated, and such synonymous
words would not form a complete sentence. It must,
therefore be concluded, say the that the
convention or power of a word must be understood
in respect of the genus or class

( which ia
the fattrlbute

( )
of an individual, f As the

gerius is the common property residing in similar
tadividuals, it gives us a comprehensive know-
ledge of several things that possess this common
property or attribute. The genus Is, therefore, one
eternal property among non-etemal things. What
is then meant by the word Ms not the parUcular

but ihe common attribute or property < >

which* resides in all cov/a. If it is objected that
etc.) cannot be brought for

practical purposes, but the individual * can
bo brought, the xjtin^s say that the Individual
(«lfe) can be understood by implication

as (he individual is inseparably connected
with its class

( According to the
therefore. It is the genua or class

( )
that is

;r 31^ rfj: fkf^r
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primarily understood by the convention of a word*

the Individual being knovm secondarily
( ).

Thus the word prinjarily means (the

common property * cowness *

) and secondarily the

individual * ’ ( cow ),

The and the %in^8 agree in holding

the view that convention can be understood with

reference to the genus
( )

which is an attribute

of an individual, though they differ as

regards the number of ^f^s. The who

are regard mere as the attribute

of an individual/ In respect of which ( soft )
the

convention of a word is established; while the

who are 5iTe^(«<4i^<a# say that the conven-

lion of a word is to be understood with regard

to the four attributes of an Individual, viz.,

3^, fJWT and^ or MgMgi, as words in language

can be divided into four groups. § Again, while

discussing whether the sense* of a word is

< )
or says on the basis

of qrf^^'S Q^s that the sense of a word is

l>oth and Out of ' the four attributes

mentioned above * 91% '
( genus ) is an attribute

which being inherent in a thing gives life to it. For

§ ^^3541 I

I ‘tR. 3?T. ^
*5 ft 1 t ^

I I «n. *r. t.
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inalance, Ihe cownesa
( )

In a cow
( )

&
the very ea^enod which can nerer be separated
from * ’ and which difitinguishes Jrom
other anJeialaf All Goninion ncune in language are
thus indicative of thia common attribute ' genua *

<^ The second attribute, according to the
la a quality

( ^ ), which dlatinguishea^ a
thing horn others of I be same class. A quality like
white ' or ' black ' can be separated from a class

Ilka ' a garment ' in which il resides; and all the
words showing such o quailty are adjectives.
The thii4 attribute * ^ ^ conalsUoi a series

which are prior and posterior,
and which occupy euccasstve portions of time.
For Inatance, the main action of cooking
rice consietfl of several successive acUona, via.,
the taking of rice In a winnowing basket, its win-
nowing, Its putting Info a pot with water, the plac-
ing of tha pot on the fireplace, boiling, and lastly
the faking of the pot from the fireplace. All verbs
In language denote this feijr or a series oi actions.
F. Gouln In his ' All of Teaching and Studying
Languages^ Has invented the MlnguiEilc aeries'
on the baflia oi such series of actions. He has includ-
ed several subordinate actions under one main
action and prepared hla linguistic flnriea for the pur-^se of teaching any language by the Conversational
Method Occasional use of such linguislic series
Oi actions may also be made while teaching
Sanskrit by the Converso t Ion aJ Method. Fourthly^ or is an altrlbule which ia impose upon
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a person or a tiling by lha vdll of the spealetj and
which Is, therefore, called a proper Jiounu Tho^

from a pracfrtcal point of view favour

this view of the fcr tho purpose of sigiiffy-

fng the manifold function of vrords.

The ancient asaume a dlfierent poaiilon

as regards Ih© Import of words. They say that a word
do S3 not denote an individual (sqflu) olcnOii oa

the faults of afR?^ and occur in that case.

Again, a word does not signify only fhe genua
nine© It is, for instance, the individual

that Is related to the primary meaning of a word
as well OH to tho practical activity of ^ bringing %
' milking etc., and since it is obsurd to bring tb©

genus ' cowness ' ( ?ftt^ ),
Thna, after relecting th^

exireme views of the and tha

the ancient strike a golden mean and
further soy that the word Indicates all the

three factors, viz-, and aq^|:t^ at the Bam©
time. In other words, a word denotes an individual,

connofes the genus or class of similar individuals,

and distinguishes the Individual from other disslmi.

lar individuals by Its peculiar ierm or configuration.

Now the form or configuTation of an individual la

the arrangement or conjimction of Jla constiluent

Paris or limbs in a particular way; and this peculiar

coniiqurafion being the common property ofsimilar

fndividuelB leads us to the Idea ot the genus. Thujj

the word ^ ’ denotes the Individual *
jtI:

distinguishes the ‘ * from other animals owing to
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her peculiar form ' ( posEession of dewiap^

and coouotea the genus * ( cownees) on
account of the possession ol the common property

What the mean ia IhoJ: a word
refers to an individual as characterized by its

class or genus
( )

or to an Individual

aa distinguished by its class and configutelion

( ). The word *
’ then denotes

the individual ^ nj; » as qualified by which
is in iniimale union with the concrete If a

word thus refers to an individual and its peculiar
lonn or shape. It cannot be said that it signifies

the genus alone, as the assert . For, a class

or genua can be apprehended only through the

individuals forming it and through their form or
shape. It must, iherefor^be said that snfl^

and wife are the three fa(^ra, which are present

In the sense of every word, and which taken
together give us the full meaning ol that worcL
Although all Ibeao factors are present in the sense ol

e word, yet the motiva or Interest shown by the

speaker in a parltcular factor or aspect gives more
or less proniinenco to that factor. li wa say, '^This

ifl a cow wo give prominence to iho individual

aspect; il we soy * This cow is possessed of Ihe
dewlap, huiDp, etc./ wa lay stress on her form, and
ff we say A cow is called ' a cow * because of her

intimate relation to cownasa wa omphaaize tho

cl aaa-notion or genus. It may be remarked here
that the form or shape of an iadlvldual not being
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apmt ficin ib class, the may be indudsd in

and that the view ot the old a that a

^^^otd denotea an Individual as dlstinguiahed hy Its

•claes or genua
( )

may be held as

repreaentetive*

Againat alt ihesa views about the import of

words the 4|?a say that a word Indicates neither

nor since eife, etc,* being simply ihs

concepLiona ol our mind imposed upon the so^

called external things* are momentary and miTaol*

Thay, IhereJore* uphold the piinciple of 3)^ or

C distinction or exclusion ol a thing bom
vrhal it Is not h 5nd say that a word lito *

indicates a thing* which possesses peculiarities

distingidshing it from all other things like

etc. Thus by saying that Is not they hold

that the Import of words is of a negative nature.

Kow the hold from the ahsolufe

^ )
point of view that the word is an illusory

form )
oi iho Absolute and that the

distinctions of sqfhi snd are simply the concep-

tions of the mind. According Lo th^m, therefoire*.

the most expressive word is that which after tta

own negation seeks to pass beyond all dlallndiona

oi helps one to merge in the

all-pervading siLence of the Absolute or which

is Instrumental In establishing the pi 1ms I identity of

the Individual soul with the Universal Soul. Tat* in

order to help the individual eoul to reach that
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Absolute Slate by easy and groded step?, they
resoit to Ihe phenoMenal reality

(

and In alliance wllh the they try to reconcile^

the above conliictmg views. Along villh the

ihoy then think that ( power or stgniftcance ) le

an independent category* and that the thing which
becomes an object of this power

( )
la oallad

* *
( what is capable of direct sigrillicatton )*

Again, like the they say that the

( capacity ot being directly elgnlfied ) belongs to

the genus and not to the indivIduaL With the aafflo

viev^ says that words are related to the

eternal genus ( srr^zr^fi^
)

and not to the non-
eternal individuals, f According to the Vedant
there Is jdentlly between an atiribute

the thing possessing that attiibufc
(

1. e.i

between srrf^ and ei|f% respectively* The same
cognition* therefore* that can cognize the genus
(vrrlrl) can also ccgniie the indlviduala. § The
g^f5?jTis lutlher express a reasonable view that the

foregoing Independent power
( gfe )

of a word
resides In an Individual (£q%) as well as In a
genus though in dilferect degrees. In an
Individual i\ remains* by Its mere existence

latent or unknown; while in a genus it Is

t i? arfitfil;
I
n

, q, nr,

^ it. v.
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9xpr63s or known li S ^"(jr Iho coQnftCon of Iho
Osnus the power or iignlflcanco as inowc ia
necegsary, while for Iho co^jnltion of an indH^duai It

ia unnocaasory that tha power should be known» It

la euffloionl that the power eiista in the individual fn
a lot&nt form. When from the word * * v/e have to
ooonize wa are required to know the power

^

residing in but for the cognition of we
are not required separately to know tha power in

JlNfe, if the tame power Is latently exblent there.
For, the word '

^

tiaelf can give ub ihe Idea of

iTlaife through As soon as the cognition of

qrf^ arises fn us alter the knowledge of the power In
the aanje power that latently eilsts in

can lead us Immediately to Ihe cogniilon of

In other words, if after hearing a word wa have
cognu^d the genus through its eipresa power
( mafe ),

wo can without delay cognize the todivl.

dual which Is Inseparable from the genus^ oveii
though we have no knowledge of thu power resi-
ding in the individual, f For this reason, the indlvf-
dual has no capacity of being dfiectly aJgnlfted

( though the power e^ats in IL

On the other hand, the genua alone has the caps-
cKyofdIreci signification, since it ia the genus^

$ =!i3i if 3 ^nr- itr^

3 ^ Win fiM n. Y,
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.«nd not the ixKiividua], that becomes the object of

known, and only that which is an object of

as known is capable of direct sfgniiication

( § Thi8« in abort, means that a word

primarily sioniiies and secondarily

Thus there are five conilicting views pro-

pounded by the Indian schools of thought regarding

the import o! words. Now in the terminology of

'Western Logic words are denotative according to

to the connotative according to the

both denotative and connotative

•according to the and the

ai^s arvd neither denotative nor connotative

according to the srqtc^if^. Every view contains a

a grain of truth and none can be wholly rejected/

since the function of languoge is to indicate the

fzKiividual aspect os well os the class-aspect of a

word. The problem then rests on what ospeot

gives us the direct signification oi words; and it is

.preferable, on the whole, to say that the aspect of

. genus or class has the capocity of direct signilica-

.tion« Words in language ore by nature never
perfectly expressive of the Internal meaning; but

there are highar and lower degrees of perfect ex-

pression in Ibe use oi words. It may, therefore, bo
sold that the aspect of genus contains o higher

degree of perfect expression.

I ji. y.
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From th© stondpoinf of p/esienj psfcholo^ ft

wUl be seen that the stress the pefpeph-

ttia! aspect of words^ the emphdsi:^e

the conceptual aspect

^

end the oitd wH-
attend Jbolh £o fho perceptual and

conceptual aspeah. * Perception ^ ia concemsd
v/ith concrete objects or things affecting lbs live

sense-organs; yel the'ohiect ol perception, which
is the result of sensetione caused fn the mind by
an external objecb is not the acfuol object In the

external world; it is the ' psychical pblecf, which
is supplied by the mind llself in order to help the

interpretation of the unity of our sensations, and
which ia, therefore, mere directly present In

our consciousness than the externa] object. This

psychical object being a sign or symbol of the
outer object Is different from the latter It, therefore/

partabes ot the aspects oi an Individual as well ae

a class or genus, or of the particular as well os the
general at the same time. Or, it may bs said from
another point of view that ihe psychical object is

neither particular nor general, as it is detackod
both from the external object end the ^ Concept
This doubts and dubious character of the psychical
object accounfs for the divergence of views held by
the Indian schools of thought about ihe Import of

woids. This is the reason why Ihe

stress Ibu individual aspect of words, Ihe

and the tale into account the

oepsets of both the individual and the class, and
Ihe deny the existence of and
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This j:^^cIucaJ oij/ed, which fs arcusc^i In ihe
mind ilselJ fcy our pre£en( and past eipeiiencea,
supplies i;s* In rsLation to the cblecl, with
a meaning *, Our mind has a natural tendency to

find out a le/afton between two or more thfnga

mentally presenled to it The reJof/on thus eatablish-^

ed jbe/iveen /he psychical oh/eci ond actual
chrleci by cui piesent oi past eaipedencea contri-

bi^es to ihe meon/ng, which arises in the mind
itaelJ rather Ihan in the outer object, and which also

depends on the reJalJons tonaerly established in

the mind. In order to denote this meaning words
in language are conventionalty used as symbols or
signs; and the meaning remains fndividual. concrete
and Incomplete until the psychical object has

assumed a dellnita form of the class-aspect; i e,,

words used to denote merely objects In perception

cannot convey their lull significance unless they

have vddened their scope by the help of the

generic cfipecf Jn concepfuol ihJnh'ngr. This is why
Ihere te much truth In the view of

When^ therefore, Ihe cloEs-aapect ol words
becomes definite in ihs lutnd by the transforma*

lion ot a ^ percept " Into a ' concept ' or a

general Idea, the meaning in our mind assumes
a complete form. The concept is formed In us by
the anatyllco-synthetic process cf the oJbsen'QtJon

of several individuals
, aca/ysfs of their attributes,

comparisoa for Itnding out their simiianllas and
differences,^ abstract/cn of similarities from differ*

encea, syjiihest/s of common properties or aUrt-
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butes^ end the use of names or linguistic symbols

for fixing the unified idea in the mind. The unified

idee itself contains a full dieaning« for indicating

which verbal symbols or words in language ore

used as In the case of the perceptual or individual

objects. The unified idea formed by the onolytico-

synfhetic process is the concept pattern or schema

of similar individual objects in the world, and

it being a developed form of the * psychical object

'

enables us to interpret comprehensively severol

individuals so os to obtain a general meaning. The

concepts or patterns in our mind being separated

from the concrete and pariicular objects in the

perceptual world ore of a general and abstract

nafuro. They, therefore, give us a comprehensive

knowledge of things by Including many particular

individuals in a general category; and the more
such concepts or patterns ore stored in our mind/

the more we develop our power ol understanding

the universe. Here we understand the propriety

ot the view of the that the power

of a word is primarily understood in and

seccndarily in Human mind has been, from

generation to generation, so occustomed to the

above patterns that the power oi conceptuol think-

ing is, os in the case of the ccncepts of time and

space, inborn in us along with our power of the

perception ol liidividual obiecta.

It may, however, be said that our thinking is

never purely perceptual, but It is both perceptual

and conceptual from our childhood. Although the
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psycblcdl obisct in us portiiles of n tEnga of
abetractEon on ecccunf of lis iaoblion from tho

actual object^ yet the concrete and Indt^dual

ajBpcct Eoema to be prominenf tn if. It Is, therefor©,

true that our thtnktug in childhood Is more percep*
tual fhftD conceptual, though find from the
behaviour end speech ol chLldien that generic

Images, whfoh are baaed more on alnillaritJea than on
difference of objecta, are gradually being formed
in thetnn leading them siovrly to the conceptual
level. Though children use words to express

generic images of things, yet they are not fully

con aclous of the class-sapect of those words,
as they leam their use mostly by the imita-

tion of elders
( )i The use oi word©

by children is, therefore, denotative rather

than ccrmofative: and here we realise the

fmporianea cl the theories of

The process oi perceptual and

conceptual thinking thus goes on altematelT
throughout the whole life, and we have corres^

pondingiy to attend to the Individual as Well as the
genetic aspect of words In the use oj language. Thus,

words, which are, as !i>dlcatcd above, the external
iJnguisiic£igna or &ymbo!s oi iim&T ideas, percep-
tual or conceptual, help us to recall them In our
minds and carry on our dally affairs by means of

the communication of those ideas. Language,
therefore, not only aids, records and preserves our
thought, but aesfsis us in ourcommu/ucaf/oiaj which
may be known to be its chief function, partlcularlf'
Ih language-teaching.
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Th®^ taachino' fl new Idu^gos^a to dilMiflU

should flccordingly he bssed on both tha sspeota-

zneuifoned abovoj* though Ih© Jodlvldua! and cou*

cr^t© aspect of ‘words depotidiziQ o^ poic©pitiol

thinking would occupy a prominent position In

their cas^T Language-teaching In cbiidhcod will

thus be itultiul, il wa shall gradually etart from ih®

perceptual to the conceptual ieveL In other wor^*

gestures/ pictures/ diagtatns^ etc*, will be uasd Iti

association with spoken words. Hero the common

truth contained in the vicftv^ of and

'''Ill amalaamaled in th^

interest of young pupils, after taking into account

the aspects of ^ifa ( genua), ( individual h and

( concrete form oi obfecb.)

An important point must be noted her© that

although thesft^^s In general recognize the theory

of claas-connotalion of words (l.s[ts^TritRT2)r 7^1 1 1'®

among them, who hold that a

sentence ia the unit oi language, recommend the

usage oi elders the learning ol

individual words through the context of a sentenca

as a superior way of learning language. In the

usage ot elders and in the imitation of ft by children

the perceptual ( individual ) aspect of words sesme

to be more prominent than the conceptual (generic}

aspect, which is the mainstay of the theory of

How ia this contradiction in the views

of the n i ^ ^ removed ? The answer

is that the conceptual aspect of words b not
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oUogefher absent In the minds ol children and
that it is gradually developed in them through tbs
mental process of inclusion and exclusion or the
onalytico-syntheiJc process as formerly
treated of. The pupils, therefore, by the time they
begin to learn a new language like Sanskrit, have
already their power ol conceptual thinking more
developed than that In childhood. Particularly, in
the use of their mother tongue, at this stage, they
are accustomed to be more conscious of the class-
aspect of words than the individual one. In other
words, they can, by the use of 'common nouns* In
the mother longue, understand individual oblects
or parsons secondarily through class-notions

( ). Inasmuch as these class-notions exist in

the minds of pupils at this stage and lead them
still further to understand other class-notions,
the theory of Is correct This theory
can, therefore, be reconciled with the ' usage of
elders ' particularly at the stage of learning a new
language like Sanskrit. It will then be found that
while teaching individual words, at Ihls stage, in the
context ol a connected sentence and in association
with concrete things, the class-notion of those words
is not to be newly formed by the teacher. The
class-notion, being already existent in the minds of
pupils, is simply to be awakened through concrete
oblects, pictures, etc., so as to establish o direct
bond between a new word and an idea {concept).
The pupils, while learning new words in association
with concrete objects, do not also take partlculax
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words to mean only the objects shown by tho

teacher, but understand them In the light of their

class-noilons of these objects. The class- aspect of

words here primanly arises in their minds and the

individual aspect sicoDdorily. In other words, the

same ccgnjlion of pupils that cegnizes the genus

{ 511^ )
also cognizes the individual ( ), When

the words In an unknown language are being newly

introduced in association with objects. It Is the

class-aspect of words present in the minds of pupils

that instantly suggests the corresponding words

in the mother tongue to them as a result of mental

translation; and those known words are sometimes

impatiently given out by them. The theory of

In alliance with ts thus found to be

consistent particularly at the pupil's stage of learn-

ing a language other than the mother tongue.

One would ask here why words in the mother

tongue should not be brought into relation with

now words in an unknown language by the process

ot ' translation \ when the pupils have thus reached

the conceptual level. The answer is that the process

of ironslaUcn is purely conceptual and results in

the tedium and disgust of young pupils, in whose

case the perceptual aspect of teaching is beneiiciaL

Translation may, of course, be resorted to in the

case of abstract words, as the next direct way of

Introducing them. But we must not forget that

words in any language are dead things unless they

ere made alive by the concrete devices of ges-

tures, intonation, objects, context, etc., in oral
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teachlno. Again, It is an obvious fact that while
forming new concepts or learning an unknown
subject the tendency of all human beings, young
and old. Is generally to think In terms of concrete
things which symbolize those concepts and facili-

tate clear understanding. It need not bo told how
the use of concrete illustrations and symbolism
makes an abstract and abstruse subject intelligible.

Hence, while teaching a new language, concrete
things like models, pictures, diagrams, etc., are
calculated to serve the purpose of fixing, even
In the minds of advanced students, the concepts
already formed by them through their mother
tongue; and they awaken the * apperception
masses *

ot pupils after bringing out the relation
between ' a psychical object ' and ' an actual
object,' or between a concept and a concrete thing.

In other words, they revive fhelr memory and help
the direct conununtcation of the meaning of a
word. As the relation between a new word
and its meaning ( qr and

)
is here directly

established by immediately showing an object
closely related to the meaning and by making the
pupils briskly repeat that word in chorus and
tndivldually, very little chance is left for its

mental translation by the pupils; and the new word
being coloured and made alive by concrete life-

situations can be well leamt and recollected owing
to the association oi ideas. This principle of the
modem Direct or Conversational Method may, there-

fore, be advantageously followed at the elementary
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end inl^rmediattt fit^gss oi teaching SaTiskdi, since

jt^without being entegoiueUci can he ivell reccnciled

’With the ebove Ungulatio piindplfifl iormulated by

ihe Indian schools ol thought more paTtfcularly with

the 'iiiage ol elders"
(

aanctloned by the

Juat CB the haTO in

geneTal tded to hannoniie the views of the aboye
* Indian schools and specially followed the<n«tn^-

)fof the practical purpose of e^rplain-

log the poetic function of words, we too have here

tried to harmonize the Oriental end Western views

for the purpose oi their practical oppUcation to the

teaching ot Sanskrit words^

After dlBCusaing the problem as to v^hsre tbs

srpressivs power o/ a word rssides and

alter dealing with its practical Smfdlcatlons, wo
shall turn to the four khids of vlz.>

and oorrexpending to which worde

ate divided Into Jour ciastes, viz.,

and according to lha dll letent modea

-through which they yield Iholr meanings. meana

etymology, derivation or the signiiicance ol the

.oomponen; ports o/ a word
( ),

Here^ of

course, ihe meaning of a word is anderatood from Its

component peris, which ore either a root or a noim

end a prefix or a suffix. The word does not

signify anything more or less than Ihe meanings ol

its parts, but yields, on the whole, only that mean*

ing which Is Implied in the parts. For inatance,

the meaning of the word * * is underatood by
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us as ‘ * (« cook) from the root «
qsq * ( to cook )

and the fraft suffix ‘ Secondly, •^ * means

the popular, conventional or customary sloniiicanoe

of a word. In the case oi a ^ word the meaning is

determined by the power oi the whole word

qI^) without reference to the meanings of its parts.

For Instance, the word ‘ * etymologically

means ' one who protects scum*
( + ^ =

);
but this meaning rarely occurs to us, since

we conventionally understand the collective mean-

ing of the whole word ‘ * as ' an open hall'.

The ( etymologists ) and the propound

a theory that all nouns in language are derived

from roots ), But this is an

extreme case, as the conventional meanings of ^
words are seen to have acquired more significance

then their root-meanings, which can rarely be traced

in the former. Thirdly, a ' or derivatively con-

ventional word is that which yields its meaning thro-

ugh derivation or etymology (qtn) as well as conven-

tion (^ ).
Here both the derivative meaning and

the conventional meaning coincide with each other,

as both of them refer to the same object. In other

words, the meaning obtained from the com-

ponent parts of a word Is the same as that

obtained collectively from the whole word. For

example, the etymological meaning of the

word ‘ when it is derived from its component

parts, la ' what grows In the mud ' ^
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), Tlii* meaning is Joined through contiguity to
the conventionalorcollscii?© meaning of ihe whole
word * * which iJgniJiea " a lotus \ Both these

meanings referring to Ibe same ohject agree with
each other It roust be noted here that the convene
tionai meaning U more pjoihnafa to the mind than
the etymological one^ as the former occurs to us
instantly: while the etymological meaning oocuiing
late fclhe mind Is distant from uS/ as 11 Is necessary
lor us to possesa Ihe knowledge of (crude lorm>
and (alflij before we undersand the root'mean-
ing* Many Ssnakrlt words belong to Ihia * ^

type, since both the etymological and conventional
meanicga can be traced in them. There is, however^
a linguisllo rule in Sanskrit that convention or uiago
is more powerful than alymology

( ),

Lastly, a ’ or derivetive-and-conven-

lioned word Is that> the meaning of which is

ascertained either etymologically by the powers
of its component parts or conventionally by the

power of the whole. In this case both the mean’
ings being determined Independently of each Other,

both of them are understood Esparately* The word
* for eiample, etymologically means ' what

shooia up or a tree '
( + whtia

conventionally * * is a kind oE sacrLfico. Hem
the two independent meanings are understood from

the same v/ord, yel they refer io s&parjate ob/eeis.

An Important point to be noted is that *^ >

words always prevail over words as regards^
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the determination of meaning. The too

while discussing the relative importance of the six

inodes of evidence (smnr) in the treatment oi

'injunctions of application' lay down a

very sound principle of interpretation that or

the woid-meaning established by usage (^) is a

stronger mode of evidence than * ^ or name^

the meaning in which is determined by (etymo<

logy). Thus in the matter of Interpretation they

attach more importance to the conventional

meanings of words than to the etymological

ones
( ). They further say that etymology

is to be resorted to only when other more important

means of interpretation are unavailable. This

important linguistic principle is as much useful in

language>teaching as ft is in the interpretation of

advanced Shastric works. Sanskrit teacherS/ who
have up to this time been so fond of laying undue

stress on the teaching oi verbs so as to enable their

pupils to derive Sanskrit words from their root-

stems, will It is hoped, note this principle and will

kindly abstain from the predominantly etymological

teaching of Sanskrit language end literature They
will bear In mind the fact that etymology is pxTrely

an analytical and tedious process of dissolving a

unified word into a crude form and on affix

(inin). If this process is resorted to, particularly

at the elementary and intermediate stages of

Sanskrit teaching, pupils are left in the dark about
the beauty oi Ideas and expression in Sanskrit
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“f
^ owsr fromtte subject. To engage oneself simply in theymologlcaJ study of words bereft of Iheir contextof a senlonce is a fuUle attempt This does notof course, mean that while teaching SanskritIltera^ro to advanced students, the etymology ofa wort or two should not be given herald Z°Jif Without marring the beauty of a passage ft adds'

or
meaning ) of a sentenceor a paragraph. Yet it is advisable for the sake

ac«nl“^
"PPfoclatlon and interest of pupils toaccept the conventional meanings of wor* ns

SalrthT"' and teachthem in their proper context. The Sanskrit words

^

erefore, that are to be introduced according toKsrxm at the beginner's stage, should aU ofthem be concrete rather than abstract, and of^entlOTal meanings
( ) .rather than of

etymological ones
( ).

XIV. PURPORT

^
Thus the 3jfJj^(HqMlfi.>t.8, with whom even the

should be classed, alter dealing with the
^tached meanings of words existing IndependenUy
to iM^age say that when o relation Is esta-
bllshed fc^tween the senses of such words In aaentenco by means of and ^new meaning, which U not the meaning of fndlvi.
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dual words but which is that of the sentence

as a whole, arises In the form of It will

then be found that unlike the

they fstart from words to a sentence

rather than from a sentence to words. It has

already been observed that the views of the

or® useful at the initial stage oi

Sanskrit teaching# that those of the

must be taken into account particularly at the

advanced stage, and that the combination

oi both o! (hem would thus be fruitful In Sanskrit

teaching as a whole. It la with this end In view that

the principles of the about the power

($r%) of detached words in language have been

detailed In the preceding section. While dealing

with the and we have already ex-

plained the significance of the three principles of

arrsET^, ond as formulated by the

It will now be advisable to turn

to the of that school after noting the

special features of and which

establish relations between the senses of independ-

ent words and lead us to ^fr^^-the meaning of

the whole sentence. According to the

then a sentence is a group of words*

possessing

Now the special feature of Ihei ft dees

not merely lie in the |uxiaposition of words# as in
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tha eTfpressfon*^.
^

hood: biinolng-^qrlion ) tn which words are not
mutuaUY expectant 3^;^ can be found
between Iho crude form

( ) of a word and the
affix applied lo if. For eiample, in the
aenfenco * ^B^lna a pot Jthe apprehension
(m) of tba obfectivo caso-aJlJx after the
word ^ m ^ shows Its expectancy with tha words
‘ ^ * and *

* jind beccmee the cause of the
verbal compiehensron

( )
ihal ^ Ms the

objeot oJ the verb * '

Secondly, means consisfcnqy or proper
connection (3j=^q^ BT5r?si

)
of the meanfng cf a word

^Ih that of another word. Thie proper connactlon
depends upon the non-contradiction of our em-
piric experience. For instance, in the sentence

Ihs meaninoflof the vfoTds^ft^K and
*

' have between them a proper cotutacHon
or coneistancy whfch does not contradict our
exf^rionce. The sentence, therefore^ leads us to
verbal comprehension. On Ihe other hand, Jn the
sentence

( Bring tha sky j the meanings
of the words * * and <

* have between
them an improper connoofJon which contradlcfs
our eiperience. The latter sentence, therefore,
does not yield a consistent meaning.

Thirdly, or srref% { contiguity, proximity }
It usually defined as the Juxtaposition of coneecu.
five words without an interval. If words are
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separated from qoq flaolbei' by the intervention

of other words, the conneotion ( 5;«R )
ot their

roeaninga cannot be understood* For Inatance, If

we say ^
' Mhe moimtain, has

eaten, fiery- Dovadatta 1, the eiprasaion does not

lead to verbal comprehension, since suitable

words ore not placed in juxtaposition; while

the sentences ‘ ^ * ( The

njountoln is hery; has eaten J yield mean'

ings on accoxint oi juxtaposition* The ^piRXir^s,

however, leject this hind of 3^^ and psycho-

logiciilly define 11 as on jinmedfafe reooH^tion

pjtri) oJ the meantnge of words through

their *ft%* (reiotion of words to meanings 1*

They say that even when words in a verse

ore separated by the Intervention of other

words, w& con have verbal comprehension* Hence

contiquity or proximity in the form of unJnterivpt-

©d fecQilection of meanings related to words

through the called gfe ( expression )
or

(implication) ts the cause of verbal comprehenflion,

and not the first kind of contiguity. It does not

matter whether words fn a sentence are proximate

or not proxlmale to one another; but the recollec-

tion of word-meanhjga mutually related must be

immediate* THIe does not imply that any moaning

of any w*ord in any form la recoilacted* The

auitability oi words depends# of cou-rso, upon the

non-conlradiotion of our experience* Such

Its oil is the cause of verbal comprehension and nol

the knowledge of
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In conn-ocUon with thIa3)T3l%ths|j;;(ff^^apaycha'

logicsUy explain the comprsheris^cn of a
sentence takes place through individual words.
In this re&peci they say that v/hile reading a booh
Ot hearing a speech (the paiception of the first

word in a sentence leaves on /zopnessiozi on our
mind and then that oi Ihe second, third, etc.

Though such perceptions ate transitory, the Im*
pressJons left by them last for a long time and
awaken our memory. Thus through the Impresstone
of consecutive words left on the mind there arises
in us a coZ/ec/Zve recollecilon of all words. This
recoHecfiO'n Is of Ibe nature of co//ecfjvo cogn/-
tion

( j
and is itself the knowledge

bits a ffingfe perception arising from the

contact of our eertse-orgens wllh a collect Eon ol
objects,, as a picture, a book, a table, a clock, etc/
a single rocollection can arise in us from several
impressions of words. The stimulus of the coUec-
Hve racolJectlon

( )
la the per-

ception of the last letter of the last word,
accompanied by the impressions of preceding
words. Just as the coDectivo recollection of a
single word ^ * occurs to ua by the per-

ception of the last letter * ^ aided by the

Consecutivs iropresalona of the preceding Jet tern,

sitnflarly th® recollection o( the last letter of the
last word in a sentenae, aided by ihe consecutiTO
impressions of Ihe preceding words in it, arises in
ns. As Ihia ooilecthre recollection ot words, ofber*
Wise called srrefrr^ does take place In the mind, it
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Jbecomea tha oause of craalfQC] o synibeiic com-

prehension of santancas, paiagrapliB, eto.

Tha qT<!;ftqjp5^s, hoTvaver^deEcribe the geosais

of ihb rocoUectioo In o aomowhat different way-

As ell knowledge, Ibey say, ia e irenslent pheno-

menon^ the tecoUaciian of every preceding word
elfio ia tronaienl. Hatica Eeveral racoUaolIonB of

severet words would not stend together simnl-

taneously, ' and thus verba) comprehenaion would

be impossible- For this reason it miiB! he said that

tho reconedion, which fs related to tbe meanings

of words and which is the couse of verbal com^
prehension, jiae If being of the nature of cQllective

coQniiion^is cne ond not monlfold. This collective

rocollection alone leads to the afmu/foneous

verbal comprehension of the meanings ot a//

words connected as ( action ], f dblact ),

t instrumen t ), according to the madm of

' plgeona on a threshing^floor '
( ).

Be lating to this ma^im there is a verse which

meana as follows; Just as pigeons old, iuU-gtown
and young, simultaneously come down to a thrash-

Ing-iloor for picbing grains, aimilarlY in a sentence

( e- g. )
the meanings of words f b. g-

and srppi) being mutually connected together aS

etc., become the ob|ect of ^muifonaous

verl^l comprehension. " f

i Hnqs'Tfil^ I

Quoied in tht under verse 93.
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Some who do not rec^gni^^ the above
'SimuUaneoua recollection

( y
sar:

" That meaning of a word, which is ezpectant of^
and consistent with, the meatiing oi onatber
cOTitfcn^(^U3 wordi can be understood from words
themselves, alter it ia conneaLed with another
meaning. That is to say, the meaning of a word
having a connectfon with another meaning is lirat

tindorafood from words. Similarly^ the meaning of
the parts of a sentence

( ) arising from
the connection of several meanings can first be
obtained from wordsj and the comprehension of
the meanings of parts

( ) then leads lo the
comprehension of the meaning of Ihe whole
sentence

( ), Even though wa suppose that

the comprehension of ih© meaning of former pails
vanishes on account of the fransitorlness of
hnowledge^ yet the recollocUon of tha meaning
oi those parts or subordinate clauses,

J
lasts in our mind. This recollection, iharefore^
loads us to the verbal comprehsnaiori of the whole
sentence. For Instance^ in the sentence
we first understand from the word the mean*
ingot the pari that (jar) Is the object (^)of
some action, or Is connected with sonsa acUon.
This meaning of the word being coimacted
with the meaning of * bringing ^ obtained from the

3^ fTJTr^:
||

Quoted In the under verse 83.
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word <
* yfeEds tho Tneaniog o£ Hje wbola^

sentence. The Vnf^y therefore, ate not required
to postulate the superfluous which* accord Ino
to the is flBid to ccnfatn the whole unified
nieantnq of an author ex speaier* and Is also said
to be reirealed by the letters, words, sentences*
paraqxaphs, nay* the whole book he writes. ti

here tolls ua* as we have already seen^ that the
synthetic activity oi the mind

( )
is able |o qtve us a unified meaiijnq from Jet lex®,

words* sentences, paragraphs, elc,

Now what should be supplied
( )

when a
soiilence Js incomplete In consequence of some-
thing being unerpregsed 7 Aie we to supply
an actual word or simply Its jneanirjq? That ts to
say, if, tor instancoj in the incomplete sentence
* —• (

—^door ) the verb Is unexpressed, should
we suppOy the actual word <

^
[ shut) or would

it do iJ simply the i^eneral meaning of ^shutHno*
occurs to the mind without our being required ta
supply a particular word in the aentenca? Here
the Bay that if is better fo supply
simply the meaning than the word, since we are
more concerned with the meaning than with the
vrord used to Indicate ft; and unless the meaning
of 'shutting^ first occurs lo us hom Ibe Incomplete
sentence we cannot supply the word

meaning which first occurs to us in

such cases should, therefore, be supplied rather
than the actual word- It is not necessary that the
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recolfecflon of meenlng should arise onl/ through:
fi word; for, a can also arise wrifhout the use of a
word. It ia, fherefoto, preferable to au^iply In an
incomplete aenfsnce 'meaning' ( a^ftih^niTT )

ralher
then a 'word ' The and
say against this that in such cases a word must
be supplied and not simply iis mearving, it wa
w^t to have verbal comprehensfon* Meaning^
Without the actual uss of a word, can be conveyed
by perception

( )
also. If, lor example, a

is placed in front of ubj we can show it

merely by means of gesture ( h e, with the finger)
and say

( See this— ) without using
the word Here^ the meaning oI the-
object understood, though the actual
word *

* iof if ig used. But it must be
remembered that this meaning of ihe jar is unde^
stood through pencep//on and not through verbal
comprehension which requlraa us
to understand the connection

j
ot words in

a sentence. It Is, therefore, necessary to supply
the actual words ^ ’ and * * in the incom*
plete sentences . *' and *

^ reaped^
hvely, so as to show the connection of words and
have verbal comprehension. For, verbal compre-
henaioD is possible only U the cognition of mean-

I 4 a! I

H

4 1 14 1 ^
grnq^fR]

I

jt, Vf
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Ing tales place through particular words, which
muat be suppllad to complete the ^nse of a
aentence- When a word is thus supplied,, the
perception of it conveys to us its meantng by
means of ( relalion of a word to its meaning
and fha apprehension ol this meaning further le^ds
na to the verbal compreheneicn qf the whole
sentence. Again, In every sentence the verb and
words with partioufar- case-affixes are
expectant of one another- Unless, theie-
ioro, the actual verb ia supplied

( ),
* 5RH ’ would not yield its conrplele

meaning. There are other examples where a
word alone must be supplied and not Its

meaning. If we simply aay (—for flowers),

the actual word (craves) must be supplied,
aa the peculiar us© of the dafiv© case in the word

regulrea us, according to a grammoii cel
rule, to supply the verb alone and not
merely the meaning of ' craving V which may
be expressed In any other way. Thb principle
of

( supplying a word
) la vary Important

in language-teaching. When a language Is being
taught newly, mar© gestures, intonaUon, eic,,
used by Ihe teacher will lomaiimes convey mean-
InoB to the students. It must, howevar, b© noted
that though tho meaning can b© conveyed by
gestures, eto,, without the us© of worda, yet In
language-teaching actual words Introduced to
pupils are more fmportant fhon other means of
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comrsylng Ih© msonlng. It vdU, theiefors^ be
advissbte to make a clear alalement oi actual
words in aentencea^ though gestures, etc., will be
used in direct aBsocfatlon with those words for

amplifying Iheir meanings. In the matter of
construing and understanding Uleiature at the

advanced stage too It is necessary to supply
actual words in incomplete sentences rather than
their meanings only.

(

It has been observed above that the lecolleC'

tion of the meanings of parts or subordinate clauses

ieods us to the verbal comprehension
of a large sentence or paragiaph

( rr^j^q )
aa a

whole. In other worda, a large sentence or para-

graph is a coLlactton of subordinate clauses, t
which are mutuolly connected together by
means of jq'jrqtn and When,
after knowing the mutual connection of dlffereaf

subordinate clauses, a apodal unified sense

is esihibited, we got syntactical unity ( ).

This syntactical unity ia based on a two-iold rela-

tion : (1) that of a word to a senlence of which it

forms part
( ),

and {2) that of a sentence

to another sentence
( ), (1) As regards

the iftRre^s thinb that aruErr^s ( corrobora-

tive or eulogta tic aeritencesl never dlroqUy aigidfy

a command
( )

or prohibition
( )j

but that

fbey indicate their roeonlngs by means of an

I
r ( ^ 1 1 )
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ezpianaiOTT repftfjtiou
( )

t>r a suboidlnata
etatement. The sentenc^B comprising can-
Dof, fhereioie, yield the pilncipal meaning, but
merely pralae or censure on tniunclion

(

j

which indicotea the principal meaning. The
are not, however, ineardngless. since they are syntoG*
tlcally connected with an Injtinclfon or the princEpal
sentence. Thus the collodion of words contained
in an conveys the meaning of 'praise' which
is required by an infunction, occupies the position
of a single word, and forms syntocticol unity with
the sentence containing that iniunclion. Hence
3r?f^ serving a single word forma a syntaclical*
whole wlfh an intuncilon (f^ ).

In other words,
the raid lion of an to an Injunction Is respect
tjvely that o/ a word fo a lenience of which It

forms pari. This is called by the

( 2 1 Now syntactical unity manileEted in the
relahon of a s&nience f to on ofher jenfenca

( )
can be found where two f or tnoie )

etmtences, each of which indicates distinctly a

I i, jt |+i|H i |

*TnTr^ v,

I
^ f ^ ftralS^^rarmq^-

* ^irmprR^in^fhr^^feqT
\ jq;^^ ir I n. v*
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dUiei^ni reUifon of ^ordA and their ineanlnga^
yield the meaning of a larger Hantenca or para-^

on account of their tnuttiel airpectancyi.
Heroi the maeoing of one sentence being connected
with that of another* the two { or more) sentences
together express ona meatifhg in the form of
purport (aiE^)- Thus aentences 3ho\^tig ihemulaallf
expected relation of principal and subordinate* are
found fo possess syntactical unity, Hera*

aays-'^ When aentencea* which are compleln in
respect of iheir own meanings* again combine
because of their relation of principal and subordi-
nator they form Eyntactfcal unity. ^'Thia syntactical
unity in reepeoi of sentencea

( )
Is

itself the meaning of e mafor sentence or a
passage in the form of purport

( J,
Before wo

understand the meaning of such a longer sentonce
or a passage

( ),
it is necessary for us to

understand the meaninga of subordinate clauses

The above syntactical unity lies especial iy in
the Intended meaning or purport of a speak-

er or writer according to the^iirf^s, They^ihara-

fore* hold that the unified meaning of a sentenaa
depends upon the infenf/onS of the speaker or
writer and that a definite knowledge of this in-

tention is as much the cause of verbal compiehan-
filon as that of and Aether

5 (a) i I

{ b) I
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the tnaaning oi a word should ba conatrued with
the meaning of a perficuiar word alone depends
more on the Intenlion oi the apodker or writer
than on For instance, in the sentence
^ *

there is expectancy

( )
between the words ‘ jsf: » and * mi '

aa well as ^ mv ' and ^ pq. ^ and the sentence
being thus ambiguous would either mean, ' Here
cornea the son of the King, the man should be
removed % or * Here comes the son ( my son ), the
man (olflcerj of the ^ng should be removed/ In this
case a doubt oifBes whether the word
to be consfrued with or and Jt can
be removed by knowing the Intended meaning
(gffH) ot the speaker or writer that the word
*71^: ' la to be construed with *5^;' and not with

&-OWledge of ^rm f puTport, dritt) is,

therefore^ 1he fourth condition necessary for verbal
comprehOTBion in addition to and

Again, a word In a sentence has somellmas
more than one meaning Whether It means this or
ihai in a particular context depends atao upon the
intatitJon of the speaker or writer. For example, the
sentence can either mean ' Bring ^

or Bring a }iots& , as the word ^ ’ has two
meanings, viz., ' salt^ or 'a horse\ Which of Iheee
two me^ings Is Jo be accepted In a particular
context ts determined by the hearer alter knowing
the intention of the speaker. li the speaker is
dining, the word * » would mean 'salt' and if
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time o( dlntag the speater's Inleetion cannot be
that a iorae should be brouohf; while at the Mma
ol going out he cannot linlend that sa!t should ha
brought. The parllcuiaroccassion or oontsxt
therefore demands that we ahoutd understand only
aparlicnler meaning which can be determined by
nowlng the Intention or purport of the speaker.

It we suppose that the apprehension of purport

!*s^f comprehension, the word9^^ would nol sometimes mean 'salt' and

^ited that there Is a causal relation betweenthe knowledge oi intention or purport and yetbal

stfjRrS thinks that the apprehension oi ayrgg
wsential only In the case ol equiTocal words, and
Ihnt the mere oonlest, etc,, can determine arrfWhers also say that purpose

( ^tu

)

conlKst
( STO ),

a special charaolerlstle: f ^n l nm,
(sfe,

j, Z,
{ 5TS

)
are the determinanU of the meanings of

words,! and since they always precede verbal
comprehension, they, rather than the knowledge

Rt% ^ ^ ga^&namw^ ^ raft ast.

f
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of cfrm, should be held to be (he causes of verbal

comprehension. The however, think that

if
* context ' etc., are taken to be the causes, it is

clear that all those causes precede every verbal

comprehension. But since those causes are mani*

fold, It cannot be decided what particular cause

precedes what particular verbal comprehension.

Instead of grouping together all those manifold

causes as showing the purport or intention, it is

better, according to the law oi parsimony

to accept the knowledge of purport itself as a

single cause of verbal comprehension. According

to the God is the author or speaker oi the

Vedas and the apprehension of his intention is the

cause oi verbal comprehension; while in the case

of words mechanically repeated by a parrot they

take the intention of God or a human trainer to

to be the cause.

The along with the accept trnri

as the cause of verbal comprehension. If they

would not accept uH their attempts for the

ascertainment of the purport of Vedic sentences

would be futile. They, however, say that the

definitions of grm formulated by the 03,

• the Intention of the speaker
' ( )

or ' the

utterance of words with a desire to convey a

meaning' ( oto not correct.

For, it is not always true that there is an intention

or desire of the speaker to convdy a meaning. For
instance, there can be no intention or desire of
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commanfcation m Ihe words mechafllcally utisr-
^d by a parrot or an Idlol^ yot tho&a words are
underaiood by ug. Secondly, a Vedlo priest
repeating Vedic testa without knowing their
meaning cennot be said to have an intention
or desire to convey a meaning: yet the words
uttered by him can ho underatood by one who
knows their meaning. Thirdly, when a teacher
is found io give a wrong explanation of a test,
the 'student realizes that the iegcher does not
understand what he says. It cannot be here
said that the teacher haa a definite intention or
purport, since Vfhat he supplies as an explanation
differs from actual eiperience arid the meaning
ol the text. We cannot even say that In the Vedic
texts uttered unintentionally by a Vedic priest
there is Ihe intention or purport oi God who is

supposed to be the author o( Ihe Vedas. For,
schools hko Ihose of the and the deny
the existence of God and his authorship of the
Vedas; yet they ax© found to interpret the meaning
of the Vedas, llius declaring the deltnition

of to be wrong the say that

( purport I Is ' the capacity of worde in a sfintence
to express a particular meaning,

' t That Is to say,
words themaelves have the Inherent capacity

( )
to pioduce a particular cognition of the

correlation of their meanings. If ihe

sentence *
( A pot In Ihe house) Ja utfered

without understanding its meaning, the sentence

t I if. y.
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itself has the inherent capacity for produclnQ the

cOQnition of the relation of (a pot)—and not

that of ‘g?’ (a garment )—to ‘hf ’ (the house). The
listener is. able to understand this particular mean-
ing in spite of its comprehension or non-com*
prehension by the speaker. Hence the capacity

of the sentence to convey the particular relation

between * ^ and * hf ’ is called (purport), and

the apprehension of Ihls mm leads us to verbal

comprehension. This capacity or power
^ gfe )

of a sentence la known when it is not Imposslhle

for 08 to shew the mutual relation of words in that

sentence. As in the sentence ‘ sr; * there Is no

Impcssibiilly of establishing the relation
between ‘ hf * and * the capacity

of that sentence to show the partlciilar relation of
' location and the thing fit to be located ' (symm-

)
is purport ItselL Thus according to

the the impossibility of establishing a rela-

tion
( «?7qqi3qqf^

),
non-accompliahment of purpose

( ) and context, etc.
( )

help
us Indirectly in determining the purport of
sentences, li, then, the existence, in a sentence,
of words //f to convey aparilcu/ar sense can be
defined as ' purport a non-Vedic

( )
or a

Vedic sentence, though unintelligible to the
speaker, has inherent capacity to convey a mean-
ing according to this Uawloss definition.

Here theWfw alter quoting the sentence
raise an objection that allhcugh the word
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‘ W? ’ has capacUy to stgntfr
( iPirifldRpRqtnti^

)fwo nseonings/ yet the speaker's ,desire
to convey a specific meaning ( 'sail * or ' a horse* >
in a specific context must be taken into account.

The answer this objection by adding a
qualification, viz., * to their

above definition of and give the whole
dcanttion as;

g^ftcTr^q \ Purport then means " the capacity of

words to convey a particular meaning in the
absence of their utterance with the desire or
intention of conveying any other meaning. " In
this way, though the word * * has capacity to

signify /wo meanings, viz., 'salt* end 'ahorse*,
yet it a person utters that word while dining, hit
servant, alter understanding the purport cl the
sentence irom this particular context, will take the
word • * to mean 'salt* alone and no! 'a
horse *, because the word *

' having capacity

to mean ' salt * is not uttered with the intention of
conveying the other meaning, viz., ' a horse
Again, the word ‘ » cannot simultaneously
suggest the two meanings. For, when the purport
oi the sentence *

* is understood, the

meaning that iirst occurs to the servant is 'colt*

and then 'a horse* in due order. Although wo
suppose that the two meanings oi an equivocal
word—as in the case of jmu—are meant to be
simultaneously perceived in a literary passage
the above definition is not inapplicable, since the
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>^ord * in the deifmlion can include two mean-

ing3 also. TMe definition of ‘ ^ thus eQuatlF

applloabio to nori^Yedlc as wall as Yedic ssalencee

uninteUigently utfsied etlhftrby a parrot or a priest

v/ithout any desire or intention cl comiminlcaiion^

According fo Uie nlRms and ifrrlJa^s fjfe or

lha inherent power residing in oil things Is a

distinct category, Tuflt as there b Inherent power
In the lire to bum onyiiimg, so dn words also,

say the rftirJ^s and there is inherent

power, which being distinct from words and
objectsdenofed by them Is the determining charao^
terlstlc

( )
of thetr capacity to escpregfl a

particular meaning* Such words fn a sentence
having Inherent power Jn them to show the

/nuluo/ re/oilcn of their meanings naturally

erpreas Purporh Thus purport, which consists in

the inhereiil power cf words or sentences to

produce a synthetic cognition IndependenlJy of
the Intention of the speaker

^ la a
cause of verbal comprehension according to
the The and Ihe tORi^^a, therefor©,

accept mw4#r in this particular sense and oiten

utilize this important linguistic principle in deter-
mining the unified sense of Ihe Vedic texts* They
always determine the purport or, synihetio
meaning of the Vedas by employing lha six

rules of ^interpretation, viz. (I) Unity of Ihe
beginning and conclusion of a work

(

(li) RepeUtion of ihe main lopfc in votlou*
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confeita
( ),

(1^0 Novelty oi tha subject'

matJer ( )| ( W ) Fruit or result )t

( V ) Piaise or incidental reraarkfl as dlailngulahed

from Ibe main tbame
(

and (tIJ Arguments in

favour of dia main topic The eiai'

ploy these rules iot determinina the purport of Iho

of the Vedas, ’while the (^“r^rp^)

use them for esiabllshino fhe unified meaning or

gt?T^ of fh« that all Upanishadic senlencoa

are closely related in their maaniCQ to Ihe all-

pervading alone^ ^ The above rules of tfinlBT

are also very useful fix detenninino the purport of

the ( law )' while in ihe case of escular

)
sentences contained In poetry and other

forms of hlerature the purport ia determined by

means of ( content ), ( propria fy }, ^
1 place 3, C lime ) etc., as referred to above»

Here says that though the apprehen-

Sion of purport
J

is necessary for verbal

comprehension at parliculer places. It Is not reguti-

ed for every verbal comprehension* He further

adds that when there arises a doubt about the pur^

port of a passage or when Jt Is certain that there is

the total absence of puipor!, no verbal compre-

hension is passible* But It jn the beginning v;e am
in doubt about the purport and U afterwards we
gradually determine the purport/ verbal ccmpra-

I
-s, siT^,
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hension is poQslhle. In other worda^ kBowledg©
of purport b&coinsa the causie oi verbal conipra—
hension alter the period of doubt If v/s are doubtful
03 to whether a aentence means fhla or that, the
Imowledgeofarrq^iJ helps ofi lo understand the unified

sense of that sentence- Or, If we misundersland the
view of a speaker cr writer, the knowledge of pur-
port is useful for removing our misunderstanding.
It is, therefore, not true that all verbal compre-
hension takes place only afler the knowledoe of

JT. V
]

II may be satd in conneclion with, the above view
that students learning a Janguage like Sanskrit are
always in doubt regarding the purport of a sentence,
vers© or paragraph of the boot they read, Jtts,

therefore, daslrabla lo remove this doubt by telling

the purport and facilllating verbal comprehension
before and after the detailed eludy of a thought-
unih With this end In view Shastris usually fell the
purport twice, before and after the detailed study
of a passage: and Sanskrit commanfatora supply in
their commentaries or introductory re-
marks ccnJalrting the purport of sentences and para"
graphs of the original texts. This procedure In oral
teaching or In written commenlartos really helps the
onalyticcKsynthettc or Infenslva study of Illerature

and Shastras in the following way. The dstalted
otudy of a paasaga enables the teacher and Iho
taught to analyse the principal and subordinafe
parts of sentences conveying corresponding Ideas;
while Ih© purport told at the beginning and end of
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the dataU<^ 9»udy maintains synthesis oi Ideas*

The ielHng o! lha purport (
adopted

by Shastrls in ihelr leaching l3. therefoie, a wise

plan worthy of being loUowed by all teachers of

Sanfihilt. The teacher may either fe/i this purport

to students or may eUcIt it from them through

gultable (juestions. Any way, due at ten I ion to the

Purport must always be paid by the ieacher in the

teaching oi prose rather than ol poetry*

It has been observed above that the

accepting 5rfe t power ) as a distinct category give a

rigidly technical definlUon ol as ''Ihe Inherent

capacity ot words to produce the cogniuon of a

particular meaning/* The however, do not

accept 51% aa o category, bu! identify it

with the will or intention ®

human speaker. This Is why they define ctic^Tq as

the infenfion or will of the speaker, '' With fha

exception ol words reproduced by a parrot^ an

idiot, a Vedio prieat or a QTamophone It may

be generalized that Intention ia a predominani

factor of any speech or writing. Although there

is no inten tion In a parrot, so Idiot, a gramophone

or a book Itself, yet the original speaker or writer

whose words are reproduced or recorded by

each of the above hefi definitely an Intention.

Unless words are uttered with a consdous purpose

or intenlton, they cannot be meaningful. It Is only

due to the spanker's intention that peculiar words

acquire peculiar meanings tn difkront coDteila,

There Is, therefor©, much truth in the dellnltipn of
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mm olvien by the fhough lha! dfiffn[Uoi>

mlghl be faulty from a strictly sqlcDtiBc poiiit of
view. While dsaUoo with equivocal words and
tiddltiq iho Qualilicfllioii '

( non-utterance v^itii the Intention of conveyinq any
other meantng ) to thelt own definition of mm even
the indireclly acknowledge Ihe factor of
intention. Hence lha definition of the ^fhw.a is

serviceable for all practical purposes* Although the
sentences repeated by a parrot or an idiot ere
not uttered with the Intention or desire ol commu-
nication, yet It cannot be said that Vedlc sentences
mechanically repealed by priests and speeches
or songs recorded by gramophones are not uttered
with a desire of communicatjoii • It is then found
that Vedic sentences etc*, are uttered with the
deaira ol communlcalinq their meaning to the
hearer* and that the knowledge of art^ Is the
cause of understanding the meaning arising from
sentences desired to be communicated. That mm
contained in the Intention ol the speaker or writer Ja
a well-known fact. Nolhing* therefore, can be gained
except contradiction to this welUtnown fact in
formulating a rigidly technical dellnitlon of mm
the do. As the cases where the intenlion ol
the speaker is absent ar* rare. It is preferable to
accept lot practical purposes the definition of

os fotmulaled by the and to pay due
alien Lion to the intention of the speaker or writer in
language-study. The knowledge of is, therefore^
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!ho CDusa ol verbal compreheris^on which ailsas

from a sentence desired to be communicated.

XV. IfiPUCATION

Somatiraea peculiar words in a flentence stand

in the way of bnderelanciln^ Ita general purport

( aim ).
IherefoTO^ required to understand

those words In a sense other than the primary one

(
purpose of making them suit Ibe

conte:xt or purport. Thus when alter hearing or

reading a word In s sentence we have lo abandon

its primary sense ( )
on account ol Its In-

applicability to or incompatlbiRty with
( )

the other words or context ol that sentence^ and

when w© accept there another (implied) sense,

which is In some way related lo the primary sans&

),
wo have to resoil to the process

galled Implication or hi other words,

occurs when the prCmary sense, which Is opf^sed

to some means oJ knowledge like ' direct parception

'

(
cannot be accepted, and when, for the

sultabtllty of ihe conlext, we havoclo suppose an*

other meaning which Is ralaled to the express or

primary meaning. For instance. In the sentence

£ hamlet la situated on the Ganges)

the primary meaning of the word * is
^

( the stream ol the Ganges ) which lirat ailsas In qux

mind; but this meaning is opposed to the direct
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percepliofj, as the hamlel cannot fae situated on the
The purport of tha speaker In uttering the

fiantenco is that we should understand the meaning
*

’
£ the bank of the Ganges J from the word

iT^^rr \ and not the express meaning * ^ ( the
rfream 1 which 1b Incompatible wllh the purpori.
We, theielore, abandon (he pritnaiy or express
meaning ' Ihe alream ’ and understand the tapItBd
or secondary meaning ' Ihe bant ' which la ralated
to the ^toary meaning 'the stream'. We under-
-slaud Ihe ImpUed moaning 'bant' from
the word > according to the feilowing psycho-
Jcgical process

—

Ihe Knowledge of '(he bank' doea not fltet arlea
In our mind but arises after Ihe knowledge of theprima^ meaning ' alream'. We lirgt know the word

’ and Its primary meaning ' stream after
which we understand the impllealloa that the
egress meaning ' atiaam' is related lo ' Ihe hank '

Iht^gh the relation of proximity
( wiftoT t or con-

junction
( OT'm ). Here, aoeoidlng lo (ha aentai lavr

o/ ^jootfjon that Ihe knowledge of one Ihmg leadsthe memcty of another thing related to it i wa
recollect the W. We have already ‘Ln thatthere is a TeIatlon( whij,

j
between a word and Its

meaning, and that the two related things
( V^wlng that relation ate a word and its meaningWhen one related thing, i, e„ a word is known, we

can recollect another related thing, I. a., the mean-
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Ing, Her®, according to this mental law the

ledge oi the one related thing, L the word

which also contatne the implied meaning ' bank

through its relalion ot conjtmclion cr proiimlly to

the primary meaning ^alream'^ leads us to recoUect

the other related thing, vis , the impUed meaidng

'bank.' Thus Irom lha whole sanlance *

WQ understand by IraplfcaUon (s!^) the reasonable

s€nee that thehanUst isaJtuatadoTi the hank

i?K:> Kera the relation ci the woid ^n^ ' vriib Its

primary meaning 'stieam' is and with the

fieoondaiy meaning ^bonk^ it is Jndlreci

stnca the wordW in directly related to Iho prlma^

meaning 'slieam' which Is again related to the

secondary meaning 'bant'. thus occura

when the lelatlon cf a word is understood indirBctiy

through Ihe pritncry moonjng. The relation ol

conjunction between the primary meaning

'stieam' and the ascondary meaning ’bank U here

called or ImpUcalion.t Allbough Ibis relaUon

of conjunction is originally between the things

< ' and e., between ' the stream ' and

^the bank' and not between the words * * and

yat Ihe word “nfm’ is indirectly related to the

word Thus the knowledge oi ' the bant'

being derived from implication the meaning

'bant' becomes (the thing Implied). The well-

knov/n meaning of a word Is Its Express or primary

t sig®ii (ha: I

—
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meaning, yel this meaning Is fnc<iinFratlabb
with the con text, wa in^Failably resotl to ^fourr. The
implied meaning (g^^) is,, however^ of aecondajy
Importance as compared tu (he ezpiess meaning,
Oi course* il the purport oi the speaker can be
ascerlained by means of the primary mesnlngs ot
words. It is not proper to resort fo and accept
the secondary meaning.

Now wheietn dees Ihe inccmpatlblUty (3ppj<jfe)
which Is the essenlial condition, of Impllcafton

#a lie? Does it lie In i Incompatibility
of ^certaining the logical or syntactical relation)

{ IncompattbJiify of ascertaining the
Pu^ort of the speaker ) ? Here, some schoolsj the

and the for instance/ say
that la the essential coDdillon of
But instead of regarding ^3 a separate
condldon of Implication It la belter, according (o
Other flchooie like the and the to
regard ea ihe essenlfal condition in ell
cases/ and Include (ho former In the latter. The
reasons for this are aa follows—

For example, in the sentence >^1^: (Admit
the aticks into the dining room

) there would bo no
nece^lty of resorting to Implication. For, il being
possible to admit fha sticks inio the room* the logical
connection

{ y
belween ^ ? end the pri-

matr moaning of (sticksJ can bo well estahlfah*
ed. Hence which is supposed to fas Iho
esBential condition of Implication does not occur In
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ihla B£GfejiC€. On ibe olbsT tbefe Is

here, since the purport oi the speuter is not that

* slicks ^
f prlBaojy meaning 3

should be adniitiod>

but it Is that ' oscefics with sticks ’

( qf^I; )
sbauld

bo admitted Jor dining, li the primary meaning of

*
’ tBilcks) v?Otdd be accepted here, tt would

be impoBfiibls to senfo food to the sticks. This

incompatlhiliiir csn be removed hr taking tho im-

piled meonlng oi ^ ^ as t ascetics with

sticka ). The implication is Jhus rooted in

and wOj therefore, take the sentence * to

mean * irq^p? * { The ascetics with sticks

should be admitted).

Again, in the sentence ^ ^ ^^*1*

( Protect the ouids Jrom the crows ) it is possible to

establish the syntacUcal relation ( )
between

* ^ and * qnVq: \ the primer? meaning of

which is ' crows '. If we shall understand from this

senfence that animals other than the crows may bo
allowed to spoil ihe curds, then we might miss tho

purpart of the speaker. Accoiding to the purport

of the speaker we should not merely understand

the primary meaning * ciowa ' from lha word

' ^ 1%^;
* but should also take by impllcaifon alj

creatuTes that spoil the curds
( <>^quid+T: ).

' For, the purport cf the speaker here is that the

' curds should be protected from qH creature. U
! we would late simply ihe primary meaning ^crows',

' there would be which can be remoired

by resorting to BmJ and understanding that the
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curda should be proteoted noi 011I7 from Ibe crowa
btif from qU creelures.

Similarly^ tn the eentence * 31^ itsf^ { The
men with umbrellas are going ) ws are not to under’
atarid frotn the word * jnBiely Kb primary

meaning, ylz., ' men wllh umbrellaa but olao to

understand by implicaticm *the collection of aD
men with find wiihout umbrellas since ihe purport

of the Epeater is to Tcalte us know the latter mean*
ing which to impliecL li eimpiy the primary meaning
of * ’ be taken, there w-ould be iiT?nT^i%

which can be removed by taking the tsLler meaning^

ilgain. in the sentence ^ 15^^ » { Eat poison

)

the logical relellon
( J

of the primaiy meanings

of the words ^ * and ’ L e, of the object

and the verb respecllvely, can be welt established^

though Ihe eating of poison will surely result in

death. The fath^r'fl intended meaning {-irffri)

howevai, in saying this sentence to hifl aon !a not
that he should eat poison which ceusej death. The
intended meaning is that the son should deslot from
dining at^ the houae ol the enemy. For all these
reasons the condition of the incompatibllily of
ostabUshlng the logical reJation

(

being non-pervaslve
{ a?E<jnr \

to accept the Incompatibility of oscerlolning the
Purport as the essenlial condition of Implication

Moreover, all sentences tn which there Is

con bo shown to involve afeo.

it Is necessary
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The sentence * ijfni'il
' I® generally quoted as

an example ot The Bay here

that the primary ( express S msanlng ol the word
* ^ * Ih© atieom ' cannot be logically con^

necied with the meaning ot * ^ ^ a hamlst ) and

that ihe implied meaning ' bank ' shculd be undar-

stood from the word *
*, But this ia an exampls

as much ol ee of For^ It we

take the primary meaning ol Ihe word ' lb©

sentence is aleo incapable of yieldlug the ptirpotb

which should imply ' the bant It is, theretore^

belter, according to Iho law of parsimony
( )

to take as the only eaaentiai condition of

Implication. There are ssTerftl lactors that determine

the purport of a sentence. Thus in the example

* rr^rrnt is helpbl as a taclor of

determining the Puipcri; irx ' ^>5^^ con-

accomplishment ol purpose ( )
is h&lpiul

and in context time and

piece
( Ikt )

are helpiul in determining Iha purport.

II only bo supposed to be the cause

oi impllcaticn, another fault occurs as folbwst—Tn

the sentence " ^ the speaker Forporis that

we should understand Mhe bank' from Ihs word

t * end we do uirdersland actually that ' the

bank' is implied by Ihe word * ^ Now if Ihe

speaker purports that we should understand tho

meaning ' ilsh * tiom the word ‘ the impUad

meaning ol ^ ' would be ^ a iish . This rule tor
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underaiandiiig the spealcer'a pujporf would be
violaied ii would be fluppo^ed to be the
condition oi Implication, For, there would bo no
criJei-ion to decide when the word ahould
imply Mhe hank ' and when the word * 4tt? ' should
imply 'a floh For Ihla reason it la necessary to
accept the incompatibility of ascerlainioa Ihe pur^
port

( ) as the only cause oI Implication.
In short, the Inowiedge of ihe speater's purport
leads usto understand the implied meaning

ia divided Into several varieties by the
and according to differ-

principles ol dlvialon and Ihe peculiar process
involved in each variety. The moat important andcommon varieties that are indisputable to
the earpounding^ ond understandimj ol the
inner spirit of meraitire and^ may be noted
03 follows—

ifjiT! olveE the Ihlrti condlOon of hoti as >5^.
’ meaning (hereby Ihat ' along with the

‘
' and either ' esta-

bllEhrf usago ‘
{ ¥;(s

;
or ' a definite motive or pur-

pose
( ) must Juslif, a it, ii„,

'
‘ R^'SBsutr ' end (he««ond TOaavift >. He, lions a seienftlio point^ew, flsoepts

fn (he case of words liheya^
,
which «lymologicaUy(5OT;^«rEfHjj and hence

Pt.marily means * „ho handles pr
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grasa and whlqii Jhrough u&gge of secondedly
meana *^ ' { cievet >. The puipoae ol tkfa

which ifl Jodted Jn this elymaloglcal aenee. might
have been knov/n fcy people in ancient Hmesr yol
ft la forgotten by x:s now owing to the (conYcn-

Uohi uaag© ) oi the word ^
' in the sense of

* ^3^ which we now take as the prfm^iry meaning
of that word. The same may be said about the woid
‘ * which etymologically means ' aallinesa

^

^ •IW: )
end conTentlonahy or piimaTily mean a

^ beauty ' , Ail sUnJlar words like

(s^: ( ^ iRii
y
etc., are new undarstood by ue in

their conventional and hence primary fletiaca

through usage, and their etymological Besses are
knovra by few persona. As w© now loke the conveii'
tlonal senses of those worda to be primary^ It is

unnecessary tor all practical purposes to resort to

in the case of those conventional
( )

words.

This la why and are Inclined not

to recognize ^ss^joir In the eras© of the above

woidsi and there is some truth In their view, t

If is Left out, all other varieties of

are found to proceed from a definite purpose or

motive and are, therefore, collectively (enned
' 5!5nrT

*- For instance, there Isa definito

t (i, v%)
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purpose of in the use of the sentence *

41^ ’ end it is in suggesting the extreme coolness
end purity of the bank end cf the hamlet situated
on tL Although the sentence ‘ ’ la capa«
ble of suggesting these qualities, yet it is unnecess-
ary to resort to In It, Moreover# the excess or
abundance oi these qualities is not so much suggest-
ed by the word * * In the sentence » dt7; *

as it is done by the peculiar mode ol the word
in * *rgRf The word * nfrf ’ can imply not
only ^ the bank * but can also suggest a third sense/
viz,, 'coolness and sanctity*

)
of n'Sfrln an

ezeessive degree. Thus the suggestion of the
excess of coolness and sanctity * which really
belongs to the stream, but which Is transferred to
' the hamlet

' (^ ) through association# la the
motive or pin-pose of in the sentence ‘ rrrJinit

*. It may then generally be said Ihat^'lhe

definite purpose of is to help the
process of suggestion

^ )
and suggest a third

sense# which is the same as the purpose and other
than the express

( ^
and implied ( 551^1 )

senses.
This suggestion depends, of course# upon the In-
dlviduel frame of mind of which one is possessed,
and it la, therefore, subjective rather than objective.

Now the mental process involved in

leading to ( suggestion ) is this:— In all
the varieties of the understanding of
the purpose

( ),
which is in the form ol
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' suggestion *

,

depends upon the consciousness of
Identity

( )
between the primary sense

( «n^n )
and the secondary sense

( y This
consciousness of identity leads us to transfer the
characteristics

(^ )
of the primary sense to the

secondary sense. This transfer further makes
|»Sfiible the assoclotion of those characteristics
with the secondary sense, and the association then
enables us to understand the purpose in the form
of * suggestion *. For Instance, in » » when
the Idenfity of the primary sense ' stream * and the
the secondary sense ' bank * Is realized, we transfer
the characteristics of ' c9olneB3 and sanciiiy

'

belocglcg to ' the stream Mo ' the bank and the
association of ' coolness and sanctify ' with the
bank makes us conscious of the purpose of viz.,

the suggestion of ' coolness and sanctity 'ailaching
to the bank and the hamlet.

Rfl3WT is divided Into two main varieties

viz., 34,i ( Pure ) and ( Qualitative ). In

there Is the absence of which, in its restrict-

ed sense, means *
the secondary use of a word *

owing to similarity between its primary sense

( )
flnd Implied sense

( ), We must re-

member here that * gq
-

^f^ * in its wider sense means
the secondary or ilouratlve use of a word, and
such being present In all varieties of

( even in ^smx) becomes an equivalent of

since 0^0 is the secondary or figurative use of

a word. The word *gq^ R’ In this wider sense is used
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m dlfferenj sysfenja cf Hindu philoeophy. But the
distinction betwaeu isf^vn and mm without

betno based on thia wider senso of Is baG&d
on ita res/r/cferf sense. lo ^ therefore* the
primary sense and the implied fisns© of a word have
between themeelTeB a relation which Is other than
that oi Bimilarity Some of the
numerous relations other than th© one of similaritr

are—( i ) conjunction or association
( or

as between "
’ ( lances ) and ‘

’ ( tancers J

In the example Cii) proximity

< )
as between the stream and the banJt in

the eiamp'© ^ ^z\ (III) effeol and cause

( )
as between " long life ' and ' life-

prolonging property (ghee) in ih© example
t iv ) eubseryienoy or eerring the purpose of ano’lher

as between*^' and the 'post
esrTlng ihe purpose of 5*5 * in the ezampl© *

Vi i \ etc.

In the other main yariety of ths
^rhil there la the presence of In its restrict-

ed sense. In other worda^ there la the secondary use
ol a word in It owiug to the relolion 0/ similarity or
extreme resembtcnoe

j
between

Ita primary senae and implied sense. *
* t^uali-

tafive ) ©lyuiologiciilly means ' one which proceeds
from qualities *

( 5TRm) that are common to the
primary sense and the Implied sense. For example^
in the case of the worda ^ * and *

' that are-
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or C jjQiiratively used ) in the senteucea

^ 5^ ’and * qr'^^: \ ^ relation

ot aim llaiity between the ptimory senses ot those

words, vi2-,'the moDn' and and the secondary

senses of the same^ viz,, ' the face
* and

''

tiie boy

respectively. The Identity be'vvsen '

or ^ and sifff;
* is then fell by us owing to Ihe

ei^irems r&scniblozice d their quoJtties^ though the

piimary sense and the Eecondery Bsnse o! ‘ *

and * 3?%: ^ are quite separate things.

There are fc\rr subdiviatona of

which ars dealt

with in their order as follows

—

( 1 J { Inclusive Jicplioatloii ^ which Is

also caUed Is that in which

there is the fnc/us/on or acceptance (i^i-ilH) of the

primary sense in the implied lensa. In other words,

is that in which the primary senee accopts

an additlonai sense for the purpose of eatabltshing

Itself ( primary sense ) in the con test of a sentence^

In this the primary g er.se of a word Is not

given up
( q ^ combination

with the additional sense if Is included in the im-

plied sense. Thus the sentences— (»Ti^i ll^i)

^ )

{ ]
*nf^, eaamplsa of the indu-

Sion of (be primary sensoa of the words in bold type,

along with additional senses, in their Implied sense#.
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(il) Batn^ait ( Excluslva toplleaUcm ), oUisrwiss
called ^5?Rltiror^f555jetr_ la lliat in which iheie is the

which being Incompatible with the context of e
sentence fndlcales

( enolher sense
connected with it so as to suH the context of thaf
aeotsnce. For instance, in the senlenoea ‘ ufrofWO^i'and ‘fig,; ^^1
( Tte chlldten on the cots cry ), the primary senses
01 the words * ttro ’ { stream

) and ‘
>

i cots )

are excluded or given up in order to point out the

In connection with these two Eub-dlvislona of
fttwr, an independent variety '

JmpJleaiion), otherwisenamed fipRigm, or ‘ ttitramRisw may be men-
Honed. Though this variety has not been recognized
fcy the sit^jRipj or the It is usualty resorted
to by the eeiffB^ for eslabUshing Ihe identity ot the
Individual Sou! wiih (he Universal Soul while ex-

Use great Vedio diclma *
-

( Thou art
mat), thus occurs when a word slgtti-
lying some gualljled entity

( j
abandons one

part of its primary sense and retains another part.*
‘ ^ ** nsrr ft?™

iwr ‘tM ’ jfa
i a, y^ EJiiui

I

dts^ t^ ^uiiTtfrit^^rriT h
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Por iDstjucice^ in the sentence ‘ ’ ( This i#

that )
the twa qualified entmes aignilied by

the vvoida ^ " and * refatilng respecti^ly

to post ficse and o/ iAe prejenf

ttnie cannot bo IdenllcaL The two words, howevei/

refer to the satne or substantive, viz., the

indiridudl who is unrelated to tinie, paet and

present. When, theroforo* the ideniity of the quoU^

fied entllies Ifl not possible, the part consisting o£

attributes ( )
ot these entities is abandoned

and the part indicating the substantive Is retained

or accepted. Thus the attributes or qualificotlons

^ of the past time ' and ' of the present time ' being

abandoned, iho substantive ' ^ Is retained for

establishing the unify of Similarly, wben in

the sentence * ^

[
Thou ( )

art That
( ) |

wo eliminate parts of the primary senses of * Thou

and " That *, vte., the adloncts or qualifications

limited Intelligence 'omnlsctence'

oi ^qand respectively. Pure Ccnaolous-

ness common to and fisr Is left, and the dtifor-

ence between both of them being onnihilatcdi the

identity of both is estoblfabed.

till) Now sRtcn tSuparimponent Implication),

the third sub^ivisfon of^ as recognized by the

involves the process of superimposiflon

^ anittr )
of one thing Otn the other. The ^ttMT sen'll,

therefore, occure when the object of guporlmpoai-

identified with the thing
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si>p«iimpo;«d
( ),

and when both of
thorn are df'f/ncUy la^ntioned

'by asliig repora/o
irord^ in tlus variety of the relation
between the primary senes and the impUed
sense of a word is other than that of similarity. For
inElancp, In the sentence • niung; ' { Ghee la life )

jaJl’ T/hich jsthe object of soperimpositlon Is
Sdantlfled with ‘ ajig;

* which is Ihe thlna ruper-
Imc^ed, since ohae conduces to long life. Again
OB there Is Ihe causel relation between the primary
Genre ( long We ) and the Implied sense ( life-pro-
onging article, i. e., ghee J of the word ‘ * and
OB both Iheobjeel of super-impoaltfon and Ihe thing
super-imposed are distinctly mentioned by i..tng
separate words, Ihe sentence ‘

> is an example
°* tfesiw iteirii.

(iyj In the fourth or last sub-divlslon of gsrawnt
1. o., in the amiifaiijiigsit (Infrosusceplivo Impifealfon!
there t, the inlresusception or fetinginf^
of the oblecl otsuper-impostllon

((fop,) by the thing
super-imposed (Rgjji). In other words, Ihe object of
EuperimpcaUJoR Is completely swallowed

(^4} by
fhe thing super-imposed. Hence the object ofsuper-

fteTinn",™^* while ™|y

f
^ * relation other than lhat

of similarity between the primary sense and implied
sense of that word. The sentence « or ‘any-
l^ft ' fe an example of this Hare the
object of super-imposition vis., ggq > fe compfefely
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taken in
( )

by the thin^ euperJmptt^&d

and It 1& only the ward that is expressed.

Again, aa already stated!, there is Ibe causal relation

between the primary fieoBe and the implied seoBe

of Iho word ‘ \

Now the vailsltes vi^ ^ (a)

m^hfand(b) and the exampteH of both of

them ere * ^^ ^ *

respectively. Here we tdentUy *

with ^ both oI them po^esa

the common qualltiefi of 'dullness end stupicUly
'

(
^l3^sn=?ITT^ ).

eiatoplo, L of U:ie iubjI

both tba obisct ol superimpositlcn or Ihe thin^

compared
( )

end Ihe tblno superimposed

or the standard of comparison ( f%tpfT-^tr::R
)
ate

seporately menfJoned; while In the examples of

they
(
rm^ and are nvt separotely

mBiitlonsd, the ^ Or being swallowed

( fnrfi^ )
by the or have alisadyseen

that the occurs when the primary sense

(
*h0 implied sense (a^qf^r) of a

word are found to possess similorq^ualiU^ (fn)^ or

when there ia the eolation of sitaiSarity between the

end In other words, the primary sense

b found to possess the seme qualities as those

poEsessed by the implied sens©. In the sentence

t there is Ihs relation of similarity between.

the pifmary sense
' bub *

of the TT^tT or

word ' ' and its implied sense < \ sinca^
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the primary san^e ' ball ' possesses fhe same
^aliliea of ' dullness * etc., as are possessed
by lha Implied sense »

\

Thus the
word ‘ » implies ' a man possessed of dullness*,
h o-/ ‘ » on account of similarity between »

jit:
*

and ‘ \ As both these words are in the same
case

( ),
they signify one and the same

parson and hence yield one and the same sense
( ), Other examples of the
are ‘

* and and
those of the ^rwgTvTj^rem^WElWT are ‘ ajft: » or

From all such examples we find that the
la at the basis of the figure and

is at the basis of other,
wise called In both the and

we seek to suggest the IdenUty of the
( 3qrR)with the ^(TiRTn). But In the

^TPWRtTT fhe extreme similarity between thewd the leads us to realize the Identity of

.1.1
mentioned separately; while

® nm^namRT the sense of similarity reaches
^ fhought to be the

«« ‘ Ja why the word standing for the
Is swallowed and hence not expressed.

Authors like distinguish irom
by saying that esgnft occurs when there is the

apprehension of the secondary sense which Ismerely connected with the primary sense, i. e.. when
the connection between the primary sense and the
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iioplied sense is other than that of similarity, and

that ff% occurs when the connecUon between

the and is through the qualities of the

thing implied, he., when there is the conneci/on

c/ similarity between and ^ The

examples of lf% usually qucted are *
,

* ftr:
* etc. In these examples the primary

senses of ‘ sjfe:
’ and * * are ' lire * and ' lion

respectively. As these senses are incompatible with

the Purport of the sentences, i. e., as the primary

senses of these words cannot bo properly connect-

ed with ‘ ’ and ’ respectively, we have

to resort to Now the implied senses of * orfc:
*

and are respectively * a boy with the qualitiee

of fire (brightness, etc.)' and possessing

the qualities of a lion ( bravery, etc. ) \ Thus the

cozmection between * x?m^; and * or ‘

and ’ ia established through their common

qualities. But, as has already been shown, this

ol jqiRa is the same as the

and the of the former is nothing but the

cyori of the latter. Thus tjtqz takes rii»n^fo b®

a division of 'B^piT and not an Independent function

as does. It is, therefore, unnecessary to hold

andntflft^rfe to he separate functions.

Quoted In the from the
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II hca oltead]^ beeu she wit that the egnaoious-
it£sa of Identity

( J
between the primary

sense and the implied sense of a word is

tndlspeneeble to the understandfpg of tb© purpose

( ) of a]] the vailellea of viz.,^ and this meens [hat the ieellng of IdenUty
leading to the undersfending of the puipoee fs aa
much nece^gjy in the case of and
B^nfr as It la in Ih© cas© of ihs and h \

Tadaftea of both and ifpistjatt Generally
the purpese of bofng closely related to the
primary senre is ielt by us in associetton wiih the
implied sense. We musl Iherelore, reolise the
identity fcetw'sen the primary ssnse and the
implleo sense in ordtr that Ih© characteristics
of the loimer should be acsbclated with the
latler- Bat mere percepiton of the reiatton between
tha primary sense ^nd the Implied een&o connot
make us alive to Ihe Purpose. For example, the
sentence *

* does not suggest th© Purpose
in tha form oi ' coolness and sanctity ' Ihel are
associated with the bank, even though we can
perceive the rektion between <

* ond * \
On ih© other hand, in the sentei^ce *

j

which la eu example of s^ynwipjFj the word
* 4f^r ' helpa us to feel the Identity between its

primary sens© ’^sirsem* and the implied senaat

'hank': and this feeling of indantlty further be-
cemes a step to the Sugg^ico olthoPiji-pasQvi^t
' coolness and sanctity ' In aasoclotion with Ih© bank
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-snd ih© hniiilet sltui^icd cn it- Coolness and gancHfy

are really the charocttrlaHcs cf Ihe * stream and

not oi the ^ bauk \ When, hovev&r, the identity be-

tween the pi iiE ary* sense ' Blream' and the Implifid

sense ' bank' b felt by ua^ ibess characteTisllcE can

bn associated with the bank. Similarly* in tho

sentence * which is an exampl© of

5SW, Ite feeling cf Identity betweBii the

primaiy sense ( lance a 5 of the word * * Its

implied senio { lancers 3
becomes a step to the

understanding of the Purpose, v.hich is io suggest

llie sharpness and harehness of loncere* This pur*

pose Is onderetood, when- after the consciouHnesa

of identity bety^een 'lances' and Mancera', we

associate the characteiisficsci sharpness etc-* realiy

belonging to 'lancca* ( primary sense ) with 'lancers'

( implied sense ), Thus even In

5r^fj the varieties oJ we must ieel Identity be-

tween the primary sense and the impUed sense. Yet

in both these varieties of the Identity between

the fluci I3 not prominently felt by na

until we begin to Ihiuk oi the Purpose, which is

other than that idenlity. Hence the tdenltty *n

being indirectly leli be-

comes a step to the understanding of the Purpose,

Now the Purpose in * \
which is an

example oi ia the auggestfon that ghee*

is superior to the other aTtJdes oi food In bringing

about Its desired r^sidt {

while in which is an example oi
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giq^RE^juTF^ ptjjposs IB the ^nggBstJon (baf

gbee kivarfably brings about Its desitr^d result

( ),
flinc& complete idenUty be-

tween ghee -and Ilia 1b shown through lha Intro-

fiuscepNon^ oi the word * * by the wood
^

'. In both these varieties of the supei^

impostUon
(

aifiitr )
in ^ * and the hitresucep-

Hen (sfiWtR) fn *

3|f^: * make the Identity

between • ’ and ^
* more pert?epiiblo than

that in' 37i<t;jts4^7rj and

Qn the other hand> In the purpose

is the apprehension of Identity between the

and the eveEn though the dlatlnelion between

the two tg felt by ub owing to their separate man-
lion* For example j, In the sentence *

’ the

diherence betvraen (f^ )
and ^

jfl;
' )

can be observed by us on account of the distinct

mention oJ the two* In spite of this ditferance the
fdentHy oi the two is felt by us in consequenceof the
same oase-ielafion (^rqpjrte^'fq) oi those two words.

This consetouaness oi Idenfjty between the

and the In spite of their dilference. Is Itself the

Purpose of In oU Its erampisfl
‘ ’ etc* Again, In ifVjrar^i^HR-

=!^pir the Purpose ia the apprehenalon of comp/efe

/den/jfy between the and the f%mf[on account

of the introsuaceptlon of the former b? the latter. For
instance/ In the sentence * ’ complete identity

between * ’ and * > la fait, since the .
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( J
has been swallowed by iho )* Thii

ccosciousnefs of co^sp/e^e identity belween the

end the is itself she puipose oi

fsgWT In all its examples like * '*'

etc. Thus the purposes ol tnoi^i^m^rnT

Arid coBHHOii to oU their respcc-^

tive eramplee# since th© a:^t in oenerel pro*

ceeds fiom Ihe re/offoo d siniiiarlty alonB^i

Alihouoh the consciousness ol Idenltty { swa—

)
belweea the primary sense end the implied

fieus® la B necessan' iactor common 1o all varletl-s

ol sis^T, a dialinction belwecn get and

Tn'flfl may be ebaerved. While the setise of

IdontitT in rsi Is cnly a 5/ep or means to the

undfifater.ding d the Purpose which ifl diifsteni

from that identllTi. tha sense of tdanttty itself in

ilKl becomes the Purpose* in other words, Ihe-

idenlity In 5^7 is jndir^i? felf to be

apprehended for the sake o! the Purposoj v?hich ia

eomething else; while Ihe Identity In nr^ft is

piominenlly or dtiectly feit and ilsoH occupies the

position of the Purpose. A stlEmore subtle diatinetton

between and *5*1 the one hand

and ^he other, may be

noted that in the former the sense bt identity belna

indirectly fell becomes a step to the apprehensfen

of the Purpesej while in the latter the sanae of

«^5r5IWT« 1 55^-

STsaiRM ^
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identity being directly felt the position of
the Purpose on account of the process of super—
imposition

( itmV )
*iid Introsusception

( ),

XVI SUGGBTiON ( )

We have seen that every variety oi the Jph^H=^dl
I3 accompanied by a purpose ( which

being dJjjerent from lha communicatton of '"the
primary sense ' and ' iha implied sense ' is under-
etood through the process of Suggestion

^ )
In the Sentence * ’ the primeiy sense of
the word * » Is ' the eiream ' and Its tmptfed
sense fa Mbe bank’; but lha peculiar use of the

Word ^
4137

'
in the sentence enables us to

understand the additional sense '^coolnaEs and sano*
tlty f which is other than the primary and Implied
onesj and which is, tbsreloie, conveyed to ua
fhrouch no other process than that of SuggeatJom
This suggested sense becomes manifest to iia when
we understand the speaker’s puipose or /nfenf/oij^
which ia to suggest that the pleasant properties of
^coolness and sanctity' reaiJy belonging to the
stream are associated with or possessed by the bank.
Hence the suggested Eense which llsell is the pur*
pose oi Is diifeient from the primary sense
' stream ' and the implied sense " bank ^ Thus lor
understanding the Purpose of the speaker wa must
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postulate a third function called ^ * or ‘ ’

(Suggeatlon J in addition to the iunctionB of arfw

1 Espreaaion 3 and E
Implication ). Unless the

Purpose contains a beautiful idea^ th© suggested

senfifi is not pronilnently tett by us In poetry.

The speaker's purpose in xising the sentenc©

* * ia to suggest ' the extreme cooU

ness and sanctity of the bank and unlike

Ih© primary ssnsa and th© implied sens© this

suggested sense contains g d^liQhi/ul ideo,

which appeals to our emotions rather than to our

Reason* This beautiful ssnse or purpose is, there-

tor©;r conveyed to us by the only procGss of «i^rTTj

which is fjbe menfa/ process o/ the pleasant and

immediate association oi ideas apart from words.

The purpose of Ihe speaker is sometimes to convey

his ideas directly through Expression (s(fegT)and

sometimes he sicilfully conceals that purpose in

such a way that It should be circumstantially realized

by th© hearer. This ie why Ih© purpose containinq

o beautiful idea Is suggesfod rather than expressed.

Hence tha suggested sense which U superior

Jo lha expressed and unplfed senses, is held to be

the distinguishing mark of excel lent poetry*

Weatero psychologists includa ' Suggestion

unde I ' Mimesis ' which means ' tmltatjon ' in ©

wider sense, in the psychology of the group

' mimesis ' is said to be a manifestation of th©

gregarSouB ( social J
instinct, the three aspects of

which are "sympathy^ 'suggestion* and 'imitation',

' Sympathy * is imitation in /ee/ingr. ' Suggestion * if
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imitation in ideas or thought, and ' imitation
*

in

its narrow sense is imitation in ac//on. When two

or more persons come together so as to form * a

psychological group *, these three aspects of
* mimesis

*

are set in motion. These three aspects

are so closely related to one another^ that when
one aspect is at work, another Is aroused, because

there is close relation between subtle suggestion

and feeling. These aspects stand both on the in*

stinctive ( unwitting ) as well as conscious levels.

Of them Suggestion is the unwitting acceptance of

the ideas of others. McDougall defines Suggestion

as a process of communication resulting in the

acceptance with conviction of the communicated
proposition in the absence of logically adequate

grounds for its acceptance/'S As suggestion is un«

witting in the case oi the person who accepts the

ideas, the instinct of 'submission' is aroused in him;

while in the superior person who suggests the

ideas, the process of suggestion may be conscious

or deliberate. li we apply these psychological facts

to a good poet and his reader, we find that the

poet, who has an artistic or literary interest In

Suggestion, consciously or purposefully suggests

beautiful ideas, though while actually composing
poetry he forgets himself and is one with the emo>
tions and Ideas, the ' constructive instinct ' being
ercused in him; while in the reader who appreciates

or admires his ideas unwittingly or without logical

discriminalion, the instincts of ' submission ' and

$ An Introduction to Social Psychology by McDougall. p. 81.
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' curiosity
* ore av^oltoned* Th-Ufl the process of

ffuggestion working In the poet as well in Iho

reader being closely related to Feehng gives rise to

the ieeilugs ot SympQthf and admiiallon In the latter*

The SanskrU lerin for Suggestion In postiy ia

which is used by fiial exponent of

the ^^ffl-theory, in his It Is^ saya, bor-

rowed Iropi the granunarians^ whoj as we have

already seen, employ It tor the audible and non-

eternal sounds {^) that ^ggest the elemai

Although the lecognizethe theory

oi ^ on account ol their acceptonce oi the su<

ggestiveness of words as well as their partsy yel by

the analogy of the sijgges//veuess oi non-eternal

words as held by the grammarianfl, they employ Ihe

term * connote the wider significance of

the suggestivanesa of words as well as thaJr series.

Thus the term of the widely Includes

its various connotations, vU., auggesUve words, Iheii

expressed senses which are suggestive, auggesled

sense, function of suggestion, end suggestive poet^,

’AainftliQOod poetry prominence is found to be

(jiven to Ihe or t suggested sense ) in

relation to which a word and its exi^esaed sense

occupy a subordinate poBfhon,^^vnT egfabllBhes

5 ^ ^ I

I

IIU>
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the synihetlc principle of criticism that the

souJ of poeiry. | FtirEher, this i^f^^lheory naturally

leads and bis tUustrious commentator
to the psyciio/ogfco/ exposition of the

theory of They, therefore^ establish the aesths'

tic principle that (sugQestion ot sentimental

Is the foremost oi all the varieties ot and that

C tlcurea oi speech), ^ { eicelJences h f\%

( style ), ^ C plot), etc*, must all subserve the main

purpose oE the development of This is predomi-

nantly o synthetic method oi the criticism, of
fiteraiurs*

Now the suagesled sense or
y
con-

not be conveyed by the power of srfSfEix (Expression).

For, the establishes a direct end conventional

relation between an already existing thing and the
words denoting It; and after it has performed its

function of denoting one conventional sense, i! is

exhausted.* A separate fiinoilon must, thereforo^
be postulated for the purpose of conveying la aanea
other than the primary or conventional one; ond ft

is perlormed by the suggestive power residing tn

the expressed sense of wcids. Hence we find that
the suggested sense is tndirectlY related to words;
and if it is supposed thot a is dJreclly related, the
existence of a sense other thon Jhe prlmory one

^ 11 ( ),

I \w
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would ijsver be posslble.i" H thus th© suQQ^alWo

power resides in the e^ress^d sens© oi v/ords:, ih©

fiuggesled sense cannot ba epprehended by us un^

less we first know the whole eaprefised sens© and

th© words denoting iU At such places th© eTEpieased

sense of words with their yarlous aspects, via-, tnefr

eyllablas, order, etc-, become# Instrumental to ih©

apprehension of the suggested sense which if

princlpaL Here the expressed sens© withod being

cancelled helps the manlleBtation of the suggested

sense. The variety of ^^fir that occurs In this case

ts called * 1 ©^pressed

flense is meant lor Ihs sale of anoiher-suggesled-

sense ) or * ( based on Expression ). It may

be noted that in this variety of the suggested

Bens© is indirectly related fo words. The sub-

divisions of this variety of are ®

and '
‘ \ menial

process involved In both is this-—In the foimer the

graded steps of realising the suggested sense from

the expressed sense can be well ascertained;

whereas in the latter ihe understanding of the ex*

pressed sense in the form of the rspresentation of

{ causes of emotions ot determinants),

( a Iter^e fleets of emotions or consequents 1
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and
( tramiont emotions Jf awakens

vdlhout well diacemlblo steps or immediately the

f permanent moods y latent in tis* and in*

stantly ^ves rise to the 3;^ which is the sugg^ested

sense. /Although there are some Infermechate steps

between the urtderstandlr.a of the expressed sense
and the realization of the ^ here^ vet the process

takes place bo quickly that the steps cannot be
perceived, and the finggeation of the ts appears to

be instantaneous, f

An example cf the is found ta the

ciilh canto of the When the divine sages

approached the father of and when
^

their leader, requested him to offer Inmarriagfi

to tiTfift who waa inv/ardly delighted! at this

proposal, is described as follows—

TionjpiT^ TT^Il
** When the heavenly sage

j
spoke thus,

who was by the side of her lather, counted
the petals of her play-lolua with a down-cast look.

''

Here, though waa pleased In her mind,
the could not, out of bashfulness, display her love
”

^ I36-I4B,
^ '

t R f|
\

5iei cc^
^ thit*

5WR^ * idittmMl ^ J
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ior f?r^ in tha presence of the elderly persons. She,

therefore, tried to conceal hex feelings by

ing to count the petals with a dovro-casl^ i^k.

Hero, transient emoUon { )
oaaP*

ialness '

( )
Is suggesled.S This suggestion ia

realized by us when, attar understanding the ez-

pressed sense which is subordinated, we take into

account qncft's foimer love lor the mention

of as the proposed husband, and q^d^'s count-

ing of petals with a down-^aei look. This sugaes-

tion of the oppeala to us through these

clearly perceptible stages and not immediately

after tha understanding ot the expressed sense. For,

the counting of petals with a dowrv-caal loot may

also take place on account of clrcuraatences other

than bashtulnesB* Thus in order to realise the

suggestion ot thifi bashfubass we have to undergo

the stages, viz., lova br her penance.

mentfon, elc.

g An example of the occurs In the

third canto ot the ^he tormer paii o! tb^

canto the following iQcldents have bean described-

^ in order to eicHe the love of ior gc^

vdth his friend ( the Vernal Season 1 to the

place where fir^ ia Poetising penance,

19 in the prime of her youth, is attending upon

<,uf ot love for him- She offera to a rosary ot
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lotus-seeds which he accepts through love. At thewy moment is ready to discharge his arrow on
who is then described as follows—

“ slightly losing his firmness like the ocean
at the rising of the moon, cast his eyes on qr^'a
face with its lower lip like the Bimba fniit.

"

In this verse the
( permanent mood )

18 the love of fbr. (,unda-
mental determinant

) is qr^. the (exd-
tantdeteminantslarefhe vernal season and the
darting of the arrow by and the ( conse-
quent emotions ) are loss of firmness and hla
glance at qr^'s face. This representation of the

and arjJiRS suddenly or without discernible
steps suggests to the reader the (Iran-
Blent emotions ), viz., eagerness, joy, agitation, etc.^
which give the suggestion of Jt will thus
be found that the 3ffi?isir-power of words is inade-
quate to convey the inner sentiments

(
rg which

can only be suggested by means of the skllAxl and

9 <T?q ( 3?^^q^xisqTnj?q
) xjpjj

j ^
siujiaj qRfrAqrq %grfqtrqTOnf^^
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hfliroonious^delinoallon oi Ihe $ This Is

ihe chiot variety of EnQiseatiaii celled * *

3^

where fhe t^^sory beiriQ hoppily blended with*

ihe <s-iheory culiulnetea in the letter^

The variety named ‘ Ma again sub-

divided into { suggestion of an idea ot fact >

and gtri^KA^I^ ( ffuagestiori of a iiguro of speech}*

The suggested sense of fact
(

)i3 so diliei'en^

from the expreesed sense that when the former Is

negative, Ihe latter ia positive and vice versa/

musl be noted that the cannot go beyond

beautifying words and their expressed sense* Their

real tunc lion, according to is to serve the

purpose of the development of re (tq* 1 1 ^

therefore, aeya that is really the soul of poetry

and that and wholly terminate In

the development of Yet as these two varieties

of are euperior lo the expressed sense, they are

included under the comprehensive term and

a general statement is made by that

Suggestion Is the soul of poetry*!

q;q I ...

*
sn?T: qr=qr^ litters

\
I

tI’lr*.

t rg ^ sritur, ^
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3tfi^ la generally rdaled Jo one obfecJ; yel In
Sanskrit langoags ws usually meet with words

having the same form but possessing more primary
aenaes than one, ag they are related to more obfecta
than one. For Instance, words like

etm, possess more primary senses^than one
^wing to their reference to more objects than one.
ihe existence of such words in Sanskrit has led
Sanskrit poets to use the to such an extent
that they have missed the real purpose of poetry
and have made it artificial A generally occurs
when a writer inteods to convey two or more pri-
mary senses of a word- But when out of many pri-
mary senses of a word only one Is intended to be
conveyed on account of the presence of the follow-
ing factors restricting that parltcular sense, we
apprehend the primary senses, not Intended to bo
conveyed, by the process of Suggest!aa. It is, there-
fore, said that when there is a doubt with respect
to the Bonse ol a word which has more senses than
one. the causes that lead to the restriction of a par-
ticular sense out of many are-^ll) ^r:^conjunctlon
or ©rIafeDce of a well-known and general connec-
tion between two things, (2) f^n:-disjuncfloo or
the loss of that connection, ( 3 ) mrw^i-mutual
aSBOctation or companionship,

( 4 ) well-
known hostility, ( d ) sj4:-motiv0 or purpose, (

JTWtH- context, C 7 J a special atirlhute or
characteristic,

( 8 } progdmity of
mother word, ( 9 ) gifqtq^j^-power ihat has already
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manifested Its result, (10)
'

( 11 )
^:-pl4ce, { 12 )

si^:-iliDe, ( 13 >
s^^j-gender^

( 14 )?TO-accent or ehonoe of voloe, and others,

I. a., s,Bn,4 (gestures),^ I Poin‘l"'3 out directly

or roailng datlnllo by gestures), etc. S ™s auggea-

tloo oi another primar? sense of a woid in conae-

<juenc9 of its restricted sens© is calJed ‘

sgggi •, Hero the reslrtcted sense is understood by

the power ol srfiigi and the other sense, though a

primary one occurs to us by the process ot Sugges-

tion. This sjftuP3pii$3T (Suggestion based upon

Expression) olong with (Suggestion

based upon Implication) is called ‘ es the

particular words used In It are more important than

their sense, L e., the words are incap^e of Iremg

changed by the use ot synonyms (
WnsRis-wii ).

It U not, however, always true that Suggestion

solely dependsupon words; lot, even in the absence

of words merely the melody of music, gestures, etc.,

the sense cf which is not fixed bul varied, are

suggestive of sentiments or the inner motive.* Again,

Ihe aifJlul power Is limited to a particular object or

objects, while the suggested sense assumes varied

forms according to Ihe speclaHly ol the speater,

$ <ee the ^I^U't'ISI ( the ( ^ItV ),

snd the quotation
‘^

ive illiistraiions of each factor*
^ ^ ^

i
"(
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the person addressed, the sentence^ the proximity
of another person^ the expressed sense/ the occo-
tJon/ the place/ the time/ the intonation or ges-
,ture8/§ and affords free scope for the imagination of
the reader. This is called ‘ aqnff \ since the
sense of words in it is more important than parti«

cular wordS/ i. e./ words in it are capable of being
exchanged for synonyms

( ).

Moreover, the expressed sense exists only in

Individual words/ while the suggested sense shines
through words/ their syllables, a sentence, a mode
of expression

( )
or the whole poetic com-

position, and thus presents a synthetic aspect to
the whole meaning of the poet.j Lastly/ the express-
ed sense relating itself to the already existing
things oppeals only to our understanding, whereas
the suggested sense prominently appeals to our
emotions and brings instantly before our inner
vision 'the light that never was on sea or land.'S It

will thus be clear that owing to the insufficiency of
the function of srfiprT, it i« not possible to realize
the suggested sense simply by knowing the mean-
ings of words from a dictionary/ or by studying

% dtce^idst Biitfr vr^u%5efTTtRT^
I
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grammar. The suggested sense can be appre-

ciated only by a man of tine literary taste
( ).§

differs from fust as it differs from

If it is supposed that in * n^fnrt the Purpose

( srqtiR
),
which is conveyed by the suggested sense

' coolness and sanctity is conveyed by ;?gaiT, we

shall have to adopt a second in order to imply

that Purpose, After the adoptlon^t the first

the sentence * rrSTPri
* assumes the form of

‘ \ Now, if a second fnjfltt la adopted here,

the three conditions of are not fulfilled. For,

‘ nu idd ’ ia not the primary sense of the word ‘rriT*

but the secondary one, which ia no! inapplicable

to the preaent context Secondly, the properllea

of ' coolness and sanctity * are connected wilh the

s/roam and not wilh the bank. Thirdly, poprular

usage ( jpfe J
does not allow us to use the word ’

in Older to imply the properties of coolness and

sanctity. Moreover, there is no second sr4ll^ which

will enable us to understand the first u4HR by

Implicatioa, If the second fa supposed to

exist, a third into will have to be supposed for the

impltcailon of fhe second and so on ad

iniiDiium, The three conditions of Rirm thus no!

being fulfilled, the oI the first cannot bo

implied by a second but can be suggested by

§ ^ I
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the power of alone, Bui even In the abaeoca

of thfl three conditions of the word * *

ttsslf is not unable to cocnmunicate the pf^rsR

' coolness and sanctity \ which is conveyed by the

independent function of S The function of

f5^T ceases after conveying the implied sense

' banh'^; and the In the form of ' coolness and

sanctity ' can be apprehended by alone.

may sonietimea depend upon aa in the

case of *' ’ ( suggestion based upon
Implication yet Is not (he aame as

which, Just like is only a means to the

apprehension ci the suggested sense.

Some endeot 3rr?fgTfea Identify (s^mirr) v/ith

(p^tX and deny the existence o! the former^
* * is to he understood here In the sense of

which in its restricted sense means Mhe
secondary use of a word proceeding from extreme
aJnjilarily. ' This or (secondary lunctionj

is, therefore, the same as tha
{ Qualitative

Im plica I ion) formerly dealt wifk Eolh^
and sEgprj or ( Pu^ ImpUcation ) can thus be
Included under the general tenn and can be

^ sTF^ni q|nt^ ^ I

(3?t) 2^ t

in kq ft {l\o^

3 \ iRis.
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dlfierenfiated from says here that:

and differ irom each other wflh regard to

their nature and subfeot-maller. The difference

in their nature b that fs the process ' of under-

standing the secondaiT sense of a ^ord after

cancelling its primary sense; while is the

process of apprehending the suggested sense,

which being the principal one does not necessarily

discard the primary sense of a word. For, the sense

deriyed from the suggestion of etc,, can neysT

be a secondary ono< Again, aa Is based only

on the primary sense of a word. It is, as Eatne

people say, merely an e:£tenslon or tall of Hr*

pression while which depends only

upon the suggestlveneEs of words, is quite different

from iheir e^tpresslTenesa. § Another distinction

betv/een both of them fs that in ?^r, when the ex*

pressed sense loses itself in lavour of the secondary

one, the former itself Is developed into ihe latter

and ceasea there only; while in when the ex-

pressed sen$o suggests another sense, it Uluminatss

itself as well as the suggested sense, just as a lamp

illuminates Itself and other objects.S For Instance,

the expresaed sense of the verse ‘

j )ii;q
Tqig ^ makes itself known io us and suggests

t RmU! I

s VT^=tvc^<l 3 ^ 5^
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the bsshfulness of Here tha expressed

sfiDBe^ without being dlac&rded, la auggesliva of

the other $emQ of boahfulness. If It fa aupposed to be
understood by Implication, there would be Ih© con-
tingency of taking the subordinate function oi

to be the principal one* For, eentences generally
psosseas an independent synthetic sense opart Irom
the expieeaed senses of indivfduol words, which
light up that synthetic sense* The expressed sense
can become suggestive only when words are modi-
fied by the peculiarity of the speaker, context,

and tha like. The suggested sense thus aided by
worda becomes prominent and principal Yet this

principal sense yielded by the function of SuggestIon

cannot ha Identified with tha primary sense, which
is yielded by the function ot For, is

based upon convention, while depends upon
the peculiarity of the speaker, eta, and reveals a

unique sense*

Even the topics of andiq^^rrare manifeelly

different* The subject-mat ter of is only an
ordinary fact {^) which is imderstood alter

cancelling the primary sense and making the impli-

ed sense compatible with the senses of other
words in a sentence* On the other hand, there are
three topics that come under the domain of

vl2., r^5s, particular sia^r^s and ^ that can be
suggested rather than implied. The auggeatod
eense fa, therefore, that which Is not derived
from the cancellation of the primary sense, which
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is no! conventional and which la dlgtinct frotn any

other sense. It is Impossible to say that the reaMza-

tfon of Tg and others Is a secondary iunction llhe

that of The auogested sense is likewise

that which, incapable of being ccnveyed by woids/

is desired to be communicated for Iho purpose of

realizing its inherent charm. In other words,

consists in tho prominent manifestation of a charm-'

ing sense that cannot be conveyed by any means

other than suggestive words.! It should be inci-

dentally noted that a slight concealment and su-

ggestion. oi the poet’s purpose tend charm to Ms
poetry.§ It cannot be said that all this charm comes

within the purview of For, or found

to be employed even when the suggested sense

is no! charming or is not meant to be conveyed*

All examples ot the secondary use of words proceed-

ing irom as *

\
‘

*,
* nR: etc., do not contain any

purpose. Even though In examples like *

\
* \ * W: ’ some purpose may be

detected, yet that purpose does not comprise any

beautiful idea. Poets are also lound to make a

secondary use of words without any special purpose

of suggesting a charming Idea. For Instance, in the

line, * I
'li^e bed of

lotufl-laaves speaAj /or, 1. a., shows the torment of
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the lady wllh a slender tame } lha secondarr use
of the word ‘ ' does not suggest a specially

charming idae« In all these cases is einployed

even tn the absence ol a special purpose. It can/
therefore, be clearly dbllngulahed from

Although is thus distinct from erRMt *uidi

it depends upon both of them. Suggestive-

neas sometimes rests on the expressiveness of

words, as in the variety of called ‘

where, as we have already seen, Ihere Is

no scope for and somettmes It resorta to the

secondory sjgniifcanoe of words^ as in the other
variety of named * sqf^|%v!^n?J \ where the

expressed aense is not desired to bo comniijnfcated
and Is hence discarded. This latter variety of

Is, therefore, otherwise tfirmod ‘ ^

or SuggestJon based upon ImpUcatlon,

The following verse is an example of the

WTRlicT
II

'' Three persona gather goid //owerx from the
extonsive earth—the brave, the learned and one
who knows how to serve,

"

As gold ftow-era cannoi ha found on the earth,
the word *

’ here la incompatible with

the sense of ^ gaihering *, The primary scme of
that word not being meant here

( )
la to be dropped in favour of another sense bear-
ing losemblanca to It, vie*, " abundant wealth
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This suggestion, therefore, depends upop cn

the word ^ \

Another example of the same vadet]^ £s

—

iV^rJIT ^fer: fk^: II

** Fortitude, iargiveness, mercy, purity of mind^

compassion, gentle words and iion*^injury to friends^

these eeven are the socff/icie/ /uei of wealth/'

Here, the primary eenee of ihe word ^ ^

(fuel) is incompalible with ' wealth^, because

wealth can neilher bo Increased by fuel nor can It

blase like fire. The literal sense is, therefore^ to be

dropped and another sense similar to It, vi^., * that

which increases or promofes ^ is to be undarfifood

from Ihe word ^ B'frr^r * so as fO' suit the coniert,

Just as we do in Ihe exampie ^ This sugges'

tlon, which is realized by us from the word

is based upon The word * * again

suggests one more happy idea that wealih roust be

acquired by fair means and used lor good purposes^

just as the sacred fire kindled with sacrificial sticks

is lo be kept up lor holy purpoies*

The Is further classified Into

two aub-divialons, vk„ a!?tiR[K-

In the former, the primary sense of a

word being incomp alibi© is completely discarded

In favour of some suagested aense; while in the

latter, the primary Esnse, though not incoropatible

with the context, is Iracsfened to the suggestion of
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some other beautiful sense. The following verse/
which describes s affliction caused by his separa*
tion from is arr example of both these sub-
divisions. OT says

—

aw f?T P I)

** ^1 there be clouds that have heswcorefi
(pervaded) the sky with their oily and dark-blue
lustre and that have cranes moving about sportively
In them; let there be winds mixed with water-dropo;
let there be the joyful and sweet cries of the (riends
of clouds ( peacocks ). I, hard-hearted Rama, can
bear all this; but what will be the condition of

now ? Alas 1 Oh lady/ have courage 1

**

In this verse the primary sense of the word
*

» ( besmeared ) has to be discarded complete-
ly and the other qualitatively similar sense ‘ «qp^ •

( pervaded) has to be understood in its stead, since
it is impossible to besmear the formless sky with
anything. Again, as it is impossible to have friend-
ship with inanimate clouds, the expressed sense of
* * ( friends ) has to be abandoned complete-
ly and the other sense ^ peacocks ' has to be
understood on account of the connection of

with ‘ * ( the cry of a peacock). Thus the su-
ggestion of the other senses is awakened in us when
the expressed senses of and axe
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completely discarded (a|

I

But In the

use of the wcrd ^ ^ * ihoTO ia ths suggesiion called

^ 3r?n;^^g^ftjaifpsq The esi^ressed of the

word ^ * ts ' the son of ' aod this sense la

not incompatible with the contexts Yet the prO"'

priety oi that word is underatood when wa tronater

this expiefised sense to the realisation of the

suggested sense* viz,, ^^ who is patient in spite of

the celami lies of forest life'* When this sense appeals

to ua* v^o know why 1:11^ can stand all the sights and

sounds of the rainy season, though they are excitant

of hia emotion of love for drai*

recognizes the fact that hJs prede-

ceaaoix like 3:^ and slightly touched the

principle of For, they admit that it{%. a variaty
r

of is based upon the relation of extrema

resemblance or identity between the expressed

sense and the fiecondaxy sense, and hence conduced

much to poetic chiirm.S Thus xrfVj otherwise called

‘ ^ by trrR^T,* is foimd to stand just on the

border of Yet contends that these

predecessors could not define this poetic mode in

precise terms, and erred In taking it fo be a second^

* ^
I ¥ 1 ^
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ary funcffon and Jn not recognising its distinct value
as a form of We hove already seen that it Is

chiefly the purpose of the poet that makes us seek
sixnilarUy or Identity between ^ ^ end

and use words in a sense other than the primary

one. As in or the eitrem© similarity or

Identity itself assumes the prominent position of the

purpose which develops into the suggested sense^

it is not proper to call this merely a secondary

funclian. It Is, there lord/ advisable to give this

poetic mode a place under the prominent function

of Suggestion and call It ^ K
thereiore, says that it does not matter if

oi become a occasionally a distinguishing mark

( )
of only the variety named *

Thereby is not exalted, nor ia rendered

useless. § Thus though depends upon both

ertot and It cannot bo identified with either

of them, since there are other varieties ol iQ

which neither nor Is present, As some*

times in the variety, ie based upon

it cannot be identical with Again, as In

the variety is found to rest on

aqrfirir Olid not on it cannot be identical wllh

Nor can we say that because partakes of

the characteristics of both ajfqer and Bg^r, It to

identical wiih both, For^ sq^rri also exists fn the
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tunsfl of e3Uh!c wbich are fres fiom the procseses of

Rffwand It hoa alreadY been shovvn that tunea

of music are suggestive ol sentiments* Again, su-

ggesliveness enJsts not only in sounds but also in

silent geatuies. Although suggestion flometimea seeks

the aid of t eecondaiy signification) or m=>\},

yet a dear distinction must be observed between
,

that ia employed without a epecial

purpose or charming sense and the same resorted

to for the special purpose of suggesting a beautiful

Idea, Wherever li
( )

becomes the oauso of

apprehending a charming suggestive sense, it does

not do so on Us own merits but only on the merits

of stigges^iveneaa. Just as the expressed sense of

tthe sun has set) becomes charming not on

account o! the power of but on the merits of

its various suggeallons occurring to different people,

BO the or becomes channing owUig

to ita Huggeative power alone. In the vers© ‘

etc., whore the e^tpressed senaa ollbe word

* is discarded, the suggestion of the pleas-

ing souse referred to above is the only motive. It

is then reasonable to Bay In general that even when

euch use of secondary signification is made, ft

should be tuideralood as the process of and

not that oi Iherefore, be concluded

that in both the sub-divisions of th©

eocondaiy signiiication is qualified by tha common

charaoleristic of suggeallve^ess. That significa-

tion should b© differentiated from th© secondary
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BfgniffcaUou without Ihe above qualification of
' auggeativeness V ainca fhe Utter doea not yl&ld a
auggegied sens®, which would gladden ihe hearla
of connoisaeura,

f ^ and
^ ]

should also be dlatlngnlahed from aj^q^,

as has formerly been shown, is poatulated
by the for the purpose of under-
standing the synthetic flense of a whole aentenoe,
and IS held to he a function distinct hom and

which are concerned with individual words.
The powera of and they say, are ei-
hausted afler yielding the eatpressed and implied
senses of Individual words. Hence Ihe logical
conneclion (s;^) of words In the form of Ihe unified
wna© of a senlence le established, according to the

by the separate power of
The flense of a sentence ia princi-
pal (t?^) in reUlion to ihe words contained
fn it, and worlds achieving lhat principal
onjeot

( y
ore shown to have a logical

relation among them on ecconni of ararwr
and by the separate function of 3’

'“dlvyuaJ words we ttie»
specific sense of a aenfence,which eiMrges from the inlenUoa or purpose of

the speaker
aisiR^ ). The 3}}id|a,ArHil%«,

therefore, assort that the purpose of the speaker fs
conveyed by the and that It ig unnece.
asaxy to take which too is held to convey the.
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purpose, 0a a fimciion separate from crTf*T^* The

rhetoiicians, on the other hand, are generally

unwilling to accept oa a separate func lion, and

include It under ihe funchon of sq^iir. This confusion

about the Identity of and arises on ac-

count of a few common characteristics possessed by

both. In the first place, both ond are

said to manifest the purpose of the speaker*

Secondly, both convey the principal sense with

referenoe to the subordinate eenasa yielded fay

and eigiytT^ Thirdly, both begin to function

after the pjowers of srflnn siid are exhausted,

though both of them depend upon atid

Fourthly, both are said to rely on the Bpeciahly

of the speaker, context etc., and require the

aid of the delerminants of the apecial meaninge

of words, yiz., and others, as formerly

referred to. Fifthly, both oi them are found

to convey the synthetic sense of a sentence,

though sometimes yields the suggested sense

of words and their syllables also. These common

characteristica of both lead the fo include

In and the rhetoricians to include

in according to the prominent pari played by

the word-aspect In their rsEpecIive systems,

however, seems to he the first rhetorician, who with

clear Insight makes a compromise between these

two views. Whenever he baa an occasion to refer

io these two functions, he, instsad of Including

in makes a separate mention of it along with.
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sgan £^3Rf, * rhlB perhaps meaxjs that
he wonts to accepi trr?PT|j%^ though with reservolion,
aa fl funolfon distinct from The necesstty
of recognizing might have been felt by him
for the reoaon that it ruth&r /Aonsir^-

that l3 indispensable la the understanding of
ihe purport ni iDteliectual fopjcs in and
prose Wiori:B'. Thtia with the view of reserving the
province oE and kindred Bufajecta for 5fre'r%1%
he invariably makes a separate mention of It. On
the other hand^ in the case of emotional subjects
like poetry he seena to think it preferable to give duo
importance to the function of rather than to
that of ^TTcq^, The suggested sense manifested by

IS prominently emotionai and culminales
noturcr/ly iii the as remarked above. It Is.

therefore, guite necessary to disUnguIsh this emo-
tiona! process of from the intGlIeciual one

rfTfq^. arcq^di can at most hind together the
individual senses of words conveyed by srfip^T and

end can exhibit the synthetic aenae or purpose
of ordinary Ihoughla and scienllfic subjectB which
zequire the use of Reason for their grasp. It Is.

• sf, )- ^ f^qr;

); 3(TftMgpq^e553vn,Tt >hi^| ^ \ iM<\ ld=i
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however, inadequate to cotivey the ffuggeated senao

VI hieh awakens our emotiona andlmoginallonj

and sometimes bafilea verbal eipression* In the

apprehension of the auggeated sense we have to

undergo or lour mGutal sfoges. The first

stQQB is the recollection of the conventional or

generic senses arising troin Vi’Ofds owing to the

power oi At the second sfage the power of

being exbauated, the cotnpiehansicn of the

sense of the whole sentence takes place through

the separate function ol m^f which estabiiahee

logical relation ( )
among the generio

senses, fratislonns them into paiticulaT ones,

and givea a peculiar form to the sense ol Ihe

whole sentencoi Thus Ihe mutual relation, whloh

itself assumes a peculiar fenn of the satue

of the whole sentence owing to the

is not conYsyed by the power ol since iho

eense of a sentence is not fhe sense of individual

words in Ih U there Is incompalibiltty of ascertain-

ing the wdl perform Ita function, and

after the removal o£ that incompatibility at the

Jiiifd stage the will be re-^eslabllahed At

the last or Jpurih siege when the seme of the

whole sentence is understood, f. e., when the

has exhausted ib pov-^er, the suggested

sense
(^ )

In poetry will arise. If thus the power

of Is already exhausted ot the second stage,

how can il extend Its funcUon to the fourth stage

of realizing the suggested sense ? If the funettoa
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Ii distant from the function of 5i7?^rq it

doubtless more distant from the function of
which Is remote from

ll will thus be
clear thef the funcfion of erhansted merely
in est^lishino the logical connection ol Ihe ex-pr^ed and implied senses of words Jn a sentence

can ead us no further.
§ H only alter we

have uniDterruptedii underatood the sense of the
whole sentence that we are enabled to realise the
^ggssted sense. The gTarl may somelimes help,
the manifestation ol the saogssled sense; yet the
suggested sense Is unique in comparison with the
3nw>r, just as the aiigqpi is a nevr sense in compari-
son ^th the oonvenllonal sense ol a word

The rfiqra^s specify ,(,e meaning srnqq in the
toilowlog way. According to them a sentence fs
composed ol fwo parts ( the Subject end the Predi-
cate) conveying respectively two kinds of sense,
™'' '^ ( rsT )

and *T5 !I (
eiH, The portion oonstst-

ing of the Subject contains senses that are alreai^

«T^ireiir)ilknrai-

^nn t ( enstsranT:, g, v
^

y'see also the
on this,

aiiJiifl TOqrtfSgg
t nfititfeqTJTOg

imwitrr,
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•existent
( )

or obtained from other source*;

white the part representing the Predicate comprises
the senses that are yet to be brought into existence

( ). As the former portion is already known,
any predication

)
with respect to it is thought

to be useless; while the latter portion which is yet

to be known is thought to be worthy of predication

{ ). Thus in a sentence the iormor portion is

used for completing the sense of the latter. The
oi a sentence is then found only in this latter

portion; and only that portion which contains the
is detarmined to be the sense of the whole

sentence. A sentence is always employed to convey
only this sense which is not yet known by other
means. The latter portion is, therefore, held to be
the criterion of understanding the unknown sense
of that sentence and is hence predicated. For
instance, in the sentence ‘^ ’ ( He offers

sacrifice with curds ) the ' offering' and the 'curds*

are already known from other sources of knowledge;
but the instrumentality of ^ » with respect

to ( offering ) is a fact yet to be known
The of this sentence, therefore, lies only in

the instrumentality which is worthy of being predi-
cated

( ).
• This tfTc^ again lies only in the
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sense of e Woid that la pronotmcecf or ufferied*

and not In the sense that ts known irom any other

relation or source of knowledge.

Of course^ these peeullertties of the

efvidently dtstlngutsh It from the suggested sense

( )
which is neither predicated nor pronounced

by means of words. Again, as the ezprossed ssnaee

of words prominently come within the range of

ths unlhed sense of a sentence like ‘

* { The sun is set

}

yielded by ft admits of no

dilferencej^ but Is uniform and fixed in a pi!e of the

diversity of the speaker/ context, etc./ and if the

might not be uniform end fixed ^ the purport

of ordinary statements and might be wrong or

xznlntelllglble. If is, therefore, necessary for all the

which involve an intellectual process of think-

ing and reasoning, to yield one and the same
meaning under varying circQrostances. f On the

other hand/ the su<jgesied sense of the sentence
* * can be manllald eocordlng to the diver-

sity of the speaker/ context/ etc., 5 and this man!-
iotdness oi the suggested sense instead of falsifying

§ \
r* 7

, ).
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it enhnncQS its poe//c charm. Moreover, es
have already fieen, Ihe sugo^ated senae^ unlike the

dees cot depend merely on words or

sentences, but Is manifested even by tunes and
silent geatureSn. Thus the meat si process involved

in understanding the frpinn^T is different from that

involved in the realisation of the Although

every sentence fn language can be found lo convey
some purpose of Ihe sposker^ yet a distinction

should be made between the purpose oi thoughts

contained in ordinary statements and on Ihe

one hand, and that of exquisite and emotional
ideas [n poetry on the other. The former may come
within the range of whereas the laHer

deservedly belong to the domain of

How from the absolute
( )

point of view

ol the the whole univerg© is unreal and
hence the relation between words and senses also

is unreal. Tet, if from the phenomenal point of

view ( )
they accept the relative esdatenc©

*

of words and their senses, they cannot negate the

process ol Suggestion* Moreover, as Suggestion Is

not an intellectual process, it cannot be Identified

with the logical process of Inference (5731?^), shioo

no invar lab)a concomitance (*qrFfr) ^ found to exist

betv^een the suggeator
( )

and the suggested

( ),
just as it Is found between the middle term

(
major leim

( Nor can Sugges*

tion be called a process of recollection
(

lor#

zecolleotton Is based upon fhe esperlenoos of the
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past. Memory canno! be awakened in the absence
ol past oxpariencea. On the othei baud# Suggap-
tlon ia a process of the direcij immediate and
unprecedented realization of the suggested sense
which nattnrally culminates in the (Suggestion

of sentiments h Thus the e^dslence and uniqueness
of cannot be denied in any way^ since is

n tact belonging to the actual eixpedence of the

oppreciatoro of poetic beauty {

XVII. THE AESTHETIC EXPERIENCE.

It has been formerly shown that holds

the ( auggeation of santunents ) to be the

most important of all the varieties of He has

here made an original and substantial contribution

1o the theory of poetry by harmonizing the doc->

Trine of with the ^g-doctrine of If is

who first stressed the emotional aspect of tho
drama and treoted of the psychological process of

realizing ra. Alter him a?T:r;^;T and particularly

systematized and expounded In detail

those psychological facts for the first time
and applied them In a comprehensive manner
to the theory of poetry. That ^h-<4NH
and should employ psychology in tho

exposition of tho aesthetic experience derived
irom literature is a fact which really redounds to

the credit of their far-reaching insight^ whan U is
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€9611 psycHoiogfcdl treatment of Ilteratuio

la a tendency only recently developed In the West*

It Is, therefore^ edviaeblo io turn to the psychological

process of realizing which is held by

to be sug^gesled rather than ezpressed

»

The Iheory of the aesihotfc eiperlence of

^ in iiterature Is briefly slated En the well'^known

aphorlam of

< The union of the Eicilants, the Ensuenta and the

Accessory Emotions leads to the manifeateEJon of

^g)j§ and on account of the ambiguity of the words
‘ * and * ’ the^ has given rise io varioufl

Interpreta tionB and theories propounded by

and the predecesaocs of

who is a thinks that the

correiation
( )

of the f^siiws otc-^ with the ^
Is that ol (causs ) and g:;qpi t effect J. He thus

means * ' by th« word ‘ * and puts forth

the ' Production Theory"
( )

of sfSsj

a hoid^ that the relation between the

etc», and the correaponds to the relation between

ihe middle term
J
and the major term (^^): 1“

other words, the etc.* ora sjgrjn^ t th© ground

of inference ) and the t© is t the thing to

be interred ), He^ therefore, means * *
{ Infer*

4 See Pages

• See the the ^

Bnd v".
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ential fcnowJedge J b? the word and resorte
to Ihe theory oi the Logical Inference of ^
( ), TKlb theory was in later times upheld
^ who tried to demolish the ' Suggestion
Theory ’ in hie

Theee theories have been refuted by Trj;jrii^

who for the first ftme grtves a somewhat correct
interpretciJon of He says that the rein-

tton between the and the ^ is that of

C cause of enjoyment ) and ( the enjoyed J;

end thus signifying * ’ by the word * he
establiahes the Theory of the Enjoyment of w
{ Oil the basis of the psychology and
metephystcs. Ho thinks that ^ la not produced; for,

li ft Is supposed that ( tho Pathetic 1 Is really

produced, no one would think of enfojiijg It, f
Again, cannot be inferred, because inference Is

on intellectual pxrocess which cannot enhance a
sentiment. For Ihe exposition of the enjoyment of

through the stc., postulates three
/uocfzons of ?hepoefic longnoga as distinguished
from the language of prose and and they are
erf*?uTj liFRT

( )
and

y (a)

is, according to him, concerned with the expressed
senee of a word and includes also. He means
by this arl^ruT the use of rhetorical language and
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felicity of phraue/ which are different from the
in where words are important. Whan

the is accepted, there is no need, he sayS/

of postulating the function of sq^Trr as propounded
by the Recognizing the importance of

^ he says that the essence of this is beyond
verbal expression. Thus though he does not
accept as the soul of poetry, yet in defiance

of and he appjears to give his

partial sanction to According to his verse $
Quoted by In his he seems to acknow*
ledge

(
1. e.

)
as a constituent (sri) of

poetry and not Its essence
( ?^ ). H# therefore,

appears that he does not much differ from

( b ) The second function postulated by him is

or which is also called

or the function of generalization or universalization,

by which the etc., depicted in poetry or

drama lose their colour of particularity and are
generalized cr idealized in the minds of the readers

oi poetry or 8p)ectatora of the drama by their

power of imagination. This generalization made by
the power of imagination must, of course, be dis-

tingiiisbed from the generalization arrived at by the

intellect from particular facts. It may properly be
called ' idealization

*
or ' universalization '. The

leaders or spectators then lose their consciousness;

$ qtsf^ Eqrmr I
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and their i Sentiment ) also being tdealized,

they Identify themselves with the poetic sttuatlon

through their universalized sympathy. Jiccording to

and 5ti?i5^KS in poetry help to bring
about this jdealizalfon

f ),
which, along

with inheres in poetry* (e) At the third atago,

whan the aided by the etc., is idea-
lized or generalized by means of *n.d

It reaches Us ciima^ and Is enjoyed by the reader
or spectator as pure bliss, enlightenment and repose
owing tO' Ihe eitcasg ol enjoyiiieni of ^
Is variously named as ^ sto., and
is different from inference

( reminiscence
and perception ( nwsj ),

An Importanl thing to be noted here is that

37PITq^ iB the flrstSanskiit critic who rightly stresses

the subjective aspect of xQ as th& aesthetic erpe-
rfenoe o/ ^ijs reader or apec^o^or rather lhan that
of the.-poet, Ibe characters and the actors, though
sentiments ejdst In the latter also. Again the three-
fold process ot

( ^rgml^tiFr )
and

is In consonance with modern psychology; for, the
understanding of ihe senses oi words by means of

tfl the process of cognition which subeerves
the idealization of emotions by the power of
' wherein Imagination plays a prominent
part* The imagination of the reader bringing before
his menial eye rich imagery heightens hIs aentiment
awakens ^versal sympathy and raises the senti-
ment to the state of aesthetic pleasure*
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has stated all these ^ews of bis pre-

deoessors end pointed out fheix Haws in his master-

ly end psychological exposition ol the theory of ^
contained in his oomTnentatles on

and Iho His main conteniion fs that ihesa

uiev?3 do not truly represent the intended meaning
of the of He^ therefore^ bases hJsown

Interpretation only on astnat words and trend

of thought at different places in the ^nd

finds ample Eupport for explaining the word

by the word ' ’ or ‘ \ H« tuithsr

adds that the relation
( )

between the

etc., and the fs respectively that of (su-

ggestor) and ewni t the suggested)* This is how

he, with his penetrating insight, represents the true

import of and harmonises ft with the theory of

or Although he does not* on the whole/

differ much from yet he criticises hJm for

rejecting and inventing the two functions of

and which are not supported by the

words ol and which must be included In the

process of according to the import of

He partially acknowledges the qr^^tqor^Tqrpftqi^qof

yet be Ehows the correspondence of

with ( auggestfveness ) end that of 4riT

with the rqT^ (
suggested sense ) which Ls the

same aa or ( relish of m ), He,

therefore, says that there la no teattmony of

qrsf for inventing the two words * * and * qin \
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He ftiriber pointfl oul that the f^s etc,, (ogether
with the propaf eDapIoymont of rpijg and la
PMtry, ere Ihemaelves raprsseoted in a generic or
Idealized form. The or of
iSf therefore, Inherent ia all oi Iheniy * nay. In all
poetry. When the vhich Is alao idealized,,
is united with the idealized etc., there is the
manffeglalion of The
etc,, are ©^pressed by the power of ye! they
become enggestors on account of their
Inherent suggestive power; while emotfons, particu-
larly the cannot be expressed by arfirar
but can only be suggested

( This ia why
there is no ezpresa mention of the in the

These which are dormant In
the form of tnstincta in all beinga, and which
Ihemselvea are Idealized poetry,
manifest [n union with the sfc* It is not,
therefore, advisable to postulate the separata power
oi which naturally eiiats in the poetic lan-
guage and its sense possessing the power of sugges-
tion. It must, however, be remembered that though
the rhetorical language generally possesses suggea-
tiveneas, yet Suggestion is somelhing more than the
ihetcrLcai language, which properly comes within

^^r^iHpr 5Tr^=rrqf
|

V
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fhe domain of Laatly, the «itTT oi ia

ihe same as the realization of the aug^seated sense

{ sij^ j
or the relish of the source of which Is

the OT the predominant passion oi pcetr?

that possesses suggestive power- Thus both the

and qtn of come under the process

of SuQQestlon and should not be taken to be inde*

pendent processes-S

It has been a aid above that the etc., are

represented in pcetr? in an idealised form. This

means that the ^d are

respectively not the causea, effects and accesacriea

in the worldly
( )

sense, but are the general-

ized or extraordinary
( )

caueesj effects end

accessories imagined for the pturpcses of poetry. La

the reel world the stimuli or the worldly causes of

awakening the fnsIlBCls
( J

are not always

accompanied by a pleasurable emotional resporxse.

In the idealized or transcendental world of

poetry, however, Ihe feRS, ar^iiT^s and

being graphically depicted in union with the i?ni^nTr?

or the main theme invariably manifest or delight.

According to already exist in the

minds of all beings in the form of latent impressions

( )
or dispositions

{ ),
which are held to

be innate
( )

on account of their transmission

^ ]

3 Eq^RT^fteil J -wwrm:,
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from the past bfrfh (o fhe pre^nt ono^ and may b&
called * iDsfinots * accordfnQ to modem psychology.
These inatincts beina trained or oi^onfzed by ex-
perience In the present birth become which
may be termed ' sentiments '. } In htirtian beings
and particularly In the appreciators of literaluro

( ^5^ )
the sentiments are developed to a high

degree of fieni^liveness owing to the study el fine
arts and the observation of the behaviour of others.
In the real world the get sufficient practice
in inferring the moods of others from Ifaali be-
haviour on account of the invariable connection
between the ordinary causes and effects, or psycho-
logic ally , between stimulus and respooEo^ Thie
observation of the real world and the study of
literature train their sentiments and Imagination ,1

and help them in appreciating slmilai situations in
poetry and drama, in which the same sentlmenfa

( J
depicted in a generalized form receive-

the name of As then the lalanliy

extal in all of us, there fs no doubt that the exists
In a polentJal state in the reader or the spectator
on the one hand, and in the poet, his poetry or
drama, characters and actors on the other. But the
^ In the latter Is called

{ ordinary ) and that
revealed in the hearts 0/ the former is colled

I

nw (I’

3f, ^
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{extraordinary). Bines H b manitested

in ihe appredaiors ezions^ thromjh tho union of ths

Idealized etc.| wilh the idealised

tha appreclatora. Of course, the diHerence bs’'

twasn and the ^^jlsnot the differ*

ence in kind but only in deijtee; and tbs 57e?|f^ W
ta the sublimation of the As than the ^
in the appreciatora ( *15^ )

is {
transcend'

ental) in tha sense that It is Ihe flublimated form of

ordinary emetiona, Iho process of its realkatlon ts

described In Sanskrit literary criticism poilicufarly

/mm the viewpoint 0/ apprectators. Thus tha

readers and spectators who ax© possessed of keen

sensitivensBs and tmag!nation (

)
are alone entitled to appreciate lilerafute*

It will, therefore, he Instructive to observe how

psychologically eaixirinds in the

the process oi aesthetic ©zperience in the appro-

ctator's mind while the latter reads a poem or wit-

nesses a drama. He takes the examples of two

verses from the and one from the

for elucidating this mental process^ Ol the two

verses from the one beginriing with '

* has {onnerly been dealt with. We shall now

take the laiiLOUs verse from the viz., * iftfT-

' ®t<=- which

has parlicularly selected for his psychological

eiplanatlon from the viewpoint of the eppreclator-

This verse contains a very graphic description o[ a

deer, who, chased by Is running at a great
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«peed fhrough fear. When we begin io read this
^erse or ivlhieas the scene in the drama, we flrat
cognize the meaning of sentences in It, At the

stage, therefore,, the cognition o/ msaning,
which IE an tnfelleetuel proceasi takes place, when
we ioliow the ssguence of individual words and
sentences through the functions of and
But At the second sto^e, after the meaning of Ihe
whole vers© has been understood, there stands
viwdly before us a mental image of the scene In
which rhe seguence of Individual sentences totally
disappears and cognition gives place to the Ires

of our imagloationi which is automatically at
work owing lo the idealized lepressnlatJon^ in the
verse, of the in union with the olfear,*
The frightened deer that stands before the eye of our
imagination is thus divested of all parficumrlly and
appears tn an idealized form, on account of the
.power of generalization inherent in words and
Ideas, At the fhird stage the of fear cor*
responding to the fear of the deer is awakened in
our heaitSH The actual deer being now Idealized is
deprived of the limits of time and place, and the
individual consclouan ess, viz., am af^aid^ ' He is
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ifiaid/ 'The enemy is afraid/ "'The friend is afraid,

cr ' A third person is afraid ' is qomplately lost

here. Thus at the third siage the seutimenl of

fear being realized in the absence of ony timers

of file eifemoi world and heightened by our ima-

gination is directly experienced by us as tha

pleoturabla la. This happens In the oas© of

avery apprsciaior who reads that verse* This uni-

versalization (tiiM IW) sentiments therefore,

not limited to place, time or an individual, but

transcends all these barriers. This is the Idend-tica"

tion of OUT soul with fhe poetic situation eiperiencad

by ourselves through the power of imagination,

after the obstacle oi the sense ol indivlduaUty and

ibo physical world is removed* In the cose of the

audience witnessing the drama this idealised

ci fear develops Into the sentiment of fha group

oT commimlty ( ),
as the Instincts

( )
banded

down from lime immemorial ore common to all. At

this time the aelf-lMumlnant soul, which Is of the

nature of pure consciousness ( )
and bliss

STTst?? )
and which Illuminates all their mental

slates, reveals itself In the form of delightful surprise

{ ^3vTi )
which exhibila tremor and horripilation on

ihe body* says that ihss Is the suggestion or

manjfealation of Ihe pore consciousness of the soul^

ihe veil of ignorance
( )

on which haa passed

away, and that the in union with the

presenting themselves as mental images are iUumf-

liated by the Eternal Seer just as objecis seen
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In a dream and silver appearing on lin owing to
optic illusion in wakefulness are illuminated by tbs
Eternal Seer in tbs ( illusory ) state, accord-
Ing to lhe>^ pblJosoptiy. § Though this transcend-
ental relish

( )
is akin to Ihe relish of

it is not iha absolute state of Tbis ineUablo
13, iherefore, the suggested sense

(
the

Buggestora
( j

of which aie the idealla:^
etc. Here, it is the alone (hat is fit to be
relished, yet the itseli is not Nor can
the f^vjr^s etc., be individually called Wj lust as
the ingredients oi a beverage cannot be called a
beverage. JU long as the cornea into con-
tact with the 1^;?T^8 and others, the union of all

manifests itselt as a syntJieiiQ i/iwond ezperfenco-
or the relish ot which vanishes when thal union
is disturbed^ As, however, the separateness of the
ftn^TTf and the ffgns is not felt In the realLzalion
of <5, the latter (^)is free from the limitations of
the fotmer. It la only for the relish of this or a
short Hberation from the bonds of the physical
world that the read and enjoy poetry again
and again. It cannot be said that a poem once
enjoyed Is not enloyafale again and is to be thrown
away. It is repoatedly read not because words in

§ mumj ^ ^
ei%q7fq.
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. it convey only an eipressed eens© wblcli one®

I known nsdd not bo known ag'ain.^ but because

poetic words are capable of yielding a auggesied

sense which is evsr new to the appreciator» This

suggested sense Is the the stages tn the

realization of which are imperceptible
( ), t

however^ broadly marksj as detailed

above, ihr^^ psycho/ogico/ in the realiza-

tion oi the )ra in a poem by the reader. The £f/3f

I

sfoge involves the cognition of the formal or in-

telle ctaal elements of the poem, and serves as a

means to the second. The second stage consists of

the idealization of things in poetry or drama by

the power of Imagination In the reader or spectator.

The third stage can be marked as the cUma^ of the

ine^resslble allective { emottonal ) condition of

the reader or spectator. When thus the formal or

intellectual, imaginative and emotional elements of

« poem blended into one predominant sentiment

and mekina a simultaneous appeal awoken the

of the reader or spectator, the relish of

^ is manifested as a unity in his heart, leavleg no

traceof the constituent elements; and this is why the

is called ' ’ or the suggssled

sense without imperceptible stages,

t ft ^ 5^* I
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H may be nofed her© *hot Dr. L A. Rlcharda
reco^fz53 Ip his * Principles of Dterary C^illclsm *

{ Chapfer XVI
)

th© following sl^ stages of iho
aesthetic experience derived from a poem r ( 1 ) Th©
viaaaj sensalions of the printed words; { if ) Tied
imagery or images very closely associated with
these sensations; f III ) Free imagery or images
relatively free; tW > Reierences to, or 'thinkings
of ^ various things; { V J Emotions; ( YI ) Affective-
volihonal altitudes. The Stages T and II can be
broadly included in the first stage referred lo by

stages 111 and IV In his second stage^

and stages V and VT In his thud stage. Thte
comparison will show that the stages marked
hy agree in general with those stated
by Dr. Rfchaidaj though the details given by
the latter are not mentioned by the former. Yet ft

Will be found that the details of Dr. Richards are
implied in the three stages referred to by
It is essentiah however, to remember here the
difference between the and the
et'jwv4^tE*i“t {^ . While ascertaining the exact
number of stages the following sentences of Dr,
Richards should be particularly noted ;

'* The facts
upon which speculations as to the relations between
thoughts and the things which they are *of * have
been based, have as a rule been taken from Intro-
spection. Bui the facts which Introspection yields
are notorloualy uncertain, and the Bpsclal position
of the observer may well preclude success. Intro-
spection is competent. In some cases, to discover the
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relations between events which falte place within

the mlnd^ but cannot by Itself Information as^

to the relaflona of tKsgo events With the external

world ( p. 126) .** ... It Is dlfliotili to represent

dlaQrammatically what tokes place In thought la

any satiafactory fashion ^ p. 131

f

Under such
ciicumstances it is immateriol whether the nrimber
of stages is three or aii. On the whole, the mental
process ot aesthetic experience described br

is generally in agreement with the Western

Psychology.

it may alao be eatd that the same procesa
goes on In the mind of the poet while composing
a poem, since he is possessed ol the same mental
outlil, though the affective, cognitive, conallva and
imaginative elements unified

1^
a synthetic whole

are at work in him In a higher degree than in the

reader. It le worthy of note what Coleridge says

In his enlightened exposition of the poet's mtntL
It is os follows—

''The poet, described in ideal perfection,

brings the whole soul oi man into activity, with
the subordination of its facidfies to each other

according to thefr relative worth ond dignity. He
diffuses a tone and spirit ci unity, that blends, and
(os It were) /ttsas, each Into each, by that eyntheHc

and magical power, to which t would exclusively

opproprlate the name of Imagination. This power/

first put In aotioR by the will and understanding,

and retained under tbelr Irremissive, though gentle

I Pfindptes of Literary CritldsRi, Chapter XVl,

1
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and unnoticed, c<Jnfrol, reveals itself In the bg-
Jance or reconcilemen t of opposite or discordant
qualities: of sgraeneas with difference; of the ae*
neial ivith the concrete; the idea v^ilb the Imaqej:
the individual with the representaftve; the sense of
novelty and freshness vvlth old end familiar objects;
a more than usual state of emotton with more than
usual Older; Judgment ever awake and steady saLf-
possession with enthusiasm and feeling proloimd or
vehement; and while it blends and harmonizes the
natural and the artificial still subordinates art to
nature; the manner to the matter; and our adiiiira~

tlon of the poet to our sympathy with the poetry,*.
Finally^ Good Sense Is the body of poetic oenius^
Fancy its Drspery* Motion its Life, and Imagination
the Soul that is everywhere, and In each; end forms
all Into one graceful and inteiJigent whole.

—BiograpLia Dteioria, Chapter XIV',

It is worth remembering that fhe mental process
up to the limit of the actual realization of rg can be
described in psyoholcgfcal terms; and the same
has bean done by from whom the Western
critics and psychologists do not seem to differ. But
even the modern psychology Ja unable to expound
the actual relish of aa experienced by the reader
or the poet, and cannot proceed beyond using
merely the words ' Aesthetic Pleasure ' or ' Poetic
JVltllude ' to indicate it, Th© fact is that the vsiy*
moment we begin to think, ' What is this relish ?

'

or ' I am enjoying ihat relish % the ^ vanishes, Thla
awareness is really an impediment in the reallzatton
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of whera Ibe Kpower and tbe Known becouie
one, We may entsiiain the above thoughts before
and o/^eir that ineffable state, but they can never
foe dli^Iy Indtcativs of the e3c|>erience of

The reason why psychology 1b inadequate to ex-

pound the actual felfah of^ ie lhat it has limited

its own scope particnlerfy to the conscious states

(Affection, Cognition and (Zfonation) of the mind, and
even if it has recently begun to seek the atd of the
" Unconscious ' for the ejtplanatlon of the conscious

behaviour, yet it cannot explain the definite

nafure and limits ot the ' Unconscious \ xMoieover,
Western literary critics like L A, Richards have
lately begun to apply psychology to literature and
Literary Criticism, Under such clrcimistancea it

would be un^vise to seek fhe exclusive aid of

psychology for explaining aesthelic exp&rlancea.

If poetry oapires to transcend the pbyaicel as wall

as the mental planes, how can it rest solely on
psychology for the eluddatlon of alt the facts of

Its experience ? Shelley says, "A poet participates In

the eternal, the infinite and Ihe one; as far as re-

lates to hia conceptions, time and place and number
are not/*^( A Defence of Poetry ), Is it not then
natural for poets and literary critics to rely on
philosophy Jn malters where psychology falls ? Is

not Coleridge's brilliant exposition of the " Creative
Imagination' in his "Biographia Liforario' based on
philosophy ? Doee he not again harmonize poetry
with philosophy by saying ; '' No man was ever yet

a great poet, without being at the same time a pro-
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found philosopher " ? after fully supplyini^

the paychcloqiical eKpodtJon of the inword aesthetic
experience of the reader/ depends upon philosophy
In the last resort, and oil later critics up to

have bllowed him In this respect. Particularly
has clarllled doctrine by adding

that this aesthetic experfenss Is * [pure
consciousness liea from the veil of ignorance

] or
ihot it is

I Illuminated hy Iha Eternal Seer f.

When this is a pertecUy scientific explanation end
the last word on the actual aesthetic experience,
it is nothing less than short’^ghtedness to rejeet It,

Why, the noted authom of Sansiril Poetics not only
avail thamselves of Iho philosophy, but also

of the 511513 like and as we
have formarZy dealt with In detaihBranches ol human
knowledge are always correlated; and it is only
for the convenience of treatment that we specify
them as different sciences. If these facts ax© taken
into account, it appears unjiml lo blame the
Sanakril critics for giving a philosophical aspect to
their exposilion of the poetic {atslhalio-- experience,
when it is Quits evident that even ihe Western poets
and critics have done the same. Of course, fn addi*
tlon to the above the modem psychology ought
to be applied to Ilfsrature and literary criticism as
a valuable elch Its limitations, hovrever, should
never be lest sight of, iusl as Iho limUallons of the
^bcfve have never been ignored by ihe ancient
Sanskrit critics,
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XVIIL CONCLUSION*

In this general survey of the Hindu Methodo*
lc<ry wo have found that the mglhoda ol teaching
bonded down by oral tradition tor several gsnero*
tions and followed by lha Shastrts up to this time
ore corroborated by the mutually acknowledged
lingustic theories of the Hindu schools of thought
ond by the actual records of those mefhoda ot ez*

planation In the commentary Ilterelune In Sanskrit

We have, therefore, traced this Methodology in

the oral tradition oi the Shastrls as well es In the vast

range ol Sanskrit Iterature^ so as to preserve the

best Paris oi ii for future use in study and teaching*

Further, while entering into the details we have

discovered that lha chief characteristics of ibis

General Methodology are tba distinctness end

unity of purpose, Ihe Causal delation of things, the

means ol proof (sEntiT), the enurneiaticn, claselllcalion

and definition of categories or topics of discussion,

and the organization of subordlnale and principal

elements or parts and ihe whole ol a subiecL These
features have been found by comparison to be
comint3X> to the Eastern as well as Western Methodo-

logy, which has, iherefore, been prominently

analytlco-jynthstlo ( ), U will, Ihere-

lore, be Irequently noflced that all the preceding

seoticms dealing with the methods of various

( sTTTj rmm, dlniuij gift??, elc.) and with the

mental process of verbal comprehension
( ^

described by them are, as ft were, united with the
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cominon bond oi this snalytlco-syntbotlc aspect or

into an organized whole,

W'a have then, shown that both Ihe Eastern
Logic and Ihe ViTestern Logic Leva largely contribut-
ed to the development of the General Methodology,
though the ccmparlaon of the Eastern and V/eatern
psychology has disclosed to ua the fact lhal psycho-
logy has played no small pari in that development
We hava then seen, that the Eastern psychology
compares favourably with the Western, psych olcsgy,

has conduced to the development of the principles
oi education according to the Oriental oulbot, and
has contiJbutsd much to the theory oi '' literary

criticism ' and the apprecialion of literature by
propounding the theory of as in

In this context we have also suggested that some
of tenets of dramaturgy can be applied with

advantage to the science of teaching.

In the comparison of the Eastern and Western
Logic we have discovered that Induction ia nol the
privileged province of the Western Logic atono, but
that it ccrrasponds to the ( the process of

arriving at ihe invariable concomitancQ ) and is.

implied In the ' deduciive-inductive * syllogism ae
propounded by Ihe Indian Logic

), Then aftat

showing that, correspending to Ihe general methodo-
logy some common methodtoal forms of literature

have come into existence in Sanskrit, we have
turned to the methods of the sn^i^dTj rftrihsj andq^par^

which exemplify the common cbaracterlslics of the
goneral methodology. Those methods have, as we
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bave demonstrated, been developed accoidlng to

the nature ( Komlnal Style ) ot the SoOBkilt language

and the divergent theories upheld by eaoh systeniof

ihoughh Agalnj wa have been able to disclose that

even though those methods are anclentj they bear a

striking resemblance to the psychological methods

of studying and teaching language as racenlly

developed and recognized by all in the West^ In.

India too Logic Is particularly lound to have helped

the methodical development of the linguistic pTinci-i

pies oi and which are not sectarian

or limited to the that propound them, but

have been accepted as fhe genero/ princlpie^ o/

ihemeihod o//nferpre^oJfojj oven by the hte

the ^^pai^nf^r^tjOtc. ,which have again derived for their

ovfn exposition much a aslslance from Ihe Eastern

psychology. Particularly theirn^ and the aifycsj have

harmonized the io^icol principles of

5IH71 ( tflriRn )
ertci nrnTn ( ) as well a^ the psycho-

lOQiccil principles of the Upanlshads^ the

eystem and the dramaturgy of tfcs into a synthetic

whole. Both these ore, there tore, the ptomi-

nently advocating the Synthetic Msihcd of study.

Since the as a general acience
( )

with Its deductlve^induciive aspect, has influenced

all olher rrms, it has been shown to conduce to the

development oi the critioo! Or scientlfiP methods

of study, Again^ the combination of end

nwr has Itself made for ihe correlation of studies

and teatitiea to ihe existence ol the Comporof/ve
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Mefhcrf ta snclent India, thougb the modem
MiMoncol Method does not seem to hove ensled
10 ancieoE iJmes.

^Almost ell the recognize the four of
the^jnfqr.a, viz.^ nts?^^ ^Ttinr and oi which
the

C verbel testimony
) \s emphesLd more

t aa others in the Geijsro/ 5c:/ejjce o//ii/erp/ela-
tton, formulated by the mutual help of the theories
® and The common linguistic
principles included under ihe wider ju^jinTro! have
not only been ;^eoref/oa/7y dealt with in detail by
the Indian aysteniB of thought, but have been
praaticaiiy employed in the oral explanations
(^achmg) and written explan ottons (ccmmenK

) of Intellectual and emotional Bubjects (

t

&.
and Xbe practical application of the

interpretafive methods of ^ end ^Tm b evi-
denced by the Saneirlt commentaries following the
mathoda of and the various cherac-
lensifcs ol which have been revealed by us in the
light of themcjdern principles of language- teachina,so^at the ancient method of in jtg

lied form should find general acceptance In schools
and colleges as the reformed method of leaching
Sanskrit. ^

Aa the
jg (Ji,UneHy analyiloo-

synfhetic in oharaclar/ culminatin? aaiurally in fha
' telling cl the purport

' ( the p,e-
llmlnaty linguisUo principles that faU under ih«

and lead ua to the ‘
have been
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presented in delallj diecovertng at sach step thfiir

philo^ophicaL psv<Jhological ood educatfonnl Impli-

catloDS in comparifioii wUh the Western psycho-

logy, principles of language-study end Ihelt edu-

cational bearings. It ia with this particular end in

view thel tha linguistic theories { &cllonB XI-XYI

)

oi the iflqre^ (

and \ and ha^-a

been set torth after organizing end bringing out in

reliei their scattered psychologfcal thoughts about

the process of verbal compreheaslon
( J

and omit ling their hair-splitting distinctions un*

nocessarf lor the purpose in band. Various views of

the Hindu schools of thought about lha * srfim *

( E3:pres5ion ] and '' the import of words ' have then

been detailed and coropared with similar ones

as esplained by the Weslem psychology, ao

as to accentuate their importance in language-

leaching, In all this treatment snilicisnt atten-

tion has been paid to the diflerence to be

observed while teaching Sanskrit to the students of

elem&nloTT, intermediate and advanced stages. The

principles oE srfiRT and verbal comprehension being

based on tho mental process of analysis Andsyathor

sfs lead ua ultimately to the prlnctples of

(Purport),which Is predominant iy concerned with the

synthesis of the Individual meaning of words. Hence

the psychological process involved In this aynlheaia

according to the Hindu schools oE thought has been

expounded after hamonlzlng the divergent viws,

U has also been pointed out Ibat all these linguiatio
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prindpks fnoJ tiding the are as much useful
In undersfaodlng Jho unified sense of ihe pross
material studied at the school stage as in defermin*

the purport of the hlghlf inteHectna! s^biects
dealt with In and studied at the higher atagot
and they can be employed as much In the feacia/ng
of language and literature at both the stages as In
the seHstttdy of the same.

The understanding of the purport depends
much on the uninterrupted comprehenflion of fh»
unified sense of words, which convey either an ex-
press

(^ )
or implied

( )
meaning. After the

treatment of and therefore, we hay®
dealt with which arises from the incompatibility
of ascertaining the purport

{ ). That all
Hindu schools of thought except that of the
me recognize only the two fum:tions of and
iwr, is the Indication of the fact that the knowledge
of bo^ of them is indlspenaabJ© to the study andleachmg of the inner meaning oi prose works and^ tas also been accapfed by the

we cometobnow that^ involves even
a eubller aspecf of 'fancy ^ and emotion. It naturnf-
ly us to uaa some figures of speech and
partly culminates in which promlnantiy an
emotional process, and which has bean recognized
only by fhe an^^R^s as the third /unction. The
imowiedge of rmd of the mental process
l^lnd its employment Is as much necessary forhe oppreciafion of the inner aspects of poetry ee
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for the understandinQ of Intel]actual subjects and
These Intellectual and eznoftonal aspects

of have, therefore^ been purposely set forth,

since tha knowledge of both is very useful in the
study and teaching d literature and Further,

the special function of Jhe raaltza-

tion of re have been treated of In detail, with ezam-
plea. In the light of the Western psychology and
Eastern philosophy, after taking inlo account the fact
that iheii knowledge is indispensable to the syn-
tbdic study and teaching of poetry* We have
shown that though both the functions of and

result in the ^nthesfs of meaning, they differ

widely in thair effects on the readers' or students'^

minds. The elleot of Iho former is InieJiGctual,

while Lhal of the latter la manlfeslly emotlonalf
since the latter develops into re. The defaiEed treat-

menl of and re is, therefore, calculated to contri*

hute to fhe successful teaching of poetry as well as
to the synihetic criticism of Sanskrit literature. We
have attempted in this context to descrlbej as far as
possible, the psycholoalcai process of the realiza-
tion of re 111® aesthetic experience by comparing
the views of the Eastern and Western critics* It has
then been suggested thaf " synthetic literary criti-

cism' in Sanskrit would assume a definite form, if the
theories of re" and Vrlth their originally synthetic

character would be supported by psychology as
well as philosophy, Eastern and Western*

These aeaihetfc principles oi literary criticism,
which are particularly useful at the advanced stage
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cl sludging San skiit ll^craluro/ araalso calculated tc

enlighten the teachers of Sanskrit on the emotion^
al approach to bo made bf them while teaching
Ihe appreciation of poelr7» In other words, the

teachers of Sanskrit^ being equipped with the know-
ledge of should be keenly

allv^e to the implied
( 55^ )

and suggested
{ J

senses of v^ords In sentence a or passages, should
either Ihem to students or explain them Ihrougb
ovations as framed according to the

and should always aim at the syniheUc teaching of

Hteratuie and the enhancement of Much, of

course, depends on the general epprecfaliire alti-

tude, keen senstilvensss and livaliness, which are
inborn in some teachers, hut which, can be deve-

Icped to some extent in others by the deep, con-
Unuoufi and varied reading of Sanskrit Uteralure hi
the light of Poetics- It £s with this practical aim
that wtaiTT and CH have been particularly dis-

cussed along with their psychological bearings^
which have been newly revealed here,

Wov/ the ^theories of and arf^l^TTp^

previous to the above topics will show teachers
how Sanskrit should be taught at the Initial and
advanced stages respectively; those of the relation

of ^ Thought and Language ^ and cl will

elucidate how the ' direct bond' between a word
and an idea can be established according to the
Hindu outlook, and how words should bs taught;
and those oi aim will be helpful in the teaching of
the synthetic meaning of literary passages. One
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thing must be borne in mind that !he principles of

and (Tfi^ will lactl tiete onb Ihenrudewtondfng

of titeratuie^ while Ihose oi rfyufr pariiatiy^ and

those of £?r^FlT and w wholly, will help Ihe oppre*

ciation oi the seme> Thug we have nol only detailed

the methods of teaching Sanskrit at the initial

etegoj but also those of teaching the ^^s and

literature at the higher stage, so as 1o maintain the

conimuity oi Ihe psychological method of

at all the stages.

It is worth remembering that the commcnly
recognized linguJslic prinqiples of awi

ijqioT as formulated by and

lespectively have been accepted and synthesized

by the for the interprotatlon of the Upa-

nishedic philosophy, and also by lha37l^^R^f3 for

theprccf/co/ purpose of the appredafion of poelry*

With the same practical end In view ihs

have not only availed themselves of the iheoiies of

the above schools of thought regarding spfi^ and

^i^T, but after harmonizing them they have made
original ceniributione to the linguistic science in

general and to th# Poetics In particular by ex-

pounding the theory oi and in the light of

Ihs and systems. Again, If is noteworthy

that side by side with the exposition of the ^heoJT
of poetry the 3n«5W^R^s have also dealt with the

prac^/ce of poetry by writing works on the draining

oi poefs, in whose pursuit oi composing poelry

they desire to offer aid by means of the procilcoi
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hitiis embodied in their own works^ thouob H is

doubtful whether n post can be moc/e in ihia way*
Among such works on Iks traininq of poets^

we find the ond
of

j

the oi arfifkf and the

of and the of ^wm^.
When nil these attempts have been made by”

our worlhy ancestors in Snnskrif Jiterelure, It is not
uonatural for us to proceed a step further anti
extend the practical appllcailons of all the above
theories to the science of teaching# fay suggesting
reforms Jn Sanskrit leacbtng on the lundamental
basis of the Hindu Methodology In ila combinaiion
with the Weatem Methodology. I! I3 with this prac-
tical purpose to view that by mainly adopting the
Comparative Method and the paychoiogical ap-
proach we hava so far traced the principles of the
Hindu Methodology, which is haught with educa-
tional implications. The afiii of all this comparative
and r^chologlcfll approach is manifestly lo supply
0 sound tkeoreticol and pracifcaJ basis tor the
study and leaching oi Sanskrit from beginning to
end» We have here attempted to supply this basis
after taking into account the aomlnal

( )
character of the Sanskrit language. It Is now high
time lo bring this Hindu Methodology into practice
for the purpose of the intensivs and exiejis/^e
etudy and teaching of the Sanskrit language and
literature, when we see similar attempts being made
in the West to base language-teaching on psycho-
logy and linguiatics.
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There ia no doubt that the above principles of

eiuJ already bnov/n by

the Shastris and that they are studied by hl^heT

aludenis ol Sansfctjl In Aits Coileoes* Now in Ih©

case of the Shastiia it may b© said that though they

poasess in general a comparative outlook with le*

gard to Ih© Hindu hke the qWlHT,^ and

otberSv many of them being unacquainted with

English are not tn a position to compons their own

principles with elmilar Western principles and real-

ize the value ol their own ones; while though tho

Sanskrit students in Axis Colleges or graduates of

the University study in outifne the above lingidshc

principles in works like the they do not

seem to have realised thetr psychological and edu-

cational implications, since many ol thsm study and

teach them only for the sake oi examinational and

do not know the Weatem psychology and prinetplea

of language-study so oa to adopt a comparative view

ol the Eastern and Western principles. Even though

some people possess the knowledge of the Western

psychology and science of teaching, yet on account

of general apathy towards Sanakrltj they have not

oared to study Sanskilt with Interest and assiduity

and to sse whether the Eastem prlnclptes can be

compared with the Western ones. It is due to this

general apathy that even the lovers of Sanskrit

have perhaps been carried away by the general

impression that Sanskrit literaime contains scanty

material as regards methodology and methods of

teaching. Nor have they found it worth while to
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tovestigata ioto the d^ioih of the oral traditions of
the Shastrts. This is why the lovers oi Sanskrit have
tried, with good Jntenliona of ccurae, to Introduce
refonufi with favourable results in Sanskrit feaching
on the linee laid down by the Western autkoritlea
for the reiormed teaching ot clofiaical languages like
Qreek and Latin* There is^ of course^ no harni in
ado pitog ioreign methods t e. g, the ConvomaUonal
or Direct Method) it they are beneficial patttoularly
to pupils, htil if ig cerlato'y better to dravf upon the
natural resources of otir own soil* to atnaigamata
them wilh good things to the West tor the purpose of
achieving belter leaults, than to resort escluaivdy
to the foreign things, AUhough the public in ge-
neral is sceplical about Ihe effloaoy oi Ihose
Western msthods, we aver, on the basis oi ihe
Hindu Methodology detailed so far and ol our
own enperlence, that some of those methods,
with modiftcations Bulled to the nature oi the
Sanskrit language and our culture, are calculated
to prove beneficlaL We ehalij of course, support
the modem methods of (sachtog Sanskrit in many
respects by suggssttog a ttmilar procedure to be
adopted by teachers in their lesBons to Ihe class;
yai the mato unattempted work that we have dene
so tor is that O'! supplying a sound theoreiical basis
loi that practical procschjre from the Oriental point
of view. We have, therefore, attempted so far to
trace similar methoda to the oral Iradltlgns oi the
Shastris as v/elt as to ihe actual records of ihem
<
e. g. )

fn the ccmmenlary literature tn
Sanskrit, Moreover, we have supplied the theoretical
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^

and psychological background ol theae mglhode

as found in the common lingulftlc theories of the

various Hindu schools ol thought.

Our comparJBOiv oi the Eastern Methodology

with the Western one will, doubtless, prove that

ths former is in no way inferior to the latter, but is

more fundamental and subtle from the philosophical

and psychological points cf view. Again, it will be
repeatedly noticed that the Hindu schools of thought

too have Ibeir own psychological ideas, on the basis

of which they propound their HnguisNoiheories and

try to explain the process ol verbal comprsheneion.

W® hfive, therefore, not solely depended upon a

particular Sanskrit work in the last ol our com-

parison, but have assiduously searched for such

linguistic psychology in the Sanskrl t works cf dif-

ierent schools of thought by selecting similar topics

in a!lj by noting ainjilftrlty or contrast in their treat-

tnenl, and at last by comparing those topics with

the Western thoughts corresponding to them.

Much matter, therefore, that ta not given in ihe

usual text-books will be found to hove been reveal*

ed by us Irom a new point ol visw, The general

manner ol treatment of the Eastern prliiolplea of

language and poetry as adopted here Is first to

reproduce them with examples in close con-

formlty with the difierant Hindu schools of

thought and then !o reveal, along wiUi our own
thoughts, tbefr paychologfoal and educational

Implications In the light of the psychology,

principle s of language-etudy and theorl es of
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poetry in iho West. It will thus be noticod
that though the same old prinotplea oftrr, and
spnw cr hove been repro-
duced fay ufl, yef they have bean looked af irom a new
(compaxotive } and pracUcoi point of view. Of
course, no small omount of mental effort Is required
for a thorough grasp of those obstnise Eastern
principles and also for their organized reproduction
with the view of preserving the rich thoughts of the
past for future use and facilitating the understand-
ing of novices, Tet a more distinctive feature than
(heir reproduction would perhaps be their per-
sistent study, concentrated reflection and mental
organizafion with a definite purpose, 1. e., with the
comparative, psychological and educational out-
look, and also their presentation from the some
standpoint, so aa to obtain fruitful results in Sans-
fcnt teaching. It is for tho worthy fudges to decide
how far we have succeeded in this attempt
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Sfluskzit lilerdturo 6vinc6s towsrda
mlnulS' Anfilysis oJ fscta and lo^'cal organizBlJon of

thoughts. These characisristicB of methodojogy aio
distinctly observable in all the branches of Inow*
ledge to which Hindus have substantially contribut-
ed. The development ol the diileient Shastras was
chiefly due fo this melhodoiogy; for*. Ihs woid
'Shasira* signifies nothing less than system afizatlon
of knowledge. Although the Sbastraa are logical in

their treatment^ wo need not suppose that the pro-*

vinca of psychology altcgether escaped the atten-
tion of Hindus. Many woits in Sanskiit literature

beer testimony to scattered thoughts on psychology,
which, however, were not unified into a separate
science in the modern sense of the term. Tho
psychology ol Iho group also received due attention
In the sdenco of dramaturgy, which had highly
developed and specially treated of the practical
principles and ways of heighlenlng Ihe interest oi
Ihe audience. The attitude of apathy towards
Sanskrit language and literature is responsible for
the geHErel Impression that Hindus had little to
contribute to methodology end methods of teaching.
The study of original Sanskrit works, however,
sometimes reveals to us Illuminating Ideas on me^
Ihods of teaching. Practical psychology has found
enough scope in the treatment of emotions and
sentiments in dramaturgy.
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The science oi phonetics developed tn the

f^RTT^ to floch an extent in Sanskrit

that It hcH been Instrumental in preserving the

pristine purity oi that language up to the present

day, H correct prenunciation is not properly attend-

ed to In the teaching of Sanskrih it is not Sanskrit

that Is taught but a corrupt form of language like

HT^Siwhich owed their rise to corrupt pronunciation.

The imporlance ot correct pronunciation and good

reeding was much stressed by Sanskrit writers on

phonetics, and valuable suggestions on espresslve

reading and recitatlcn were made In detail In the

the of ar,d the of

OTiiT^. They compere favourably with similar

suggestions in English books on phonetics, and are
aa helpful to teachers ot languages as to actors on

the slage» It must, however, be remembered that

though dramatic apUhjds is a great assel to a

teacher, It U rteedlesa for him !o aspire after as much
proficiency In histrionics as is demanded of ectol^

on the stage. In hlfl clearly

distinguishes between or reciters who rs*

presented ihe iee lings by words alone end
who were leschers of actors and managers

of the stage. Teachers arc here to assume the role
of not of end conduct their reading

and recitation in an eicpresEivo manner. It is hero
proposed to put together those stray suggeeiiona in
on organized form for the use of teachers*

The after dealinq vdth the internal

and eileriiol eifod required for producing sounda
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locates the lettsre of eU dosses in the moulh and
shows how they are to be correctly articubted*
According to the the mailer to be read or
recited consists of words which are divided into
several parts, as vowels, consonants. Sandhis or
euphonic combinalicns, caae-tennlnetioTis, noons,
verbs, prepositions, indeclinables, compounds, and
nominal as well as verbal derivatives. Geslurea
perioxmed In corobinatian with these words In sen*
fences are called

Now, the characterfsties of good reading and
recitation, according to Jirfr^ are seven muaical

notes, three places or organa of utterance, four

accents, two varieties oi intonation, six embellish-*

menls and six auxiliaries.

L Ncte^-The Eeven musical nolea are

WI, WTj and which are used
as basic sounds to express different sentiments.
For Instance, and are employed as baaic
notes to eiproBB humour and erotic sentiment

{ and TT^ and to represent the
senlimenta of heroism, wrath and aurprise

(^
apd and to reveal pathos (^Ew)
and to show terror and repulsion

and
),

!L Plocesr-lhQ Ihree places or organa of utter-
ance are the chest or lungs, the throat or glottis

end the head or palate in which originate the low

( 5!^ ),
middle,

(
and high

( )
pitches while

modulating the voice. When a person is at a dis-
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tance, we speak wllh him In a high pitch' when ho
is not far off, wo apeak tn a middle pitch: and when
h© is vary near, we apsek in a low pitch, fo ordi-
nary spaech w© make use of Ih© middle pitch; but
in reading and recitation, a sentence should gene-
rally staff In a low pitch from the chest, should
rise to a high pitch towards the palate or head and
should stop at the middle pitch tn the throat. In
reading poetry possessed of the voice should
be brought to a low pitch; in reading poelry con-
taining

j
the voice should be raised to a high

pilch and the poetry of n general type should be
read with lower and higher pitches In succession.

!IL j4cceji/s-^The lour accenta are

and As their use prevails parllcjularty in

fhe Vedfc Sanskrit, their cocsiderafJon Is ot lillle

concern to those who are more Interested in
Classical Sanskrit.

onatlon-vi T(i^ who In hta ^ has
dealt with intonation In detail, says fhat intona-
tion or is a quality ot expressive reading and
that it serves to bring out the proper sense of
a literary passage. The reader should make use
oi intonation in his reading with dua attdnUon
to the three styUa of compositloc, viz., the
which is lucid and perspicuous, the which
is lull ol lengthy compoimds, and Ihe
which la mid-way between the two, Thera are
two main varieties of intonation, vis.,

, The iatonallon which ©grosses ©zpectancy
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on account ol the incomplstenea^ ot sense In a

sentence, Js colled It shoves that the sense of

o sentence is not complete luiless another sentence

Is osstmied to folio it. When another santencs is

thus supplied, the intonolton required to show that

the sens© Is complete, ia called The

( Expectant intonation ) can still further be

subdivided into three varieties to express an. objec*

lion, a queslion end a conjecture; while the

( Non-expectant intonation J also can be sub-

divided Into three varieties to denote a si a!©men
an answer and a decision. The same sentence can be
shown to be complete ci incomplete simply by the

use oi proper InlonalJon. Thus the change of Into-

nation employed in the same sentence implying an
objection, a quesElon and a conjee lure, can be made
to imply a statement, an answer and a decision

respectively. This betng the case, the two main
varieties oi intonallon; with their eubdivisions are

mutually related. There are other countless varietiss

of Intonation, which are devoid of any mufual rela^

tloo, but which express several subtle 6motiDns*Thefy

denote acceptance, entiealy, ridicule, consent or

approYal,afffrmatiDn,conc6alm&iil of feellng5,sorrt>w

or repentance, roughness, encouragement, ardent

desire or eagerness, daapondency or disijust, etc.

More than one oi the various intonattona can
be combined in several ways in a sentence or verse

to express various emotions. The use of intonation

is not only prevalent in ordinary speech, but it

reigns supreme even in Shastras, and it fa, as it
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ware, (ha life of poetr?. Intonation allied with
flawless pronuDciailon not only reveala change in
meaning, but aleo unfolde Ibe skill of a trained per*
son In e^pTesslve acting. A jDOet, therefore, ahauld
compose poetry and an intelligent reader should
read it in such a manner, that the reading would
shed a new light on the minds ol hnerers. An adept
in the poetic ait might compose poetry in any way
Iw likes: but he, whose speech is accomplished,
knows how to read. Just as good voice Is Ihe result
of repeated practice in the previous birth, so ex-
cellence in leading is attained after many births.

-EnibGlIishnienis— The six embelllEhmenfs

( ^
which lend charm and colour to read-^

Ing and recitation are the varieties ol the three
pitches and as stated above. Thus, the
high pitch

( )
can be subdivided Into and

the low pilch (g?^) Into and and Iho
middle one

( q^q j
into ^ and

The z^ sound, which Is Eynonytnous with the

m or high pilch. Is produced in the head or palate
and Is used while speakitig with a person at a
distance or calling him, while expresElng aslGnlsh—
men! or frightening another person, and In an
exchange of hot words. The sound also dsea
from the heed or palate, but being higher than ^
or (TFj It is used to act a quarrel, debate, refutation,

delfrlum, violence, exposlulafion, anger, heroiein,
haughtiness or harshness of words.

The low sound
( )

comes out of the chest
or lungs and is used to express despair, fatigue.
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hea[tation or fear, anxiety- pi liable condilion,

uneaainsss, sictnesa, woundsd slalej swooning pi

drunlarvness. The sound which also comsa out

ot the chest la lower than the It represents

speech in a normal state ot mind or signifies sfctness^

fatiguej fear, awoonitig, etc,# in an extreme form.

Tbs ^ sound.- a variety of the middle pitch

(
tjtiq is produced rapidly in the throat or glottis

to show siumblingH whirling sensation^ luat^ iearj

shivering., vexationj etc... and to communicate an

ofiair which is not secret. The other variety of the

middle pitch Is the tone, which is produced

s/ov/iy in the gloltia to express amour, conieclure,

deliberation, Indignaiion, jealoo^Y* lisping, basbiul-

ness or shame, anxiety, threa (fining/ wonder, fault-

iindlng, and prolonged displeasure.

Several permutations and combinations of these

'embellishments of pitch and Intonation can be made

in reading to show blendings of ditlarent senllmentSp

Thus while dramatizing the sentiments of love, hu^

mour and pathos, intonation vdlh the pitch

should be used; while expressing the sentiments of

heroism, wrath and wonder, the pitch of intonation

ahould bo fiE and 3^, and whilo suggesting fear

or disgust, tho pitch should be and jfN. These

combinaHons being too minute to bo finumarated,

mere theorizing in tbia matter is of less value than

practice. Keen observation ot human behaviour

and repeated practice in (his imitalivfi art can

impart still in the blendings of dllferent sentiments.
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VL AusL^UariGS^UzMY^ the sit aiJKfliariea of
reading

( inwr^s J
are Ihe broalj or paLgo

(

)j
J^ssonane* emphasia phragln<7

( a^3l?tT
),

iHe upward gJido of voice (^\ and the
downward glide

fl) Poose—The break or pause is to be mad©
with a definite purpose according to the complotion
of meaning either in a sentence or alter letters
Varying in number from one fo foun These purpoBef ul
or paychologfcel pauses, which are the e^^ponents
of meaning^ Ehoutd be differentiated from the
pauses

(
qf^fl

) in prosody. So, not only in the read-
ing of prose but also In the recitation of poetry,
at ten Iion should be paid more to the psychologicot
than to the metrical pauses.

Effort should be made to show these pause©
along with gestures

^ Stnce gesture©
bring out the sense of a passage in full relish
Gestures in reading and recitation consist of th^
movement of hands and eyes along with the pauses
indicating the sense. While eipressing th© senti*
menta of heroism and wrath, the hands should be
in the position ot strildag with a weapon- while
showing the sentiments d! repulsion, 1hey should b©
contracted as If in conlempt; while representing hu,
mour and pathosJhey should be stretched accord-
ing to the respective purpose of those santlmenta-
and while acting the sentimanlfl of astonfshment
and fear, they should stand still oh if in amazement
and terror respeclively. Thus the movement oi
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heads allied with pauses and embelUahmenIs eJda

the definite comprehension ol meaning.

We may then say in general that pauses are lo

be used either after Inflected words or after the

completion of meaning. In the case of an un-

usually lengthy compound, however, breaks or

pauses are to be made after as many members of

that compound as can be uttered In a single breath.

Care, of course, must be taken to utter the com*
pound In such a way that tta individual members
are distincllY shown without breaking their unity

as a componud. But in all ether cases, the sense
alone would decide v^her© one should pause.

The next question arises aa to how long the

reader should paua© according to the aense. Broadly

speaking, if despair, Intolerance or change of moed
Is to be shown, and if a question Is to ^ put, the

pause should be made for about eight aeconda. But in

the case of other sentiments, fhe length of Ihe
pause should vary according to the sense from
eight to forty-eight seconds. Even if a letter before

the pause is long ( the pause should not be
unduly lengthezied: 1. e., the length of that pause
should not exceed forty-eight seconds. In the
recitation of poetry, the pauses in a particular

metre should be decided with due attention to the

sentiments therein. The reader should not corrupt

words in his reading, nor recite & verse in a wrong
metre, ny pause where he ought not to, nor read-

without emotion and intonation. In good recltaiion

verses are set to proper tunes, with due regard tC'
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the length of fha paitse^ beats of time rhythm

{ PTir
)
and ccunpleteness of sense*

(2j J?e50/J0/3Cie—The voles should be so used
with ease and charm that the whole place* where
reading or redtafloc is going on, should resound
with it» This is, of course* to bs accompUibed with
due consideralion lo the other characlerisUcB of

good reading and to the heightening of the main
sentimenl

( )
with the help of fleeting emo-

tions
(

(3) £mp2tosjs
(

^Woida os well as clauses

In a Serifence should be read with proper emphasis
according to their relative importance* so that

monotony Itj speech or reading might be avoided.
Forethought will have to be devoted to the ascer-
tainment of the places needing emphaats,

(4) Phrasing
^ J-A word or words are

to be grouped *ivtlh the preceding or following ones
to suit the meaning of a passage. This is called
* phrasing * In English; and it depends as much
upon the grammattcol construction of a sentence
as upon breath. For instance, adieclives should ba
-grouped with their substantives and adverbs with
their verbs. Generally* in the construction of a
-Sanskrit sentence the compound, doing the

work of an adjective, predominates. If many such
adjectives of considerable length follow one
another, the grouping of words, as shc^n above,
will not be possible. The reader should, In this
oaae* stop a Llttla and connect the preceding
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adjecUve LmmedPalely ^ith the following odo in

such a way that all such adjscltves together slight

be taken to belong to the game part of opeocb and
then grouped with their substantive.

In
* phrasing ' the qijesllon of observing

Sandhis sets in., In the reading ol poetry many
Sandhis^ are observed for tear thal the rules of

prosody might be violated. But in the reading of

prose as well as in Speech, are rarely observed

even by Ihe reputed Shaalrls, This practice of Ihe

Shastris is conoboralcd by a well-knovm Sanskrit

verse t which says thal the Sandhif in an inilected

word, between a root and its prefix, and in a com-

pound, is compulsory ( t^c^ );
while in a aentenca it

is oplional, L s., it depends upon the speaker*s will.

From. Ibis nJe w© may generalize that between

the different words of a sentence need not be

observed, in order that our reading might be inter

lligible to the heareifl. We may si 111 further say

that in the reading of a paesage, the guick and

reody separation of in the v^orda of a sentence

testifies to the better understanding of the reader.

however, must be observed in reading

end speech, since the idea of organic unity or one-

ness is always Implied In an Inflected word, a root

vrith its prefix, and a compound. In the observation

of l^^rat^us, assimilalion of aounda takes place and

ft further helps the reader to Elmpltfy the arttcula-

tton of letters (voweig and coasonanta]. The separa-

i tor I

f^tqr ^ a m iNwiw ii
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lion of even tn, the three variofies abova
epeolfied, is arflHciol and &ot much conducive to
fhe comprehension of meaning* It may Ihen bo
stated In general that ara useful more for ihe
purpose of wrflingf than lhat of reading and spsaking'

t5-6j /u/fear/on—Both and irrri^ together
are called ' Inflexion

*'

in English. is the upward
glide of voice. In the reader or speaker should
fake particular cars that hfs voice glides upwaide
through the pitches end and does not
rise abruptly In a discordant manner. On the other
hand, in (ho voice should glide downwards
through the and ipa* pitches in succeBsion.

While expressing humour and eroilc sentiment, a
aantence should be read with the use of resonance^
pauses, upward glide end dov/nward glide; while
representing pathos, heroism and wonder, it should
be read with pauses, downward glide, resonance,
upward glide and phrasing; and while showing
repulsion and fear. It should be read with pauses
and resonance.

Conciuslon—In short, sweetness and dtsilnct*
ness of letters, proper separation of words, good
voice, composure f gravity ) and rhythm or assimila-
tion oi sounds are the six qualllfes of reading* The
reading, which Is accompanied by Intonation,
where pauses are made with due attention to the
sense, and where articulation of individual le tiers
is distinct and pleasing to the ear, is gracefuL
Again, depth of voice, harmony, proper finish of
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high and low sounds, and charming utieranco oi

conjunct consonants are the characleristics of good
reading, A tigress whila carrying her young ones

in her jaws does not hurt them with her iusksj yet

holds them last lest they should lall; letters should

be articulated in the same manner. In other words,

let i era should neither be artiaulated indistinctly

nor stressed unduly. One who properly articulates

letters is held fn great esteem In good reading

case^termlnations are distincHy shown, oompounda
are not deformed and are not unnaturally split.

An intelligent reader, therefore, should not unite

detached words, separate compounds or mutilate

the verbal form. The essence of good reading is,

then, ihe making of pauses suited to the sense and

the articulation oi letters according to the iive

variatias of utterance, vk., accent, time-meaBure,

pitch and Internal as well aa external effort.

On the other hand, reading in a singsong

fashion, unnscessoxy haste, purposeless nodding oi

Ih© head, mere repetition of what is written, non-

oomprehenBiou of niBaning end feeble voice are

the six faults of reading. Again, the reading, which

is too speedy or too alow, loud or inaudible, too

harsh or too mild, and in which words are separated

'Wrongly and uttered indistinctly. Is faulty.
*

‘ verses 25 &3l-37i fTSTtftw, Vll|



Part III* Practice

THE STUDY AND TEACHING

OF

SANSKRIT UTERATURE,
ft

Now that a sound Iheoretical basis ol tha Hindu
Methodology baa been supplied heie lor Sanebrit

teaching, Iha teachers ol SanskrlL should no t bs
soepUcal about the methods to be adopted by
The only thing that is required of them is genuine
love for Sanskrit [ language and literalora h constant
study ol It, and inner urge lor the improvement of
Its leaching- The Simatril teachers { in schoola and
coDeges

)
must, therefore^ remember that no half-

hearted attempts from the sole point of view of
examinations will do her©^ Their sole aim must be
to try heart and soul to popularko the study of
Sanskrit Irrespective of roaleilai gain; and that aim
will, It Is hoped, be achieved, If the theotr of
Sanskrit teaching as detailed In the fonnei part
and the ptocUgqI procedure, that will be demon-
Btratad In thia part in the light of that theory, will

be known and employed in actual teaching. Hen<»,
for the proper application and- general adoption of
the In secondary scboots, it would not
be out of place to suggest here an Improved pro-
cedure, which, in combination with the Western
methods ol language*teaching, could be advanta-
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geously iollowed as supplemenlary to the method
oi white giving explanations.

In the study oi Sanskrit literature it la adviaabla
to begin with prose ralhei than with poetry/ if fhe^

principle of gradation should be attended to. At
the Jniiiat stage, pupils, who are generally mere
familiar with the language of prose in the mother-
tongue than that of poetry/ cun grasp and master
Sanskrit prose easily/ though occasional use of
simple gqrf^fTs may be recommended for the sake of

variety. NoW/ lessons in Sanskdt prose mostly com-
prise descxipljons/ storfeS/ dlalcguea or passag^a
from dramas and rarely reflective passages/ the
story-form of literatuie predominating over others.

The first requieitej there ior©/ Is that of a good
/exi-booJr containing a variety of such Infereellng

ptoae JeesoTiB graded in vocabulary and ether

Irngulatic aspects. Good Sanskrit text-books must
be written for the elementary and Intermediate

stages^ after taking Into account the Hindu culture tn

which the pupils era brought up and also the lecog-
nizad principles according to which good texf-booka
are vrrilten in the West. The subject-mat ter of text-

books should be connected/ vailed and Interesting/

and not monotonous or representlnq only one type

of liter g lure, it should embody descriptions ot

Nature, dialogues^ mythological sloiies, folklore

and fatry tales, Btorles of animals and a few reflect'

ive passages^ all of which are to be culled from the
vast range oi Sanskrit literature. For the InlUal

stagea, lessons will have to be newly written In
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simple prose, so as lo suit the capacities of be-
ginners. Topics in text-books should be familiar lo
students, yet they should not be childish, since
students, when they begin to learn Sanskrit, are
comparatively advanced in age and understanding.
Select mythological stories from the xTfiHRtT and
the folk-lor©/ fairy-tales and legends from
works like the qtwinF^, etc.,
humorous animal stories from the and the

and descriptions of Nature, in various seasons,
from the ?TJin9i may be taken and kept as models
for re-writing the same in easy prose. Although
a lew reilectlve and moral passages from the works
ilke the etc., may be taken and
Iransfoimed into prose, they should not be abstruse
or abstract, but should bear upon the life of students.
Headers for beginners should contain more prose
than poetry, which should be gradually introduced,
in accordance with the development of students *

understanding. Simple and concrete and
^^s containing graphic descriptions of deities
may bo introduced at the initial stage, after which
original poetic passages from the rpim

etc., should be included in the text-books
for the intermediate and advanced stages, along
with original and simple extracts from the

No passages from the Vedas,
in^ma or gqftqsa should be taken in the text-books
for schools, since the Vedic Sanskrit Is an anti-
quated form of language, while the Classical
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Sanskrit is akin to the vocabulary. Idiom and struc-

ture of the mother'tongue. It is also seen that the

commentaries on the Vedio literature have been
written in Classical Sanskrit, which is naturally the

main door through which the Vedic literature can

be approached. U any interesting matter for school

pupils is to be culled from the Vedic literature,

it should be presented in the garb of Classical San-

jskrit. The language, therefore, that must be used in

the text-books tor schools should be after the models

of Qassioal Sanskrit. For beginners, easy and inter*

esting descriptions and dialogues bearing upon
the experience of students will have to be newly

written in imitation of good descriptions in Sanskrit

literature and of the colloquial style of classical

dramas; while in the readers for advanced pupils

originaL descriptive and dramatic passages from srrar,

efc., may be inserted. The

lessons to be read at the initial stage should be
short, and thosa at the advanced stage may be e
little longer.

The language of Sanskrit text^books should

proceed from easy specimens to diliicult ones and
approach Classical Sanskrit in a graded manner.

It should bo graded in matters of vocabulary,

grammatical points, idiom and syntax, and not more
than ten new words should be introduced in each

lesson. Due attention to the high frequency of words

in the descriptive and story forms of literature

should be paid, and those frequent words may be
used in lessons along with pure Sanskrit

(

)
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word® Current In fho mother^toiiQue^ Partictilerly in
the firBf lessons la Semkrit no should bd
observed, end there should be a Img® proportion
of words. When and are to
be Infroduoed in lessons^ they should be used
gradually, New words in a pa-aag© should bo
judloioualy distributed over a niimber ol lesson S/
and the same words should recur in different con-
texts. Necessary gremmafical facts should also be
distributed over various lessons; but they must bo
mode subservient to the Uterary charm oi ideas.
Some irregularities in language are indispensable
and may find their way In teit--books so as not to
allow pupils to form an Impresaion that Sanatrlt
language is composed only of regular forms; yet
those irreguiarifies must bo much less In number
fkan regularilies. The types of sentences to be
employed in the text-boots for baginnera should
generally consiat ol simple and compound ssntances,
complex ones being used in Ihosa for advanced
pupils.

Sanskrit text—boots should, moreover ^ be
supplied with intolilgeiit queBtiona and eietcisea on
the aubiact-mafler end language of Individual
lessons. HJuatiaticjns, that would bo helpful m ex-
plaining the text and would aid the ImegEnahon
ol pupils, may, of course, bo presented to add to
Iho attractiveness of boots. Ai the end of every
reader organized lists of roedy-mado gramma lical
iorms of noims and verbs may be appended for
frequent relerence. In this way, there should be
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thiee ot four tjradaatod reedeia that would make a

QTadual approach to Class teal Sanskrit.

Eefoi© beginning the stud? of lexfbocka one

fact roust be taken info consideration that pupila

ere generally Jound to possess o vocabulary of

more than SCO ?nerT v/ords/ as irequenlly met with

in the mother-tongue, by the time they begin to

study Sanskrit In English fchoola. It b worthy oi

note here that the vocabulary ot Basic English

consists of 850 words only- Owing to this advan-

tage, Hindu pupils, afier the learning of Sanskrit

inflexions and theh functions, can giaap at least

the general sense oi a simple Sanakrll passage,

aioiy, or verse, though not its detatk, even before

its explanlion or tranBlation is attempted. Agafeu

oven li traoBlatlon from Sanskril into the mother-

tongue be attaropted, the translation of worda

ifl the tronslallon of inflexions rather than that

of those words, aa many of them are, and can

be, retained In the vemaculai translation with-

out any change. These are some oi the reaaone

why Sanskrit can be used v/ith advantage as a

medium of instruction and why the exclusive use of

the Translation Method Is superiluous fn the teach-

ing of Sanskrit. Thus SanakrU is not a foreign

language like English lo Hindu pupils, who have

• We have given this approximate number after

counting .Sanskrit v/ords In Marathi text-books studied by

pupils from the pfltnaiy to the ^econdafy stage. This number

has noi. however, been corroborated by giving vocabulary

tests to pupils.
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an aptitude lor picking up its general sense; and
the more they are advanced to the study oi thetr
mother'longue, the more their general understand-
ing of Sanskrit ia developed.

W© shall now ae© bow this general undaistand-
tog of Sanskrit is further developed in the varioua
purposeful sleps of prose lessons.

The leaching of literalure to conducted thTOugb
three successive types of lessona, viz., flj General
Study^ f 2 ) Detailed Study, and ( 3 ) Heview or
Revialon. The division of procedure in each lesson
into three main stages^ viz., { 1 ) Preparation or
Introduction, (2) Presentation or Development, and
(3) Application or Conclusion, to more practicable
and elastic than Ihe rigid process of the five formal
eiepa ot HerbarL let us now turn to the 'Prepa-
ration ' stage

—

I, PREPARATION

(a) InUoducilon of words-A\ Ih© elementary
stage all ihe concrete and unknown words In a new
lesson are tolroduced by the teacher to direct
association with objects, actions, sketches, diagrams
or pictures. Feraonal pronoun, "action* verbs,
concrete nouns, concrete adjectives and concrete
todecUnablss can be well introduced by using these
concrete devices. Such words are to be tolroduced
by Ih© teacher in the context of a familiar topic
and nol in a dtoconnected manner. As the vnit of
language is a senfence, these words are to b©
used tn sentences which should all be mutuallr
connected to form a link or association oi ideas.
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These short sentences developj as it wero^ into a

series of little descrlpliona of objects and actions

shown* If proper ossocialion of ideas with object Sjr

etc.v is (oimed^ pupils can easily bam and ceoolbct

new words and phrases thus introduced, since

cullable conbitt is a gocd aid to memorr. This is

really a telleying lea lure of the new methcd and

it serves to develop a proper mental attitude of

pupils towards Sanskrit- On the Other hand, pupils

taught by the Translation Method have to undergo

the tedious procesg of memorizing lengthy word-

lists- which ate, oi course, unsuccessfully recollect-

ed and reproduced by them for want ol context*

In addition to the assodation oi ideas enough

sense-appeal is made lo give a concrete aspect lo

the suhiect-matler, as follows

—

The teacher after using a new word in a sen-

fence and eatabtiBbing a direct bond between ih©

word and Its underlying idea, repeats that word

thrice and asks the pupils to hear and repeat the

saioe thrice after him in chorus* Here, the Sanakrit

teacher is naturally expected to be on expert in

Sanskrit phonetics. Parlicularly from the point of

view of Sanakrll phonology, dlfilinct articulation of

sounds representing letters, their difierenliation,

and location oi places in the mouth are quite

necessary. While a word is thus being drilled

in choiust ihe leacher writes ft on Ih© black-board

end then checks the correct pronun elation of it

by making the pupUa repeat it individtiolly. In

writing new words on the black-board he should

follow a pre-arranged plan* Ho should write

—
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ie) Nouns with their ncmin alive eingular form*
as to show ihair different aenders and endings,
(bj -J^djecf/ves in their original form without

any gender to show that they agree with nouns In
eii ganders, and

(cj Verbs with Iheix third person singtilar
iomis of the present lense to suggest thefr dilterent
coniugations Again, words of diliereni ports
ofs^ech may be arronged in separata columns.
Pupils are to take down in iheir note-boots these
new words in the same order In which they are being
vrnUen by the teacher on Ihe black-board, so ihot
along with hearing and repeating, they can pracfise
the correct writing of those words with their barsdfl.
Accuracy must be observed In ptonuncfatlon, wrlf-
maand semen Ifclalng,proportionate attention being
devoted to each of these aspoctfi,| This process invo^
Ives hearing or receptton, repetifipti or ready repro-
duction, and unconBcious assimithtion of language,
for which spontaneous capacilles of pupils for learn-
ing language are utilized Bristnesa in this oral drill
helps proper assimilation oi language, as pupils ero
<^vflnno time for mental ireiiHletfon. In this prCKieas
three senses, viz , eats, tongue and eyes are appeal-
ed to,and the principle of 'Gradation' is followed by
making use of(a)sars before eyes,(hireception before
reproduction, (c) oral reproduction before reading,
fd} immediate memory before prolonged memory,
(e) chorus work before Individual work^ and {f) drill
work before free work- f In cbonia work pupils'^

t Read » Principles cf Unguage-Jtudy ' by H, E. Palmer.
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iusttnctsof greoorioufliiess,ssli“flss©Ttioii and puQna*>

city are awakened and Iheir imitative tendency

is revived* Pupils spoTilane-ousIy imitate their teach"

er and actively participate in the lesson by con—

lideatjy eitpressing themselves with the spirit of

play and emuiatiom A sort of rhythm Is lelt in the

chorus repetition eiler the teacher/ and pupila

instincUvely like this rhythmic repetition which also

serves as an aid to their memoryv This give and

take between the teacher and iba taught heightens

tha interest ot pupils who begin to teel a sense ot

achievement in their work* The immediate memory

of pupils is tested every now and then by asking

them to show acUonSi objects or ptctures and repeal

iha words slgnllylng them. Repeated appeal to this

immediate memory strengthens associations and

gives saiistactoiy results when prolonged memory

Is appealed to alter a number of days. The use of

connscled Sanskrit speech in sentences instead of

disconnected words creates proper Sanskrit atmo-

sphere/ which helps the pupils to develop a proper

mental allituda towerda the subject. The ociuo/

use o/ fhe language makes an Impression on their

minds that Sanskrit can be better leaml by use

than by tedious and abstruse ru/ea. Thus the oraf

drill ki Sanskrit goes on until all the new words in

the lesson to be read are introduced. One thing

fihould be noted here that while introducing new

words In a lesson/ the teacher should ascertain

which Sanskrit words have been met with by pupila

in their molher^tongue, ao that he might not be

required to introduce them as new words. Caro
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howevef, have to bo taken to diill some oi
Ih05© words for rernoving the vernacular influence,
forinfroduclng their correct Sanskrit forma and for
showing their proper pronuncbtlom But under no
circumstances should the teacher try to elicit new
words from the pupile, supposing that they might
be known (o them. Nobody should here suppose
that exclusive use of Sanskrit Is to be made through-
out the v/hqle lesson. The use of the Sonskm
medium is io be mode for cukivoting good ion*
Quoge habits which will ullimoieiy serve os o
means to good TBcdIng,

Importance oi oral drill had been already
recosmJrad by the raoilera oi the Vedae, and the
sequence o{ stages In it had been aclually loUowed
by them In their reoitatlon, long belore the Vedas
weze comrnmod to writing. In spite of the eitslenco
0 their printed leits at present, oral reproduction
01 the Vedas Is bIIII held In great esteem. Thus the
oral drill in 'language lessons' Is jus I like the ' >

or ‘ ger ‘ of Vedio students, who are still found
re^aUng oitoi their preceptor in chorus as well as
Ind/WduaWy. The llrst lesson In )ho study of the
Vedas begins with the recitation of the at
the lime ol the eoretnony. The describe
the procedure of ihis reoitatlon in the following
way

;

" The pupil, alter Inyoking the deities for
bestowing Memory

( )
and spiritual power v

on himself, requests the preceptor to leach him Ifaa
•rmd), which also contains an invocellon for develop-
Ing undeistanding. The preceplor la to recite the
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Ihiice in tlie following manner : First, in order

to enabla the pupil to follow him well, the teacher

should slop ailer every quarter oi the verse, then

after every hemistich end lastly he should recite lha

whole verse/ the pupil every lima repeelioa

him According to the capocfiy o* the pupil, the

preceptor should. In the beginning, cflus^ him to

recite even four letters each time . This clearly

ahows that the Vedic teachers did not desire their

pupils merely to repeat mechanIca:Uy but wanted

them to be coupled with understanding, since the

doilies were invoiced for the gift oi Understanding,

Memory and Spiritual power. $

The which seta down minuta

phonetic rules relating to the recitation of Ihe

gives a detailed procedure for lecifaiion. The im-

porlant pari of it is as followsT-In order to give a

clear suggestion to bis pupils the teacher should

pronounce particular words fwice. Generally a

collection of ihrae ( verses 1 to be studied la

called a If the contains a compound, the

teacher should pronounce oive word only; andli

there Is no compound, he should recite two words^

$ qqj qm ir^

aiRi^ ^
\
qwfe 1 C ^

(^cf. t

'r3#tsl^*5!?5i(re3^\ C _
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Then the flret pupU on his right side should repeat
the lirei word and others should repeat the same
alter him In chons. Alter thus finishing one
all the pupils should repeat the whole of It again
and again . Here, the part and whole methods ofmemo^lng seem to have been combined.

Again, the modern Introducllon of words in
direct associ^ion with actions and objects bears

sacrificial procedure
y priests, who perform successive act*

ons in a sacrifice fn association with jpgs and
sentences describingr those actions. If the Sanskrit
Bcher adjusts the same procedure to the Instincts

teaching them Classical
^nskrlt, he will find almost no difference between

one tor Introducing
s. Moreover, In language-learning the Hindu

IhaT*V e’feady taken account of
They have given due

(W^teTR) in the

prindolethTf^
°* eo^"°wtedged the

Principle that language can be belter learnt br““ ( s’Pm ). No one should, therefore, form an
Procedure Is foreign to Sanskrit or

w,„d Sanskrit is ablind Imltalton of the Wostemers-

t g?: qjgtf a»irei»?eiTOi aR Jt

gjirq di ||
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(b) Other ways of Introducing a iesson—This

^rol practice of new words in a lesson before its

reading Is quite in keeping with the principles of

language^tudy. If new words in a lesson are thus

independently introduced at the * preparation

stage, the whole lesson to be studied becomes

automatically Intelligible to the pupils, and the

reading of that lesson can bo conducted without

repeated interruptions of explant^tlcn. It must be

here remembered that only concrete words can

thus be introduced at the initial stage. At the

advanced stage, however, this device proves to be

inadequate, and ideas contained in abstract words

or subtle shades oi meanings of peculiar expressions

cannot be explained except in the proper context

of the passage to be studied, since ditiiculties of

classical authors are rooted in their context.

So, at the intermediate and advanced stages

familiar experiences of pupils might be awakened

and connected with the unknown ones by starting

at the * preparation ' stage an oral discussion

bearing upon the topic of the lesson. If, for instance,

the story * ^ * is to be studied, the gene-

ral characteristics (residence, food, appearance,

nature, etc.,) of the hare and the lion may be

elicited through guesf/ons/n Sanskrit or the mother-

tongue. If possible, a few unknown words in the

story may bo introduced through a suitable picture

and be drilled as above indicated. But the more

the pupils are advanced, the less there is an occa-

sion for independent word-practice. Sometimes the

•oral discussion may be based on o familiar topic
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relating to the theme of Ihe lesson, without in the
least reveaUng the main theme, and merely makfnq
it serve as an ' inLrcductlon - to the lesson. If the
si^ject-malter be premalmely diacloaed fn the
Introducfjon, ike pupils would lose Interest in the
presentation* stage. Such an intraducicry talkmay someti^ea be continued /o /he moi/ier-fcngue.

in any case, the teacher should try his best to
raise a problem in the mtroduotion and awaken
liia curiosity of pupila, go that they might bowe prepared io receive the new matter at th®
presentation ' stage,

IJ PRfSEMTATlOM

(a) S'/ory-feii/rig-At the elementary and inter*
mediate stages the general study of a prose lesson
begins with atory’fehlng or oral reproducrtfon of a
passage, in simple Sanskrit. Since the princJplee
ol language-study lay down that hearing mt2stp^ede reading, and aince language can be more
effectively mastered by ear-Jmtlafion than by ftctuol
rea^ng or rules, pupils must be given opportunftlee
ol hearing language before reading. The oral
reproduction of a slorjr with Ihe teacher's living
vo ce, gestures, emphasis, etc., is doubtless more
onhvei^ng than the reading of the same from
Ihe cold print. Moreover, a clear Idea of the
etory as a whole being given wifh much
economy oE time, the pupils can afterwards begin
In^r reading with the synthetic view of the whole
tod with more understanding. Ai the advanced
atage this story-telling ;vlU become unnecessary.
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hut it ma? be a(templed in the general study, only

ii a story is unduly lengthy.

What should be the medStim for sfory-^e///ng

depends upon the Individual ebtUty of the teacher,

li he feels quite at home in Sanskrit and is possessed

of the art of e^^preEsiYs telling he should use

Sanshit elone for story-telling. On the other hand,

if he feels diffident of using the Sanskrit rnedlum,

or if the difficult natura of a particular story or

passage demands the use of the znoiher-dengue, he
may freely employ ihe medium of the mother^tongge.

The use of ihe Sanskrit medium for story- telling Is,

however, not beyond the capacities of average
teachers, who will be able to acquit themselves well

after a little practice.

^ 5fory is generally /o/d for deepening
its Impresmon. It the teacher wants to use the

mother-tongue, an improvement can be suggested.

The teacher may make a gradual approach to Jhe

language of the original by llisl telling It in Ihe

mother-tongue and then in simple Sanskrit, so that

Sanskrit atmosphere is preserved in the lesson. In

case a sloiy is already known to the pupils, one of

them should be encouraged to tell It in the mother-

tongue and then the teacher should tell It in

Sanskrit, In such cases fhe subiect-niatier being

known, the form of the language Is the unknown,
which ts to be eludied.

The Interest of the pupils in the novelty oi a

story need not slacken, even If it is told more than

once. Ii a story is really good and if its telllzig ia
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e^cpressive enough, tha pupils are not tired of two
hearings at least Cn the contrary. If efojy-telhng
is merely a cold reprcduetfon of the origlnat and
if th© teacher cannot use the Sanskrit medium con™
fidentlyy story-tellmg is hcur.d to bo a fail lira; end
the pupils, instead of hearing It, are naturally tempt-*
ed to read it In their text^books* It nray be noted
here that th© pupils are not to be allowed to open
Iheir text-books while the sfery la being told.

It is Worthy of note that many Shaatris are
endowed fhlfi skill in ' expressive telling
particularly s lory-telling, to such a high degree
that they can make their pupik spell-bound by It
Sanskrit leachera mufll, therefore, do Iheir beat io
acquire or develop this skill. They must also realize
that the expressfye ielling of a s/ory /s cortafnly
more jmpress/ve than eiren the expressive] reading
of the some from a jbooi:* For, th© teacher, with a
keen dramatic sense, being free frem the Impedi-
ment of a bock, gets full scope for making his living
presence fell more, and enabling the pupils fo live
in the actual atmosphere of the story. For example,
if there are several characters In a story or a
dramatic piece, a skilful teacher In his ' telling

'

can play their role and reproduce their speeches
elfecfivelyf This skill stands him in good stead
even in reading and explanation.

tb) General quesf/dn^-In order to test how far
the pupils have followed or understood Ihe story,
general questions may be asked eltherJn the mother-
tongue or in Sanshrii. Those questions may b©
based on the main stages of Ihe story, so that tfa©
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teacher can elicit the general drllt of the whole*
The number oi queatfons may depend upon the
mein stages of the story: yet generally ft should
not exceed three* Under no circumstances should
teachers waste their time aahing pupils to repeat
correct answers to general questions.

(c) Model Readfug $ hy the rcacAer-General
questions will bo followed by tho teacher's m6dol
reading, which must bo practised by him before’
hand/ if it should be a model one* After the pujdle

have received enough oral praciice Ui new words
and after they have got the opportunity of hear-
ing the story,, oro! (loud) reading by the teacher Is

quite necessary; for, the teacher does all this oral

work lor uUlmalely approaching the language of the

text-book, L ©*, os a preporof/on for, or a means to

inieHlgent reading* Pupils should here be asked

to open their books and follow the model reading

silently In them. The teacher/ dmply by his ex-

pressive reading, can now give his pupils indirect

inatrue(tons In correct pronunciaiion, phrasing,

pause, emphasis, intonation, etc,, so as to facilitate

understanding* In his reading (ha teacher should

dissolve ell in a passage, as the observation

of is optional In Sanskrit t ^nd as iheepliiiing

of faoSlfiotes understanding. This reading

by the teacher is a sort of explanation, and It helps
the pupils to icake an Intelttgent approach to the

$ See * Reading and Rcdtaiion '*

t I

fcqy BiTT% g m n
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original language of a lesson in the light of their

general understanding oi the same in oral

. reproduction.

(d) Chorus reading~k\ the elementary stage

the model reading by the teacher is sometlmas
followed by chorus reading, which the teacher may
give at his discretion either before detailed ques*

Honing, or after it. II it is given before detailed ques-

tioning, it enables the pupils to reproduce orally

the language of the story; and thus bringing them
in closer touch with the language of the text, it

prepares them well for giving intelligent answers
in the detailed study. This chorus reading may be
dropped at the advanced stage.

(e) Silent neoding-The model reading by the

teacher may be followed by the silent reading of

pupils. This silent reading is suitable for the ad-

vanced* stage only, as pupils at the elementary

stage prefer self-expression and self-activity to

silence and passivity. To be able to tackle a pro-

blem well in its details, it is first necessary to

observe hurriedly its main aspects. Hence, the
purpose of this silent reading is to cause the pupils,

at the beginning of a lesson, to get the proper
perspective or general trend of a passage os a
whole by going through it rapidly; i. e., the pupils
are to discover the main points of a lesson, their

mutual relations and the proper place of each point
in the whole scheme. They are also to note impor-
tant and difficult portions of the lesson and distin-
guish between essentials and non-essentials. They
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can thus be macfe to tockto iho genercd meonitiQ

o/ a passage by themselves and are trained in

self-help. If the general Idea of the whole Is to be

obtained by noting the essentials, briskness is quite

necessary in silent reading. It has been experi-

mentally proved that understanding depends much

upon speed in silent reading. It is, therefore, very

desirable to develop this practice gradually among

the pupils, since ' silent reading * is the only variety

of reading calculated to bo of much use in later

life. This rapid silent reading of a passage well

prepares the pupils to enter upon the detailed study

of the same in an intelligent manner.

If 'silent reading' is to go on methodically

and yield good results, it should proceed along the

central theme of a passage or a comprehensive

problem, for the solution of which two or three

objectives may be given. With this end in view the

teacher, after thorough preparation at home,

should find out the main points, determine their

interrelations, anticipate the linguistic difficulties

of pupils and frame questions for study in the

class. The objectives, which are based on the

main divisions of a theme or problem, may be

presented in the class before the silent reading

commences, so that pupils should read [the lesson

witha definite purpose.

When the silent reading is going on, the

teacher should move about in the class and help

the pupils to solve their common difficulties by

supplying the meanings ^of a few unknown words
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orally or on (he black-board. The meanings may
bo given either in the form of simplarlSanakrii oqui-
valenfs or words in Ihe molhor-tonguo, or both.
I^ler on, the use ofa small Sanskrit dictionary may
bo recommended to pupils for looking up unknown
word! After the silent reading is over, answers to
the obiectivas may be elicited either immediately
or in the detailed guostlonlng. If they are elicited
immediately, the teacher should lake parttcular care
to connect the obiectivas properly to the detailed
quosUoninginsueha way that thedotaUad study
might be a natural development of the objootivos
locating the main problem. Better still to reserve
the answers to the objectives for the 'recapitulation
stage which unifies aU the saltent features in the
lorm of a summary and maintains the organto
unity of the whole lesson.

( f ) Dialled questioning and explanation—
The detaUed study of a passage commences after
all this preparation in the 'general study’, which
faciUlales general understanding and gives Ihe^thetlc idea of the passage as a whole. If the
lesson is unduly lengthy, it maybe divided intoconv^e^ unite for delaited study. What thenremaiM for the teacher to do U to draw the
aHenliOT of his pupils, in the light of general
understanding, to important words, phrases or
exprswsloru wWch are elicited, through questions,
by him in the form of answers from the pupils andthm explain^ fully in Sanskrit This explanation is
to bo supplied not hurriedly but disfinclly and slowly.
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80 that pupils 'should be able to follow it easily*

Explanation In Sanskrit Is not an innovation

imported from the West; for, almost ali the com-

mentarfes on Sanskrit works are in Sanskrit and

not in the mother-tongue. Those who advocate ex-

clusive use of the mother-tongue for explanation,

should sufficiently account for the absence of com-

mentaries in the mother-tongue from anctent times

up to the present day. Thus explanation in simple

Sanskrit is quite in consonance with the traditional

method of teaching language.

It must be remembered here that Questions in

* language lessons * are to be employed not only

{or testing the understanding ci puails, but also

/or eliciting diiticuJi and important portions in

the text with a view to supplying their clear ex-

planation. Of course, the teacher should allow his

pupils to keep their text-books open for enabling

them to find out and note important points and

supply them in the form of answers to questions.

This process of questioning involves the anticipation

of the difficulties of pupils and eliciting them (or

the purpose of giving explanation. In following

fhift pioceduie we con quote no better authority

than that of the Sanskrit commentaries written

eccording to the in which detailed

explanations are supplied after eliciting the worda

of the text through typical questions. Furthermore,

as already stated, the is mainly based

on the psychological principle of expectancy or

curiosity vrhich Is to be awakened(5?qr^)by
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the teacher aioong hia pupiJs by raising a problem or
creatiag the need for ezplanolior; through queatlons.
When pupils are thus employed in ihe activity of iindi
fng out important things in the text through such
questions, the need fcr emanation being neiurallY
created In their minds, the teacher can give his
explanation at the psychological moment, Thera
are, therefore, two types of questions, viz*, {!)
Testing Ques/fons and (2) Teaching Questions,
Tesling Questions do not aim at the search for now
knowledge, but are used for awakening the 'epper-
cepllon masses* of pupils, l o*, ior reviving and
ascertaining their former knowledge and for connocb
ing it with the new one. Thus questions for testing
the understanding of pupils are asked eilher on
portions previously studied by them or on those
already intelligible to them. They are, therefore,
asked mostly In the ' Preparation* and 'Application'
stages of a new Jeason, and in Revision Lessons. On
the other hand, Teoching Questions awaken the
curiosity of pupils to acquire new knowledge and are
generally employed in the * Presentailon * stage or
detailed study. The fnsflnct of curiosity is roused at
the sight of new things or situations that cannot be
fully graspad, and induces on© to search for further
Information or fuller knowledge of the same. Teach-
ing ^estions, therefore, concenlrota the attention of
pupils on Ih© novel ly of situations or aapads, and pre-
pare their montaJ attitude to receive thorough ex»
planotions ot new facts from the teacher in the form
oi his 'felling'. The teacher should, therefore, utilize
' teaching quealions' lor drawing the attention of
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etudenis to the prominent linguistic aspects of the

texit, tordiatinguishing between simple and dffhgutt

portions or essential and non^aesenlial points and
for causing the students to study the important parts

more minutely^ It is then obvious that ' teaching

guesUons *

are asked on the portion yet to ba
studied/ with the view of helping studanfs to hnd

out important things and answer them in the

wording o/ the lari. Moreover, ^ teaching quea*

tions' help the teacher and the taught to analyse

a oompler whole into its component parts, a dlifi*'

cult problem or expression into several smeller

units and a comprehensive thought into Its suhsi-^

diary Ideas. This analysis through questions leads to

the simplification, reorganization and solution of

the whole problemu Every thought contains several

constituents denoting parsons or thlngS/ attributes,

aclions, time, place, manner, purpose/ cause, effect,

etc, and those constituents can be elicited by

using In questions interrogative pronouns, adjec-

tives and adverbs in Sanskrit ( forms of

etc.,) as employed

in the Corresponding to the thoughts

in a literary passage to be studied, every

sentence is composed of words of several porta

of speech which are mutually lalalecL The Im-

portant or dilficult ones of them are to bo
* singled out for specie! attention and associated

with the words in questions * ( B.]DumvlIle ) in such a

way that they would also be included in the answera

of students. These questioning devices, when thery
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are thoroughly known to puplla servo a very useful
purpose in the successful development of a 'Iltora*-

turs ' lesson and can be widely used for the teach-
ing ol literature and even A teacher^ if ha is

a good judge oj the capacities of hfg students, can
anticipate Ihelr difiioulties and can enunciate them
as problems in Ihe glass in the form of statementa
and ^ teaching questions ' with a view to eliciting
iiom the students the words of ihe leit and supply-^
ing their explanation* For learning the idioms and
different constructlona in any unknown language
and even in the detailed study of the mother-longue
the teacher Is bound to utilise ^ leaching questions

‘

more than ' testing questions The form of ' teach-
ing questions ' and ' testing questfons ' Is, however^
the same, although the purpose in asking them
yarioa as the matter taught Is a new lesson or a
* review ' lessom

As indicated abovejr every sentence involves a
thought proceas Indicating doubly discrimination^
causal relation, sequence, etc. Thus every thought
proceas repreaents a profaiem, the solution ol which
depends upon Its analysis into minor pads. This
ano/ysis or a/mp/Z/fcoffon of the prohlem fs laci-
Ittoted by * teochfnQ Questions*. The thought pro^
cess indicating a causal relation or ssqfuence of
facts generally Involves an inference

{
which can be expressed in a live-membered
syllogism; and quesUons of a logical type are to be
«aked for datifying the nature of that inference.
Jt is thus ascertained whether the inference la
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mad© of an effect from Its causa
(

a caus© from its effect (
common

experjeuce
( c? ),

The problem approaches

solutfon, when the inference involved in It Is stated

In the form of a syllogism with its five distinct

members, the third member or the concrete exampta

( )
helping most the clariilcalion of an

abstract thought- Such * thought questioiiB ' for

oKcittng the separate tnembers of a Bylloglsm can,

of courae, bs used at the advanced stage In the

teaching of ;ir^i where thought is predominant.

Shastrls are still found making the statement of a

five-membered syllogism instead o! gueshoning on

it, when a knotty problem or an important proposi-

tion of any is to bo well impressed on the mlri rfR

of their students. It must be remembered her©

that questions bringing out the synthesis, or th&

summing-up of thoughts or© os much necessary os

those used for the anedy^is of the same into their

component parts; and they may ba naked every

now end then for ascertaining how far pupils have

grasped tho idea cf the whole or the former

portiona of the text. Instead of asking questions

on the synthesis of ideas, th© teacher may some*

times express the synthesis or Purport
( )

of

ideas in the foim ofMs own statement.

In the leeching of literature, however, ' thought

questions' occur in a very small degree, and 'psycho*

logical questions' enhancing the ' emotional con-

tent ' of a passage and appealing to the emotlons-

and imagination of pupils are generally to he am*
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ploy*c3. Parficularly^ at the fitsmenfary whero
o new language is to be Jeamt, iBere is less scope
for Mhouglit guestious' than for ' drill questions \
whicli doubtless make for the aaaimllation of that
language. For, in lanquage-Iearalng the aubject-
malter or thought generally is, and ought to bo/
simpler than Ihat In other branches of knowledge,
the linguistic expression being the unknown and
more Important aspect oj study. This, however*
does not mean that there is no scope in language-
study for ' thought guestfons which may occa-
sionally be dsked in the mo/her-fongue for removing
vagueness In the understanding of a theme and for
eliciting the causal connection of successive itici-
dents ^Jn a lessom In language lessons *

drill ques-
tions ' are more predominant, fof course, at the
initial stage than at the advanced stage, and answers
to them are given and repeated by several pupils in
the ivord/iig of fhe i&xt, so as to improve articula-
tion and pronuDcialion, and to assimilate the lan-
guage oi the text. This assimilation of language in
the preceding stages graduetly enlarges Ihe under-
at^ding of pupils and enables them to take up more
difficult language for study in the succeeding stages.

Aa language is insopambly connected with
ideas or thought, the pecu/Zor/f/es to bo
taught In 'a language lesson ' cannot bedls^ciated
from ideas contained in them. Hence, gueslicns Jn
'language lessons ’ will hove to be framed in such
a way that linguistic expressions and their conoe-
pondlng ideas might be grasped Bide by side with
each other. The formal study oi a /onguge dfvorc*
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from Jdeos In if t&nds to he iedlous. On
ihG other hand^ linguistic expressions taught in

association with ideas In literature arouse interest*

Th^ ganaral policy In Ihs teaching oE language
end literatujre should^ Iherefore^ he to connect
lenguagfir-matarial with thoughts or ideas, though in

the study of a language at the elementary and
intennedfate stages, linguistic expression will pre*

dominate over ideas; and in the teaching of literature

at the advanced stage Idnas will he more attended
to than their linguistic express Eon. At the advanced
stage also parilcutor idiornSj phrases or construe^

lions will hove to he erp/c/ned; yet they cannot
he properly explained, exemplifled, and fixed fa

the mindf siniess they are elicited ihrough gaes-
tions in their originol wording* It la not here
nece^ary that each end every word of Ihs textual

expressions included In the answers ot pupils shqnld

have been fully understood by them. For, !n the

general study of a passage, pupils ore previously

given the idea of the whole; and hence, the mean-
ing of the texlual expressions being broadly known
by them, they ore In a position to ans^ver the

questions of the teacher in the deloLled study by
intaHlgently including those expressions in Iheit

answers. This process should not, therefore, be
considered mechanical or un!n;^llfgenty since

detailed explanation of the words fust elicited Is

immedialely to be given by the teacher* More-
over, In answering such questions, pupils have
cotlvaly to think over the fenn of the questfon,

the matter to be included In the answer
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and the wording of that answer. Again, the general
sense of the passage as a whole having been
already grasped, and even the meanings of some
unknown words being guessed by the pupils in the
light of the general context, there la no reason

why the answers given by them should be supposed
to be unintelligent or ' mechanical ^ One thing

must be noted here that the highly inltexional

nature.of Sanskrit laclJitates quick grasp of ques^
tions containing interrogative words with
particular inflexions. Those interrogative words
nahirally give a clue to the words with similar

inflexions in the text, which can be readily

reproduced by pupils in the form of answers. If the

questions and answers thus going on appear hack-
neyed, stereotyped, or mechanical to some^ then

along the same line of reasoning, the inflexional

character of Sanskrit itself is to blame; and further,

all the Sanskrit commentaries written according to

the which best suits this character

of Sanskrit, will have to be called mechanical 1

Those who will take into account this nature of
Sanskrit and the distinguishing features of the

v/lU bo less prone to call these questions

and answers ' mechanical. *

We, howetl^r, admit that questions and answers
may sometimes tend to bo mechanical, as
pupils are generally inclined to include in th^r
answers unessential words in the text, or repro-
duce*, without understanding, the whole sentence
instead of the required expressions. The teacher
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should^ fh€r«foid^ take every p<>a3ibl9 care fo chacfc

this tendency by putting p^!iited questions end
accepting nolhlng but poiiiied auswersi in other
words, he must never alSovr his pupils to repeat
unessejitiaJ words or expressions^ Experienced
teachers Iknow well enough where pupjle era
expecled !o give mechanical answers, and Ihey

can check this mechanical repetition either in the

manner ehown above, or by asking pupils to

translate Sanskrit expressions or sentences thua
repeated. But in all cases, Iranslallon as a test of

undeTstanding la to foiloiv detailed explanation
in Sanskrit.

When ihe teacher, as previously dealt with, tries

to facilitate the understanding of pupils through

the dilferfint stages o{ the lessona for '' general

study ' and ' detailed study will it not be shear

misiepreaentalien of facts to say that questions end
answers in Sanskrit: lessons are merely mechaniCaJ?

Typical qiiestion^forms with SnierraQoUve words

like ' who '
( 5 : or ^ wiijch '

(
' how'

( ),

' "
{^ ),

' where *
( ^ \ * why *

( X hax'^e always to be settled and
utilized in the methods el fcaching any Janguoqe,

for the, proper organization of the material to be
taught, 11 the material thus organized in the form

of questions and anawers be called
*'

mechanical

'

'then all the new melhoda and formal steps ol teach-

ing vrill havo to be colled * mechanical and

consequently * Translation ' would be the only In-

telligent and natural method of teachino languages!
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Thua.H thepupilB con grasp the oeneral sense ol
a passage on account of the reasons stated abow,
they cannot be presumed to answer o// questions
rnechanically. It should, however, be acknow-
tedged that this understanding is not perfect; and
hence the need for fiUlng in the gape In the under-afan^g of pupils In the detailed study by supply.
Ing de!ailed explanation through questions^

One reason why questlontag to Sanskrit appears
to be rigid or stereotyped Is that average teacheia
cannot use the Sanskrit medium wtth laclllty, lor
want ol practice or constant touch with Sanskrit
blerefute. For beingoble to use the Sanskrit
vrilh ease, it Is necessary tor teachers to have at
their fingers' ends the case-forms (frufes

)
of nouns

which ate Imperiecljy knov/n even by themsolves.
Such teachers Ity to conceal their own Ignorance
by finding fault with the method, and after being
trained are more inclined to follow the Translation
Method than the Question-and-Answer Method
even If they are aUowed to use (he mother-tongue
occasionally. Much hue and cry has been raised
by ^oh teachers agatasl the QuesUon-and-Anawer
Method, and the Sansirit Mediimhes been a much
vexed problem. These teachers say that real under-
standing 13 possible through the medium of the
molhet-tonguo or English, and that the mother-tmgue may freely be used lor asking quesilons,
ihougb they cannot show how questions are lo bei^med to the molfaer-tonguo on o Sanskrit passage.There ia.much platiaibilll, to saying that Ihs mother-
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longue undoubtedly helps real understanding; but

It appears alrnnas when ft fs alao aaid that the

English medium helps leal undsrstending [ If the

unnatural Hnghfih medium for teaching and under-

standfng Sanskrit appears to be natural to some.

It Is simply the force of habit and constant touch*

If it is admitted that S’^nskrit is moi^ akin io the

niothei-tongue than the tateigu English medium*
la It not advisable to develop practice in the Sanskrit

medtuiD xaiher than in the English one for SaTisIctlt

teaching ? II the English medium appeara to be
natural by the force of habit, why shotiid the

Sbnsirif medium nof appeor naiutai after con-

stant prooffee and habit ? Sanskrit explanatlona

are well followed by pupils, if they are gradually

accustomed to them. If It fa reallv benefldai to use

the Sanskrit medium /or enriching the vocabulary

o/ pupils, Sanskrit teachers may be well advised

to study original Sanskrit works more assiduously

for cultlvalicg facility of Sanskrit expression*

It is then obligatory on every teacher afSan&krii

to be in close oontact with Sanskrit Iftaratura and
Imbibe the Classical Spirit fn the sole Interest of

his pupils. Ho amount of I he technique ol teaching

mastered in Training Colleges would bo of any

avail unless Sanskrit teachers drink deep at the

original fountoin, develop their indivlduallfy by
imbibing that Classical Spirit in Ihemselves and are

well equipped with tbs knowledge oi Sanskrit to

arouse Inttimiic interest and supply Sanskrit ex-

planation in the manner of Sanskrit commentaries*

Much of the hue and cry raised against the Sanskrit
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mecUum would be sUenced if it would be perfecUr
realked that commentaries on Sanskrit works are

^ Sanskrit^ even If Sanskrit has ceased to
D8 a spoken language. Sanskrit speech is more
opt and easy than any other medium for
teaching Sanskrit literature; and it can be
mastered alter some practice. The crux of
the whole situation is that teachers are reluctent
to study Sanskrit literature afresh, with particular
attention to the beauty of expression, end to put in
more effort in their lessons. Why should Sanskrit
teachers not condescend to understand the impor-
tance of being more and more efficient and of not
remaining simply average teachers ? For a teacher
to continue to be always an average teacher is
really a low aim. The needs of average teachers
should, of course, bo Uken info account, but to
adapt tho method of teaching to the needs of
average teachers is certainly to lower our aim of
Sanskrit teaching. If then Sanskrit questioning
appears to be stereotyped or mechanical to some,
it is not the fault of the method but of individual
teachers, who do their work half-heartedly, and
fall to acquire sufficient knowledge of Sanskrit,
which every Sanskrit teacher is expected to
possess. In short, specialists are required for
teaching Sanskrit just as specialists are required
for other subjects.

The Sanskrit teacher must, therefore, possess,
in the first place, sound knowledge of Sanskrit
language and literature. Secondly, he must know
the mother-tongue of his students, so as to be able
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to seek with advantage parallelism between Sanskrit

and the mother-tongue in his teaching, and to use

it at times for explaining abstruse ideas. Thirdly/

he must know the stock of Sanskrit vocabulary

possessed by his pupils and their capacity lor under-

standing the new ' language material Fourthly, he

roust be thoroughly acguainted with the technlgue

of teaching which he should use as a means to the

achievement of interest. Being equlppad with all

those qualifications he must plan in advance the

lesson to be taught. In this planning he will have

(i) to decide the successive steps of his lesson,

(ii) to determine what material is to be supplied by

Melling* and what by questioning, (Ui) to distinguish

between ' teaching '
questions and ' testing ' ques-

tions, essonUal^ and unessential points of the

lesson, and logical and psychological aspects of the

language material', (iv) to settle what linguisUo

expressions should be more stressed than others

for assimilation, ( v ) to observe the principle of

* proportion ' in drill-work and free-work, and in

questioning and telling, ( vl) to decide what words

or expressions are to be taught by the use of direct

association, translation, definition or context, ( vil

)

to devise good application exercises and assign-

ments for the self-study of students, and ( viii ) to

attend to other Important aspects of ihe lesson. In

all cases he will have to adapt his teaching to the

needs and capacities of his pupils and bear in mind

4hat the quality of teaching matters more than the

guanlity of matter taught. After being thus fully
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prepared, the SanskrK teacher will bs able to
conduct hla lesson well In tbs class.

Now, to (he dotolled study of Iha lesson all the
aspects as mentioned above ora taken for class
^cussion which to mainly based on the test-book.
The method of using the (ert-book for class dls-
cti^iOn is 03 f(^]Iavir&—

" The lesling puriosa is entirely absent and
the pupils should understand It so. IJ the dlscus-
sion IB on the test-book, books may, and probably
will, be open... The activlly Is Intended as direct-
ed, co-opsrallve study—not as testing. The leach-
er fakes a prominent part, pointing out main
^visions ond Impoitant pomls, asking queslfons,
g^Wno incidentally considerable supplementary
iriormahon, or re-atating and • clarifying IhT
slatement ol the letrl-boofc. The pupils leJIow In
their tmcfs t^readtag silently sentences or passagesM directed frorn iime to lime, answering questions toshow thetr understanding, and raising questions
when they do not understand...This ciass-period ex-
planatlon-aDd-sludy melhod may also be Intention-
ally adapted to the pupils' consciously acquiring
Important elamenis In study technique, ...This typss
ol ^ouEslon period may be used in oonnecllon
with various other general methods, or It may be
houghl of as a general method of Instruction to be
fallowed from day to day as' a distinctive typeThe olasa-dlsouBSlon, directed by the teacher, Isa'

u"*
‘"duotlve-davelopment

melh^, and... the questlon-aad-answer device,may be used in each of the live formal steps of the
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taductlon»»*Perhap3 the most constant and moet

Important phase of the dlscrussion period is the use-

of questicna and answers. Their uao tor teaching

instead of testing will considerably modify the

questioning technique,"

— Progressive Methods oi Teachlngj.

by Martin L Storm^and,

We shall now see how in the class questions

should be asked and explanations should be

supplied according to the difierenl stogea oE pupils^

development, Ai the elementary stages U is ad>

visabie to deviate as UfUe from the wording of the

text as possible. As the third person oi nouns^

pronouns and verbs predominates in descriptions

and atories/ It is easy to frame suitable questions

on them. But aa,3sntenoes In dialogues or dramaha
psEsages mostly contain pronouns end verbs la

the first two persons^ there Is less scope for suU^

able quBSiions in them than in the passages of other

types. This dilficully can be got over either by
using in questions the third person for the remain^

ing two persons or by asking the pupils to quote
the actual words of a particular cheracler In the

dialogue. At the Initial stage, questions may be asked

almost on every word of a sBOhance for the pur-

pose of fixing In the minds of pupils the func-

lion of cases ( )
and Interrelatlor^ of words

in that sfintence. Btiskness /n Questioning and
repetition o/ correct answers by pup7s iroln them

in the immediate comprehension ond unoonsc/ous

assimilation oS language. H text-books are pro*
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perly gradecL they help this assimiloflon without
giving the least chance for ' translotion'. A small

passage may suggest a targe number of questions;

but the teacher must have enough sense of propor*
tion and fudgment os to which words or express-

ions should be elicited through questions. For

instance, questions on the words already known by
pupils may be dropped, end those on important or

unknown words or expressions may be osked, so os

to supply immediately their explanation. In this way
it would be wise to lessen the number of questions

gradually in proportion to the development of pupils'

understanding. At the advanced stage, it would be
more intelligent to ask questions bringing out the

causal connection of different incidents in o story

or the various stages of the development of a theme
than base them merely on the wording of the book.
It is most desirable for the teacher to frame his ques-

tions from the viewpoint of his pupils rather than

that of his own, and also to rouse, in his explana-

tion, their interest by quoting concrete examples
designed to make a striking appeal to their familiar

experience. Here, questions may and can be framed
in the mother-tongue for eliciting the experience
of pupils and for relating it to the life-situations

described in lessons. Such questions add to the

interest of the class and make the lesson more gra-
phic. Sometimes imaginary and probable life-situ-

ations may be placed before the class os examples
end pupils may be asked ^how they would meet
those situations.
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Teachers under training believing that ' telling

'

is a slo/ are inclined to ask too many questions

without supplying explanations. Again^ teachers/

who feel diiiident oi expressing themselves with

ease in Sanskrit/ ask mere questions or supply

meagre explanation in the form oi disconnected

equivalents. This is how they make their own lesson

mechanical ! It must be remembered that too much
of analysis through questions disturbs the unity of

the theme and thus spoils the charm oi the v^hole

lesson. The central idea of the lesson/ on which

depends the organic unity of a theme/ should never

be lost sight oh And questioning must be made
subservient to it/ so as to maintain synthesis through

analysis. This synthesis is mainiained as much by

'telling* as by moderate questioning. Judicious

'telling' iS/ therefore/ never to be under-rated/ since

SnsDired 'telling' requires much skill, which la

inborn in some/ but which can also be developed

by practice. As has been shown previously/ intro-

duction of words in direct association with objects/

stcry-telling/ descriptions of situations/ easy equi-

valents supplied to unknown v/otds and connected

explanations of sentences or paragraphs are the

various forms of
* telling ' usually resorted to by

the teacher, as the matter fh all these cases is new
to the pupils. Ail new informaticn should/ therefore/

be supplied by ' telling The lime unnecessarily

wasted in the detailed process oi questioning can

be saved by instantly telling the meanings of words

or by presenting an idea in a few sentences. The

pupils should then be asked to think over what is
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told and somefteies they may be encouraged fo give
connecled accounts ol their experiences and ob»
sarvaliohs. They may be given scope also for asking
their own questions in the maimer of the ancient
Hindu siudentS/ who put comprehensive questions

( ^
to their teachers when they were in doubt

about a knotty point. Alter the students have thus
asked their own questions^ The teacher is to supply
the required information by telling. This ' telling V
when it becomes continuous in the absence of
questions by the teacher^ is transformed Into 'lacfur-
ing\ which Is suitable for the advanced stage. At
the initial stage, however, too much of ' telling * or
'lecturing' bores young pupils, and hence the
need, in their case, for alfematlng ' telling * with
questioning. As the pupils advance in understand-
ing, ' telling ' may be more resorted to than ques-
tioning by making repeated statements and giving
detailed explanations. Particularly in the teaching
of literature at the advanced stage inspirational
' telling ' becomes more effective than questioning.
In ' telling ' or giving explanations simple language
suiting the capacity of pjupils must be employed,
and the statements oi important things must be
distinct, slow, clear and Impressive, so that pupils
would get more iii^ for careful listening and
assimilation. Here, proper use ol intonation, stress,
pause and emotion accompanied by ta few gestures
conduces to bring in suitable atmosphere and*
interest

Imagination ol pupils can be stimulated bvsupplying graphic descriptions of concrete thing*
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and by placing before iheir mental vision imagery
or word-pictures which enable them to visualise
the whole situation. Such word-pictures can be
presented as concrete illustrations to abstract ideas
in a passage by appealing to the experiences of
pupils.

There are two kinds of ' illustrations viz.,
' material ' illustrations and ' verbal ' illustrations.

MaterlQl iJJusfratJons are models of objects,
pictures, diagrams eta, which should be used
particularly at the initial stage, as they contain
the element of ' perception' rather than that of the
imagination Use of the black-board may pre-

ferably be made to draw sketches and diagrams,
-which can be used also at the advanced stage for
clarifying inter-relations of ideas. Verbal lUustra-
ilons appeal mainly to the imagination and can be
supplied in the form of parables, legends, myths,
descriptions, word-pictures, familiar expressions,
allusions, etc. They are useful at the initial as well
as advanced stages of pupils. The mental process
involved in quoting concrete illustrations is that of
comparison of things that have the element of
similarity. Many times verbal illustrations with the
element of similarity or Identity are expressed In a
literary passage Itself in the form of figures of
speech as (simile), (poetical fancy),

( metaphor ) etc. These figures can be explain-

ed by a distinct mention of (object of

comparison ), ( standard of comparison ), and
TR (common quality), and by showing
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pdralielitDi between and with tha-

help of dfagramB drawn on the blact-boaid*

Thb niBlfat>ci of explanafion undoubtedly leads
pupils to the clear understanding of ideas in

a passage. For lufenaiiying Impressions of ideas
' contrast ' of things having the element of ' differ-

ence * may sometimes be shown* The Ideas of

contrast are^ at limes^ expressed In a lilerary pass-

age itself, tor bringing vividness in descriplions.

The distinguishing marks of lecognixiiig comparison
end conlraat are * ^ ' and * ip-ar ^ respectively

in Sanskrit, and students should be made to know
the definite use oI those words. Of course, alt

these literary devices and their explanations are
suitable for the advanced stage rather than for the
elamentary one* MythologEcalor scriptural allusions

can also be told as illustrations for introducing
* human interest ' in the lesson and for showing
Iheir cultural aspect These allusions might appear
to be digressions; but they are very uselul for

broadening the cultural outlook of students. Cara
should, however, be taken to make those digreSEione

proportionate to the central idea oi Ihe lesson and
to shit them to ihe understanding of pupils* Quota-
lionfl from Sanskril Uteratuie containing parallsl

ideas may be cited. If they can be easily understood
by pupils without exptanalion.

Over- analysis ol Ideas or excess of explanation

should be avoided, and what is guile essenllal and
eubservi^t to the underatandmg and appiedatlon
of the whole should be prcsenled, so as to maintain
the unity of the topic and help the assimilation ol
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idefts and lanouago. • It must bs fcmembored her»
that twderstanding and oppr^clation qq hand in
hand end are no/ to be dealt with os seporate
aspects. Eiplanatlons should, therefore, be such as
would Induce pupils to enjoy and imitate the best
raodela pieced before them. Appreciation coupled
with 'understanding means the enjoyment and
admiration of the aesthelic elements of a passage*
Excellence of thought

(
3?^ )

and perfection oI form

( ) ore the two things lobe taken into account
In appiecialion* The comprehensive term 'thought'
includes in itsslt the implied sense of words
santlmenta

( W ),
ideas with Ihefr suggestion

desctipllons of Nature, characterisation, etc., whila
the term ' fonn ' comprises linguistic aspects, such
aa, style felicity oi words and phrases, rhythm,

metre, etc. Whan Iheunflicallon of all these slementa
into a harmonious whole dawns upon the mind,
pupils are led intensely to fee! Htorory delight or
aesthetic pleasure,which la predominantly emotional
lalher than Intellectual, This delight Is experienced
by pupila, when the leachar, with intrinsic interest In
literature, keenly feels the beauty of a paaasge and
exhibits his ezcllod emotions In hisoJfectlve speech*
The real eppreciallon fof a passage is poaslbla, if

the teacher enters into the spirit of Hs fesson or Is

deeply absorbed in Iho sentiments expresaed.

This mental attitude of the teacher, particularly in

• Read ; W I
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the case of subtle emotions and suggestions/

baffles his Terbal expression/ and is instinctively

caught by students/ who are then led to appreciate

the niceties of the passage. It is not/ however/
possible to appreciate all the inexplicable suJb//e>

ties ol emotions and suggestions in the class. They
can be fully appreciated in later life/ when one
recollects the situations described in the passage/
and ponders over them In the light of one's own ex-

perience in similar situations. These remarks apply
both to the appreciation of poetry and proso/ since
Sanskrit literature contains a good deal of poetic
prose wherein the versified form matters little/ and
feelings and ideas dominate. In the appreciation
of all poetic literature/ discussions on style

( ftict
),

choice of woids/ qualities
(^ ),

figures of speech

( )
eta/ should mainly subserve the subtle

suggestion
( )

and heighten the predominant
sentiment

(^ Although the * prose ' in works
like the etc./ is comparatively simple

and lacks in high flights of imagination/ yet it

abounds In subtle humour suggested at several
places. This humour may bo brought out by
conducting discussions on the behaviour of several
characters in the stories of those works/ and human
interest may thus be awakened among students
even at their initial and intermediate stages.

All such literary discussions can be conducted
successfully/ when the students are sufficiently
grown-up in understanding. Many of these discus-
sions are suitable for advanced pupils in schools
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and colle^se^ They faJI tlai unless sludenta
hava mastered the limdemenlaiB of th© Saa skill
language^ and are so much acquainted'v/ilh the
language as to get over, by self-help, at least a
few dtfJicuhiea met with. At tha elementary end
intarmed fate atagea, there! ore, linautetic dlfficultiea
of a passage will have Id be discussed in detail.
In combination, oi course, with its emoiional
aspect and human interests For maintaining this
in forest esplanabon will have to be given with
feeling end modulation of voice, and not In a cold
prosaic or monotonous way. Simple matter may
be skipped over by maldng short statements to
connect tha main thread of the topic, or simply
by reading the matter in an expressive manner. It

is quite essenfffll to realize the importance of good
reading, modulation of voice, and dramatha lion
with suitable gestures as eiplanatory devices,
which ere more effective than verbal eiplana lions.

"Verbal explanation' means the clarification, in
simple language, of the inter-relations ol sentences
and ideas corresponding to them throuah th*
ana/yf;co-synfheficproce;js.lnter-relotlon3 oi words
with clauses, ol clauses with e larger sentence, of
sentences wifh paragraphs, ol each preceding para-
graph with the succeeding one, and of paragraphs
with the central idea of the whole passage are to
be explained through analysis and synthesis, AU
discUBsicns of the linguisUo aspects of a passage
should be conducted, as indicated above, mainly
in relation lo the Ideas in it, so as to humanise the
lesson; and recourse to synthesis or purport (an’T^r)
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may r^pe^tedly be hiad at the end of each para*

Qraph and nf the lesson, for the purpose of esta-

bllahtng ortjanfc uiiiiy of the whole. Sometiinea it Is

preferable togive the idea or purport a para-

graph at the beginning of its disousston; ior^ when

the idea of the whole is comprehended, St is possible

for the pupila to gather the meanings of difficult

words In theirproper contest and association.Associ-

ation and context are of great help tn explaining the

meanings oltndETiduftl woidfl. Oi course, the mearv-

Ings of dilttcuU words and phrases must be told by

the teacher tn the proper conlext. Eiplanaffon of

words, phrases, clauses, etc- ahcmfd ganerally bo

GuppUed In the form of complete sentences rather

than diflconnecled or Isolated equivalents* If equi-

valents alone are required, they should be familial'

to pupils and be simpler than unlmown words fit the

original; and if no simpler Sanskrit equivalents ere

available, the teacher should not hesitate to give

equivalents in Ihe mothsrdongue. in order to test

wheihar Ihe meanlnqs oi dilLicult words have been

understood by pupils, the foaoher should ask Ihem

to use the seme words in sentences of Iheir own.

Sentences in paragraphs are aimple, compaund,

complex or mixed. Clauses In complex sontenceE

are, of courao, more closely talaled than those in*

compound ones. Hence the co-ordlnaffon of com*

pound sentences and close relations of lubordluate

clauses with the principal one should be clearly

staled* Transformation of a complex sgHlance into

several simple sentences is an effsdive eiplanatory
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device. In the ca^e oi a complex sentence in the

text, the principal clause In it should liiet be elicit-*

ed through questions and explained, subordinate

clauses being alterwards taken for discussion In

their due order. Sometimes the earns Idea

may be expresflod In a variety of forms with the

view of developing the vocabulary and expressive

power of pupilSf who should have many occasiona

to hear lanouags in its various forms. Simple

Sanskrit paraphrase may here be given to show
how tha Game idea can be expreESad in various

ways. For Instance

—

(a) Two ideas compressed into one sentence

by the use of ' ^ ^ may be expressed in iwo

separate senfences by using mid

(b) Passive constmotlona should be changed

into active ones and Wee verses For this

purposej aentences in the patstva construction

should he elicited by asking guealJons in

tha passive conslructlon, and those In the

active should be eUcited through quesUone

In the active.

fcl A sentence containing absoluttvea

and ^ii^s ) may be split Into several sen-

tences by using iinite verbs for nbsolulives,

in ihe preceding senfancOj

in the succeeding sentence# and

the indeclinable*^* at the end id necessary);

e* Q- 3?? ^ f^fR={ ^ 5^

FRifh ^ I
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fd) Nouns in the dative case can be substituted

ior inlinllives
( ©* q^=i|iprfir*

ond bocetive Absolutes
(

end
)
can bs replaced by the

use ot or accordin<3 to the
suitable contejrf.

^
(f) Attention of pupils should bs drawn to the
independent use of and to that
of

otc,^ as
corfelativeg of each other In sentences*
Their raspecliva menninQS with examples
should be supplied accoidinQ to lhair
contexfsE

(g> Gerunds in < gr qrg^B can be para-
phrased as follows—

CD ^TTR
( ^ fii)

(lii) sin-
(iv)

(qrq^^ j W
qra { qfer or

^ j
f^f&; (Vi) :i^r?qr etc., etc.

The ways indicated above are not exhaostivo
but merely suggestive- In addition fo these, certain

of sentences, constructions# idioms or phrases
must be learnt intensively. Particularly, the Idioma-
tic use of iFRis and particles must be explained
and illustrated in the context of the text by supply-
ing Bflveral examples of similar conalructions in
different contaxtE; end then the pupils should bo
led to arrive at generalization, li should be boma
in mind that such syntactical peculiarlliaB are to bo
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elidted and explained only in
' prose ' lessons and

not tn ' poetry" lessane^ whsrein pupila bsTo to be
led to visualise situations through questions end
answers making senea-appeaL The examples quoted
tn 'prose' lessons may be introduced by saying

^Tur at tha beginning of all of them; and than they

may be connected with the conatruclfon in the text

by sa>dng tfun Mere repellflon of such examples

helps pupiLs to frame the rule by Ihemselyas. As
oral work must precede wrllten work according to

the accepted principles of language-study^ all

syntactical peculiarities will first be introduced

purely through oral work/ and only Imporfant things

may afterwards be written on the black-board. If

examples ol a similar ccsmslmcflon have to be cited,

they should be newly composed by the teacher in

eimple language and on the basts of familiar

experiences of pupila, since examples selected

from the classical literature are beyond their

comprehenaion,

Ccmpounds in Sanskrit are a stumbling block
In the understanding of students. After they have
been Inductively taught in Independent lessouS/

students may be made to diasolvs them orally tn

literature lesson a. The teacher should, of course>

help hiB sludetits when unusually lengthy and diffl’

cull compounds aro met with.. Typical compoundB
in a passage may be written on the black-boaid
wtth thair dissolutions and names. It must here be
boma In mind that compounds can be mastered
more by constant practice in their dlesolution than
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by rules. In short the linguistic aspects to be dealt

with in literature lessons are syntax and the form,

function and etymology of words. Etymology of

wor^s is sometimes helpful in* understanding their

real meanings; yet it should not so exceed its limit

as to bore the pupils and spoil interest The most

important linguistic principle that will always guide

the teacher is that the distinguishing features of a

language are learnt mainly through the imitation

of varied and connected models of the best style/

and that it is needless for the teacher to account lor

each and every form of a word or construction with

the help of rules.S

Though the use of the Sanskrit medium is pre«

dominantly to be made for story-telling/ questions/

answers and explanations in literature lessonS/ it is

not obligatory on every teacher to employ that

medium alone in his teaching. If the aim of teaching

is ultimately to facilitate imderstanding or clarify

meaning/ it is advisable/ in the interest of pupilS/

occasionally to make free use of the mother-tongue

( 1 ) for explaining syntactical peculiarities, (ii ) for

supplying mythological allusions and other in-

cidental information, (iii) for quoting concrete

$ It is worth noting what Goethe says about his own
way of iearning Latin: " t had learned Latin only through

practice, without rule and without system. I neglected the

grammar as well as the rhetoric, everything seemed to come
naturally to me. I retained the words, their formations and

transformations in my ear and in my mind, and I employed

the language wKh ease for writing and talking.

Quoted by iespersen: *How to teach a Foreign Language,*
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illustrations from life, (iv) for elucidating abstract

ideas, and (v) for comparing and contrasting idioma-

tic usages and colloguial expressions in Sanskrit
^

with the corresponding ones in the mother-longue.

At such places tree translation should be preferred

to the literal one. Recourse will, however, be had

to literal translaUon when a Sanskrit sentence

might be very difficult or might contain a linguistio

peculiarity. While thus making a rylional use of

' Translation, ' more attention will have to bo paid

to the idiom of the mother-tongue, so that

the translated matter would read like an ori-

ginal passage in the mother-tongue. The translation

of a compound, for instance, into a complete

sentence is always to be preleired to the iiter^

translation of the same. Every care must, however,

be taken to see that the translation is faithful to

the original Sanskrit passage, and not merely the

sum and substance of it.

(g) Recapitulation—Thus after the detailed

study of a ' literature ' lesson from the viewpoint

of ideas and language, the teacher should recapi-

tulate Ihe whole in a few sentences for creating a

synthetic impression of the same. This recapitula-

tion is just like the * ’ oi Shastris, who tell

the purport (arm) of the matter taught at the end

of their lessons. A topic can be recapitulated by

'asking quasUons to pupils or by ' felling The teach-

er may, therefore, resort either to questions or

'telling' at his discretion. This or recapitulo^

4ion is, however, useiul only in * prose lessons. If
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H ifi adopted in ' poeiry ' lesaona, i) mars the poetic

k I

«=«P«“latto« of tha Bubjact-fflatter
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® *8 l8M0n

Oj in© teacher^ f| necessary,

^ir AFPUCAVON

k
fha 'appIlBatlon' stage

exercises' basedon Ihe matter of the text ere to ba aftemplad by
pupils as fixing devices.' There are several exep
mses that are tnlroduoed at this stage. The
teacher may devise varied and new exercises: or
according lo Ihe nahire olthe texfnal matter, the
eapaclly of pupils and the time at his disposal heaay choose any one of fhe following erercises:-

(1)

The reading of a slory, etc., or dramatixa-,
lion of a dialogue by papila is a kind of
application exercise ' calculated to fix In

their minds the language of the text tn its
connected form. At the end of a ' revision

'

lesson pupils may be askad to reproduce the
story orally in Sanskrit. If quesfionlng has
been well conducted in previous lessons, the
reproducUon of Ihe story by pupils proves
very successful.

(2) Words to the singular number may be
changed Into th© plural, and Wee ve/sa,

(3) Verbs la the present tens© may be changed
into the past or future and Wc© versa,

(4) Words in the first person may be changed
into the second or thud, and Wee vensa.
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Ni B* In tTiercig^es 2^3 and 4 it is necessary io

see whether the changes made ere possible

and sensible according to their contest.

Particular Senskrit seniences selected for

changes may then be repeated with the above
changes,

{5} Active cons true lions may be changed into

paaaive ones^ and vice verso. This eierclse

can be attempted in the ca^e of isolated

sentences,

(6) Subordinate clauses are changed Into

co-ordinate ones, and vice versa.

(7) Synthesis of sentences may be attempted
by making hsb of etc.,

or of ttiid ggiras-

(3) A complex event may be separated into

its component parts or a series of actions, In

the manner of the '* llngtilsttc series' given by
F. Gouin in ^The Art of Teaching and Studying

Languages/

(9) Synonyms of a word as or© scaNered fa

different lessons of the text may be collected

by pupils. In addition to this exercLsa the

loay be used for finding out other

synonyms,

{lOj Particular sentences may be given for

'transformation'. Pupils may bo asked to

express each of such sentences tn as many
ways as possible. Here, the Sanskrit explana^

lion given previously by the teacher becomes

helpful.
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(11) Pupils may decline end coDjugafe impor-
loni nouns and verbs in ih& passage atudiccL
In the ooniuQelion of verbs pupils should use
vuiiable pronouns as subjects before verbs.

(12) Pupila may collect scaltered ezamples ot
the same syntactical peculiarity from various
leasona. Each peculiarity may be taken at
a time. A separate page in the note-book
should be reserved by pupils for collecting
sentences containing the same peculiarity. In
this Way different pages may be devCted to
different peculiarities.

(13) 'Substitution tables' In Sanskrit may be
constructed on the lines laid down ijy H. E,
Palmer in his ' ICO SubeiauUon Tables', Such
tables may be used as application exercises.

(I4j Crude forms of nouns
( ) may

be given, and pupils may tell their genders.

(15) Pupils may lih In the gaps in sentences
by using appropriate words or phrases.

<15J Pupils may use present, past, future and
potential passive participles

1 otc- ) for finite vetbs in

sentences.

<17) Genitive or locative abaolutes may
used in sentences containing the words

etc. Care must be taken
to see that Ihe subject in the absolute con^
atruchon is different from that In ihe
principal sentence.
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tlSj Various compounds ( )
of separale

words in sentences may fao formed^

(19) of aeparale words in sentences may

be fom3ed^^ or words joined with may

be splits

(20) An exercise for 'translation into Sanskrit^

may be oiven* For this purpose, seniencefl

or a passage ^bould be so composed in the

mother-tongue that the pupils would be

leQuired to use in their Sanskrit translation

the same syntactical peculiarities as already

learnt by them In the text*

AT, 3*^A11 exercises are to be conducted through

tho medfuju of Souskrit. Of course# lot many

of Ihe above exercisea the teacher should

select complete sentences from the leit

rather lhan disconnected words.

CONCLUDING REMARKS—

Proper undeistanding of literature depends

much on the knowledge of Idiom and syntax, which

must be explained by the teacher;inductlyaly in tho

context of the text. This procedure need not bo

supposed lo be a promiscuous mixing of grammar

flud Uteraturo in one lesson, since syntax and idiom

cannot be explained and understood except in the-^

proper context of liieralure. This is why Shastrls

explain leri^end the syntactical parts of

t (
a

)
I

||
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grammar, aids by aide with literature rather than
in an taoJaled manner. Furthermore, 'jyntox' mustte distinguished Irom 'aocidence' (declension
and conjugatlnn ) which may admll of iroalmant
independent of ihe context of Jfferature,

Bui unliie ShastrU the foUowera ol tho
Urammar-translafion method in seconderT schools
are found io devote fhelr time and energy more to
accidence than to synfaxr more to the conjugation
of Verna than to the verbal derivatives, more to tbs
second group of con]ugetiong than to tbs first
group, and more to the formation of nouns and
verbs than to their jeady-made forms. While
attempts are being made to popuiariza the study of
fcgiJsh through the Basic Vocabulary, short-sighted
ans rit teachers do no! as yet condescend to

reaXuretha urgency of mlnJmlzfijg the burden of
umiecessary grammafical portions and maiinggr^or subservient io the teaching of literature.
if ba^krit is to be popularised, the Idea of Basto
banakrit wilt have to be worked out. If, again,
practical approach to grammar is to be made inthe Interest of average pupiJs, ihe Irrational order

^ II *U

ll^il anfrjft

fNqqnrhdt
u^jl
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of graminAtical pof lions^ as above^ vrlll hava to bo
ravfirsedj and an appropriate maasura of attention

will have to be paid to syntax, verbal deriTallvef/

formation of the first group of coajogatlona and the

ready-made ^orms of regular nouns and of Home
verbs of the second group*

Up to this time Apte's Guide to Sanskrit Com-
position has been prescribed in the school course

for the study of syntax; but despite the fact that it

is an mdispensable guide to Sanskrit teachers la

Ihe teaching of syntax, it is beyond the capacity of

average pupils in respect of language, treatment

and difficult examples from classical literature*

Studenis cannot, therefore, proceed further than

understand imperfectly a few first lessons of this

book, and are generally left in the dark about

Sanskrit syntax and Idlomalic use of the language.

Another mistaken policy in this respect ts to divorce

the teaching of syntax through this book irom the

regular atudy of literature^ Sanskrit teachers may
here be well advised to use this book for their own
constant reference, and revive their knowledge of

Sanskrit idiom and syntax. Instead of teaching

ibis book in the class they may utHJza the

information contained in it for pointing oui

syntactical peculiarities In the proper context of

literalure actually studied by pupils in the class,

Por introducing * Sanskrit composition * in schools

and colleges on systematic lines, the latter part

of this book is a valuable guide. But this part is

rarely read either by teachers cr by students I In
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the bifonnallan in thts book shoi^d be made
subservient to the teaching ot Sanskrit llteralvire

end composittom The natural result nt alJ the

malpractice described above is that pupils are kept

away ftom real Uterahire, end etan alter

completion ol Ihelr school course they are unable

to tackle the meardrigci a normal Sansktil passage I

The learning ot Sanskrit thus defeats tta own end t

On the other tend, pupils taught by the * ^

methods as the Shastrla assure, are able to construe

by themselves passage a oi normal style from the

or the end from the arid the

after the intensive study oi only one canfo

from any of the five irfraitva. Way, Ihey can attain

as much pioficlency !n hteratuie
( )

as a

graduate can, on/y in tour years which are ordinnri'

iy required for completing the course preUmlnary

to the study ol The pointy therefore, that

needs reiteration is that the teaching of syntax In

the proper context of literature must receive due

attention

-

SYLLABUS IN SANSKRIT
I

After observing and cornparfng In detail the

courses in different sublects prescribed at present

in various vTo^inrra and Sanskrit coliegaa ail over

India, we have been able to ascertain (ha! lha

course in Literature
(

anc
J
Is not stand-
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erdizadi bul varies in point ol duration and the

lelative Imporlence attached Ln It to ijramiiiar. In,

spits ot this diiJereTice, ii Is pos^sibte to note in It

Ihe common features, vyhich will lead us to

standardization,

GenerallT the couteo in literature extends over

a period varying trom four to lii years* Wo can^

iherelore, safely deduce that approximately live

years are quite suJflcleDt for acgufrlng mastery of

the lang\iagep In ih© " course ' of lour years' duration

the la studied lor the knowledge of grammar,

and it really serves ell the practical needs of those

who do riot vrant merely to specialize in grammar,

but desire to devote Iheir attention to the special

study of one of ihe several 5Ji^a like the the

rftrrieT or the 11 the course is extended to live

or six years^ the ia generally studied lor

the last two or three years, which or© reguirfid lor

finlabing the major portion of that work. In the

four years' course the is generally studied

in the second or Ibird year,' either simulfoneously

with literature o^ after the reading of a fair

amount of it for three years. In the course

lasting for five or six years the is taught by

soma Shasfris in fhe second year alter the learning

of pTelimitraiy grammar ( J
and

a few cantos from a inir^FIPT, *be being

taught In the last two or three yearn, as indicotnd

above* Her©, the 55f-tfep(t
taught with the view of

acqu ain ting the pupU with the Pantnian terminology
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in a broad outline: bul this teaching oi the

Ja not prevalent over India. Many Shasilrie are
inclined to exclude the sg^^gfHrom ib© six years'

course and teach the after fhe study of

the In any case we Hud that ths study
of grorzuncf 'os o science is mostly not commenc-
ecf unloss ptipHs hove ^utJi'eof a suiilclent amount
of Ifto/otuFo^ In some parts of India (.Bengal and
N, India J settlno aside the difficult treatment of ihe
Panmian system in the simpler grammatical
treatises like the ?tR^^ or are
widely used,, since they are specially deslgrted for
those vjho want to loam grommar os a meons to
the study of literature. Casea^ however, are not rare
where pupib could study literature orjd even
only with ihe minimutm of crammatlcal Icnowledge
of the ready-made forma of nouns and verbs, case-
relations ( -iiK^

)
and oumpounda

( era—
and This clearly indicates that oil

Shasfiis were noi necessofr/Zy bpit^^s (speciallsla
In grammar J, even though they were piofEclent
An Uteraliira or other xms; and this state of things
well accounts for the existence of amusing gmfrtia
purporting the censure * of orammarlana by the
'

( 3^)
~

f^r^?rcn: u
(sTi) UR:

9JtRi

^IT f^ir
I
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and ntiTRJT.H, and ibo retoflf of the

to boiti ot them, Those who iay undue stress on tho

leachine ol gramroai in Enoliah schools should note
this fact.

The diJferenl types of Itlerature studied In the
*?l??n?fTsare poetry, pross^dranja and ^^3. In 'poetry'

five or aii cantos from each of tha (^5^
R5TTori?fl’i, and

)
are studied;

in 'prose' fabka and romances like the

and are read; in
' drama ' four or five select plays are prescribed,
the choice mostly lalllmj on the

and iiiKiaw; a^d the 'mixed types'

of llteralure like ihe
,

etc.,

which ere more difficult than other types, are taught

at the end. Thorough understanding of the above
representatives of Ckssical Sanskrit is mostly coupb
-ed with appreciation, lor which a standard work
on poetics like the or

is studied at the advanced stage. The
dangers of narrow speclall2atlon era avoided in

this literary course by prescribing along with
tlierature manuals on the

jfhTOT and^^tPft as Ihe ot

or 3T:q^ and ItapS'i^iTi'TT or

(?) m m \

iTT^T^h' nrh jfNssn?. |l

^ ftef n
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cespactively. which maintain Ihe priitciplefl cf

continuity and cOTieitationi oi studies^ and pave Ihe

iv'fi? jot apecialization in ditferent at the

highex stage* Fot the fii^t lour or five years Ibla

cooraa in literature is common to all pupils alike,

bjfollowed by epeclat oouraea in for four

or fiva years moia.
’ From the psychfilogical point of view this

gourae I5 not much ioolty e:scept in the case of pro^

gradation. As literature prominently appeals to

.senses andemotlocBj its reading at the lower stages,

as designed by the Sboatria, is c^to suited to the

papacitios of young pupils^ Yet attention muat

Bs held by them to the necesslly of prescribe

ffig* easy books al the oJemenrary Efage and

Approach to. more dllllcuU works must be

gradual. ' Hera, the Sbastris seem lo have almost

ignored the reading of the end the

Vhicb'have greatly inilusnced the whole of the later

bteratuxe in Its Ideas and form, and the language

of which is more naturab living and suited to fhe

papacities of beginners than Ihet of the latter^

^OThape, the Shasfris do not think ft desirable to

plageb^foie their pupils the language ollbe great

epics, as it deviates Irom the rules of at some

places^. .Such deviations, however, not being rdm
even in the lileralura written after qrPi^, there Is

no adequate reason why selecUona from the fpippi

and the^ should not be studied In the begin-

ning, before the study oi the Again, In a

iew cases, the early beginning of the study of
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'grammar os a science makes the curriculum oi the

*<TT^gjri[S more Loalcalthan psychological, and hence

unsulled In Ihe cepacihca ol children; yet ihm
practice ia not current eTerywheifi. Broadly speak-

ing, this curriculum in literature Is more psycho-*

logical than logical, and is made mors logical

only at the advanced stage. It being, moreover,

concentrated, Ihere is almost no wastage which
is found in the University curriculum. Within the

pericd o( four or five yeors a student of the

qT^^TT^T mssters much more Sanskrit than a gradur

ate can within double Ihe time allotted to it En the

universities. One thing must be borne in mind
here that the pupils oi end Sanskrit colleges

belong mosHy to advanced classes, leem Sanekiit

lor iis own sake, and have to study nofhlrtg but

Sanskrit throughout their course: whereas In

English schools and colleges Sanskrit is taught as
' one among many subjects In the curriculum to the

pupils oi all classes without any difilinotlon.

Nowadays in and Sanskrit colleges,

exclusive useoi the "Lecture Method' is made every-

where in teachingj and the ancient method of

has ceased to be employed. Generally the

medium o! instruction in them is Iho roofher-tonguo

at the elementary and intermediate stages, end

Sanskrit in some cases at the advanced stage. Side

by Hide with Sanskrit explanation at the advenced

stage, Sanskrit commetitariea oi original worts are

BometlmfiS read in the class, so as to encourage

studants to read them “IndepeTidently and get their
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dliiicullies coked by eelf-heip. Iii tha teaching of

liieralure cleaj ucdersfendrng ol lha la more

aimed at than the eynlhaflc apptaoiaMon of their

poetic beauty- Comp/eteEjemorf^/ng and repeated

revisioa of the hooka presorlbed are the oaly

methods of study adopted by students* Thus the

melhods of study and teaching ere predominantly

jn/enaiVe, though the comparative, critical and

hisfcricai methods of extensive study are con*

spicuoua by Ihetc absence* We mush therefore^ admit

that there are in fhe Shesfri melhod a few Haws

Vhlch will have to be removed tor the purpose of

making it suit the present conditions. But its merils

in other respeels, as mentioned above, ter outweigh

its damerits; and In spite of its flaws 11 is far supe-

rior to the methods of teaching Sanskrit as employ-

ed In English schools and colleges* Of course/

taking into account the modest pofiihon of Sanskrit

in the Universily curriculmn, we think that the

merits ot Ihe Shastrl methods can be retained with

advantage even in Engliab Echools and colleges*

The Sanskrit books prescribed for the University

ex&minatlona are almost the same as mentioned

above; yet reform in the methods of teaohlna

Sanskrit is a desideratum*

n

Improvements are, therefore, suggested here

in fhe Sanskrit syllabus for hl^h schools, so as to

enable intelligent as well as average pupils to

receive ihe maximum of the benefit of Ibeir study

of SanskilL Up to the Matriculation Examination the
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course should coinmoTi to flU types of pupUs

olike, and the standard of Saoatril to be attained by

them should ha the imder^iandlngj with the help of

a Sanskrit Dictionary alone- of the type of SanskrU

prcsG contained In the ond a few

simpler poitions of the of

Sat7sknt ver^G in the and a

canto from Ihe and ot a drcuno cf vn^*

efforts In schools should, Iheietore, be conceniral*

ed on developing gradually Ih© ptactlce ot pupils

in conalrulng and understanding ihemseWes passr

ages iroro Uteiature with the Ihorough knowledge

of as much grammar aa is required for understand-

ing Uteralurs-

GRAMMAR

The most essenlial grammaheat portions to be

mastered are—the deqlertsjon ot regular nouns and

prenouna, conjugation in frequent tenses end

moods of the verbs of the First Group ( 1st, 6th

and lOlh conjugations J In detail, and of the Second

Group io a broad outline; Compounds, caee-usages

(
^:iT^ )

and a'few verbal and nominal deiiyatlves.*

' It worthy oi nc-tc whst Lsk^ Tllak, thegre^t Sanskrit

scholsr. wfiTis In « letter addressed to the teacher oE his

5cns about the teaching of Sanskrit, particularly Sanskrit

Grammar

—

Ifistead or taking the boys to learn dry rules or difii-

cult pQrtlonr e g fretiuentalive or dsjiderttlvt, etc. confine

to ordinary declensrons and simple tenses—like the present,

past and futures, imperative and poientUi The knowledge

of other portions may be more or less accurate; but those
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This Qiaciniar ahoiilcl gens rally l>e taxrghi on induc-
tive UneSj the deductive method beiTig resorted to

fn a few Inevitable cases (viz.^ numerals^ docleosjon
oJ nouns ending In consonants, and ^ome conjuga^
tions of ihe aecond group), where there is an ulti-

mate saving of tiine and energy. The thorough
ieaming ol the ready-mode forms of nouns in the

may be reccmmendodi since it b the

most eJfective and time"honoured way of learning

necessary grammar. In the learning of similar

grammatical lorois, use of analogy ( In the forms

of words ) may advantageously be made. Afore
stress should he foid on fhe feochfng of case--

iisogos compounds and syntax ihan on that

ol verbs ond their iormottcn with the Ae/p of
rules. We must remember hero that Sanskrit Iftera-

lure is distingufshod for its Nominal rather than
for the Verbal Slyle, It is, therefore, necessary to

indlut«d above ^houtd be thorough and socurate, so that a

Mudent should find no hesfiatton in an:Swermg any question

in them* A few rules of (cases Govt, i should be

added from Apte's Guide or the Kaumudl. Along with these,

I would continue the reading of Hitopade$h-not continuous-,

but selected portions and learning b/ hesrt the important

verses therein which improves Sanskrit composition. Care

shoiiid be taken that whatever the boys know, they know it

thoroughly and definitely. It matters not If they omit the

complicated portions of Grammar; but they must he able to

thoroughly answer the ordinary questions,

5iT5^ q* anwfqw, ^ ^
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oconomiza ths labour oi the dal ailed teachino oi

verbs. Frequent conjugations f
lenses^ ntood£>

verbal derivatives { present, past, future and po!en*

tial participles ] and nominal derivatives wjlb.

importan i nominal sailixes may be taught induo^

lively in the proper context of literature, using*

dJscTetion in differentiating forms for recognitioii

Iroro those for lonnatton- In theeiaminallon papers,

gussHcns on grammar should consist of exercise®

in syntax, i* e-^ exercises in subatitiiHon, synlhesis;'

iransfoimaUon, change of voice and use of orem-

matLcal forma In sentences rather then the isolated

iorms of words.

Here those, who object to the learning oJ ready-

made granmiahcal forms and favour the teaching

of their detailed formations with the help of rules,

assert that training the pupils In the habit of ac-

counting lor the grammatical forma of words met

with in the language, awakens thought in them and

thus has a high educational value. From the logical

point ol view ah thla is well and good only in the

case of intelligent and advanced students; but

psychological considerations hardly allow us to

agree with these people* As modem paychology

propounds, the treatment of a subject in Ih© case of

beginners or young pupils must be psychological

rather than logical, if it should awaken intrinsic

interest in the subject and love for it* Uudoubledly,

awakening of thought among pupils must always be

kept in view by a teacher; yet it ought to be an end

rather ihan a means. Every conscientious teacher
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attending to the inattnciH, indiTidLfal differences
end needs of pupils must bear in mind that thought
can bo awakened gradually and not premafursly.
Although the purely deduo titre method ol teaching
the orammaticai formation of words mighi be the
only scientitic method from the adult point of view,
long experience has sulllotenlly proved It to be
laborious and disguafing in the eyes of young
pupils. Of course, the learning o| readymade gram,
mat! cal forma much leas laborious and more eco-
nomical than the formation of words with the help
of rules. Again, In Iho teaching of grammar, the
empiric method, which proceeds Irom the particular
to the general, from the concrete to the abstract,
cr Irom examples fo the rule, and v^blch, ll properly
organized, develops fnto ihe ' Inductive Method',
ifi not only far lioirt being unacientlffc, but it poab
tively conduces to IhepuplV interest, better under-
alanding and gradual awakening of thought.

We are al a loss to understand why th© leam*
ing of resdy-made forms in the ihe speedy
means of learning Sanskrit, should be so much
disfayoured by some, II it be supposed that the
repetition of words in the is mecheDicaJ, the
earn© charge can be laid upon abstract grammatical
mles which the pupils learn by heart with little
understanding. According io the modern principles
O! language-study a language can be better learnt
by use and intelligent ropefilion than by rules* 1|

principle fa lianslaied info praollco, ttere
•hould be no objeclton Io the loatning ol teody-
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made fgnos In tha aver that reputed

Shaslria are In perfect agreement with us on this

point; and that the can very v/ell serve the

need of those pupUs who went to be early In-

troduced to Sanslciil litoTalure, Moreover, old

manuficrlpls of belonging to the begin-

nlng of Ihe 17lh centry A. D.^ are eifanl and testily

to Ihe fact that the practice cf leaching ready-made
forms ol nouns is current among us al least ior three

hundred years. Again. 11 is heard lhat there are

Jain manuscrlpls of and which

are still older than those mentioned above. 11 may^
iheiefore, be concluded that this praclfce might
not have conllnued lor so tong a period/ unless it

had been of utility and advantags. It may be
suggested in passing that while la aming by heart

the irregular nouns of lare occurrence

may safely be droppeet

Some people being led by philological and

etymological ccnsideraticns end Iniluenced by

principle that nouns in tha language are derived

from roofs, by undue stress on the teaching of

verba In iha ^school course But what is ihs good
of carrying average pupils, who wani something

humanistic rather ihan formal, through the meander-

ing and bewildering process ol the detailed iorma-

hori of verbs? To enable pupils to account for

verbal forma In the ligbi of rules, so as lo encourage

ihought, might posseEs a high educational value in

the opinion of some people; but fhfs is a process

involving ratiocination and is suitable only lor th^
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pupils that have reached the conceptual le'veh We
must here adoiil (hat some tenses and moods are
simpler and more useful than others. Yet It is

advisablsj for all practical purpose to observe a
clear dlatlnchon between detailed formation and
recognition^ and to acouire mostery over important
portions. For instance,, the Second Group of

Conju^atfona^ Perfect ( third person only), Aoriat,

etc., should bo reserved tor recoonition cnly^ as
they are found difficult by average pupils. If* how-
ever, the claims oi etymology as furihering the
cause of the mother-tongue fas strongly put foilh,

the following compromifla may be eiiecied.

As the roots of the First Group of ConjugatjoTin
far oulnumber those of the Second Group and are
more frequent to literature* they are more tm'
portant than the 1alter.S The verbs of the 'aecondl

group* may be broadly learnt for recognition; yet
for some of the verbs of ihat group, verbs of the

£ A^ordir>^ to the of the ttumhsr of
roots in each of the two groups 1$ as follows-

—

First Group Second Group
Conj. No, Conh No,

1 1035 2 72
4 m 3 24
6 156 £ 35
iO 410 7 25— S 10

1741 9 6|

227
Thus the total number of roofs in the Sanskrit laacusee

3s 1968,
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^ Jirst ’ having Iho same moaninQ may ba

used by pupils In Iholr composlHon, Fqr all these

Fea&oiis the {Qrjnotion d the ve/iis of the First

Group, which is ols^^ comparo lively easy^ may bo

advontaceously taught in lour or five lessona with

the help oJ rules, so os to give pupils the Ideo that

many words in Sanskrit and woTds In the

mother-tongue can bo derived from Sanskrit tools.

It may incidentally be retnarked here that the
*
first

-group ^ ol confugations can be taught inductively

and In a montier more simplified^ organized

and synthetic than in ihat adopted at present.

This teaching of the Mirat group' will further

prepare ground lor the foaching of verbal deriva-

tives, which are more Imporlanl and frequent in

Sanskrit than the actual lonns of finite verbs r The

knowledge of the verbal derivatives of the ' first

group ' will stand pupils in goo^sl^sd while iorming,

from the roofs of the ' second group psrlloiplesj

which may preferably and idiomatically be used by

average pupils lor Ihe finite verbs of the same.

This is one of the reasons why the 'second group'

ol conjugations should be prescribed for recogni-

tion only. ThuSj tbs knowledge of Ihe lUst group
'

of conjugations might, no doubt,, help one to oarry

on the etymological study of the mother-tongue.

Yet, flo much etymological aspect to Ihe teaching

of grammar Is quite suificienl in schools, and

IntsBigenl students, if they have any aptitude for

olymolGgy or philology, might give It Iree scope

in their 'college course' as well as in later Ufa. But

in the case of average pupllS/ who geneiolly do
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not want to bother Ihenm&lves about Ihia Hnd ot

wort, ih© learning ot ready-made forms tn th©
may be recommended without beeitatlon.

Kobody can ejcpeot, even It he wishes, all pupils
to turn out philologists under the present system^
Why should then the majority of pupils, who ar©
in need ni the iiesh and blood of ideas in lUeraluio
ba ridden to ii, Without any distinction and be
forced against Ihelr will to rest safisffed with the
dry bones of toTmel grammar ? If the whole school
course fn Sanskrit be framed wUh the Vitw of

developing the tendency ot pupils to onoiyss words
and derivtj Ihem bom their rool-£tems< it is bound
to be rigid and firesome, and the pupils, fn that

tneaflure. being kept away from the reading of

Jlferafure, are naturally inclined to bid farewell to

SanekHI, Language- learning in the school course,
at least, ehoofd be sytilbeUc rather than analytic, it

it should be interesting and realiy beneficial.

fn oroer to give a deftnite Idea of what has been
said cbove tn general about the teaching of grani'
mar and to enable one to ascertain what portions
are quite necessary for tha understanding of liter*

ature, II js propcatd here to get down in a graded
manner fbted grenirnatfcal porfions fo be finished
In each standaid. Though the portion prescribed
for Std* HI is very small, the procedure lo bo
followed in it is pfurposely described in delaihso as
to remove vagueness as to how one should pjoceed
at the beginner's stage. In the case ol the conju-
gation of the ' second group ' and the declension of
Irregular words, actual bsts oi Important roofs and
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words# whose ready-mode forms should be learnt#

are given. Those roots and words ore quite sufilcl*

ent ior all practical purposes Stress on those roots

and irregular words and on the third person of the

Perfect will, it Is hoped# relieve pupils of the drud*
geiy and tedium of learning unessential things.

The other more important or less important portions

are indicated at their proper places. The portions

of grammar to be done in each standard ore as

follows

—

STAND^BD III

In order to create a proper attitude towards
the subject and to supply a systematic basis for its

learning, it is advisable to begin Sanskrit in Std. Ill

of High Schools. The teaching of Sanskrit should

start with complete sentences in conversational

lessons on familiar topics, through which the pupils

will be acquainted with the structure of a Sanskrit

sentence. For this purpose nouns, pronouns#

adjectives# verbs and indeclinables of frequent

occurrence will be used gradually as parts of

sentences lor conversatiozu The inflexional nature

of Sanskrit will be made known by introducing in

sentences the forms of words in all Rr^if^s in a

graded way and by making clear their

relation through actions. The ^^-relatlon will be

the most important fact to be impressed on the

minds ci pupils and the ready-made forms of
'' action '-verbs in the present tense will occupy a

modest position in a sentence so as to sub-
serve the ^^-relation. Thus the idea of the
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Etructura of a S^skrit sen^eTtca is to ba given
exolusivalif through conveisaUonal lessons, b^
introducing gtaduan7 several synlactjcal parts of

thot senfenca. Of course, behind those conversa^
ttonel lessons there will b© a graduated grammatical
scheme; yet Ihe lessons vvill be composed * ami
conducted fn such a way that the pupJls will leom
the fundamentals of the language without being
conscious of the iacl that there Is a grammallcal
scheme behind what they 1barm After a fair number
of such lessons have been finished, the paplls will

be acquainted, bit by bit, with Ibe grammatical
scheme underlying them* Here, the function df
c*3S3 ( )

In a Sanskrit sentence is the most
important aspect to be taught, and first of aU, Ih©
luncUons of the nominative and accusative cases
serving the purpose of the subject and the object
respectively will be well imprersed on Ihe minds ot

beginners. The pupils' grammatical knowledge of
the mother~tonQuo should here be advantogeously
utilized for comparison and contrast, since the
molher-'tongue contains the same number of

as Sanskrit, and differs only In respect of the number
of Then the ready-made forms of words as

already learnt In Ihe conversational lessons will be
classified and tabulated, with the help of pupils,

according to their different f^irfes and When

* I mjrjejf have oemposed about tvmty such conversa-

tional Ifcssons, which were conducted in Std* III by B, T*
students under my guidance in the S, M* T. T* College*
Kolhipur, for four consecmive years v/Uh much 3uceess.
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this wiJ] be done, the pupils will realize Ihe utility
ot learning by heart the ready-made forms in the

After such conversational lessons and
the explanation of their grammatical ( eyntacfical)
scheme, lessons comprlBing connected descriptions
and BfCries may be begun. The grammatical schaine
that will tindcrlis the conversational lessons for
beginners Vfill be as follows—'

(a) NQuiis-^Uouns denoting concrete objects
and ending in ^ ( maac. and neuter \ and ( feml* J

should he ta^en ai this stage. Or, 11 they are
abstract nouns, they should preferably be
words ( Sanskrit words used in fhe mother-tongue ).

While declining thoie nouns the principle of
analogy may be adopted lor pointing out the simi*
larlty of forms and thus facilitating memory-work.
Nouns should be taught In association with the
forms of [%ij^

(b) -Pronouns—All the forms of are
very useful for conveisatlonal purposes^ yet the
forms ofaf

j ^ and ^ in all carr also be
taught easily by using the principle of analogy In
the case ol similar forms. Only very common and
useful forms of and may be taught in

conversation.

(cj Acfyecfives^Common adjectives ending in

sr may be selected. Pupils may be shown that

adjectives in Sanskrit agree with the nouns they
qualify in caesj gender and number unlike those In

the mother-tongue. Here, adjectives In the mother-
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tongue may fae contrasted wilh these m Sanshril*

Numerals from one lo ien can bo taughl by actually

counting things. Forms ot ^
nominative case and all genders can b« used In

conversational lessons and easily learah Declension
oi these in the other is unnecessary,

Adleclives may bo taught In associalfon with words
lit© WiT?l, oto^

(d) l^^erbs—As verbs denoting physical actiona

can be taught by actually performing actions^ they
may first be Introduced. E^islinguishing features of

difterent coixiuga lions need not bo observed at this

etagon The present tense and imperative mood
{ 2nd person only ) ot the ready-made forms of such
verbs may be introduced so as to give a brood idea
of verbs. Such verbs may be conjugoled by analogy,
vdthout entering Into *he details ot formation. The
forms of ( present tense and imperafivs mood

)

may be used along with the forms of in ques-

tions ashed to elicit verbs,

( e) Inds^clfnables-— Ths most common ones
should be used in lessons- Concrete adverbs can
be taught by performing actions and by modulation
ot voice In converaation* They may again bs taught
in aagoclallon with

fS: stc-

From this gramma fical scheme of conversa*
iional lessons it need not be supposed that the
course for the third standard would be made too
much grammalicaL In this scheme the formation
of verbs has no place. The verb in Its ready-made
Jorm will occupy in a sentence the modest position
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ol aubsarrinij the ^mx^-relfttion of several words

which are of dtilerent parla oi speech. II will^

therefore, bo bund Ibat in e Sanskrit sentonco

InJlecled words other than thoverb— partfcularly the

subject and the object— wit! hold a pfominent posi-

tion. For understanding Ihoae words and their

relations nothing mote is required than the simpler

aspects of the Qrammar of the mother-tongua# vi^#

the knowledge ot dilterent parts oi spoechj

qender, number and person. Pupjla beolnning to

learn Sanskrit must be presumed to possess at

least this much knowledge of the grammar ol their

mother-tongue. Thus fhe grammatical scheme set

forth here is mainly based upon the fondamentals of

the grammar of the mother-tongue. Unless it ia

OBcertalned that pupils possess this minimuin of

the vernacular grammarr Sanskrit cannot be begun

welL The grarnmuttcal scheme given above ia^

therefore, not at all beyond the capacity of pupils.

What the bsglnnerfl In Sanskrit have here to do,

after ihe conversational lessons are finished, la

simply to claaaify, tabulate and learn by heart,

according to and the terms of words

already drilled in lessons. This slight grammatical,

or rather syntactical, aspect will prepare a good

grounding for the study of Sanskrit. Moreover,

all the forms of and other Interrogative words

being introduced in conversation, will acquaint

the pupils, from the very beginning, with Ibo

typical queslion-forma in Sanskrit. Those gnesilon-

lorms are.occordiagfo fhe ndhpensa-
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bjetotbe methodicaJ development of'literatuie'

lessons through the medium o( Sanskrit: and il

fhoy are introduced irom the beginning, pupils,

instead of giving mechanically Sanskrit answers to
Sanskrit questions, will give them with understand-
ing and intelligence. As the beginner's stage in the
study of Sanskrit is so very important, things to be
taught in Std. Ill have been given here in detail.

STANDARD IV

(a) Declension of regular nouns and adjectives

ending In vowels, of the pronouns
^
37^

and and of the first five numerals —The
may be freely used for learning the ready-

made forms of all of them.

(b) Conjugation of roots of the 'first group’ (let,

4lh, 6th and 10th ipis-both the vts ) in the present

and past
( )

tenses, and in the imperative

and potential moods.—This may be taught in detail
with the help of rules on inductive lines. The first

and the sixth qqs may be taught together for com-
parison and contrast. Forms of other roots of the
same qqs may be learnt from the

(o) The passive voice and gijqqs may be taught

just after the teaching of the present tense in both
the

(d) Past possiveparticiples (with ^),indeclina-

ble participles
(
with fqr, q, gq.

)—Past passive

participles may be introduced after the teaching of
After broadly knowing the rules for their
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formation^ their ready-made forms may be learnt

from the

(e) and a few w?a»{«P^8.change

of ^ to may be begun after the pupils

have been able to recognize readily the forms of

nouns, verbs and ^r^s, since the knowledge of the

grammatical forms of words is quite essential to the

splitting of Examples of epEfS may be selected

from the ' reader ' and rules may be derived

inductively from them. It must be remembered hero

that the knowledge of is required more for

splitting than for making them. Moreover, are

optional in a Sanskrit sentence.*

STANDARD V

(a) Declension of nouns ending In consonants,

and of numerals fioro 5 to 20,—Formation of

nouns may be taught In a broad outline with the

help of oq^RePqs. Alter this the ready-made forms

of nouns may be learnt from the

(b) Confugation of roots of the ' second group *

(2nd, 3rd, 5th, 7th, 8th and 9lh irs ).—In the case

of all these trs except the second, formation may

optionally be taught; but It may be taught in a

broad outline^ assigning one lesson to eachjpi.

In the case of the 2nd rpn, however, no formation

should be taught, as It involves many intricacies

• Pr?lT to I

3 ^ 11
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baiilino tho pupils# It may be said t(i general that
the ready-made forms of only the following common
roots of the second group may be leamt by pupils
from the

2nd arm, aif^ +

3rd TTcr-^, 41, Vi and ff.

5th r|uf_3fn^ 51^^ and

7th rm-^, and

8lh TTOt--? and

9th *T|^, ST and

N. B.—The number of these roots may be lessened by

dfoppEng those for which rocu of the 1st group* having the

same meaning* can be used..

Co) Past active participles^ present puticiples

and potenlial passive paitiolplea.

(d) and compounds; use of and grf,

Ce) Examples of the idiomatic use of aa

they occur in literature, may bo collected and their

rules may be Inductively Iramed# A smell begin-
niitg should be made in this respect#

STA^^DABD VI

(a) Declension of only the following irrogular

words-qft, sft, i?n;,

HI^
, 5?q

,
and

Ready-made forms of these words may be
learnt from the

(b) a broad idea may be given#

regarding them need not bo learnt ); (imt
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future { a broad idea shoiald be given ); second
future and conditional; perfect or t only the

third person should be taught, ea the remaining two
persons are of tare occurrence jn llteralure );

important causals,

(c) and si^infbrR compounds,

(dj Perfect and future paTticfp]eB;!otbei Import-^

ant numerals ( partlculaily, every tenth one ); use

of and

(a) idiomatic use of should be taught aa

before in the context of literature,

STANDARD VU
(a) Aoriflt

( ),
desiderative, denomina-

tive, benediclive end frequentative forms (aUtor

recognition only).

(b) Common affixes and feminine bases,

(c) Idiomatio ub» of l^(%:s and particles* and

other important aspects of syntax. These should be
taught in the context of literature as before.

hi. B.^lt must be noted here that ai7 ^^mnnwir''

are to be conducted rArtwirA ths medium oftht

LITERATURE

In the teaching of literature, use of Sanskrit

questions and Sanskrit explanation, In the manner

of Sanakril common farles foliowing Ihe

should be made, the mother^tongue being, of

course, freely used (or explaining abstmee ideas or

linguistically difficult portions, and for the teaching

of grammar. Students" comprehensfon of Sanskrit

texts may be tested in Ihe examination by asking
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iham parllaUf to fronslat© tnlo tha mothex-lonqua
and partially to paraphraaa in Sanakril Like Iho
Sanskrit cominsiitarias (at Iho advancod stags only).

MEMORIZING

Good and loud raadtng of connected passagaa
from lltarotoro shodd b© atioonraged Irom tha
OinnlQg; and select poasages from literotere should
he got learnt by heart, so that aaalrallalioti of lari'

guage, would be facilitated and vocabulary bo
fixed. If must bo remombarod her© (hat tor accjuLr*

ing commaDd over a language the iatelligent
memorising or ' learning hy heart ' of select pass-
ages ( prose and poetry ) from lUerature is one of
the best meons.* The proseivi educational policy
of diacouragtng any kind of raemoriziiig is certainly
not Although unintelligent memorizing may
be discouragedji^ there is no plausibla reason why
Intelligent memorizing may not be resorted to as a
method of study. In this cose, atudenta must be led
to know what things should be learnt by heart.
They may bo encouraged to momoriz© coimocfed
passages rather than disconnected, lengthy word-
lists. The mastery of Sanskrit can be acquired
more eosily by fhb intelligent memorizing than by
'Translation into Sanskrit V which is an up-hii
task lor a majority of pupils,

• It is worth/ or note what 1-tsing, a Chinese traveller
of the 7th century A. sa/s about the Indian method of
memoriring

—

** In India there are two traditional ways by which one
can atuin to gre»t intellectual power. First!/, by repeatedly
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TRANSLATION INTO SANSKRIT

This Ironalfltlon, which is rarely attempted in the

examination by pupils Joi want oi sulflcient know-

ledge ol Sanskrit vocabulary# Idtom and syntax*

which results in the mechanical process of putting

word lot word, and which did not at all iind Us

place in the Sbaatri method# shotild bo dropped.

It the University, with the purpose of testing the

etudenfs' knowledge of Sanskrit* still requires

them to translate into Sanskrit# this translation

should not be taught until the pupils have mastered

e sufUdent amount of Sanskrit vocabulary and

syntax. It should be taught only during the last

two years of the school stage on the following

approved lines:—

In the beginning# an ortginal and connected

Sanskrit passage suiting the capacity of pupils

may be translated by the teacher into the mother-

tongue or English end may be given for re-transla-

tlon into Sanskrit, The pupils may read this English

or vernacular passage silently once or twice for

catching its general drift. Two or three ques Ilona

in Sanstril may be asked by the teacher to prepare

ground and ascertain whether the pupils have

committing to memory the inieilea is developed; secondly

the alphabet fixes one’s ideas. Uy this way* after a practice of

ten days or a month, a student feels his thoughts rise Ilka a

fountain, and can commit to memory whatever he has once

heard fnot requiring to be told twice]. This is far from

being a myth, for 1 myself have met such men,*'

— A Record of the Buddhist Religion,
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underafood the general drift. Pgpila msy Ihen fee
asked to franslat© the passage mentally for a short
tfine; and while they are doing so^ a few Sanakrlt
egutvalents or phrases may be supplied by the
teacher at the places where the pupils cannot use
proper expressions. Here, the difficulties of pupils
must be anticipated by the teacher and solved
then and there. After this mental translation the
pupils may be led to make a co-operative effort
fo franalote the passage orally. The teacher should
now guide the pupils and conduct detailed oral
discussion In the molher-tongue on various aspects.
Each senlence wiU now be attempted in the light of
the general sense* This oral discussion would com^
prise the use of particular Idfoma and compounds,
synthesis of clauses, various ways of expressing the
same idea, use of participles, particles, passive
Voice, the locafive or genitive absolutes, etc. In
this way all Important aspects of Sanskrit syntax
may bo discussed fn the class. This oral discuasiou
wUI bo followed by the ivrifing of translation In a
connected form by pupils under the supervision
of the teacher. Ortho teacher should write the
translation on the black-board, the pupils supplying
sentences oi their own one after another. After
the translation of Ike whole passage la finished,
tho teacher should pirosent the original Sanskrit
passage for comparison. In this comparison belter
^resglona of the original will be noted by pupilg.
pus two or three periods may be devoted to th&
translation of each passage. A few such eiercisea
would give pupils Insight Into the art of Irenalatlon*
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It would ba belter If the teacher would In the

beQinnino select for re-translation a Sanskrit

passaQS already studied by pupils in the text. This

would induce pupils to assimilate the lanQua^je of

the text. Alter sufficient practice in this retransla*

tion^ independent passaQes In the molher-tonQue or

English may be given for translation Into Sanskrit.

Here also oral discussion will play an important

part as before.

SANSKRIT COMPOSITION

In the place of Translation Into Sanskrit, Sans-

krit composition, imitative of the textual language

and helping its proper assimilation should be

beneficially introduced in schools. This composition

in the school stage should be of the nature of exer-

cises reproductive of the passages studied in the

text and should mainly consist of descriptions,

stories, summaries and expansion of ideas in

in a graded form. Use of Sanskrit questions

should amply be made for the oral development of

the theme, and several pupils should be made to re

peat correct answers^so as to facilitate their 'written*

composition, which would naturally follow detailed

oral discussion. At the elementary stage suitable

pictures may be used as aids to the oral develop-

ment of the theme. In colleges free or original com-

position may be attempted. People, who hava

never tried such exercises, can have no idea as to

how it is simpler than Translation into Sanskrit,

more conducive to the learning of idiomatic lan-

guage, and a sure test of the puplTs knowledge of
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SanskriL Of course. In esaminoaona, onswars to
questlonB on compoaition will have to bo written

Sanskrit, Even if w© suppose that students will,
as usual, cram such Sanskrit material ready-mad©
irom their oxidation guides. It will ullimatoly bo^ehcial and not harmful, slnco they will iearn
ti? heart so much of connected Sankiit matter.

Reform In the Sanskrit syllabus for schoola
should thus bo efiocted> ao that intorilgent and
average students would both profit by it, wouldret^ the knowledge of Sanskrit, though limited,
ns the surrender value of their school course, and
would use that knowledge for advanced study athome or in colIogsB,

III

Hero, some enthusiostB assert that the teaching
ot Sanskrit up to the Matriculation Examination will
have thua to be adapted to the needs ol average
pupils, ond hence this low standard of the know-
edge of Sanskrit wIU be detrimental to the produc-
tion ol great Sanskrit scholars with genuine 'Cla^si-

standard
ofSima^lwdlbe quite inadequate to the higher
bansknl studlee to b© continued in coHegea,

of thfa view, being taught Sans-
krit by the Grammar-translation Method, which isnow out of date In Europe, are generally ignorant
of the efficacy of the Shastr* method oven under
changing conditions. They, moreover, proiess to
maintain progressive spirit by odvooating the his-
iorlcal, critical and comparotive methods or the
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flcieniiJic? Western methods oi research in Iheliigher

Sanekilt studies. They, however, ore so consenraliva

in their attitude towards the methods of iuvenila

teaching, that they betray Iheir ignorance of the

natural and psychological methods of teaching

cloasical languages, aa recently developed In

Europol They are lurlhet found to eraphaBise

the use oi the English medium in Sanskrit etudi^ss I

It Is inconceivable, under these circumstances, how

great Sanskrit scholars with genuine 'classical

spark' ara to be produced, when the predominance

ol the EogUsh medium is still to be continued at

the sacrtlica ot the intensive study ot original

Sanskrit worts I

Really, the standard ot Sanskrit sat up above in

the syllabus for the Matriculation Examliiation need

not be conEidered low, if a matriculate, who has

undergone that course, would ba able to understand

by Ball-help verses from the end

prose passages of the lype of the

If this level would really be reached, it would be a

sound preparation for the higher study of Sanakilt

in the college stage. To be true to facta we can*

not help remaiklng that even this level is not reach-

ed by the matriculatea of the present day, more

time being devoted to obscurities in grammar than

to the practice of reading and understanding litera-

ture. This undue alress on unnecessary gramma-

tical portions dissipates the energy of pupils In

attending to non-essential things, obstructs thorn

from raaeloring even the minimum of the moat
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esaonHd ^rbons of grammor, and keeps themWant of even the bade facta ( People, who have

^ perspecUve of (he fhioga thai can and must beknown in the achool stage, who do not take intoaoMuni the secondary place and short time allotted
to bansltif, who have no definite idea of the stand-
ard of Sansbfl to be reached fn the school course,
end who have vague nolions about the aim of
Sanskrit teaching and the chief poin Is Io be more^sed than others for achieving that aim, ore

gfvan above.
u y If deffnii© views about the probtem of Sanskrit

teaching ought to be formed, a definlta standard of
Sanskrit to be reached in the school stage ought tobe set up; and thoughtful persons will, of course,
agree to our proposed syllabus. It is iu tile to set
up, only In fmaglnetlon, a high standard, which hasnevOT been reached nor can be reached in actua-
Uly by average students; and if is certainly criminal
to concentrale one's energy only upon intelligent
students at the eipansa of so many average ones,
the Mender value ' of whose sludy of Sanskrit
to neghg^lble imder the present circumstances.The ProUem ol Sanakiii reoching is concerned
more with average pupih than with inteliigeat
ones, and nre here seek to oopalarize the study ol

by s^ahtog lor more interesting, moretnt^ive and more econamioof woys and means

t /«riod. If need
be, Indfvfduol study or spectol coaching may boresorted to by intollloont students desiring to bo
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epeclallats. But in schools wclj as In coUegos
motbods of ' group teaching ' beLno mofe im-

poitont than those of Individual Htudy, ft is highly

imperative under the existing order to adopt the

former ones for supplyIng the needs of average

students. If the aforesaid standard of Sanskrit vrlif

be actually reached by average pupils along with

intelitgent ones, then and then only the aim of

Sanskrit teaching in the school stage will have
been achieved. The mistake usually committed In

setting up a high standard is that of geneializing

from the apectallBi's point of viev/ about average

students also, and of presuming what is easy for

inteHigent students to be egually so for average

ones. This mistake Is the sole cause of making

Sanskrit a detested and unpopular subject.

We shalh however I set aside the case of so

many average students, who somehow pass their

Matriculation Exoroinotlon without developing their

power to understand a normal Sanskrit passage in

prose or verse and discontinue their higher edu*

.catiortr being destitute of the joy o{ Sanskrit Uteia^

ture. We shall now see how higher Sanskrit studies

ere conducted in Colieges. The Indian Universities

resting mostly on the European methods of exten-

aive study have given undue promlnencs, as Indi-

cated above, to the medium of English in Sanskrit

studies, though in the school stage the mother-

iongua can now be used as the medium of instruc-

tion. It is no use denying the fad that this

foreign medium baa given a serious set-back to
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real Sanskrit scholarship or to higher Sanskrit
sludles.$lQ order to meet tha University re qfuiremerits
Sanskrit te^rt-booka with English notes, English
translations and English Introductloiis are being
supplied in plenty, with the Inevitable result that
students acgmt Ihemselves well In fha University
e^amina lions by simply reading this English mate<
rial to the exclusion ol the study of original texts*

Even If we suppose that Sanskrit texts are read, the
attention o I students la directed more to the sum
and substance than to Ihe detailed study of the
original. Thus the intensive study of Sanskrit texts
being thrown overboard, sense for ihe subtle sug*
gestion and beauty of Sanskrit expression is rarely
developed among sludsnts. Weedleaa to add here
that Sanakrit commanlarles, which many times
Illuminate one on Important poinls and help one
to enter Into the spirit of the origineh ore rarely
read. Why should partial usa of iha Samkiit
tnedlum ba not made In Arts Colleges for the ez-
plana iion of Sanskrit Texts, so as !o encourage the

$ ' In this
[ British

] system of education the ‘plsee of
prominsnw h naturally assigned to the study of English
Literature and of European Science and Philosophy, the
medium of instruct Ion for which was English, Indian Classi-
cal languages and Indian Vernaculars were admirled only to a
secondary place In the curriculum; and as the medium
of instruction even for these Inifan languages was required
lo be English, It (s easily conceivable thsi not much progress
In the higher Sanskrit ic studies v/as normally possible under
the system,

"

” Ur, S K+ Belvaikaf—l^oon^ Sanskrit College 'Prospectus^
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study oi Sanskrit commentaries among students 7
Thoae v/ho know lha psychological principle that

oral use of a language makes lor its unconscious

assimilation and develops a proper attitude of

students towards learning it, and those who have

witnessed some reputed Fandita eifectively using

the Sanskrit medium in Arts Colleges, wilt realize

the importance oi this point* But in the eyes of

many educated people, to use the Sanskrit medium

for Sanskrit leaching even in Ihe higher etudlea is

' to flog a dead horse '
1

In the Sanskrit examinations of the University

those who know English mors than Sanskrit are

found to gain an advantage over those who know
Sanskrit more than English* Students are generally

expecied to know externa/ fads about a text booL
rather than file text itself. Loud and good reading

in Sanskrit Is scaticely attended to from the lowest

to the highest stage? and ft is only occasionally

thot one comes across even University graduates

who can reed aloud a Sanskrit passage with conft-

dance, flawless pronunciation and lluency* There

le very litile scops for original Sanskrit oomposition,

^d the tianatatlon of unseen passages In examine*

tlon papers, if tt can be callad ' composition ' et

all, is rarely attempted by a majority of students

thinking It to be a hard rvul to crack*

The fltudy of grammar as a science, which may
advantageously be commenced in colleges ralher

than in schools, is scarcely cared for In the htghei-

etudlea, though the University of Bombay hae
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recanily prescribed three from the

^5^, Yiz,^ nnd for the B. A* ( Hons-

)

ExaminaUon. As the is very useful for the

intelligent reading of Sanskrit literature and for

correct Sanskrit compoBiifon/ there is much pro-
priety In praficriblng it. There ia also propriety in

prescribing the as it serves the purpose

of on introduction io the whole grammatical
science^ though it coti tains a fevr q;^8, the full

Implicallons of which cannot be understood by
students, unless they have read the major portion

of the But there is no propriety in

preacribiug the qf^rn*iTJra^, for the understandtng

of which many ^s from the portion not prescribed

have to be quoted with examples; and even though
such unknown ^s are quoted and explained In

detail^ It is natural for the students not to under-

stand them perfectly and be somewhat bewildered^

are the rules of interpretation having a

wider application to many unknown It can,

iherefore, be aflirmed that they cannot be clearly

comprehended, unless the students have gone
through Iho major portion ot the This

point ought to have been considered weU before
tbo qfiqiNmi'jt was prescribed.Moreover, In prescrlb-

ing nothing oi grammar during ihe first two years of
college education and in abruptly prescrlbliig three
iT^^rua from the for the B, A. Examinalionj

there is no gradation or continuity of any kind We
Ihink that sludenis would be more benefited, if the
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or the would be prescribed contl*

nuously from the beginning of th® college course
up to the B. A. ExamJnaifon^ end would be flnE&bed
by instolmente in four yearn. Of coursa^ trfc?pris

occur in the or also; yel they can
be studied there In the prop&r context of the g^s to

which they opply. Hence ihs students are expect-
ed lo underafand them at their proper places-

From all that has been said above it will be
found that the study of grammar \s, on the whola^
negtected In the college course. It is not then asto-
nishing that many students are not found to possess
an accurate knowledge of the atcucture and Idiom of

the Sanskrit languageThus the University graduates

can supply a fund of information about Sanskrit

litorafure^ even though they have a little knowledge
of Sanskrit Itself I A strange convention has been
established st the university examinations that ans^

wers to all questions except the one for ^Translallon

Into SonakriV have to be vrriHen in English I Why
should students be not expected to answer a few
questions In Sanskrit composition and not asked to

write their own Sanskrit commentary on the por-

tions in the text, In imitation of reputed commenta-
tors ? Why should thus the study of Sanskrit com-
ment erfrs along with original texts be not encourag-

ed to raise the slondard of real Sanskrit scholar-

ship ? But without iuHy judging bow Sanskrit

compositton is easier than * Ttanslatlon into Sans-
krit/ and how the SanskTlt medium is more natural
congenial and akin to the mother-tongue than
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Engllah/ every such reform in Sanskrit teaching Is

thought to be ambitious and unnatural.

At the beginning the intentions of the Indian

Universities in framing the higher Sanskrit courses

were to train students in the Western methods of

extensive study, otherwise nsmed-'^ the crllicab

historical and comparative methods. The students

were expected to apply those methods to Oriental

learning and become research scholars. It must be

remembered here that the number of such scholars

is bound to be very small, end that the msiority of

students are more interested in tha appreciation of

the beauties of Sanskrit literature than in research

work. The date and history of a particular author,

the sources and literary merits of his work^ the

relative place and value of that author tn the

whole literature, the propriety of various readings

in the text, the dlacrlralnatlon between the

true and false statements of that author, the

comparison of the views of different enrihors,

end the interpretations supplied by different

commentators—are the chief topics of study, on
which questions are usually asked at the university

examinations. There Is nothing to find fault with

them except tha fact (bat undue importance is

attached to them in examinations and that the

details of those topics are supplied in colleges
through ready-made English notes without doing
full justice to the Sanskrit texts. This is principally

the training in methods rather than the learning of

the language and the subject-matter of text-books.

Even in the case of the subfect-matter, students aer
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nior© Argiiftlnted with the viawa and intarpmiations

of Woatarn acholoia than with tha traditional Hindu

outlook, which Is cenaraliy diacaidad as narrow

and irrational, Judlcioua usft oI tha viawa and

ctitlclam of Woetern echolors muat, of oour&o, bo

made to keep ortesoli abreaat ot them and to have

a wider outlook o! thing^h But as the case stands,

it seams that the detailed and exact knowledge of

Sanskrit, as is possassed by the Shaalrls, is not sup-

posed to be necessary ior carrying on chronolc?oi-

cal researchas in Sanskrit Uteralure* The research

scholars who are more equipped with the biatoricab

critical and comparative outlook ot things than with

the Sanskrit languega judge what Shaatric works

or authors of o particular period would ba useful

for their research in a paihcuiar branch, and Ihe

Shastria are asked to expiain the definite porhona of

tho3Q works, calculated to bo important, to the

reaeorch scholars, who aiterwords PuUd their

edillce on all the facts collected. This tendency

IB perhaps, due to the importance attached more

io the chronology of Sanskrit Uteratuie than to

the other aspects of its study in the first three

or four decades of Oriental reaeorch- The naium/

/esu/f of this undue sUess on the Wesfem methods

of extensive study is the negligence of th^OrimtaJ

jEefhods of intensive study. This fact leads the

reaoerch scholara to seek the substantial help of

the Hindu Pandits, whose intensive study of onginoi

Sanskrit works ever enables thetn to elucidafe the

xiiootles of original texts. But for the old of the
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Shastria $ it would almost be impossible for the
research scholars to understand dillicudt Sanskrit
texts and to collect the raw material or data of their
research work^ which passes for ' original work

'

simply on account of the English medium employed.
It is^ however, a great pity that the humble Shastrls
are rarely credited with this research work, only
because they are usually taken to be bigoted,
ignorant of modem critical methods and hence
unable to reach generalixations of wider applica-
tion. The modem research scholars thus get wide

. publicity, while the poor Shastris, who help them
in solving textual difficulties and supplying material
from various original sources, have to remain in
obscurity I

With due deference to the modem methods of
critical end historical research and with due credit
to the valuable dictionaries, indexes, catalogues of
MSS., principles of textual criticism, deciphering of

$ (a) “ They (the Shastrls) have a depth of knowledge,
which a modern scholar does not possess. They study one
subject, go deeply Into it, and can give substantial help to
modern scholars. " —Dr. R, G. Bhsndarkar.

(b) "Any modern Savant will admit that but for the
Pundit his own achievements would have been Impossible, 'i

—Dr. Ganganath Jha.

(c) " From a purely scientific point of view, It Is desir-

able to preserve living specimens of the traditional system
of learning, as long as possible, as they are of distinct Interest
and can help us to understand many points, which will

become real puzzles, when once the tradition Is lost,*-

—Dr, Stein,
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Inscriptions, synthetic literory criticiim, etc,,—the

modern aids to leaearch— it con be asserted that

(dj How often have \ heard Buhler^peak mest appre-

dativcljf of the F^andfts who helped him In his San&krtt re-^

searches i He often said that It was quite Impossible for a

Wesiern scholar to enter into the spirit of the Shestras,

more especially the grammaiica! and the philosophical treat-

is»5, without the help oj a PandiL^'

— M, Vi^internjtz-Poona Sanskrit College: Prospectus

ie) " Sanskrit literature, apart from the Vedas, may be

roughlydivided into the philosophic and scientific portion on

the one stde» and the poetical and dramatic on the other, A
to the fatter, I make bold to say, that inthe understanding and

appreciation of It native scholars can derive almost no help

from European scholars...As to the former dass, I challenge

any European, who has not hlmselfstudled, say, the Vedanta*

Bhashya, or the Siddhanta Muktavall, or even the Kaumudl

under 5 native Shastri, either to teach It satisfactorily to

native students^ or even to stand an examination In it himself.

In truth* it Is notorious that the " Eminent Oflentsilsts *

themselves learnt the greater and more important portion

of what they know of Sanskrit In our country and under our

scholars- Dr. Buhl er knew nothing of Dharma S has tra until

he studied it with the late VInayaka Shastrl Divekar, and Or.

Kielhorn knew nothing of the Vyakarana Shaatra until

he learnt It under the late Ananl Shastrl Pendbarkar But

this I do say, that for a real appreciation of our Kalidasas

and Bhavabhutis, and for a real understanding of our Nyaya

and Vedanta and Vyakarana* neither England nor Germany
can suffice. You may learn the fUgveda In Europe and

America; and I think, Indeed, that a European or Amari*
can scholar has a considerable advantage over vs In that

department of learning. But as regards our non-VedIc
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they have led m to dUettantiem rather than to real

Sonebrjt ackoloi&hip.t hi the flisi place, the Inten-

sive study of Sanskrit has been shelved end &
sceptical attlluda towards Sanskrit language and
literature has been formed. A mischievous tendencT,
therefore, lbat Is rampant among many educated
Indians is to pin thetr faith on what is Western and
to take at a discount what is OrienlallS Some
Weatemisad scholars, who pride Ihemselvea upon
thfiJr modem methods, hold the Shastrla, the

lUerotarcH we emlrel^ deny the superiority claimed for,

by, our European brethren^ And I would add this, tooj

that as regards our cEassEcai literature, the greatest purely

European; names must ^ pale ihelr Ineirectuat flres^ hefare

those of the scholars who have studied Sanskrit under our

old Shastris," —Justice K, T, Telang-

t HcJi?

S ** llie bellttliiig of the raloc of the traditianal 5ha»-

trio learnifl^ trhlah wu Donuneseeid 1>y tJie ela^tie tlmde of

Uuaulaj, *nd continued bj the vritLngfi *f more thma ctne

miulaiiATy, soqd tKkea up by a generatloii vf ardent
* FfifonneKi ^

-who, by praetiee end precept^ dJd not a little

to biiog tkc tredltloDAl teaming into duTepuie,"

Dr. 3, Belvalfcar—

Foona Suukrit College; Prafpectu,
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lepositoiles of Oriental leornlno^ tn low estimation,
and are indiTacllyhelpina the gradtial degeneration
of real Sanskrit scholarship and precious Shastric
tradlUons* This tendency has nowadays been
lurried Into the policy oi rarely appointing Shaatris
for leaching Sanskrit In schools and colleges, and
of deprlTlng them of the Government and public
support. It need not be supposed here that all

Shasirls at present are of the same high calibre aa
before. But how can the Shaelria be eipected to
maintain a high calibre unde* disheartening cir-

cumstances ? How can the degeneration of the
Shasfria ba stopped, unless the attitude of wilful

negliganco be changed r and unless they are
appointed t© Governinen! posts ? A wide gulf of
ill-feeling and distrust thus lias between the
mcxiem acholcra and the public on the one hand
and the Shastrfa on the other

Those people, who know how for raiuvenafing

Shaslric learning, proposals were made forty years
ago for the esIabllEhment of a Government Sanskrit
CoUegs at Poona and a branch of Oriental afudies
in the Bombay University, and who also remember
how they went to airy nothing on Iho pretext ol the
inability of Ihe Sbastrie to conduct original research
work withouL a sufficient knowledge of English, will

understand the attitude of the V/ealerofzed Indiana
towards Sh as Iris and Sanskrit Jaarnfiig, A person
with a probing eye can easily discern how many
'origicar reEoarch aeholars (rained In Wealem
methods have substantially contributed to Oriental
learning and why the Shastris ere incapacilated for
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any kind of original work I While ihe Oriental

faculties have already been inerituted In other Uni-

versilies and while fevemmenl Sanatril Colleges

already esiat In other provinces
,
the apathy shown

by people In the province oi Bombay to Sanskrit

studies Is certainly not creditable. Why would

Sanskrit be not called ' a dead languega ^ when we

thus willingly let it die?

Although the modem cTltlcal methods have

been uaelul in the historical end phflolcgicel re-

search, they heve proved Ineuiliclenl for the intelli-

gent end unbiassed grasp oi the spirit of Hindu

culture, to understand which Ihe ona/yfico’Synlije-

iic or iniensivB methods developed In ancient

India ore most u3etiiL§ Aggin^ all the resulls of the

It is in tlir nature ri thip^i tliit we in the Tyeat

nmst ftpproBch tke problenii eoDceeted with Imifnii oivl-

lizAticiP bT tacMis of modern ’Wfstem metliodj. jVnd lor

otLT purposes iicth methoda srr excellent, na long as our atm

ii to cirry on iin historioal or eomparjitivo ttvdj. But they

often prove ti&fcctive when we want to grasp the depth of

Indijitt th&ughl aod Tudiau mentahty. The piclnreia often

oolonred hj w«tern notiemft To the historiral soholu- it

is necessity to iwn&kjie, to fiysleuintlse and to oompirt,

nnd to creilc cx*et methodi. But every ancient civil Jeation

comprises a sohiitTatimi which tte coonut grup by mere

reoaoningi Ve mnit feel it ood vre mnat *j<ic * it. It aeeuLt

to me tbit only the old -fashioned S^ostrja here really eon

help os, we may be Indiiui# gr Enrcrp«>iiu.-....T^ bat we

realiv want is the S'Mtrin wlio ia able to tell m bqw the

ancient leaders ef Indian GivUization thought and appronch-

eii the problemt^"

—Dr. Sten Konow-Bcona Banskrit College: Proepeetuo,.
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modfirn researph work being published fhrough the
Englbh medium are almogt lost to tha Sanakrllista

ignorant of Engllslu In tha matter of chronology,
there has been, as it werOi a tug of war between
tha Western and Hindu scholars, the former trying

to ealabliah that a particular Sanskrit author
Houriahed oiter Christ, and ihe latter wasting their

energy in refuting the arguments of tha lormer, or
bestowing a remote antiquity upon that author I

When tha proper perspectlvs of the research schol-

ars themselves is lost In thin overwhelming mesa of
literature# people interested in the raadlng end
enjoyment of Sanskrit Jtlerature and in (he appreda'
tlon ol file literary and cultural value of original

Sanekiif works are bound to be bewildered.

Let ft not be misunderstood that the Wagtem
methods of research are here being under^
estimated, and Lhat the defects of tha Sbastris are
being ooimlvad ai. Wa are fully conscious oi the
conservative tandency oi the Shastils, This ten-

dency, (hough It prompts them fo preserve our rich

cultural heritage# slops them from maintaining
progressn and from acquiring adaptability to chang-
ing times and the spirit of ioleraflon. Moreover,
even though they are equipped more or lass with
the critical and comparative outlook, on account of
Ihelr study of logic and allied ^rrars. yet it must be
admitted that they have neither the historical sensa
in them nor interest in chronology. They are more
interested in the minute analysis of literary pro-
blems than in their synthaslSi though in phllosophi-
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col motteTS tbey can establish a wider STntheslBf and

can exhibit a comparativ^e outlook and comprehen-

sive view of Ufe. Bemovingn therefore, these defects

end warding otf the danger of the Western methods^

os indicated abovo/ they mtist accept the good con-

tained In them, and learn to arrive af wider conclu-

Bions^ aa scientitically as the European scholars do<

in the matter oi the different branches of knowledge/

such aS/ his toff^sociology, textual crltlcism,aynthetlc

literary criticising comparative philology. Interpreta-

tions oi Ihe Vedag, etc*,though they need not concern

tfaemfielves much wilh questions ol chronology for

want of aptitude^ When they can devote tbelr lives

to the maalery ot abstruse it is certainly not

beyond theli capacity to master and employ these

Wesfem methods of extensive study in their ovirn wri-

tings, For this purpose.ft is highly eBsential that trea*.

tises puffing together in a nutshell the principles of

tfaose methods should be written by Hindu scholars

In Sanskrit as well aa in the mother-longue, further-

more/ concentrated and long-continued efforts of

studying only ( one of the six iiarjyfs ) divert

the Shaslib from the main study of the Vedas; and
their perspective Is lost in mistaking the means for

the end. Let It not be forgotten that Paadits know-
ing f/ie e5senfio/5 of imporiont qjrsrs oJicT es/o-

i>//sirfng iiie/rcorreJaf/on ore as much necessary

<23 those well-versed in one only. Let il aim

be remembered that (ha knowledge of the Western
melhods oJ extensive study will be of no avail

without the intensive study of original Sanskrit
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works. In short, a happy combination of the in^

tensive and extenmve methods of study is a desi^

deratum; and Sanskrit scholars/ who, with th»

profound study of ancient Sanskrit works and the

intelligent use of the modem critical methods, are

<able to wield the weapon oljho Sanskrit language,

are overdue.
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533, 620, 642, 6'»0-662, 656, 657, 669.

Criticira, 156, 516, 529, 530, 532, 651; Synthetic literary,

334, 336, 33S-340, 484, 637, 663, 658; textual, 327,

650, 652, 058.

Critics, literary, 529; Sanskrit. 521, 630, 637; Western,

528, 530, 537.

Culture, 1, 10. 21. 94 103. 107, 108. 319. 320. 323, 325.

326, 328, 542. 559, 598, 656. 657.

Curriculum, 6. 10, 93, 94, 106-108. 619; ancient, 284; in

Pathashalas and Sanskrit Collies 614-620.

Deolenaion, 218, 403, €10. 612. 621. 622, 628. 631,

632. 634-636.

Dcduotion, 125. 157, 160-162-^ 167. 17a 180. 202, 203,

2C5. 206. 210. 240, 241. 532, 622. 624.

Deductive-inductive process, 12a 158. 160, 167* 173,

202, 203. 105. 206, 210, 240. 533. *
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Definition. 125, 153. 167. 169, iOl. 296, 373. 531, 591,

Deeoertee, Rule* of method, 163-164*

DUleotks Method f Duilogue Method or Queetion-snd.

Answer Method )« 70, 73. 76. 88, 165, 166. 186.

205, 224, 238, 250.357,358, 362-364, 366. 374*

406, 588, 592, 593; Dmlognes of PUto 166.

Dictionery. 59, 63,73, 90.91. 104. 114, 119. 120, 19a
371. 372, 391, 395.398. 402. 478. 492, 621. 652,654.

Direct bond. 119, 210, 371.373, 392, 395. 426, 538,

565.

Discipline ( intellectasl or mental ), 96. 98, 99. 326. 328,

330; historical, 326. 327.

tHrekar. Vinayakahastri, 663.

Drama, 46, 135-140 144-151. 153, 512. 515. 520-525

545-547. 617.621,653.
Dnmville. B.. 581,

Education. US. 126-133. 135, 155. 164 327. 378. 532.

535, 540 541. 543. 544; elm of 127; Personality,

156; Realization of self, 127, 128. 135.

Emotions, 136. 139-143, 481, 482. 486-488.492,506,

507, 511-513. 516. 518.519. 521.525. 526. 528,

536-538. 545. 549. 553, 585. 596. 599-601, 6ia
Emphasis, 39. 342. 552. 554. 556. 572. 575.. 5^
English. Position of. 102, 103, 107, 363; «• medium 54a

588 589. 643, 645-€47. 649. 650. 652, 655.

657; Basic, 563. 612-

Establishmeni of Adwaita. 287-288.

Etymology A Philology, 57. 69. 72. 73, 85. 88. 95,

103-106. 118. 184. 189. 190. 199, 203. 224. 238.

239. 245. 252 262-264, 340. 399. 429-433, 464,

465. 606. 625 -628 658-

Erolution theory. 171, 328, 329.
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EiwnptPe
[ IK teaching \ 39, 70,81. 116. 125. 167- 173

176. 204-207, 236. 363, 537 604. 605.
EiperimeDt, 70, IgO, 181-183. 238.

Expkimtion!( Eipoaitioia k 31, 32 39-42. 43.48, 51*55'
73- 75, 80, 88, 119, 550- 162, 10-}. 185, 187, 204»
233* 305. 333 » 335, 337, 333, 340 341,350, 338-
360, 362, 363. 367- 368, 370-375, 398, 399, 402,
449, 464, 631- 534, 559, 563. 571- 674. 676, S7fl-
607- 609, 611, 619- 6i0, 637, 646; of Kiraka, 604,
60S,* Parapbiase, 603i 638: 8eiautj£o, 161-163, 17l,
173, 283, 287-

Fomal aicps
(
teaching

}, ifurbortian, 1^3, of Hindu
Logic, i23-126; junctures of the drama ae, U&-15I;
of iiicratum, 341, 604; of Mcomauiw 4 Vedanta, 73,
123, 265, 342, 367, 368, 37S, 377, 592.

Formatjon of nouna and rorbe, 57, 88, 96, 105. 116, 231*
232- 235, 239, 240, 612* 623-627, 632. 63>.

Generalization. 128, 1S7. 167, 173-176, 180,
199, 1^2-207, 210. 236, 322, 337- 3i8. 515* 522.
604. 652.

CenuB i clHM.ftgpect
J, 201, 245*412-416, 418-420, 424.

426. 427,

G«tuW
I
dramatiaatton 2Z 73. 26. 27, 30, 62. 63.

119, 425, 427, 441-443, 491, 492. 503* 511, 546.
547, 551. 532- 570, 672, 574, 696, 601, 608, 629,632,

Golditucker, ^2-
Gwtbe* 606"

Gonin, r„
(
lingtiuGic sarlea f, 414, 609 ,

Gradation, 18* 26, 35, 40. 114* 116, US, 121, 164,
226-229, 234, 393. 295, 305, 306, 374. 405. 406, 416.
425* S59-562, 565, 594, 613, 62&-63'0* 641* 648>
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9

<3rammiir. 4. 10, 34, 35, 57-59, 63, 64, 6S, 71, 72, 76, 77,

67. 88, 95, 97-100, 114, 116-130, 124. !2S* 184-
1B6, lSB-2^0. 283, 284, 386, 387, 291, 312. 313,
340. 356. 385, 391, 395* 403. 493, 562, £04, 610-
613, 61B-619, 639-637, 64a 644. 647-649. 6S3j
inalytiq*! method of, 199, 208. 211* 236-239; anoient

Qoorflq lOj 214-216; aftamgement of topics m, 225-*

331,, 238, 240; conoentrle method in, 234; oxamina^
lion qu03tiooA io* (t23; form Oitlorv and rocogntliom ui,

€23, 636; funoliomiJ ajiJ forms), 93 99, 623; in-

iliteoq^d by Kysya and Meemaoss,, 137, 200. 202. 203.
ils position ill thu Shostri method, 61 5, 616; ntCBa^ary

poitioofi in, 226-228. 231. 343. 349. 562. 621-633;
neo^BKary portiotia for atda. III to Vf I io, 623-^37.
ominikl part to Uu taught first ta, ±29-2^; Bynti<x

stresaotl in, 411 ] -014,

<irammar*tr«nsl4tion motboel 2, 22, 25 . 34, 3% U6
120, 343. 563* 5SS. 587, 588, 612, 642.

<ii^ok and Latio, 20. lOL 103* 542.
ifoido to SAnakric Conipqfiition, V. S, Apte, 613. 614 US2*

Her edity and eri v ironme n t, III, 11 2. _

Historical Method. J4* 317—33^ 53 >, 620* 642*
650. 652; applicallon 0 ) 326; H, distilphno* 320-322,
325-327; H. iacU. 334: H, JnTMH^oKon 321, 324-327*
331 333. 656: tn"r!i>F and domenis ol* 321-3345 H
ouUookr 327, 651* 6S7r In pcatry, 317-335; H, Henao,

317, 318* 329, 350; lo €* accepted by ehaatrle

327. 656.

History, 650> 650; hlslorlan, 192; and UferaTy oppr«i«jloii

334. pbtTofOphlcai meaning ol, 320* philosophy d
319r 327-330, 332) place of* 319: and shasttis 330*
3311 Scienca ol, 327, 328; sources of 319* 321, 323^
324, 653; ImIc of* 320; 322* 326, 327* 33iL

'
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aqtiritiM, 130, 131* 135. 307* 319. 320, 323, 326l,

32B, 329» ceUgloua and « (»cuW, 129'

Hamour, 547* 351^ 553, SS6* 600.

160, 161’

Idea, SB4* 585. 597—€03, 607 628, 637,640, 641-

IdUiAlisacuia, 142,513-518, 522, 523, 525.

Idiom, 374, 532, 585, 604. 607, 611* 613* 627* 636,

637* 639-641 * 649; IfdLcrmaUc ua» pi cqb^. 636* 637.

lUiiatratioiM., 237, 239, 240, 3C®, 309* 336* 428* S62, 5B3..

585,594, 597, 598,607’

Imagiaiitlon, 36. 40. 100. 123, 14S, 157, 163* 319, 335^

360. 361, 492 507, 5L5. 516* S2Q-523, 525, 527-529,

562. 5B3. 594 596» 597, 600^ Imago I gwiortc ),

4241 Imdgo ( lodltTiduAl J. 424. 423l tmagAff, 360*

516, 322. 523. 525. 538, 597. 605: Fancy, 33^ 52S,

536,

Imitation* 119, 395* 4:6, 425. 491, 5S1* 567. 570. 572,

S99, 605

IttdediQBbtM, 343, 348. S47. S64, 629, 632* 634-

Indiaa Khoots of thouglit. 1 18-120* 373^ 385.420* 421,

429. 463,531, 334—536*543,

Individual dLAerances, 33, m. 101, 337, €24*

Induction, U5. 157* 160—162, 167, 173. 175. 176* 178-

180, 196, 199. 202* 203, 20S, 206* 210* 238* 240*

29a 322* 532* 592. S93, 605, 611, 622-524* 634-636,

InfareaQO^ for ooetolf, 97* 124. 125. 153: for othera, 134*

123* 15S* 158, 159* 161, 162. 165, 167* 169* 242J

mDQUl Btagoa in, 173-175* 180, 182'. in th* teaching

of Shaafru. 582* 583* Syilogiam, 134, 125, 163^

167. 173. 177. 321. 336* 391* 392, 394* 511. 513,

S14, 516. 520, 632, 634. 582. 583-
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InflexiDii ( Glide of roice 1, 30, d5Z, oDljt 1)36,

Inatinots, 120, 135, 137, 5(8-520* 522-524, 570; ofcon-

ttructinu and ouTiDBlty, 483; 'of curiuvJ^tjr, 136«

UO, 353 857 358, 305, 572, 570* flSO; of jm-j-Arkiiis.

ne#Ji» 48i, 507* of pognaoiiy, SOT; of eoH-^jtiertLon,

13U 144>, 567; of nabmissiaq* UO, 482* 4B3.

InlefBat, 07 00* 135* 130* 144* 143. iSi* 340, 305 4l6^

433, 5i-5* r>67. 673, 5S5 * 580* 6M, bm, 53ii-001. 005,

000, 023* 024* 044.

Iiitcrprel4tion, 58, 78*80* 86, 88, 01, (23. 124, 105* 204,

24tJ* 341, 244-240. 353, 203* 200, 27«, 281.282, 290,

313* 3:i7, 3:i8, 336, 432. 462* 453, 533* 534, 63l<^

048, OuO* 051, 0581

lotodAtion, 217, 342* 427. 44^1, 492, 547-560, 551* 653.

650, 576, 606.

1-tsibg, 77i on gjnmixiar, 312-210: on memorwing* 038, 630*

.IwporBen* O,
,
OHO,

OftogotubtL
(
M M j, 053,

Judgment. i5&, 160, 180, 333, 333* 538.

JEUn© P, V ( &! M J,
£28*

Keitbom 1 Ilf* i fUi3*

Koitb A. B. ( Br. >, 363. 303.

J^ri&hOAMaeliurinLr Tl*, 330,

Lungwage, 38 1* 384; fonctloQ of, 420: fundsmen Ufa of,

00, 03O;imga]sfitiefl ui, 602; Uttflof* 188; msstetj

of.elfi; poetic* 514, 518: thought ami UiigoagB, 038,

LonguBgo ( learnliig Or teaching J* 118, J07, 240, £83

36M60, 3i>S. 401, 402, 405-407, 424r 425 4 8, 433,

«S, 460, 6H, 614. 618, 533, 535, 530, 5 -S* 540-

543* 545. 558, S53-&04, 570, 572* 574, 670, 684* 585,

h
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605, 624, 626: conrap in. 5VI5;

eight mod£« of, 110, 301- Fornjal Bida of, 90, 190* S44:

grftd«d oniarw in, 4flS, 406; hnainntatio side of, 90, 344

>

352; Western thinters oti, 395, 390, 026,

LeaTned asserabljea and oral dneii$BjonA, OS-TO, 74, lOd.

183, 134, 186, 197, 341.

Learning process, 157* 301-393, 395, 3flS: languago^

learning process, 00- U4, 301—394*

Leeson-pUns, 24, 3IV-32; drill vork and free vork in, 391:

in poetry, 40-56; logical and psychological aapecte

of, 50t

,

iiingnhtic-abiUly, 93, 111; aapectB, 581, 534, 535; diffi-

DQlliee and pecoliaritloa, 57T, 579, 5S!, 332, ritJ4, 565,

5D1, 594, 6U9, 301, 607, 037; tbEKifies, 551, 543;

topics, 373.

LingoiaLics, 118, 164, 240, 246, 253^ 203, 266, 269, 232,

283, 539, 640, 545*

Literature. J, 4. 5, fKr, 100, 108, 110, 118, 214^210,, 22.7,

227, 244. 273, 281, 312, 517, 322, 327, 333, 335.

340-342, 314, 345, 300, 572, 375, 300, 432, 443, 455,

454, 404, 512, 513, 620. 621, 520-532, 536-^ J, 545,

550, 501, 506, 562, 583, 585, 6SS-390, 590-000. 005-

007, 011-023, C25, i>20, 628, 634, 030-033, 643, 045,

648-051 1 657*

Logie ( Induu! % 05, 07, 08, 124, 153. 155, ISO, 181. 188,

203, 211, 213, 215, 243, 290,300. 3U. 321,322,331,

633, 533. 545, OtO. 667; and grammar, 124. 105; ami
Vodsnt.. IGS, 200; Indian and Wt;«tcrn, 164, 165. J67*

173; Process of judgment. l80i .Syllogiem, 166, 241, »

200, 582, 583,
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Logic (Western}, 163, J64-. 173, 173,

32J, 32ft. 332, 430. 532. 535, 623: Ariitntle mid lii"

pyllfigism, IOC, 16T, Htj Bocon, 160^ ftmctira ol, 15S;

Loj^in and PayeliO'logy, ISC—loft, mothodniegy of^ ICttE

Mill, JfiO, ITT. ISO.

McDcikigiLlI, on adectire-4?ontttire okment m emot Lon, 138;

on piimary ttmitinna, t3T, HO; on ijgEoatiOii, 4S2.

Mnller, lOi

Alonning (
Senss J

llS-120, 2(Kl', 204, 210, 1J45, 246, 341,

353, 3,^0, 307, :i«8. 370. 380^387. 383^394, 390-

400, 4(J2, tci7-4i>t», 410, 420, 422-424. 42S -43ft, 438-

441, 443-447, 449^52, 4&0-4ft0j 4CS. 505. 510, 5U,

522. 535^638. mi 552-554, 550, 571. 677. 578. 585,

585, 699, S02, Cft+I. eenventiona!* 430-433; deri^stire,

431M32: ajVS-AOO, 432, 424, 425, 4t0, 604,

607, oift; iSkldlift odd Sadliya, oOS, 600; Sjitcifld, 39S,

434, 504 500, 5071 nnified or eyntbetie. 250. 3118,

400-403,' 440, 445, 462-454. 492, 406. r.04. 594 610,

63*1.

Medium of iastructioo, (1, 20-24, 27, 32, 67, 63* 102, %17,

358-300. 370, 371. 3*4, 3»5, 603. 667, 66ft, (i71-6i4,

678. 570. 687-000. 505, C03, SCO, OH. 610*034. 037,

*146. 1)47. 640*

Memtiriicm^, ft. 6S, 00. ”4. I5> 114-116, I2t, 184. 213,

215, 233. 342, S72. 40tt, 506. 500^670, 022, 024, 625,

031, 033-030, 642.

Memory. 116, 127, IV*. 310, 372,377, 428,433,441. 443,

460, 507, 6U, 612. 516. 508, 560, 631. Aid to

memorj-, fifio-COT; colleotlre re!:0lljectian, ^37-430;

rote ineniofy, 86. 07, 116; Iran maoiory, DC* 07*

]hletbod, campletp and comptelicnfiiTe, 21, i03, 156, 305,

308; eonoeDtrjc, 234, 239. 240;eeleetk, 23, 113^ 375;
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empiric, 624; general, 106, 112, 638,592. 630, 664:

heariatic, 338; teotnre, 357, 619; logicat, 166-157, 161.

290, 321, 322, 330; of Mill, 177; of proof. 125. 100,

170, 306; of atody in PatbaahaUs, 620; oriental

method of intenaive study, 14-16. 338, 620, 651. 654.

656, 658. 659; Part and whole, 377, 670; psychological,

165-157, 336. 366,406.533,643; roles of] 163, 164;

Soientifio, 169-162, 298; Western method of extensive

Btudy. U3, 375, 643. W5, 650, 651. 654-650.

Methodology. 66. 67, 73. 73. 78 79. 92, 124, 125.

153. 159, 162-165 168. 171, 181. 183. 185. 187,

188. 194, 202. 211, 242-244. 246, 263, 264,

281.-283, 287. 312. '^13. 317. 531, 532. 540-543
545. 558,

Metres
( Prosody ), 44. 43, 552. 553. 555. 599.

Mimesis, 481-483; lmiUtion,481-482; suggestion, 481.

482; sympathy, 481-483.

Modernbte, 94-112.

Modulation, 547, 601.632.

Mother-tongue. 20. 32. 57. 97 104-108. 343, 346.

358, 359. 369. 370, 373-375, 395. 426-428. 559,
561-564, 567, 571-574. 578. 579. 582,684.588-

591. 594. €02. 606, 607. 611, 619. 626-628, 630,

631, 633, 637-641. 645, 649, 658.

Motivation, 99. i

Muaical notes. 347.

Nomenolature, 153. 158.

Nouna, 57 , 87, 190, 239. 343. 346. 412. 414, 415,

426. 547. 554. 564, 566, 604. 610. 612. 621.

629. 631. 634. 635.
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Object, 132. 133, 143. 154. 301, 422, 529; p»johio«l,

42). 422. 424. 428.

Objective, $77. 578.

Observation, 96, 97. 125. 153, 157, 159, 160, 163,

167. 174-I7a 180-182, 199, 202. 206-210, 23a
391, 392, 394. 422. 520, 551. 596

Oral tradition 66, 72, 73, 78. 79. 86. 6a 90. 130.

241. 317-319, 337, 357. 403. 531, 542. 605.

OraJ work. 22. 23. 27. 28. 67-70, 75. lia 184;
chorus drill. 428. 565-568. 570, 571. 575, 591;
diaoowion. 67, 75, 371. 571. 592, 593, 600-603.

640, 641, 647; literary aspect of, £00; method, 67,

68. 70. 405.406,428. 454; repetition. $65. 566, 568»

reproduction. 56a 572. 576; V^io recitation, 568-570.

Organiation, 153, 157-16a 162-164. 187. 404.531,
535. 544. 545, 581, 587, 656.

Palmer H. E.. 366, 372, 373. 395, 406. 566, 610-

PJarticiplos, 219-221. 224. 225. 231. 239. 346. 34«

603. 604. 610. 627. 034-637, 640.

Particles. 604, 606*

Pause, 39, 342. 552. 553. 556, 557. 575-

Peodbarkar, Anantsbastri, 653.

Perception. 157 175. 242. 319, 321, 326. 384. 387'

405. 407. 410, 425-427S 437. 441, 442.457. 458.
476, 516. 531. 597; Perooptual aspect. 421-424:
timalUneous ,383.

Phenomena. 130. 134. 155. 171. 173-177, 179, 180
18a 287. 29Z 296-299, 301, 448.

Philosophy. 133, 134. 315. 319, 327. 328, 332. 378,

468. 514, 529. 530 535. 537, 539, 543, 653. 6S7,
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*

Phonekica (
Rbikaha ). 68. 71, 72. Tl, 118, 184. 189. 190,

232, 380. 546, 550, 557. 565. 568. 569. 575. 58 4.

Phraaing, 39, 342, 552, 554-556, 575.

Piokar«», diagrama, eke. 26, 27, 30. 38, 61, 62 425,

426, 428. 564.567,571. 597. 598, 641.

Pitch of voice, 39, 342, 547, 548. 550, 551, 556 557*

PUces of utteraoce, 547.

Poetry. 35-56. 94. 109. 360, 361. 365. 366. 384. 453.

481-483, 489, 490. 492, 499.50^,507. 511. 512-

514-516, 518-520, 521. 523-539, 634, 536-539.

543. 544, 548. 550, 552.553. 555. 559,560,600.

605. 608, 617. 638. 653; aim of, 36; leaa«n-plan in,

46-56; nature of versea to b« taught in, 37; charm in,

611. 620; function of words in, 45, .*K», 429; poetic

language, 614, 518; and philosophy, 521). 630; and

proee, 30, 37, Sanskrit poetiea, 530. 539; theory of

Rasa applied to, 151.

Poets. 148. 149, 334, 335, 482. 492, 497, 516, 527-

530. 540. 550: appreciation of, 339, 340; training

of, 539. 540.

Preparation . 26-28. 38, 50. 564-572. 575, 580; From
the known to the unknown. 1 18; Introduction of words,

664, 666, 570, 671; Prellmmary diaouaaion, 671, 572.

PreeenUlion, 28-33i 39-45, 152. 153. 562. 572—608,

Principtea of language.atndy. 18, 19. 22, 23. 26, 28 56,

57. 78. 79. 87. 88. 115, 116 118. 244.346.253.

283, 357. 364-367. 378. 385. 395. 397, 406. 407.

531, 533'S36, 539. 541. 543. 566. 571, 572. 605,

606, 624, 647: Eeatem, 67. 69, 118. 452; Eastern

and Weatem 425-429.
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PttiUbiJitj, 06, 179. 297. 316, 321* 326, 531,

Prouedure
( PmctlcaJ ), 159, 153, 163, 640, 5^12. 558.

ProQonm,, 343,346, 367, 564, SBl. 610. 621. 639 631.
634,

Prcmunctttioa, 116, 121. 189. 232, 366* 387, 54a 550.
565, 566. 568, 575. 584. 647,

Pfoae, 121^ 372. SB6, SS9, 560, Sft4. 572* 600* 60S
607. 617, 618. 620, 63aL

Pftjcliical object, 421-424. 42a
Paycfaotc^lftaJ prtwess, m iippreoiatlon, 1521 -523 525-527 ^

m 247-24a la poet. 577, 528- tt.

ftcj. 356, 357, 365; in Impiicatmn. 458-460 400, 4Q7
495, In Infarancg or judgmenl. ISO; In Purpoft, 511;
in tpwch, 380. 388-390: (a Suggestion. 401, 484*
4S6, 495, 507j 511; in ttit reaiizaiian oJ Rasa
512, 513, 521-525. 526, S3i. 535-337. 597.

r,7oJioiogy ( Indian
J, 60. 126-135. 153, 155, 158, 167.

300-382, 386, 387, 390, 391, 407. 476, 437,
438-460. 466. 467, 484, 512, 514. 517

' Sigl
523. 525, 52g-?:30. 532, 533, 63S. S37. 545, 977.
579: coiiMioiis ajid uneoiutci'mjfi in^ 133' fear
ftiootibiut of mmd iti. J26-128; of SanklijM. 171^

313; eentixneat of tte granp jjq . 523.

P.yohologj (WM8ern), 60-63, S3, 93. 96, 98. S9, lU
H5. 118, 133, 129. 332. 133, 133, 155, ISel
ISe. 206, 210, 234, 306, 327. 328, 343, 335,
337, 33S. 343, 350, 364, 374, 377^ 37g_ 395^ 423,
401-483, 513, 516, 520-523, 525-530. 633 535,
537, 53S, 540. S4J, a43-&43, 5S0, ^23, 647;
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ErperimenUl, 96, 98. *14; Faculty (
transfer of

trsming . W. 08, 126; InstIncUve lerel, 482;

of the Group. 120. 1.32. 133. I3.'5, 136. 144. 1®*,

155, 431, 482. 523. 045; P»ycbo-«nslys». 128*.

And Pfailoiopliy, 133. 134, Schem (
pattern ), 423;

Ultra-Behaviourists, 132; Unconscious level. 127,

128. 133. 135. 380. 520.

Pupils ( average ) 03, 07. 99-101. 105, 110-112, 114.

115 117. 120-122. 1541, 157, -04. 206 210. 226.

230*. 231, 234. 237-239, 230. 336. 337. 340-344. 340.

333. 358, 365. 369. 372-374. 376. 306^402, 404,

405, 420-428, 432, 454, 342, 559-563, 565-S67»

569-571. •'>82. 584-587, 390-504, 596-598, 9(» 60S,

012. 013. 618. 620» 623-628, 633. 634. 638-645, 650.

Purpose, aim or iutentioa, 151. 132. 163, 187, 243,

247. 248. 260, 270, 282. 289, 334, 381. 382, 416,

445^52. 455, 456. 464-468, 476-480, 481. 490, 491,

493, 494, 497. 498. 502-506, 611, 531. 644, 552.

677, 682.

<|acetionaaire on Ssuskrit Teaching. 3-6.

<|oestiooa, 22, 23, 28-32, 39-43, 50-56, 70, 73, <6.

349-352. 355. 357-361, 365, 368, 375, 376, 455,

538, 553 562, 571. 574-588, 690-596, 603,

605-60S. 632. 634 .
637, 839. 641. 642; at the ad-

anced stage, 360, 594; at the initial aUge, 360. 693;

oomprehenaive. 358. 696; drill. 684; formal, 349,

369; in the mother-tongue. 358, 584, 694; logioal, 5S2;

meehanical. 586-588. 590; on e dialogue. 593; on

compounds, 300; on the causal connection. 594; pecu-

liarity of Sanskrit qs., 688, 690, 691. 595; Psycho-

logical, 583; Question forms. 351, 352, 681, 587,633,

534; questioning devices. 681; teaching. 579-58?»
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59!, 593i testini^, 579/ TO SSf, 501-593; Ibogght,

683, 5Sl, ^-ttrierty m, 35:3, 360*

RaqhI okaraoL^r, 3^0, 3:36*

Keading Bii«i t^ioiUibn, ID^ SI, S3, 31. 38, 39, 45, 18,

60, 60, i 10, 343, 374, 405, 64S^557» TO 568 571,

572j 674, 575, 008, 03^, 043 647; agxilinripa of,

552; chorua, 576; MprcBaiT&, 640-546* S50, 560, 567,
574* 675: faults of, 557; model 676; of poetrj, 548,

552^ 663, 655; of proa?, 662, 555; ailent, 5i, 576-578,

60J, 630,

Roadjoiada forms of warda, 57, 5fl, 88, lOS, 110, 236,

236, 230, 240, 563, 612, 613. 616, 632-^26,023-

632, G34-534V

Koasoo aod rejutoniog, 96, 97, 126-129, 165, 187, 181

290, 380, 481, 403* 606, 3lO, 514, 512, O&ft*

Heospltulation* 157, 578, 607, 606*

Rocsptiiiu sad reproduction, ll>66, 576*

Records of Ctie pist, 3tT-3l9*

Reunion. 174, 176, 200* 202, 3J4, 210, 245, TO, 365

380, 375, 378, 382* 38B, 390, 382, 303, 397,

399, Wt 408, 409, 416, 422* 478, 433^36* 441,

444, 446, 450 , 462, 463-462, 168. 471* 4T4-4T6,

483* 484. 501, 604, 607, 503, Gil, 513, ON. 617^

Sifl, S2T, 638* 610, 677, 693* 597, 601, 633.

Reeesrah. 322. 331, 660-653, 655-667^

Rasonsnce* 39, 652, 664, 556,

Re^laiori. 564* 580, 582, 008. 020.

^chsrds I. A, ( Df. I, 620, 627, 629.

Ssnskrit, aim of atudftng aud tearbrng, 10* SI, lOS^

112-113^ Baaid Sb; 612* 618; Brahmnnio Sk., 117,

218. 324; 8k. ft Civics, 95; claaaTea!, 1 86, 189. 190.

214 218. SI 9, 233* 225, 226, 2B2, 3S4, 3£7,' 648, 561,



m
563, 5fU, 570^ 617, li54: oompulMVfj or option*!*

HO-112; cuituraJ Tain o of* 33-0^*11^3 107-Ifl3; tleaJ

or tidni?. 20-21, 101-103* 2\r>-2ll, 653; 6iB ult or

easy, 09-100, I02*103j^ English./ 102, IOfi~lCl7ij formal

ettiJy of, 99* 100; fuDcfiimontata O’f, 601, 830; growth

of, 210, £36, 323, 324; Govt. Sk Colle|tefl, lU, 61 y,

642, 655,0116; graded eourw in, 401-402 405; & HinJi*

104. hiimaaiutio study nf, 09, IDO, 103;

importance ol, I, 4S; mfle:iiuns, 502; & law, 05-&0;

Matrioalation sld* of* 10, l64-i06, I0f<* 112, 113,

030* 621. 643-645; 4b medionl soienoo, 95; & modem
Indian ItLDgu&ges* 103, 104

,
US; & modem problems,

lOO-JOh 4 ffiOthfiTHtongue, S03-16T, ILVIIS, 116*

J23; Sl polities, 05; ptrpoJariTMtjw ef* EOS* 613*

639, 643, C^U, 647; poaitkiii of Sh. in ancient

timea, 316, £17; poaLtioo of Sb. in the inwfemonrn-

nu In ro, 35, J06-1 OS, 614; Prakrit*. 104* 106; public

attitude townnla Hk,* 13; A. lienee* 05. lOO-llO;'

spoken Sb-* 6S. 63, 101, 108, 202 215, 2l9i struc*

tute of* ! 17, 222-2’23* 407, 536, 639, 649; uUliUrian

value of* 03, 05, 107; VedicSb., IIU* l>!J* lf»0* 19-^,

199, 534* 548,560*

Siuiakrit stud ift», dtplortlile trend Llion r>f, 2, 6- 0* 13 - M;

remedlee for the iniprrtvfmunt of, 10>11, 16h13.

Beience, soiantifio iT,0 pect or taothod* 137, IfiS. 159 103,

104, 171* 173* 18i* 183, 109* 31M>. 204 305, 210. 21 J*

234, 238, £02-234,308,312* 316, 332, 326 328* 331

407 464* 500* 530, 533. 536, 616, 010* (tit. 643, Ol7,

OeSi 658; Ancient. 95, 109, 183; madern, D5, 182, 183*

294. 298, 56S‘, sc-i^nlific esrplanntioti* 161-103, 17 1»

. 173* 204, 210. 233. 287, 316, 407. 643,

^nco af teaching, 70, 122* 123, 140-154,234* 283,336,

. 337, 340* 3*1, 362* 357* 368, 361, 303*374, 391,
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S3I, e3f, K3I. nsfi, C45, 558, 587* 5S^»-59if

«23, 624r gniap tpichinp, 305, a74^37r!. 377^ 045.

Self-oxpreHHian, 570* 577.

ScHBa appeal), 21^ 42 , 55. 55, 70 565, 566* 594, 60S,

618.

S^'iit^nce
I
cuatttructtoa )* 115*211, 222*223, 231* 237i 24G,

246, 232. 283. 346* 347, 35S, 353* 367, 3OS 3S5* 300,

301. 3D3. 3W, 401^05, 426, 442-444. 450, 452454*

492* 496, D04. 507^511. .'522, 538, 547-040, 552 554*

5KJ. 552* 561, 555, 581, 582, 585* 603, 605* 501-605*

fiOT, 61 J* 612. 623 621), 630* 653, 640; Aolive. 320,

345. 346* 34H* 603 {K>9 5tl; Ord«rof In* 222,

345* 38 pjid&ivp 220, 221, 846, 348, 003, 009, Sll,

634, 610,

ScotiiUMitB* 135 i3T I lO* 142* 143* 485, 4SS. 503* 614*

GIO, 518-625* 645, 547. 55I-S54, 509* 600,

dad llieii' aicthod* 2i 3, 7, 9, 12-15, 38, 40. 42,

47* 57, 77 75. 88, UU* ilS-lU 116-118, 120, I2I*

327* 330* 331* 335*337*338,840^44. 340, 301*863,

367* 869-372, 374, 375. 33,5^377, 454,465, 531* 641*

54^. 555* 574* 583 007, Oil. 612* 614-62t^ 626*

630. 042. 047, 65J-65S.

Rbelltiy mil poetry uod pbiloAOpby', 620,

.S^peedh and UiatiphE, 61-02* 158* 160, VOO, 378-330, 895*

393, >102* 538 501^; Srqiifnce in Bpi'erli. 380,

J^Uge,—adTftnctid, 3 Hi. 103. 106* 106 155,342.844,337.

360 363. 370 371 37,5. 306* 398. 40l. 102* 405*

40ft, 428, 433
,

434, 443* 635 639* 660-662*571. 572,

57ft* 683 685 591 506-598. 600. 617-819, 024, 638;

eleflieniary* 99* 105. 114. U7. 1.1* 341 343* 357*

3ffl\ 361, 370* 371. 375. 395, 401, 402. 405* 406*

426-428* 432-434, 535 538* 580, 559-562* 564,571*

572, 570* 5S4, 5S5* 59 L 606—598. 600* DOl
. 818,
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flt!i 62a, 634, fi4i; fifst leiftoaB,

^UndAriiiutida, ^0, 613. .

Stein. O. f Dr. ], 6S2.

^Sten Konow' ( Dc, J, 650^

Stitonlna Aud reaimuBB, I4U <^17. 6H}, 32<>.

StoriazunJ. Mitrtm J., 693.

Study,— fed, 454, 455, 5fi4, 5T6—57S. 550, 5S5,

5S7* SS3, 602, 646; estonsire^ 15. 640, 020, 650* 051,
asa, (350; £;/iner«t, 6(I4, 673, 57S. Jirtfj. f:«7i hightstr

S,, 1(3, mi (542 043 (i46, 047, 060, hisiorkjftl

method oh 327; intcfiajve, J5, 305, 4a4, 640,
ni+ (i20, OOa. 043 044 040,061,004.660, OSS, 059;
Reiratudy, 53(5, OOJ, 620, tl-U, im,

Stylhi—nommiiJ 6T—50, 73, S-«. UO-HT, iW-JSO, 190.
210^226. tl[\ 23(1. 331. 230. i40, 533. 540. 022;
of SbjiitfUft, 223^224: verhid. JIO^ 21i5, 217, 230. 231,

?33. 0-22.

Sobj«ot, 132, 133, U3, 153, 154, :(0|, A29.

S^ibliitirttioti, 126. 165. 15(5. 320, 321,

SgggB(»ilon, S53. 300. 409, 4f.iO, 467 . 470^47S, 4^0^b3,
4dy^49(, 106

. 502, 5M, 5IS, 510. .^23* (iflO, ((40
,

Syllahijj*, of etillrseii $7, 642, Ut3. (i45-^5Ui ef high
miiiwlj*, 614, 620 U45, 647; of Slisams. 2^6,014-620;
Widar 2if4* h‘66. 337 617, 61 S,

SynonyitiB jtnd (lomonymn
. 5, 2n», 37 1, 373.491-492, 609'

Synttii. 136, 196. 222, 23\ 247. 256, 253. 274^ 331. 3-^'

34^-351 359, 369, 16O. 06 1; 60 1 Utj6, 010-0 U, 023"

623. 630* 031 633, 637, 639, 619; Ayntoeta'iil pevuli-

Aritiua. 661—605, 610, 613, 6l4; eynt^ipticsl ruleflr

SynUrtieqf unily* af 443, 444: of Vat^ifa^ 264 279,

283. 443-449,
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8ynlhe«ifl, synthetlu method. 14, 35, 42, 43, 47—49, 105,

122. 125, U«. 153, 157, 159-163, 187—188 244.

281,282,286—316, 322.325, 328, 332-335, 338-340,

372, 375—377 , 383, 384. 387—390, 399, 404. 405.

422. 433. 437, 438, 440. 452, 455. 48 *. 484. 524, 625,

627. 633. 535. 537—539. 672, 576-578. 583, 596, 598.

599, 001, 002, 007. 009, 020. 623. 628, OlO 657;

higher or wwlrr nyntheris, 292, 657; ia poetry, 42,

43. 47-49 338—340.

•Syitem. 158, 159. 16?» 164. 165, 184, 187 244, 282,

285, 293. 312, 313, 315. 316, 545; encionfc IniiUn,

165, lee. 168. 170, 171. 173, 182, 185, 188 193;

Conden»tt«m, 137 -IS8; expenBion, 187—188;

organization, 187—188.

Tagore, Ilablodr.iiiatb. 339.

Teachers ( of Saiiakril ), 11-13 21. 23-25. 32, 37. 40. 87.

89, 90, 154. 250. 264-266, 303. 313. 336. 337. 342.

343, 358, 36C, 265, 374 -376. 395, 432, 442, 449.454.

453, 538. 542, 546. 55a 564 563, 567-570. 574.

577—578. 582. 587-592, 595. 599. 6C0. 612. 613,

640: Hnoient, 336; Vedic. 569.

Teaching of litcmtaro ( Sanskrit ). 11-12, 25-34. 278,

340-344. 432. 433.564, 581-583. 585, 596, 607.

611, 612. 614. 616,620,634, 637; ‘•onnncted paea.

agea, 26, 120; oourae in. 614. 618; deaoriptiona

A atoriea. 33. 220. 281. 559-561. 572-574. 593»

606, f31' din logora or drama 34. 46-47. 200.220,

559, 561.59a 617: dramatic mien applied to ^50-

153; emotional approach in, 150; general policy in,

105; lifo-sitiiAtiona in. 594; literature In high aohooli,

637-638; literature, taught at the PathAifanlaa, 617;

paralloliam in. 598: aimilarity A contrast, in 5981; use-
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Purport io»454^^35: ^arietj iti»100; Word -picture*

in. 596-697.

Xelang K, T. ^ JvAkioe ^4.
TelJiog or JMtiiring, 23* 40-42* 106,224. 367,361*376.

454* S38* 572-574, SaO. £83. 591
,
59Z 595-596. fi07*

619; Btatoineolft, 601; wtory-lelluig, 572-574, 606-

T<rt-booIi», 5, 26* 559-563* 574* 575 578- 5P2. 584*

585* 592-594* 604, 605, 60a 611*620* 637* 641, 646.

647, 650-652,

Theorj- & Pnwtioo, 79* 87, 112, 148-150. 153. 154. 406,

534, 539* 540. 542. 544, 551* 658.

Tiiibaut G*. uu ^{iiuikjirac^hBLCjA, 306-307*

Tljiiilsvra CM- floljo/nFB. tiiiBtem, 14* 15* 133. 182, 322-32B,

395,396* 651-653* 657-659; modem.J 3* 330* 331,

334* 6S4, 635: Webtefii* 14 100, 10?. 133* 135,

323, 324* 3?6* 338. 395, 542-544. 651-654,657.

658.
Thorn iJ ike* 8(3.

TiLak* ii Ci, { Li.k*. )* on iiec^Bemy portions of grammar*.

G21-&22,
TittiofeHpnco* 9S, 131^ 39 ^ 312^ 319,320. 325-337,

423* 447. 4S3, 463* 491, 492* 522. 523; idea of

VogoB. 329*

Training, in mettioda* 650;
pOetE ^ teachers* 539 , &40 *

Traniilcu'malioii, 602, 609* 623 ,

TransTatioii. lO. 23* 24-25^ 32. 94. 96-98. 342* 363,

^372-375* 405, 427* 563, 566, 597. 688. 591, 594*

607. 618-64:. 647* 649: Tmnsluttoti me 1 hod, 563,.

555, 5B7. 588; trausfatloos of Sanftkril works, 94»

08; trAiialfttitin into Sanakrit^ 611 , 639-641, 649,

TrulL. 168* 159* 161* 162. 16S* 167* 2f5. 290, 293,

306* 308, 332: hrolute or ultimate. 307, 330, 331;
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hUtorwtt*, 337, 319, 321, 322. 324, 330^ 331: Ittory,

319; ScientiEc* 322.

t^ubnaaed f^ttltnde', JE3, lb2,

tNuiemUading. gys, 584, 587-589, 594, 599

*

^Joiformity of Kature. 173, 174, 17S. 178-180 .

Unit oi language—

4

wnt^nce, 115* 119, 120, 246> 305^

393, 394, 401, 4D3-4C5, 423, 564.

UmreTmit^,—^onrricali^Ei], 104, 619, 620; ojuipamMbm,

a m 541. 558, 620, 623, 637-639, .642. 647-

630; gr^ilaatos, 340. 342,343.364*541,619, 647,

649; reqtilrtm«ita. 639, £45-647, 650, 655. 65a
etudeiit«, 363,

UtUitamniani, 107; utilitarian Bubjeota. 93 . 95, 106. 107,

110, 112; uUntj & ouJUre, 103-

Vwlia Jlterataine, 66-73, 183. 199, 241. 267, 313* 317,

329. 44S, 449. 452. 456, S60 561, 558, 653; Aranya-

183; Bfabpjanss, 69-73. 76, 183, 217, 241^

379,317, 324, S60; SamtilaH* aS. 69, 183. 190*

241. 300, 324,

V€rb, 57-59, lOS. 116* 190, 318.239. 240. 246. 271,

343, 346, 397 411, 414. 433. 547, 554, 55S,

364, 566. 608, 610, 612. 613* 621-623 625-639,

632, 634p 635; « the prindifial wdrd, 247-248. 396,

404; poBition of the finite verb. 117^ 219* 220, 225,

627, 629, 632* 633,

VocBbotary. 371, 372. 401. 559, S61, 563, 5£9: 591*

603. 638, B39: Tatmma words, 12j. 5^3 .

Wmlernita M., 318, 653.

Words. 26-28, 38, 56-57, 120. 121, 185* ISB, 189.

200. 201. 204. 2?0, 211. 245. 246, 341, 343, 367*
371, 373, 378. 331-385, 390, 391, 393, 397-403.
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405, 407-412, 414-429, 434^ 437-443. 446. 447, 451,

4S2 455. 457-459, 483-483. 490-492, 493-496,

504-508.510. 511,515, 5^, 524. 57S. S3S. 536*

538, S47, SS3-555, 557, 561-560. 570. 571. 57S»

578, SSI, S^* 565, 586 591.
'

594. 593, 598-

602. 606 . 60a 610, 623, 627. 629 , 631, 633.

636; ftqtJiTtients, 602; frequancj of, 561; infl&otod,

633; iiHflrT0g(kti7e. 585. 587* introd notion of/27, 38;

S64, 565. 570, 571, 595; new words. 552. S€6, 567,

whki b ft word, 201,

YOftn Chwaog. 77. 217, 337.

f



INDEX: B

^ftrjcisT,

(^Kw), 82 . 25e-M9
; 104^ 107,

—

27U^ 380.
*

75, SI, m, iS5, las. 241-242,

60, 25 1; 265-206, -55 75, I9t, t08,

ia2. 133, 291, S03, 200,203-299* 300,320.

41c^r?M[T^rT, 303, 307.

132. 289, 200^303 314^ 310,471^73, 478*480;-

302, 314* 310

4i0-44l:-4y 75, 204, 440, m, 443,

103, 104— 12H22.

169, 2ST. 290* 291* 307-311, 3U, 310, 3&7; 423,

435, m. 520, 624, 571* 503^95, B07, 009, 005,

ai^iTTT,i3a, 139,141-143, 4S5, *85* 480,513-519, 321-524.

108.

(fl^ni, 541, 34W49, S55, 30®^ 371* 397. 3&», 400
402-405. 435. 430. 441, 440, 450H62, 694. 507, 603.

34i^ 349^

), 19* 60, 61, 91, 126, 15S, 173.

175, 177, 207-210, 238, 242, 300-312* 30;J. 393, 42§,

631, 1^2.

450, 460* 462-^4.

27,20. 61, 92* UO, £46, 39Mfl4, 306,
- 397, 401, 402* 106-407, 426, 439, 434, 635* 53*.
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198.

91, 192. 203.

243, 244, 252. 276.

266-268.

wn, 158, 150, 167.

ijo, 399. 407-*33, «7-«Sl, <#3, 495-17U,
472-477, 479-481, 484-S08, 310. SI4-3I0, SIS S19,
622. 624. 626, 335, 639, 638. 639, 641. 644.

'

143. 285. 338. 484. 489. 612, 513. 615. 617-
528, 530; ^12 513^ 5|.y^ 620-622;

480. 508-610. 613-616. .717, 518. 6^.
20. 92. no. 245. 281, 396-407 4.33

434. 504, 536, 538.

467. 409, 474, 476-^80. 601, 602. 607.

120-131. 204, 328.

^>0, 59. 73. !K). lU. 120. 371-372, 600.

****«t*fe, 144, 14.5, 147.

69, 70, 247. 249, 270, 270-281, 317, 330. 3l>6,

443, 444. 463; 69^ 270, 280. 444; 3'n^I^, 59,

280; 60.. 280.

9i^tm
( ), 6H. 76-78, 80.86,, 96. 219.

42-44, 47. 58-.'i4, 50,' 449. 338. 340. 474 4g4
480. 400, 400. 514, 616, 618, 536. 697-598 600

), 42-43. 53. 64. 376. 377.' 454.

280, 201, 300, 301. 523.
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31 a, 333.

i2e. in. m. m.
30, 4t, ft7, m, 210» SuO, £55, SOO-281, 35J-

358, 376, i33-13S, 443* 443, 4*5, 443, S04. 670:

240, 354; Tc>lF4, 7U. W, 358, 570*

70, W. 368; 241+, 364; S40* 354.

4TrfSH,-^^^> 137, J30. 132, SB7, 280* 301, m 304,

300-311* 316. 370* 360, 382, 4t7, 470, 47L, 523.

), I4&, 160* 336. 330, 483-480* 401-

405, 407* 501-502* 604, 6l£. 6 17,

4|;^^rR4, 78, 118, 120* 335, 338. 360. 303* 400* 416,

420* 460* 463* 484, 470* 471* 404. 605* 630, 636^

536, 630,

70, 3IT* 3£T* 320*

205-207, 300* 310, 313, 471,

60, 261, 252,

01, £03,

r^J^f l^* 167* 173. 206, r>83*

81* iSTf, 153* 107, 169, 170* 103*

( *lRr
), SSO* 467* 400* 473, 404, 4t»7, 501, OOS,

70* 131. 143, 166, 171* 163* 217-218* 214* 287-

289. 292-295, 298, 3D4. 303, 310, 31 1* 357* 362* 378*

386,533, 580; 294, 300.308; ^^,309; 308;

^'7^ 71. m, 300* 308* 309; 144, 294* 309;

H^fT, 300; 4447r>q4S 70, 128, 300, 308. 30Q* 31 1;

128. 288* 300, 303, 304* 30S, 312; 3“^, 11* 206* $00;

300*
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yf

70. Bi, 90, yi, ii9, m,
3S8, 422, 473, 474* 507.

034^ 037.

242, 325, 3£«, 33fl>

^rrV, ivo^o^g,

n4,,i 7fl-*7S. m, m$, 300. 415, 4 !3 ,

171^ .202,
,
340^251, 43>1^ 500,

2ft3, 3t3*

gj3, 237.

4iR^
( gg^ 22!J-230, 232, 233, 233, 010;

I 225-227.

101^/202* 301. 36^,

23, 35, 30, 40, 57, 59, 7S, 37* 3S* J J5, 117. StS, gl9,
235. 230, 23&-240, 230, 343, 3^-347, 3flt* 370,
390,442.603,593, 01U014, fiJO, 021, 033, OgO, 03^V

033, 036, 048*

n, 20. 21, 40, 43. 355, 330* 330, 581, 063;

480^438, 521. 0J7; U, SB, 330;

330; 34* 130, ISI, 500, 617, 621;

B2J. 0l7r
'

( w41q^o!fiT^r4
),

33^.-

5<0f^
). 5g^ 21 1-214. 216;

), 2ia,

242, 445, 474, 476*

^qsnui^-lTf^, 166, 224, 203, £34, 286, 201. 410-413, 41fi»

f: 420-423, 426-427.

410, 415, 420, 42K
144-147,
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640-

403^ 404,
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